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Not that we are competent to claim anything for ourselves, but our competence
comes from God."
46

2 Corinthians3:5

"I did it and I did it clean!"
Li,iford Christy #ter winning the gold medal at the I992 Olympics OfBarcelona
(Ioo metre sprint or men)

"He aqui que, carninando hacia XibalbA, jugaron a la pelota."
Popol vuh (the Mayan book ofthe dawn °fl fe), Guatemala, 1550

"

Zeren anhitz moldez eta differentki minzatzen baitira. "

Pedro de Axillar, Gero, Bordeaux, I643

"En honderden vragen speelden door zijn hoofd en hij was gelukkig."
Eigen opstel over Diogenes en de ton, Themaweek Griekenland, Jan Jansschool, Almelo,juni I982

Mijn langste reis
Er was eens een schaapje dat besloten had om zijn schaapskooi te verlaten en de wijde
wereld in te trekken. Na een tijdje kreeg het schaapje Heimweh. Hij wist niet goed meer
hoe hij de weg terug moest inslaan. Hoe verder hij afdwaalde, hoe vastberadener hij echter
werd om al het mogelijke te doen om zijn weg terug te vinden. Zijn geloof in God sterkte
hem in de overtuiging dat hi j de onderneming om terug te komen zou aankunnen.

En God liet hem niet alleen. Hij zond hem een herder, jules van Dijck, een schapendoes,
Wim Hulsink, en een beschermengel, Isabel Ortega. De herder nam de begeleiding van het
schaapie niet op zich met de bedoeling een kuddedier van hem te maken of om hem aan
de leiband te doen lopen. Nee, hij trachtte het schaap je op eigen krachten zijn weg te doen
vinden, door zijn navigatievaardigheden aan te scherpen. De herder was veeleisend ten
opzichte van het schaapje, maar ook geduldig, begripvol en vergevingsgezind als het
schaapje zich eigenwijs en aanmatigend gedroeg. De schapendoes werd de trouwe metgezel
van het schaapje tijdens diens reis en zorgde ervoor dat hij niet verdwaalde en het licht bleef
volgen. De beschermengel bracht het schaapje geluk en behoedde hem voor misstappen
en verslapping.

Ook stelde God lichtbakens op, zoals Alain Verbeke, Patrick Kenis, Johan Gauderis en
Bernardo Batiz Lazo. Zij maakten het schaapje duidelijk waarlangs hijwel en niet moest
gaan. Toen het schaapje al een eind op weg was, diende zich bovendien nog een rijzende
ster aan, John Groenewegen, die het schaapje verder in de juiste richting leidde.

Uiteindelijk slaagde het schaapje erin om zijn zware en vermoeiende, maar o zo leerrijke
en verrijkende tocht met goed gevolg af te sluiten. Het schaapje zag aldus datgene bevestigd
wat hij aldoor had geweten: "Gij hebt geen bovenmenselijke verzoeking te doorstaan. En
God is getrouw, die niet zal gedogen, dat gij boven vermogen verzocht wordt, want Hij
zal met de verzoeking ook voor de uitkomst zorgen, zodat gij ertegen bestand zijt". Bij
thuiskomst trofhij bovendien een pasgeboren lammetje aan, Axel, aan wie hij al de wijze
lessen die hij tijdens zijn tocht had opgedaan kon gaan overbrengen en hij zelf de rol van
herder op zich kon nemen.
In alle oprechtheid wil ik de hierboven genoemde personen bedanken voor de wijze waarop
ze me bijgestaan en begeleid hebben tijdens nlijn tocht. God ben ik dankbaar voor en
(er)ken ik op al mijn wegen.

Bart Kamp
Britssel, Be ie

Dankwoord
Aanvankelijk had ik mijn dankwoord graag vorm gegeven analoog aan de wijze waarop
Pedro Almodovar zich bedankte tijdens de in onvangst name van zijn Oscar in zooo. Die
begon toen een waslijst van namen afte werken van mensen die hij wilde bedanken, tot
de plaatselijke kapper en een hele resem heiligen aan toe. Ik heb wel eens getracht om op
eenzelfde wijze een lijst samen te stellen. Die zou dan ook allerlei personages en instanties
bevatten die een minder directe bijdrage hebben geleverd aan de volt:ooiing van onderhavig
werk, maar die wel voor de nodige inspiratie zorgden. Een willekeurige greep uit de bonte
verzameling van namen die dan tot stand zou komen: de Heerlijkheid Almelo, Phil
Anderson, Roberto Laiseka, Kenny Dalglish, Pierre van Hooijdonk, Radio RKOR (93.6
Granollers), 1014 FM (votre frdquence A Bruxelles), Radio FFN (das Gelbe vom Ei), CLOS
FM (op de 99.7), Roland Orzabal, Donald Fagen, Laurent Voulzy,...

Uiteindelijk bleek zo'n dankwoord geschoeid op de "Almodovar-leest" de omvang van een
dissertatie op zich te gaan krijgen. De kans dat ik bovendien bepaalde personen ofinstanties
nog over het hoofd zou zien, leek me te groot. Ik heb derhalve besloten in dit dankwoord
te willen stil staan bij een aantal vriendschappen die op directe wilze, hoewel onbewust,
bijgedragen hebben tot de aanpak en afronding van dit werk. Dit zijn: Remco Platenburg;
Tohan Wiegman; m'n maten uit het "Dispuut Thomas van Aquino" (in willekeurige volgorde
van belangrijkheid): Marcel Mies, Albert de Bruijn en Richard Suikerbuik; Johan Gauderis
en tenslotte Wim Hulsink. Ook wil ik in dit dankwoord stil staan bij mensen die mij in de
loop van de onderzoeksactiviteiten enorm geholpen hebben.

Met Remco Platenburg heb ik een aantal jaren achter elkaar heel Nederland afgestroopt
om allerlei dealers en autoshowrooms, -importeurs, -tentoonstellingen en -sloperijen
(tussen haakjes: "Heb jij de portier van die Peugeot 604 Open laten staan,7 te bezoeken.
Ik bewaar onbeschrij flijk goede herinneringen aan die tijd en het heeft bij mij de interesse
in auto's - die daarvoor ook al wel bestond - de definitieve stimulans gegeven om voor
altijd geinteresseerd te zijn in automobielen en in de autosector. Remco, heel hartelijk dank
daarvoor.
Met Johan Wiegman heb ik een aantal jaren deel uitgemaakt van het bruisende (nacht)leven
van Almelo. De observaties en ontledingen die wij destijds maakten van allerlei klieken,
allianties, vriendschappen en vijandschappen tussen personen en groepen en hoe een
treffen tot stand kwam of vermeden werd, was in feite de perfecte leerschool voor
netwerkanalyse. "En wat je allemaal al niet uit een telefoonboek kunt halen of van een
nummerplaat kunt aftezen!". Door die ti id heb ik -nadat ik Almelo heb verlaten- in feite
altijd het idee gehad dat geen enkele stad aan Almelo kon tippen. Niet dat andere steden
minder te bieden hadden op allerlei viak. Maar wel omdat alle verblijven daarna -in op het
oog aansprekendere steden- oppervlakkiger waren. Almelo heb ik diepgaand leren kennen,
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tot op zijn fundamenten: wij konden die stad "lezen"! johan: "Remember" bestaat niet meer,
maar dankzij jou heb ik onvergetelijk mooie herinneringen aan, in het bijzonder, de laatste
jaren van mijn middelbare schooltijd. Ik ben je daarvoor heel erg erkentelijk.

Dankzij de vriendschap met Marcel, Albert en Richard kreeg mijn interesse in Spanje vorm.
Via regelmatig bezoek aan de Tapa Bar in Antwerpen, de platen van Paco Pefla, Camarron
de la Isla, Baron Rojo en niet te vergeten Paco de Lucia ("Ah si, Paco toca bien!"), kreeg ik
helemaal de smaak te pakken Het bezoek aan het concert van Paco in het voorjaar van 1993
in de schouwburg van Brussel deed de rest. Dankzij jullie impulsen heb ik ook werk gemaakt
van een verblij f in Spanje en dat heeft de rest van mijn leven gemarkeerd. Ik ben jullie
daarvoor eeuwig dankbaar.

Met Johan Gauderis werk ik inmiddels al zo'n 5 jaar samen. Zowel als collega en als mens
ben ik zeer, zeer op je gesteld. Zoals jij vakmanschap, integriteit en goede zin verenigt is
uniek. Ik besefdat ik die combinatie zelden nog zal tegenkomen bij andere personen en
ik prijs me gelukkig dat ik je heb leren kennen. Ik kan bovendien wel stellen dat als wij elkaar
op die I' mei i998 uiteindelijk misgelopen waren in Le D6me, ik deze dissertatie
waarschijnlijk nooit (zo) zou hebben afgerond. Het beginnen werken in Antwerpen bij
Technum-Resource Analysis heeft een radicale ommekeer ten goede in mijn leven
betekend. Daarvoor zalik je altijd dankbaar blijven.Johan, ik hoop dan ook dat we nog heel
lang onze vriendschappelijke en collegiale band behouden.

Ook met betrekking tot Wim Hulsink schieten superlatieven tekort. Dankzi j jou heb ik de
moed erin gehouden met betrekking tot dit proefschrift. Te wist ook altijd een humoristische
noot in te brengen en zorgde ervoor dat de academische wereld voor mij een humaan
aanzicht kreeg hield, waar ook gewoon plaats is voor mensen die het verschil kennen tussen
een dieselaar en een methanoller. Ten aanzien van mijn schrijfwerk heb je me op
verschillende momenten gewezen op zeer waardevolle inputs; referenties, verantwoording
van methodologische keuzes, transparantie en controleerbaarheid van bewijsvoering...
Ook daarvoor ben ik je zeer erkentelijk. Wim, ik hoop dat we nog lang in dezelfde stad
blijven wonen: ik zou je anders werkelijk gaan missen.
Con respecto a mis contactos en Espafta, quisiera dedicar un especial agradecimiento al
senor Pablo Busto (VW Navarra). Fud en el transcurso de una entrevista con 61 en
noviembre del 2000 que vi claro cual tendria que ser el enfoque definitivo de mi
investigacion. Ese era el « flash» que luego sirvio como guion para montar mi tesis. Quiero
agradecerle enormemente por ello y tambidn, de un modo mas general, por su
disponibilidad y por el concocimiento que ha querido compartir conmigo. Tambidn deseo
agradecer al Sr. Pablo Sanchez Jauregui y al Sr. Hermenegildo Marrodan (ambos tambitn
de VW Navarra), cuya contribucion ha sido de gran valor para mi tesis. Muchisimas gracias.

Por otra parte, mi trabajo en lo que a Navarra se refiere no habria sido posible sin la ayuda
de Don Angel Ortega, quien me introdujo en varios sitios cuando aun estaba en fase de
exploracion, tanto conceptual como empirica, del terreno. Esto me permitio una "salida

DANKWOORD

volante". Mil gracias por confiar en mi y en mis actividades desde el principio, incluso
cuando apenas nos conociamos.

Asimismo quiero agradecerle al Sr. Jesus Zabalo (Sodena), quien ha querido compartir
conmigo en mas de una ocasion su gran conocimiento (de la historia) del sector de
automocion en Navarra.
Para concluir este capituto de agradecimientos hacia Navarra, deseo agradecer a todas las
personas que me abrieron sus puertas para una entrevista ylo para consultar fuentes

escritas.
En cuanto a la parte de Castilla y Leon y FASA-Renault, quiero destacar la ayuda prestada
por Rosario Pedrosa Sanz y Fernando Manero Miguel (Universidad de Valladolid) y por
Andrds de Leon, Maria Jesus Rodriguez Torres, Jesus Collazos, Carmen Segarra, Carlos
Yeboles, Luis Rivas y lost Gonzalez Torrico (FASA-Renault). Gracias a Ustedes he podido
profundizar mis analisis hasta un nivel que no creia posible de antemano. Me considero
privilegiado por haber podido disfrutar de la manera en que me han ayudado. Mil gracias.

Con respecto a Castilla y Leon, deseo agradecer igualmente a todas las personas que me
abrieron sus puertas para una entrevista y10 para consultar fuentes escritas.
Finalmente quiero mostrar mi agradecimiento a Eva Ortega. Todas las memorias y balances
que he podido consultar gracias a ti me han sido de mucha utilidad para reforzar el caracter
longitudinal de mis analisis. Muchisimas gracias y, aunque no tiene que ver con finanzas
y monetarismo, me gustaria saber qud te parece el resultado final.

Regarding the assistance from VW and Renault at head quarter level, I want to express my
gratitude to Frank Grohn (VW), Paul Parnidre and Alexis Gilodi (Renault) with whom I
had very enriching interviews.

Ook wil ik de vakgroep Beleids- en OrganisatiewetenschappenfTranzo van de Katholieke
Universiteit Brabant (nu: Universiteit van Tilburg) hartelijk danken voor het feit dat ik
gedurende een jaar onderdak bij hen heb gekregen om zo de degelijke afronding van mijn
proefschrift te bespoedigen. In dit verband een speciaal dankwoord aan Patrick Kenis als
vakgroepvoorzitter. Ook een speciaal dankwoord aan Roel Rutten. Roel, je was me altijd
een paar stappen voor en daardoor een ideaal referentiepunt. Ik kon ook altijd met vragen
bij je terecht ofgewoon voor een luchtig gesprek en dat heb ik zeer gewaardeerd. Mijn
oprechte dank voor dat alles.

Ik wil ook Prof. Dr. Niels Noorderhaven en Prof. Dr. Bart Nooteboom oprecht bedanken
voor het feit dat zij zitting hebben willen nemen in de promotiecommissie ter beoordeling
van mijn proefschrift. Jag vill ocksi hjartligt taCka Prof. Dr. Mats Forsgren for hans
deltagande i Ph.D. kommissionen angiende min avhandling.
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Eveneens wilik mijn werkgever Technum-Resource Analysis hartelijk bedanken voor de
ontvangen steun in de achterliggende jaren. Sinds rnijn intrede hebben zij mijn pogingen
om te promoveren zeer sterk ondersteund. Zowel van directie als van collega's heb ik
bovendien altijd veel medeleven ondervonden en dat heeft me enorm gestimuleerd om
uiteindelijk een happy end aan deze onderneming te kunnen breien. Mijn dank is groot.

Gert Stronkhorst wit ik hartelilk danken voor de zorg die hi j besteed heeft aan de kwaliteit
van mijn Engels. Imperfecties die zijn blijven staan zijn uiteraard voor mijn rekening.
Barbara Eykerman wil ik hartelijk bedanken voor haar hulp bij het bewerken van een aantal
figuren en tabellen.

Tenslotte wil ik mijn dank uitspreken richting het familiefront.
Aan mijn ouders en mijn zus Marlies die met hun nieuwsgierigheid en aanmoedigingen
mijn verrichtingen steeds nieuwe impulsen gaven. Dankzij jullie niet aflatende interesse
was de weg een stuk lichter en kreeg ik het gevoel dat ik niet alleen mezelf (of de
academische gemeenschapP) een plezier deed. An mien zwoager Martijn die zich ook altijd
zeer geinteresseerd toonde en altijd open stond voor discussie over allerlei inhoudelijke
zaken op het vlak van toeleverancierspraktijken. Ik herinner me vooral een gesprek dat we
hadden tijdens jullie bezoek aan Brussel in augUStUS 2002. Op basis van dat gesprek heb
ik toen een aantal eindconclusies, al zeg ik het zelf, heel wat helderder kunnen uitwerken
dan dat ze op dat moment waren. Aan mijn beide oma's (Oma Kamp en Oma Jansen) die
de gang naar Noord-Brabant (en dus ook naar Tilburg) altijd tot een feest hebben gemaakt.
Ik ben erg blij dat ik ze, door mijn regelmatige bezoeken aan Tilburg, de laatste jaren zo

vaak heb kunnen zien. Dit was in het bijzonder het geval met Oma Jansen bij wie ik tussen
september 200I en september 2002 regelmatig logeerde: ook daarvoor nogmaals van ganser

harte dank.
De grootste dank ben ik verschuldigd aan Isabel die me van het begin tot het einde enorm
heeft weten te stimuleren en die tevens het nodige geduld heeft kunnen opbrengen: muchas
gracias por haber estado siempre alli y por haber mostrado tanta paciencia y comprension
conmigo. Lest best: Axel wil ik bedanken voor zijn komst en de vreugde die hij gebracht
heeft sinds zijn geboorte. Onze Spaanse Brabander ofTwentse Navarro was de juiste man
op de juiste plaats op het juiste moment. Zijn geboorte gaf me definitief de geest om het
proefschrift tot een goed einde te brengen en weer meer tijd te maken voor huiselijke
gezelligheid. Axel: "Schon dass es dich gibt!"

Bart Kamp
Britssel, Belflit
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Preface
This study on the formation and evolution of international business networks is not about
determining "under what circumstances a network -as a governance arrangement- is to be
preferred to market governance or internalisation, for a specific business activity," Neither
does it aim to find out"which foreign entry mode strategies do business actors follow to
position themselves in international business networksP", as a static observation ofa "onemoment-in-time act". Instead, this study is aimed at the following. Once companies decide
to outsource business activities: how do the relationships of international business networks
develop over time from a geographical angle and from an actor composition point ofview?
Existing studies point, on the one hand, at location determinism as a consequence of lean
logistic practices and modular production methods and, on the other hand, at the longevity
ofbusiness-to-business relationships and business networks constellations. The present
study calls these claims into question. For that purpose, the study -after tapping into lessons
derived from three different conceptual frameworks o f re ference, i.e. the Network and
Interaction approach to business-to-business relationships, the Network view on the
Internationalization Process Model and the Flagship Five Partners Model- builds on
insights derived from, among others, change theories and theories with respect to
organizational learning and competitive behaviour. As a consequence, the study comes
up with interesting conceptual insights and empirical findings.
The process, and the underlying factors and considerations that led to the selection ofthe
three reference frameworks are described extensively, step by step. The combination of
the Scandinavian-based Network and Interaction approach to bib relationships and the
Network view on the Internationalization Process Model, on the one hand, and the NorthAmerican-based Flagship Five Partners Model (which leans towards boundaries ofthe
firm theories such as resource-based views and transaction cost economics and towards
theories explaining the existence ofmultinational companies, notably the internalization
theory), turns out to be curious one. For most ofthe influential publications in the tradition
of either of these two "schools" hardly mention the existence or cite from the publications
that appear in the tradition of the other. Very few publications (e.g. McKiernan, I992; Melin,
1992; Fina and Rugman, I996) form a bridge between the two worlds. The present research
can be seen as a contribution in this respect.

The conceptual framework and the operationalization of key concepts that are constructed
after the critical review of both the reference frameworks, and of other theories that
improve our understanding of international business networks dynamics (e.g. change
theories and theories with respect to organizationallearning and competitive behaviour),
are punctuated with cross-references to theoretical assumptions from relevant publications
of other scholars. As such, many efforts were made to obtain construct validity for the

conceptual framework and its key concepts.
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To test the conceptual propositions of our study, we build on longitudinal empirical
research with respect to two cases ofbuyer-suppliers networks surrounding foreign-owned
car assembly plants in Spain. Merits of this empirical part are, for instance, the long period
of time during which evolutions with respect to the business networks in questions are
followed. Furthermore, the fact that the insights obtained from the empirical analyses are
not merely founded on verbal statements expressed in interviews with sources "close to
the horse's mouth", but on revealed facts as they appear in company reports; some of them
meant for a wide audience (e.g. annual reports), others to inform a select group of actors
(internal publications). Certainly the disclosure of the latter data meant finding and gaining
access to them, which in certain cases implied a great deal ofdetective work and diplomacy.
Finally, the fact that we managed to consult empirical data in no fewer than seven languages
further helped us conduct a broadly founded, rich and multiform empirical research. As
a consequence, the final conclusions we arrive at in this study are supported by a thorough
analysis ofa wide array of sources.

Evidently, the undersigned is responsible for the findings derived from the empirical
research.

Bart Kamp
Brussels, Bel8ium

I. Introduction
Background and positioning ofthe study

I.I.

From a regional or host region perspective, the value of having a gatekeeping company to
consumers market within its territory, like for instance a car assembly plant, lies not so
much in the success the end products of the company have on the world's consumer
markets: Instead, its value depends more on the employment, added value and general
wealth such a company generates through spill-over effects to the wider economy and its
embeddedness within the region in question.:

a

Especially in the case of regions that are peripheral to the home base of the gatekeeping
company in question, such regional spill-over effects and embeddedness are not all that
self-evident.

Why are certain peripheral regions, some ofwhich may not even be very active in terms
oftargeted policy actions and public investments with regard to a specific sector, the (long
term) host to satellite business networks with many geographically concentrated backward
and forward links within a specific production chain?
general preoccupation in peripheral regions that (want to) host large foreign
investments, especially when the investments are in mature industries that are inclined to
become foot-loose.s Increasingly, these regions want more than merely to have the above-

This is

'

'

i

a

The value system of the automotive industry can broadly speaking be split into a part upstream
and a part downstream of the.detachment• point where a car leaves the assembly line and enters
the distributionand commercial stages ofthe value system. Due to the fact that the assembler acts
as a •hinge„ between production and sale of the final product and therefore as the •gate. to the
market, this actor can be considered the gatekeeping party in the value system.
The difference between stand-alone screwdriver factories which import all their components from
somewhere far away on the one hand, and locally concentrated Marshallian or Becattinesque

complexesofmanufacturerscentredaroundahomogeneousrangeofproductswiththeirownR&D
facilities on the other hand, is very illustrative in this respect. Likewise, whether a satellite branch
plant is busy with ensuring a firm's international sales, or with more added value activities such
as R&D and manufacturing, also makes a significant difference.
This policy issue is also a matter ofconcern in the traditional heartlands ofmature industries. E.g.
in the North of Europe, as is testified by the "Standort" debates that have been held in the last
decades of the zoa century. There, the debates are normally centred around the question: "(How)
can we maintain an industry hereP" See for example Bloch, B. Globalisation and downsizing in
Germany. In: M@n@gement, Vol. 2. No. 3. 1999.287-303 Special Issue: Organizational Downsizing:
Wolff, B.. Incentive-Compatible Change Management in a Welfare State: Asking the Right
Questions in the German Standort-Debate", Working Paper #6.4, Center for European Studies.
Harvard University 1996: Brenner. N., Building'Euro-regions': Locational politics and the political
geography ofneoliberalismin post-unification Germany, In: European Urban and Regional Studies.
Vol. 7, Issue 4,1 October 2000, pp. 319-347
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mentioned gatekeeping company within their territory. They also want to host the network
of suppliers to whom the former company has outsourced large part of its activities, as well
as the business functions that are vital to further development of the products in question.

We define a satellite business network in a region that is peripheral to the home base of
the main network members as follows: "networks larBely made zip of stibsidiaries of
multinationals in regions that do not host the decision-makinB centres ie. the headquarters Oft/le
most ifuentialprivate actors involved in the business networks in question." Thus: peripheral

does not mean in e.g. developing countries.
The game ofattracting and maintaining industries within a locality is usually played through
incentives on investments, soil, labour, access to consumer markets and other production
factors (see e.g. (Richardson, 1972, I973,1978; Scott, I988). We argue that these traditional
factors for explaining location behaviour are especially relevant to the explanation of
location choices of largely integrated companies or for companies that form the hub ofa
network of firms. However, we argue that for the firms that form the surrounding network
of such a hub company -especially in cases where many of these firms are from abroad as
well- the situation is somewhat different. Here, we argue that it is, ceteris paribus, the
location o f a hub company itsel f and the relative value it represents to the surrounding
network of firms (see e.g. Nooteboom, I996; Nooteboom, Berger and Noorderhaven, 1997;
De Jong and Nooteboom, zooo, p. z8,35), that influences suppliers in their "location

behaviour".
From our viewpoint, therefore, this question is largely an international business-to-business
matter. Thus, in order to shed light on these matters, we will focus on those intra-firm and
inter-firm parameters, decisions and dynamics that determine the appreciation of location
and value characteristics of hub firms. From there on, we will analyze the impact this has
on the geographical articulation o f international buyer-supplier (b2b) networks around
peripherally located subsidiaries of multinational enterprises (MNEs) over time. For this
two-step analysis we will make use ofcontext-specific operationalizations ofthe concepts
"intra-firm network position" and "inter-firm network positioning".
Simultaneously, we want to expose a second business-to-business matter. Namely, the claim
that buyer-supplier networks are fairly stable and shaped around long-lasting relationships
between partners (see e.g. Johanson and Mattsson, 1987; Easton, 1989; Ford, 1980, 1997;
HAkansson, 1993)· We argue that, for example, competitive and learning behaviour of firms,

both on behalf of buyers and suppliers, may well make the composition of business
networks prone to changes. This will be analyzed via a context-specific operationalization
ofthe concept "bib relationship longevity".
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Consequently, we want to concentrate on the following two research problems:

-

What determines the (non-)practicing of co-location around buyer establishments on
behalfof suppliersP What determines the degree to which suppliers are geographically
concentrated around the hub firms of international business networks?

- What determines supplier-continuity and discontinuity -for example through
substitutions or exit- in business networks around such hub firms7

We will deal with these research problems through a longitudinal analysis of the
composition and location of the respective groups of suppliers surrounding two longestablished car assembly plants in Spain. The car assembly plants (hereafter: original
equipment manufacturers, short: OEMs) are subsidiaries of different foreign-owned MNEs.
We intend to demonstrate that network theory can be applied or extended in such a way
that the location dimension ofbzb processes can also be explained. Through this, we aim
to achieve a first form of conceptual progress regarding network theory (Lakatos, I978;
De Vries, 1985; Korthals, 1989; Groenewegen and Vromen. 1996, p. 365-366; Groenewegen,
2000, p. 17).

Subsequently, we argue that the phenomena ofbonding and trust, which are supposed to
make inter-firm relationships a lasting experience according to e.g. network theory, are
unable to explain sufficiently the outcome of business network formation processes over
time. We therefore propose the inclusion of concepts from other theoretical schools to
explain the outcomes ofbusiness network formation processes. Through this, we also aim
to show conceptual progress with respect to
I.I.I.

network theory.

Research context

Over IS years of research has demonstrated that nowadays a large share of business
transactions take place via bib relationships (Laage-Hellman, 1997)·4 These relationships
render network characteristics to the aggregated structure of companies (Axelsson and
Easton, I991; Nohria and Eccles, I992; Grabber, 1993) and a less pronounced vertical
integration in value systems (Child, 1987; Jarillo, I988; Johnston and Lawrence, 1988).
Consequently, business networks can be identified as empirical entities (Hikansson, I993)·
Moreover, the explosion in alliances at the end of the zoa century suggests that a pair or
network o f firms is an increasingly important unit o f analysis and deserves more study
(Anderson, 1990; Gomes-Casseres, I994; Smith, Carroll and Ashford, 1995)· Finally, the
fact that inter-firm cooperation can be an important source of rent generation has long been

+

As an illustration: the typical manufacturing firm in the USA purchases 55% o f the value of each
product it produces. whereas this figure is 6()% in lapan (Dyer and Singh, 1998, p. 660),
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recognized in studies (Alchian and Dernsetz, I972; Cook and Emerson, I978, i984; Perry,
1989; Oliver, 1990).

We argue that satellite business networks in peripheral regions can be interpreted as a
special case of bub relationships, i.e. as a collection of dyadic (MNE) b2b relationships in
a core-periphery context.5

Similarly, due to the satellite and peripheral characteristics involved, these networks can
be understood as a special case of internationalization.
Consequently, we will focus primarily on business-to-business (bzb) relationships and
business network literature and on literature on internationalization of firms.

We will also pay attention

to business network research that departs from an MNE
the
networks
under investigation are to a large extent subjected to
management angle, as

intra-firm headquarters-subsidiary relationship aspects.
As we aim to focus on the formation and evolution of networks, we will treat the networks
as such as a given and look at how they evolve over time. That is, as the organizational set
(Evan, 1966, I972,1974) with which a hub firm chooses to organize business activities
around one of its peripherally located subsidiaries.

Consequently, we do not look at networks as an alternative governance arrangement to
markets and hierarchies (Williamson, I975, 1985). Neither do we view these networks as
if their existence can be called into question and substituted by other governance structures
at certain moments in time (Langlois, I988; Langlois and Robertson, I989, 1995)· Instead,
we look at inter-firm networks that are "a constant" over time: From there, we analyze
the way these networks evolve in terms of geographical articulation and actor composition.

We choose not to depart either from a regional economy and economic geography
perspective, due to its lack of focus on (or negligence of) the embeddedness ofnetwork
nodes in exterior MNE power structures. In the regional economy tradition, the past
decades have witnessed a large interest in attempts to explain the relationships between

s

6

As a matter of fact, whereas the suppliers are multiple, one can observe one principal buyer (the
hub or "focal" firm) around which practically :111 bzb relationships are centered. Although the
network may have some kind of cobweb appearance due to (b2b) relationships among suppliers
of this same principal buyer the general appearance is that of a hub-supplier image and not of a
parallel radially and concentrically plus core-peripherally connected texture. 0 fcourse, suppliers
may well have relationships with other focal firms as well and form nodes in different networks
at the same time.
Forourresearch approach, there fore, discussionson: "whatistemporary"i,or:"when isa network
replaced by a hierarchy or a market relationP" -as in transaction cost economics- are beside the
point. Independent of the question whether nenvorks may be temporary. we focus on network
interactions and dynamics while they last.
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the functioning ofbusiness networks and local or regional economic growth (e.g. Porter,
I990; Krugman, 1991 Saxenian, 1994; Pyke, Becattini and Sengenberger, I992). However,
most of these explanations are based on empirical data obtained through the study of

spatially concentrated networks made up of sovereign business actors,1 without exploring
business networks with an international dimension or analyzing business networks in
peripheral localities that largely depend on MNE headquarters located abroad. There fore,
the lessons derived from these studies are not fully appropriate for understanding the
networks ofour concern, where the decision-making power to a large extent lies outside

the regions in question.

In view of ongoing economic integration processes on global and on Triad region level,
we will focus on business network formation processes in circumstances of ongoing
homogenization ofeconomic space. Whereas previously local content rules and other kinds
of state regulations determined cross-border investment and trade activities (see e.g.
Stopford and Strange, 1991), today these regimes are more and more dismantled and the
world is becoming increasingly homogeneous (Melin, I992). First of all at the level of
integrated trading blocks, like the European Union and the North-American Free Trade
Association, but also at a global level through institutions such aS the World Trade
Organization. This means that our research will provide insights that are especially valid
from an integrated trading block viewpoint.

I.2.

Research aim

The central research aim is to explore and conceptualize, from an international b2b research
angle, the formation and evolution of satellite business networks in peripheral regions in
particular and international business networks in general. In short, to find out how these

networks are shaped and how they evolve over time. Especially with respect to:
-

-

Their geographical articulation: the (non-)practicing ofco-location by suppliers: the
degree to which a conjoint of suppliers is geographically concentrated around a hub
firm.
Their actor composition: continuity and discontinuity -e.g. through substitutions or
exit- ofsuppliers in business networks.

The reason to focus on the first matter is the following. Although the study ofgeographical

articulation of inter-firm networks appears to be

a

captive market for economic

I.c. either in countries or areas that form the home base of networks build up around large MNEs
(Saxenian, 1994; Florida, 1995; Ohmae, I993; Porter, 1990), or in areas made up of SMEs in
particular mature industries (e.g. Storper. 1992; Scott, 1988. Scott and Storper, 1986: Piore and
Sabel, 1984; Brusco, 1982: Pyke et. al., 1992).
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geographers or location analysts with its own particular limitations (see I.I.I), we argue (see
I.I) that for most firms in the networks we will examine, it is more a b2b issue than anything
else. Moreover, the cross-border aspect of the networks in question and the involvement

of MNEs requiring attention for

headquarters-subsidiaries relationships, make it an
international business matter as well. We thus argue that an international bzb perspective
on the networks under consideration should yield new, adequate and comprehensive
insights into the matter. Furthermore, we posit that investigating satellite business networks
form a useful stepping stone for learning to understand geographical and actor composition
dynamics with respect to international business networks in general. We argue that is far
more useful than studying business networks in the home bases ofthe hub firms. Taking
the latter approach exposes one to the risk of getting bogged down in the kind ofbiased
settings described in paragraph I.I.I with respect to research from a economic geography
angle, or get confronted with excessively weighing local heritage factors or certain political
pressures (see also footnote 3). Consequently, we argue that satellite business network
provide the better setting for studying business network evolutions.

Likewise, we argue that sectoral trends such as modular production methods and the
introduction of lean logistics can not be held fully responsible for the location behaviour
of suppliers, in spite of what is alleged by many scholars today (e.g. Estall, I985; Mair, I99Ia,
199Ib; Wells and Rawlinson, I992; Marx, Zilbovicius and Salerno, I997; Aliez, Bilbao,
Camino and Longas, I999; Adam-Ledunois and Renault, 2001). We reason that if modular
production methods and lean logistics were to deterrnine location behaviour of suppliers,
the establishment patterns ofsuppliers vis-J-vis car assembly plants would show strong
similarities, as all OEMs evolve toWards the adoption of modularity and lean logistics. This
is not the case, however, as becomes clear when we consider at the fact that e.g. supplier
parks only arise selectively (Ludvigsen Associates, 2000; Automotive News Europe, 5 (8),
2000). We therefore reason that additional explanations must exist.

The reason to focus on the second matter is the following. It is generally advocated that
inter-firm collaborations are long-standing. Considerations like: "it takes time to develop
trust and trust is important for the well-functioning of relationships and the benefits they
can render to the partners involved" (Granovetter, i985; Johanson and Mattsson, 1987;
Helper, 1987; Easton, 1989; Becattini. I992; Harrison, I992; Sako, 1992; Nooteboom, I996),
are often forwarded as explanations for the long-lastingness of b2b relationships.
Nevertheless, organizational learning on behalfofcompanies involved in b21) relationships
with respect to the management os such relationships (Cyert and March, I963; Levitt and
March, 1988; Lane and Lubatkin, I998), as well as competitive behaviour on behalf of third
parties (Montgomery, I995) may periodically call into question the continuity of such
relationships. Moreover, change theories teach us that periodically, longer periods of
stability are punctuated by sudden and revolutionary changes (Gersick, I99Ii Van de Veil,
I992; Van de Ven and Poole, I995)·

The central aim of our research will be pursued in a threefold way: (I) the exploration of
evolutionary patterns within satellite business networks in peripheral regions in particular
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and international business networks in general; (2) the testing of hypotheses in order to
support the exploration and theory-development with respect to the formation and
evolution of these networks; and (3) the design of a conceptual model to capture the

formation and evolution ofthese networks.

Conceptual engineering steps and applied research methods

I.3.

On the basis of a review of relevant theoretical and empirical research literature with
respect to bzb relationships and internationalization ofbusiness, a conceptual framework
will be developed in order to analyze our research objects.
The frameworks of reference to ground this conceptual framework are the "Network and
Interaction" approach to b2b relationships (Hikansson, I982, I987, I989, I993, lohanson
and Mattsson, I984, I987, Laage-Hellman, I997), the Network view On the
Internationalization Process Model (Forsgren, 1989; Forsgren and Johanson, I992;
Andersson and Forsgren, 2000), and the Flagship Five Partners Model (Rugman and

D'Cruz, 2000).
We propose extensions and adjustments to three central axioms of the frameworks of
reference. Subsequently, we will present a conceptual framework that enables us to examine
the formation and evolution of satellite business networks in peripheral regions.

The three axioms in question are:
•

The firms' motivation to improve their network positions;

•

The fact that organizational learning with respect to specific activities reduces firms'
fear ofe.g. repeating, extending or intensifying these activities;

• The emphasis on continuity and longevity ofb2b relationships.
The reason we propose extensions and adjustments to these axioms is that, in their respect
the frameworks of reference neglect certain evolutions in relation to the structuring of
industries, learning processes, competitive dynamics and triggers of radical change in
general.

Due to the fact that the frameworks of reference largely neglect the supra mentioned
phenomena and processes, it appears that the respective analytical apparatuses have trouble
explaining and foreseeing developments in the composition ofbusiness networks. As this
is one of our two research problems, we need to obtain theoretical help from elsewhere.
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We argue that, in order to construct a conceptual framework that is theoretical and
terminological coherent, manageable and able to produce clear insights, it is necessary
tocombinetheoriesthat coincideoncentral claims (Groenewegenand Vromen, 1996,
P. 37I). Next, we need to link those parts ofthese theories that are consistent with one
another and which jointly contribute to the comprehension and explanation of the
research object (see e.g. Noorderhaven, 1995; De Brucker, Verbeke and Winkelmans,
I998, p. 58, p. 476). Therefore, we also choose to align b2b approaches with those
international business approaches that provide atheoretical and terminological fit. Out
of theoretical and conceptual "hygiene", we reject a broad eclectic combination of
theories inasingleconceptual framework. Forexample, acombinationoftheoriesthat
are all applicable to a given phenomenon -here: satellite business networks- but which
may not provide consistency in terms oftheir central claims and how to explain the
phenomenonat stake. Forinstance, acombinationofinsights from theories withrespect
to economic geography, administrative sciences and boundaries of firms would make
it more complicated to obtain integrated and consistent insights. Instead, it could easily
lead to contradictory insights, aS the different approaches may suggest different
explanations for the same events and processes. Consequently, one would have a
conceptual framework that is "all over the place", but which, rather than providing
clarity, would lead to "confusion".

Instead, we opt for the alignment o f a small number of theories that agree to a large
extent on crucialissues such as, for example, underlying assumptions, units o fanalysis,
and respective viewpoints.

The proposed extensions and adjustments can be underpinned by (competitive) behavioural
theories, organizationallearning and change theories. Each ofthese three theoretical bodies
coincide with our three frameworks on the respective axioms and are thus legitimate
sounding boards for further conceptual elaborations around these axioms. In concrete
terms, competitive behavioural theories share the viewpoint that firms try to improve their
network position. Like network theories, several branches of organizational learning
theories posit that bub relationships and collaborations benefit the learning experiences
of individual organizations (e.g. Nooteboom, 2002, p. 3). Change theories confirm network
theories' stability thesis, adding that longer periods ofstability are alternated with short

periods ofchanges.

In part, the proposed extensions and adjustments can also be obtained through the
extrapolation of postulations of the proper reference frameworks. Notably with respect
to the possible substitution of and evolution among partners in buyer-supplier
relationships. On the one hand, through the acknowledgement of the open system setting
in which buyer-supplier relationships operate, the competitive bidding by competitors of
the involved actors and oligopolizations in the industry. On the other hand, through the
exposure of firms to new potential partners due to their own bib and internationalization
activities, the international business and b2b experience they obtain through that, as well
as through the integration ofeconomies.

INTRODUCTION

In addition, the literature discussion and comparisons ofthe respective postulations on
central axioms, led us to make certain conceptual choices with respect to two other issues:

• The way the reference frameworks deal with the question of power (a)symmetry
between buyers and suppliers;
•

The way they are able to deal with subsidiaries as parts ofMNEs instead of MNEs as
such.

To cement these conceptual choices further, we also used insights obtained through
empirical research literature with respect to the automotive industry. Part of the empirical
literature we consulted for the present research project can be placed in the tradition of
internationalization ofbusiness and inter-firm relationships. Another part stems from other
academic approaches, including regional economy or economic geography. The latter
approaches were scrutinized to gain insights into location behaviour that can help elaborate
a network perspective on the geographical articulation or dimension of the formation and
evolution of business networks. Simultaneously, it serves to avoid the development of a
subjective and "blinkered" conceptual framework (cfr. Einstein, who allegedly stated that
the instrument determines what one will see).
In fact, analyzing empirical research findings from other scientific traditions is useful in
further conceptualizing the formation and evolution of international business networks
in general and satellite business networks in peripheral regions in particular. Similarly, it
contributes to conceiving geographical processes from a business network point ofview.
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Figure I: Buildingblocks ofthe research domain

1

LJ

2

3

Network and Interaction approach to bib relationships
2. Network view on internationalization process model and flagship i five partners model on
international business networks
1.

3.

Empirical observations

0 Integrated conceptual framework for formation and evolution of international business
networks
Source: Author's elaboration.

The integrated conceptual framework that follows from the conceptual engineering steps
outlined before, serves as the basis for the formulation of the hypotheses that will be tested
in order to support the exploration and theory-development with respect to the formation
and evolution of satellite business networks in peripheral regions. Subsequently, the
conceptual framework will be used to investigate from a longitudinal perspective two cases
of satellite business networks located in peripheral regions. These empirical cases are the
business networks surrounding two car assembly plants located in Spain.

The reason for using a longitudinal approach to the research cases iS the following.

Evidently, it is impossible to study the changes and dynamics in business networks without
taking a time element into account. Therefore, achieving our research aim requires the
application ofa longitudinal research approach. Only when we analyze the networks over
a longer period of time, will we be able to comprehend the "... sequence of events or
activities that describes how things change over time" (Van de Veil, 1992, p. I70) and identify
critical events, activities and factors behind those evolutions. Moreover, closer examination
of the how's and why's ofthese changes over a longer period, will better enable us to foresee
future changes with respect to the cases in question (case-specific predictive validity over
time) or in cases where similar events, activities and factors play a role (cross-case validity),
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as they will be the result ofprocessing ofrich and deep information flows, that at the same
time provide sufficient input for the nuances and differentiations that are required. In this
respect, Pettigrew (I990, p. 272) posits that longitudinal research "... allows the present
to be explored in relation to the past and the future."

The reason for applying a case study method is the following.
The present research with respect to the evolutionary patterns of satellite business networks
in peripheral regions (i.e. their geographical articulation and actor-composition patterns),

highly explorative and theory-developing character. We aim to test adaptations of
existing theories in the form o f an integrated conceptual framework that we developed
ourselves in field situations (Albinski, 198I, p. 29). Therefore, a multiple-case study is
applied, followed by a cross-case analysis, as this forms the most adequate way to gain a
detailed insight into the variables and dynamics around a phenomenon to be explored
(Brinberg and McGrath, 1985; Yin, 994; King, Keohane and Verba, 1994).The particular
strength o f the case study method for our research purposes, iS that it allows a detailed
analysis ofthe phenomenon under investigation as such. In addition, it enables an in-depth
exposure of the complex o f factors, events and processes that are interrelated with and
determine its shape and evolution (Kerlinger, I977)· Moreover, the fact that several of the
data that will have to be processed neither exist in an easily codifiable or numerical form,
nor can be found in databases containing uniform and standardized data regarding multiple
has a

firms, makes case studies highly appropriate. Especially as the required data will be available
under widely diverging forms, it will require much of the analyst's capacities to process and
interpret these non-uniform data to be able to draw sound comparisons and derive valid
conclusions. As our research covers a longer period, it is also likely that - even from an
intra-firm perspective there are discontinuities with respect to the ways the relevant data
are presented. Under such circumstances, it is obvious that one can not simply use
straightforward statistical trend analysis (see e.g. Albinski, 1981, p. 69).
-

Ideally, once the exploratory path has been covered, it will have yielded ideas on how to
design and carry out research activities that a priori allow for more generalizations, such
as large-scale surveys under a broad sample of firms followed by statistical analyses on those
variables or parameters that appear to be relevant.

The reason for choosing the automotive industry

iS

twofold.

The automotive industry is a prominent example of a sector where one encounters interfirm networks on a large scale, e.g. through all kinds of production and R&D outsourcing
and simultaneous engineering practices. This is manifested by many sources (e.g. Fine and
Whitney, 1996; Hodges and Van Tulder, I994; Rey del Castillo, 1994; Chanaron, I997; Dyer,

1996). According to Castells (I996, p. I I) the automotive industry -together with the
electronics industry- is the most advanced industry in the diffusion of global networking
patterns. Additionally, for a long time this industry has known an international spread of
assets and actors, also in developing countries and backward regions within the more
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prosperous Triad regions (Ohmae, 1985; Dicken, 1998). Therefore, the automotive industry
offers many examples of satellite networks in peripheral regions. This industry thus
contains representative cases for determining the explanatory variables and determinants
behind the formation and evolution of satellite networks in peripheral regions and arrive

at representative and "generalizable" conclusions.
The reason that the cases to be examined are located in Spain, can be legitimized as follows.

Although Spain is a country without indigenous automotive OEMs, it houses a significant
automotive industry. Most of the firms active in Spain are based on foreign capital
(Lagendijk, I994, I995)· This holds true fur the OEMs (IOO%), but also to a large extent
for the suppliers that are located in Spain. As such, it provides an adequate setting for
analyzing formation processes surrounding satellite business networks in peripheral
regions. Moreover, due to its (late) adhesion to an integrated trading block i.e. the European
Union, it allows us to follow such formation processes as a function of the homogenization
ofeconomic space from a dynamic perspective. Therefore, Spain forms the ideal setting
to analyze internationalization and b2b formation trajectories surrounding satellite business

networks in peripheral regions.
The two assembly plants that were selected for longitudinal case study analysis are FASARenault in Valladolid, Castilla y Leon and VW Navarra in Landaben, Navarra. Both plants
are located in regions that saw their first attempts to attract car assembly activities
frustrated due to different locational pre ferences on behalf o f the "invited" automobile
producer (FIAT in the case of Castilla y Leon, who finally settled in Barcelona, Catalortia
and Citroen in the case of Navarra, who finally settled in Vigo, Galicia). Ultimately both
regions succeeded in becoming the cradle of foreign-owned car assembly plants (Renault
in the case of Castilla y Leon and Volkswagen in the case of Navarra). Both also have in
common that the owners of the assembly operations are European multinational
companies; French in the case of FASA-Renault in Castilla y Leon and German in the case
ofVW Navarra in Navarra (unlike the GM and Ford operations in Aragon and Valencia8
respectively). The involvement of Renault in FASA is from an earlier date (I95os) than
Volkswagen's involvement in VW Navarra (from the 19805 onwards, through its stake in
SEAT). The FASA-Renault plants in Castilla y Leon have always been partly or completely
under Renault's control, whereas the Landaben plant during its existence has switched
ownership several times (from AUTHI to SEAT (in I976) to Volkswagen (in 1986).

The insights that follow from the empirical cases will be used to discuss the integrated
conceptual framework. They also will be used to reflect on the formulated hypotheses. In
addition, they should serve to enhance the understanding and conceptualization of the

8

Although GM and Ford have European headquarters, the fact that their respective mother
companies are from the US makes these cases less appropriate for our research. as the
transcontinental dimension could easily interfere with the intra-Triad region HQ-subsidiary
relationships and network formation dynamics on which we focus.
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formation and evolution of satellite business networks in specific and, as far as possible,
of international business networks in general.

I.4. Structure ofthe study
After the

current introductory part (Chapter I), relevant theories with respect to bib
relationships and internationalization of business will be discussed in Chapter 2. Chapter
2 will be completed by reviewing empirical research literature on b2b relationship practices
and internationalization of business with relevance for the formation and evolution of
satellite business networks in peripheral regions. This empirical research review is confined
to the automotive industry.

On the basis of the theoretical and empiricalliterature review, in Chapter 3 a conceptual
framework for the analysis of satellite business networks in peripheral regions will be
designed, and similarly certain research hypotheses will be formulated.
These hypotheses will be tested through two empirical case studies of, largely foreign
controlled, satellite business networks in peripheral regions. The presentation of the
empirical research methodology, an operationalization ofthe key concepts underlying the
conceptual framework and a description of the reporting structure ofthe case studies forms
the subject of Chapter 4. The presentation ofthe empirical results ofthe two case studies

will be presented in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 respectively.
In Chapter 7, reflections on and a discussion of the results of the empirical research will
be presented. In addition, conceptual lessons that can be derived from the conducted
research, will be formulated. Finally, an assessment ofthe extent to which the research
findings can be generalized will be forwarded.

2.

Theoretical and empirical research
literature review

2.I. Introduction
As was stated previously, a satellite business network in a region that is peripheral to the
home base of the main network members, can be interpreted as a special case of an interfirm or b2b relationship, i.e. as a collection of dyadic (MNE) bzb relationships.

Likewise, due to the satellite and peripheral characteristics which give it a cross-border
dimension and the involvement of MNEs requiring attention for headquarters-subsidiaries
relationships (HQ-subsidiaries relationships), the networks under consideration can be
considered special cases of international(ization of) business.
2.I.I.

Structure ofthe chapter

In this chapter, existing literature on theories and conceptual frameworks with respect to
b2b relationships and internationalization of business will be discussed. The literature
review consists of four parts.

In the first part, attention will be paid to those approaches that focus on the analysis and
comprehension of individual and multiple dyadic bzb relationships and of business
networks. This part will be concluded with the lessons most relevant to our research aims
and our object of study.
In the second part, the conclusions ofthe first part on the formation of business networks
be complemented by a review of theoretical literature on internationalization of
business. There, we will focus on those approaches that provide alignment possibilities
with the concepts on beb relationships that are discussed before. The choice for
internationalization of business approaches that "fit" methodologically with the bzb
approaches discussed previously is aimed at providing theoretical and terrninological
coherency to the conceptual framework that will follow afterwards. This part will also be
concluded with a presentation ofthe most relevant lessons for the present research project.

will

In the third part, a review is presented ofempirical research literature on the European
automotive industry and contemporary networking and internationalization practices in
this sector. The most relevant lessons of the empirical literature review, in view o f the
present research project's aim, will then be formulated as well.
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The literature chapter will be concluded by summarizing and listing the lessons derived
from the reviewed literature. That way, their combined implications for understanding the
formation and evolution of satellite business networks in peripheral regions can be
presented in an integrated way. This will then allow us to design a conceptual framework
for our empirical research and to formulate certain hypotheses in the following chapter.

2.2.

B213

relationships and business networks as a scientific research

object
An extensive body of research regarding b2b markets has proved the richness and diversity
of b2b relationships (Turnbull and Valla, I986; Gadde and Hakansson, 1993, Hakansson
and Shehota, 1995; Laage-Hellman, I997). Its importance is further illustrated by the fact
that a large share of business transactions nowadays take place through long-lasting bzb
relationships. This is enhanced by the recent wave of outsourcing processes, mergers and
alliances between members of specific value systems in the business community
(Contractor and Lorange, I988; Nohria and Eccles, I992; Fine and Whitney, I996; Fine,
I998; Doz and Hamel, I998). In particular the automotive industry witnessed such interfirm practices (Hodges and Van Tulder, 1994; Rey del Castillo, I994; Chanaron, I997; Dyer,
I996). They led to a less pronounced vertical integration in value systems (Child, I987;
Jarillo, I988; Johnston and Lawrence, 1988). Instead, many bzb relationships and industrial
structures take on appearances which can be considered networks (Williamson, 1991;

HAkansson, I993).
2.2.I.

Central premises with respect to theories on b21, relationships and business
networks

Bib relationships can be viewed as inter-firm exchange relationships or as interactions
between autonomous business units, either initiated by the supplier or the buyer, whereby
both parties recognize their mutual dependence and interest in each other's resources
(Cunningham, I980).

Implicit in this characterization is the assumption that b2b relationships shelter advantages
for both the buyer and the supplier. Consequently, it follows that the firms involved engage
in a bzb relationship willingly. Likewise, firms are able to exit a bzb relationship out oftheir
own free will. Or they can look for another partner when they consider the current
constellation no longer profitable. With respect to the issue of"free participation" and
(a)symmetric dependence in beb relationships and inter-firm networks -and why
organizations enter into, maintain or dissolve these relationships and networks, two
opposite academic viewpoints exist.
On the one hand, there is the power and resources dependency approach. This approach
argues that inter-firm interactions stem from power relationships (Aldrich, 1972, 1976, I979;
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Pfeffer and Salancik, I978; Kochan. 1975; Yuchtman and Seashore, 1967). The inter-firm
power inequality leads powerful firms to entice less powerful firms to interact with them.
These less powerful firms accept this interaction to safeguard their own interests and
existence.

On the other hand, there is the organizational exchange approach. This approach reasons
that firms interact to their mutual benefit (Levine and White, 1961; Tuite, I972; White, 1974;
Bish, I978). According to this approach, the characteristic feature ofinter-firm exchanges
is the fact that interaction is undertaken voluntarily for the realization ofthe mutual goals
ofthe actors involved.
It is our strongly held view that dynamism is a key feature of networks and b2b relationships
and, therefore, both dominance and dependence as well as mutual interests in bib
relationships can lead to changes. Both the dominant, the dependent and the independent
partners will use voice or exit (Hirschman, 1970; Helper, 1987) to force changes in or of
the existing beb relationship, if desired. Loyalty between incumbent partners of b2b
relationships or networks and the conditions that are in force depends on the perceived
optimality ofthe situation.

Networks, in terms of organizational sets, can be conceived and analyzed in two ways.
Firstly, as a conjoint of various dyadic relations and secondly, as a Gestalt and, thus, as a
unit ofanalysis ofits own. The latter viewpoint argues that inter-organizational networks
can be viewed as acting or evolving entities in themselves and that networks have their own
logic (Nohria, I992). Subsequently, the analysis oforganizations should take into account
the dynamics and the specific character of a network ofwhich an organization is a part.
Therefore, this approach advocates that one should USe the right variables and measures
that reveal the overall patterns, structure and dynamics of networks, rather than those of
the underlying dyadic relationships that form part of the overall network.
We argue that the former viewpoint holds various risks and limitations. First ofall, it only
seems likely that a network can be considered as a coherent unit, ifthe network is conceived
as it is presupposed in the power and resources dependency approach, with a dominant
actor that can seduce the other network partners to behave according to its own will. Or
if there is another (possibly external) force which imposes a certain behaviourallogic on
the network members. In all other circumstances, the usefulness ofthis viewpoint seems
limited. Moreover, even under the previously mentioned circumstances, one should not
confuse a network's own logic with the logic ofa dominant actor or force. Therefore, it is
our view that interpreting networks as consciously acting entities oftheir own, is dangerous
("reification") and may rather follow from a lack ofunderstanding of the underlying (for
instance dyadic) relationships and the organizations involved in the network. We argue
that network dynamics should be viewed through its member firms' moves as the acting
entities, whereby their network linkages form explanatory factors for their individual moves
and decisions. Consequently, we propose that the basis for conceiving and analyzing
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networks should be formed by "bottom-up" research into the relationships and actors that
make up a network.
Likewise, we state that the following premises, derived from contemporary research on
business networks and b2b relationships (Nohria, In: Nohria and Eccles, I992, pp. 4-8;
McKiernan, 1992, pp. IOS-I06) are valuable tools that help us understand inter-firm
networks:
•

Individual organizations are networks:
-

organizations themselves (whether they are individual firms, the world economy
or industries etc.) can be seen as social networks of recurring relationships and
linkages among the different components that in their aggregated form make up
the initial organization;9

• The environment(s) ofindividual organizations are networks:
- the environment of an organization can also be viewed as

a

network ofother

organizations. Proponents of a network perspective on organizations argue that the
most important elements of an organization's environment are other organizations
with which the initial organization maintains exchange processes. To understand
individual organizational behaviour it is necessary to understand the environment
and the inter-organizational relationships of an individual organization;

- not only the conjoint oforganizations (the actors), which form the environment,
are relevant in understanding an organization's environment. It is equally important
to know the exact patterns and nature ofrelationships, resource complementarities

and exchange processes through which organizations are related. For this is a
necessary condition to detect 'overarching structures' and structural patterns in
networks or systems oforganizations.'° Similarly, this holds true when it comes to
understanding the investments in and the added value" of inter-organizational

relationships. These structures and patterns would remain invisible from the

standpoint of a single organization;'*

9
10

"

.

See also: Lincoln, In: Bacharach, 1982.
See e.g. Barley, Freeman and Hybels, 1992
In this respect, it can be argued that the strength of the individual organization depends not on
organization-specific strengths or advantages, but on links with network partners such as
customers,suppliers, competitorsand soon (McKiernan, 1992, p. 106). Suchthoughtscanalso be
found in: Alchianand Demsetz (I972); Cookand Emerson (1982): Perry (1989):Oliver (1990),Dyer
(I996,1997), Dyer and Singh (1998)
Relevant actors in an organization's environment are: suppliers, consumers, regulatory agencies
and competitors (e.g. DiMaggioandPowell, 1983; Porter, 1980, 1990: Johansonand Mattsson, 1987,
Rugman and D'Cruz, 2000)
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An organization's network position is important:
-

•

REVIEW

the actions of actors are conditioned by their position within networks of
relationships. For example, the dependence or sovereignty structures in which a
certain actor is embedded may at times be a better indicator of its behaviour than
its intrinsic attributes, size and competences (Turnbull and Valla, 1986);

Mind the evolutionary character ofinter-organizational networks:

-

networks form both constraints and enablers of organizational action. Interorganizational networks are at the same time actions and the products ofthe actions
of the organizations that are tied into networks. As a consequence, although network
relationships tend to be relatively stable and recurring; new network ties can also
be formed. Over time these new tieS can change old network patterns considerably.
As such, networks are as much process as structure, being continually shaped and
reshaped by the actions of actors who are in turn constrained by their structural or
network position (Nohria, I992, p. 7)·
13 14

2.2.2.

Relevant scientific frameworks with respect to
business networks

b21)

relationships and

Within the body of research on b2b relationships or inter-firm relationships and business
networks, one can broadly distinguish two categories: the static and the dynamic approach.
The static approaches view networks as a form of organization through which assets are
allocated and transactions are governed. As alternatives to networks, markets and
hierarchies can be used as organizational forms o f governing exchanges. They compare
the appropriateness of each organizational form or governance structure for a given
resource or transaction at a certain point in time. Subsequently, they try to determine the
optimal governance or ownership structure. This is, broadly speaking, either done from
a transaction cost and control perspective or from a resource-based view. Prominent
schools of thought in this respect are, for instance, transaction cost economics (Williamson,
I975, I985, I991; Williamson and Ouchi. I981; Powell, I99O; Powel and Smith-Doerr, 1994),
agency theory (Fama, I980; Fama and Jensen, 1983; Jensen and Meckling, I976), property
rights approach (Holmstrom and Roberts, 1998; Grossman and Hart, 1986; Hart and
Moore, 1990), and the resource-based view (Wernerfelt, I984; Barney, I99I).

"
14

'The nenvork is in constant flux as suppliers, buyers and customers may enter and exit" (McKiernan.
1992, p. 106)
See also our concluding remarks

following the comparison between the power dependence and
the organizational exchange approaches on (inter)dependence between network partners at the
start of paragraph 2.2.1.
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The dynamic approach to bub relationships and business networks treats the collection
of firms that make up inter-firm networks and inter-firm relationships as a unit of analysis
as such (see e.g. Evan, 1966, 1972, I974)· Furthermore, this approach does not view networks
as a (temporary) alternative to market and hierarchy governance structures (Melin, 1992).
The main difference with the above-mentioned static approach, is the fact that the dynamic
approaches focus primarily on stable inter-firm relationships (exchange processes)
themselves. From there on, they are concerned with: "how do interactions between firms
take placeP"; "which allocation choices are made?"; "in which environmental contexts and
processes are inter-firm relationships and interactions embeddedP"

From this viewpoint stable inter-firm relationships and business networks can be seen as
cooperative interactions. Firms are first of all viewed as interdependent -in spite of their
legal autonomy. They share certain common goals, which link up the firms, their resources
and their strategies amidst a broader environment and set of relationships, in which firms
and their relationships are embedded.

Contrary to the static approaches, the dynamic approaches to bub relationships and
business networks are not so much concerned with determining the most appropriate
boundaries of firms. Neither do they pay a great deal of attention to the inter-firm
governance structures and ditto allocations and divisions of separate assets, resources and
activities between firms at a given point in time. Instead, they focus On the exchange
relationship and the inter-firm dynamics and interactions over time between firms, that
together function as an interdependent business network through the alignment of
complementary assets, resources and activities.

Thus, static approaches view bib relationships and business networks as just one out of
three governance options for the division ofassets, resources and activities between firms.
Instead, networks are the institutional arrangement for the dynamic approaches to b2b
relationships and business networks, when looking at the way firms function (as in a web
o f relationships) and at inter-firm relationships.

The most elaborated school of thought among these dynamic approaches is the "network
and interaction" approach (HAkansson, I982,1987, I989; Hdkansson and Shehota, 1995;
Hikansson and Iohanson, I988; Johanson and Mattsson, 1987, I991; Laage-Hellman, I997)·
An isolated attempt at developing a similar dynamic approach to bib relationships and
business networks was made by Ford (I980, 1997)·

In this research project, we focus on the evolution over time of the formation and evolution
of networks. Therefore, we consider networks as such as a given and look at how they
evolve over time. That is, we take the conjoint of firms that work together on a specific set
of tasks as our primary unit ofanalysis. Consequently, we do not look at networks as an
alternative to markets and hierarchies (Williamson, 1975, 1985)· Neither do we treat these
networks as though their existence could be called into question and substituted by other
governance structures at certain moments in time (Langlois, I988; Langlois and Robertson,
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1989, Ig95). Instead, we look at groups of firms that have repeatedly chosen to work as a
network to carry out certain business activities together. From that point onwards, we want
to analyze the way these networks evolve in terms of geographical articulation and actor

composition.
As a consequence, the analytical apparatus ofthe static approaches does not seem suitable
for truly dynamic process analysis. On the other hand, the choice in favour of the dynamic

approaches to support our conceptual framework is a logical one.

Moreover, among the static approaches the assumption that individuals and firms tend
not to comply with agreements and act opportunistically seems to prevail. This is certainly
the case as far as transaction cost economics (TCE), the agency theory (AT) and the
property rights approach (PRA) are concerned. In addition, TCE, AT and PRA tend to see
inter-firm relationships as a result of market failure. This demonstrates the basically
negative perception ofthe network phenomenon held by these approaches. Moreover, they
often deny the possibility for such bzb relationships to survive a long time, arguing that
hybrid governance structures are temporary organizational forms that will eventually be
replaced by a hierarchy or a market relationship.
The former points would represent severe shortcomings for our research aims. It also
contradicts the conclusion that in recent times many industries have seen the rise of stable
business networks and cooperative arrangements (see e.g. Alter and Hage, 1993; Contractor
and Lorange, I988; Jarillo, I993; Mitchell and Singh. I996; Ohmae, I989).

On the whole, the outsourcing and alliances phenomenon we have witnessed since the end
ofthe Ig8os can not be explained Solely through power or cost aspects on behalf of the
outsourcing parties (larillo, I988). Instead, there are also benefits for the contracted or
supplying partner (Kalawani and Narayandas, I995; Dyer and Singh, 1998; Pilorusso, I997).
As a consequence, due to the win-win character that b2b relationships can have for the
parties involved, network theories should be able to explain lasting inter-firm relationships
from a (positive) systemic viewpoint.

The resource-based view (RBV) does take long-lasting bib relationships and alliances
seriously. Moreover, it focuses substantially on the network governance option in order
to obtain competitive advantage for firms. Therefore, RBV holds a more positive view with
regard to bzb relationships and business networks.
However, the primary unit ofanalysis ofthe RBV is the individual firm and its focus is on
those resources that the firm itself possesses (Dyer and Singh, 1998, p. 660).

Elaborating on this shortcoming, Dyer and Singh (I998) develop a (static) relational view
on resources, in which the exchange relationship in dyad or network form between firms
is the unit ofanalysis.
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This relational view is elaborated to explain the competitive advantage of individual firms
due to resources that span the boundaries of individual firms or are embedded in inter-firm
routines and processes (Dyer and Singh, 1998, p. 66I). Consequently, it takes the exchange
relationship between firms (dyad or network) as the primary unit of analysis. This view
does not focus on the sequential inter-firm dynamics surrounding such exchange
relationships and inter-firm resources, routines and processes. Instead, it focuses on their
impact on competitive advantages at a given moment in time. Consequently, in its present
form it is not a dynamic approach.

In view of the previous arguments, we hold on to the superior appropriateness of the
dynamic approaches on b2b relationships and business networks for the present research
project. We will now present a more detailed discussion ofthese approaches.

2.3.

Dynamic approaches on bib relationships and business networks

Dynamic approaches with respect to b2b and business network research are dedicated to
the formation, functioning and evolution o f sets o f organizations that are inter-related
through exchange processes. This research angle can be traced back to network studies,
as initiated by Evan (I966, I972) and Aldrich (1979)·
The dynamic approach aims at describing and explaining evolutionary aspects of industrial
systems and strategies pursued by firms in such systems. Similarly, the aim is to analyze
the functional activities ofthe firms involved, that are related to inter-firm exchange and
adaptation processes, like purchasing, R.&D and production (Johanson and Mattsson, I987).

A coherent paradigm has been developed around the dynamic perspective on interorganizational arrangements by scholars from the Uppsala University of Sweden (see e.g.
Hdkansson, 1982, 1987,1989; Hdkansson and Shehota, I995; Hikansson and Johanson,
I988; Johanson and Mattsson, 1987, 1991; Laage-Hellman, 1997)· The conceptual
foundations for this paradigm were first laid by Johanson, Hikansson and Wootz (I977)·
This paradigm can be considered the network and interaction approach to b2b relationships

(N&I approach).

A singular attempt to come up with an alternative dynamic approach was made by Ford
(I980, I997). He stresses the longevity and "tighmess" ofrelationships between buyers and
suppliers as a variable for formalization of relationships and for the interdependence and
mutual adaptation of firms. In his view, these issues co-determine choices regarding
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exchange arrangements and geographical locations, as well as the creation of barriers for

competitors.'5
As the approach adopted by Ford is less elaborated than the N&I approach, we shall use
the latter as our framework of reference for understanding bib relationships and business

networks from a dynamic perspective.
The N&I approach can be considered a truly dynamic approach to the evolution of network
formation and governance, as it attempts to explain dynamic aspects of industrial systems
and strategies pursued by firms in such systems ( ohanson and Mattsson, I987)· As such,
the N&I approach takes the inter-firm relationship, rather than firm boundaries, as the
central point of reference to reveal and analyze the systemic dynamics behind it.

All things considered, in terms of providing a formal framework for the analysis ofb2b
relationships i.e. providing conceptual tools for the analysis of the environmental contexts,
and the inter and intra-firm organizational and assignment structures behind it, the N&I
approach seems to offer sufficient Brip.
As regards the applicability ofthis framework, it can be stated that, due to the vast quantity
ofempirical analyses, the N&1 approach can claim to have solid theoretical foundations
(Meeus and Oerlemans, I993). Thus, it offers a formal body of operational concepts and

terminology for network analysis.

2.3.I. Network and interaction approach to buyer-supplier relationships
This N&I approach is built upon elements of industrial marketing theory (Kotler, 1980),
firm heterogeneity concepts (Alderson, I965; Richardson, I972; Macaulay, 1963), social
exchange theory (Emerson, I962; Blau, 1964, Cook and Emerson, I978,1984), institutionally
oriented economics (Alchian and Demsetz, 1977; Williarnson, 1975,1979, 1980), behavioural
theories of organization developed (Cyert and March, 1963; Thompson, 1967), and of
resource dependence theory (Pfeffer and Salancik, I978).

After the initial foundations ofthis approach were put in place in the I970$ (HAkansson,
Johanson and Wootz, I977), subsequent further elaborations (e.g. Johanson and Mattsson,
I987; Hikansson, I989; Forsgren and Johanson, I 992; Hikansson, 1993; Hikansson and
Shehota, 1989,1995; Laage-Hellman, 1997) led to an interaction model. This model consists
ofthree main parts: the exchange process, the actors and the environment. The relationship

between two or more actors is the result of an exchange process (i.e. the interaction), which
in itselfis influenced by the characteristics ofthe actors and the environment.

15

This point-of-view can also be found in literature on barriers to imitation (e.g. Mahoney and
Pandian. 1992: Amit and Schoemaker, 199.3), on the relational view of interorganizational
competitive advantage (Dyer and Singh. 1998) and on inter-firm specialization (Dyer, 1996)
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In the N&I approach, the process of interactions and exchanges between industrial buyers
and suppliers is the central object of study.

According to the N&I approach, the interaction process between buyer and supplier can
be characterized using the following "physical" aspects:
16
The frequency with which exchanges take place between a specific set o f firms

-

- The characteristics of the product being exchanged
- The degree of formalization ofthe exchange process'i

- The characteristics ofthe parties involved
In addition, the interactions are characterized by social exchange and learning experiences
between the representatives of the respective firms involved. Furthermore, they are
characterized by mutual adaptation processes on behalf of the implied firms. Consequently,
over time bonds ofvarious kinds are developed between firms (Forsgren, Hagg, Hikansson,

Iohanson and Mattsson, I995)
The N&I approach assumes a mutual interdependence among the bzb parties involved and
a mutual interest in the inter-firm relationships (Johanson and Mattsson, I987; Forsgren,
Hagg, H dkansson, Johanson and Mattsson, I995; Laage-Hellman, t997)·

According to this approach, in

current

business life, many of the inter-firm bib

relationships and industrial structures function as networks of relationships between firms.

That iS, there is a more or less stable division of work between firms that are to a certain
extent dependent on each other, as well as on other relevant relationships surrounding
them. In all, this provides a network setting (Johanson and Mattsson, 1984, I987)· The coordination between b2b entities is neither brought about through some sort of central plan
or an organizational hierarchy, nor is it brought about through market mechanisms.
Therefore, the governance arrangement structuring the interactions ofthe involved firms
can likewise be labelled as network governance.

I

6

'-

Whereas frequency is a measure for determining the adequacy ofinternalization (hierarchization)
ofmarkets for TCE,in the N&[approachit isameasure for adaptation, trust andbondingprocesses
between firms. Byno meansitis anomen forinternalizationoformergersbetweenfirms. See also
the parallel between the N&1 approach with the aspects of Ford's (1980, 1997) approach to bib
relationships, as presented in paragraph z.3.
Whereas AT. TCE and PRA focus on control measures and contracts to regulate uncertainty in
exchange processes, the N&1 approach stresses that uncertainty can be regulated via frequency
of exchanges and the bonding. mutual adaptation and trust this produces. In addition, firms can
o fcourse formalize their relationship through contracts and other control mechanisms. See again
the parallel between the N&1 approach with the aspects of Ford's (1980,1997) approach to bib
relationships, as presented in paragraph 2.3.
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As regards the network theory premises forwarded in Nohria and Eccles (I992, pp. 4-8)
and McKiernan (1992, pp. 105-106), the following elements of the N&1 approach to b2b
relationships should be highlighted.

•

With respect to: Individual organizations are networks:
-

According to the N&1 approach, interaction processes between organizations
are not only a matter of the separate organizations involved or of the
characteristics of the exchange process in question. They also depend on the
intra-organizational structures and actors (individuals, departments) involved
in the specific exchange process. Organizations as units ofanalysis can be
divided into a number of actors like departments Uuttner and Schlange,
1996);

-

Similarly, they depend on wider overarching structures responsible for intraorganizational assignment and control of resources, competences and
activities.

-

The N&I approach distinguishes internal characteristics of bib actors. In
operational terms, this refers to the resources possessed or controlled by an
actor and to the production and other resource-transforming activities (other
"business functions") carried out by an actor. Additionally, to the
organizational structure by which the resources and activities are organized,
and the objectives and strategies pursued by an actor.

-

As regards the structure by which these resources and activities are organized,
the following aspects are considered relevant. First of all, the degree of
centralization and specialization with respect to tasks and responsibilities
that are characteristic for the interacting actors involved. Secondly, the
formalization of routines and relationships they are subjected to. For
example, the mechanisms through which the relationship is institutionalized
over time. These organizational design parameters influence the internal
functioning ofthe b2b actors involved. For instance, in case a b2b actor is a
subsidiary of an MNE, the intra-firm position, the intra-firm assignment
practices and other subsidiary management essentials with regard to this
subsidiary matter.

-

The organizational design parameters also influence the way an actor can
interact with external parties. For instance, as the outcome of the degree of
autonomy and sovereignty it has regarding the initiation and management
ofbzb relationships and their mere content.
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-

The fact that actors are seen as heterogeneous (non-uniform) by the N&I
approach as regards their needs, demands and "competential mandates",
offers possibilities to analyze interacting actors (and their respective relevant
environments) at different organizational levels. For example, at the level of
individuals, departments, firms, holdings and branch locations. Each ofthese
possible actors is embedded in a network of relationships with their
respective potential for access to resources, but also with their own potential
to constrain, condition or influence the actors they relate to and the
interactions they embark upon. Every actor is therefore surrounded by a
unique combination of demands and opportunities, which affect how it acts
and reacts in a specific interaction.

• With respect to: The environment(s) of individual organizations are
networks:
-

The N&I approach focuses on b2b relationships from a positive viewpoint.
The issue ofcomplementarity ofassets among network partners is one ofits
central themes:
'"I'he logic behind the establishment ofsuch [1)21)] relationships is the need

for utilizing and handling complementarities between the supplier's and
the customer's production systems" (Laage-Hellman, I997, P· I4)·

-

Similarly, resources are not viewed as a given and their usage is not isolated
or exclusive to its owner. Instead, resources can be linked up or developed
by joint efforts of b2b parties. Consequently, b2b relationships can be seen
as a positive thing and as value adding (HAkansson, I993), in which
complementary resources and competences are combined (Hakansson. I987;
Forsgren, Hagg, HAkansson, johanson and Mattsson, I995).18 To illustrate
this point further:

"All over the network there are strong incentives to cooperate" (Forsgren,
Hagg, HAkansson, Johanson and Mattsson, I995, P. 21).

-

18

The N&I approach focuses strongly on the potential positive externalities
of collaborating for the business network performance and the collective
advantages stemming from such collaborations (see e.g. Hikansson, I993,
p. 214), rather than focusing on truly dyadic relations. lin this respect, the N&I

The N&[approachhas thispoint incommonwith the RBVand with Dyer's relational view (1998)
lohanson and Mattsson (1987) acknowledge that the network approach is in certain aspects, notably
the control of assets and resources, based on resource dependence theory (Pfeffer and Salancik,
1978)
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approach postulates that notably the longevity of relationships and the
specificity ofa relationship, lead to a preference ofactors to use'voice' instead
of 'exit' (Hirschman, I970) in case of conflicts in relationships.
It is stressed that the value of resources should also be seen from a network
perspective, as their value may depend upon the other resources with which
they are combined, and, thus, to which interaction they are allocated.
Consequently, the value of resources "... is determined by the activity in

-

which they are used" (HAkansson, I989, p. I7).
a firm's activities. The added value ofsuch
activities may also depend on the comparative complementarity obtained
from possible interactions with other actors, that is to say, through a bundling
ofseparately controlled activities.

- The same can be said about

-

As a matter of fact, the interconnectedness ofthese relationships, at the level
of specific actors, provides a legitimization for this approach for USing the
network metaphor. Ifone would presuppose that interactions between two
parties would take place in a kind ofvacuum, multiple interactions would only
consist of a bundle of independent dyads (Laage-Hellman, 1997, P· 16).
Instead, the embeddedness o f interactions in a broader network structure
implies that particular interactions can only be understood when taking into
account the bundle of bzb relationships in which the actors operate
(HAkansson and Shehota, I989).

- Legal systems, as part ofa firm's environments, may also have an effect on
the interaction between firms, for instance by prohibiting certain types of
contacts and cooperation. Policy measures on behalfof governments can also
influence the possibilities and ways in which actors can interact with each
other. Trade policies and economic integration policies are but two ofthe
examples of policies that can have a pervasive effect on the environment in

which inter-firm relationships are shaped.

•

With respect to: An organization's network position is important:
-

The nenvork position o f an organization is interpreted as an organization's
position in relation to its (business) environment, the way organizations are
connected to the surrounding network. The role they play in it and the power
or dependence they have vis-i-vis this network is important for an

organization's functioning.

- This environment can be interpreted as the conjoint of relationships (with
both profit and non-profit organizations) in which an actor is embedded.

z8
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These can be relationships with the multitude of clients or suppliers it is
related to, with daughter, mother or "sister" plants of the same firm and with,

for instance, governmental, university or other (semi-)public institutes.
- The N&I approach recognizes that relationships in industrial markets, in
addition to dominance or leadership by a focal firm, can be characterized by
a symmetrical distribution of resources and capabilities (Laage-Hellman,
I997)·
-

Inter-firm exchange processes depend, first of all, On the resources and
activities of each party. This distribution of resources and capabilities forms
an important source for the possible (a)symmetry between the actors
interacting in the b2b relationship. These resources can be controlled by an
actor in a direct way (either by owning or by having the right to use them)
or in an indirect way (by having close relationships with other actors who
possess the furmal control).

- The objectives and strategies pursued by the actors taking part in the
exchange process can vary on a scale from "mutuality" to "inequality". That
is, between a strong complementarity (shared objectives and strategies), to
an exploitation by one of the interacting actors of the other's resources and
capabilities.

- Firms are moved by the desire to improve their network position (LaageHellman, I997). Either by enhancing their centrality in a network to which
they already belong (Nooteboom, 2002) or by entering a network to which
they currently do not belong.
-

Due to the fact that the posture, attributes and strategy and objectives of an
actor are interrelated with these relationships, the outcome of an exchange
in one specific interaction depends Upon the specific constellation of
relationships an actor holds. Thus, the exchange that takes place in a specific

interaction, conditions and is conditioned by other relationships in which
(at least one of) the interaction-specific actors are involved.

- In this way, an actor's embeddedness in such relationships may also codetermine, for example, its investment, internationalization and settlement
choices (Johanson and Mattsson, I987; Forsgren, 1989).

-

Therefore, the linkages or the position that each of the interacting actors
holds with respect to their surrounding networks can be seen as relevant for
each specific interaction. Schematically, the network position ofa firm can
be determined in the following way:
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with which an

actor

in question has

(in)direct relationships; and:
2) the characteristics ofthese relationships in terms ofexchanges and bonds.

-

It is stressed that these network positions are the outcome ofan accumulation

of interactions over time, and that the network pOSition

iS

therefore a

dynamic characteristic, prone to evolutions.

•

With respect to: Mind the evolutionary character

of inter-organizational

networks:
- The N&1 approach takes the past experiences with respect to the actors
involved, exchanges and environment into account. This makes it possible
explain exchange processes and actor relationships and put them in a
dynamic and longitudinal perspective.
to

-

Moreover, this paradigm takes long-lasting b2b relationships and alliances
seriously. As a consequence, more or less solid business or industrial
networks, either symmetric or co-ordinated through a hub firm, can be the
outcome. In this respect, the present paradigm views continuity in
relationships both as an indicator and as a prerequisite for a symmetric base
and mutual respect within inter-firm relations. It is also the result of mutual
adaptations o f the actors involved along the way. The time perspective on
relationships (i.e. the taking into account of past experiences between actors)
makes the inclusion of this kind of reasoning in the N&1 approach possible.

-

It is acknowledged by scholars of this paradigm that certain relationships vital to the parties involved - may be disrupted, that their content may be
changed or that the entire relationship may be traded in for another over time.
In concrete terms, Gadde and Mattsson (I987) found -through analyses of
individual dyadic relationships and of "one buyer"-"several suppliers"relationsthat apparently stable relationships are subject to clear changes in the long
run. Also Hertz (I992) and Lundgren (1993) report on radical changes in
industrial networks. Nevertheless, experience suggests that change is mainly
incremental with radical change being rare (Easton, Wilkinson and
Georgieva, 1997, P. 275) Consequently, the N&I approach argues that most
bib relationships tend to show a striking continuity. Drastic changes in a
network structure are counteracted by the durability and stability of many
of the network's business relationships (Hagg and johanson, I982).
Consequently, business networks are characterized by a relative stability
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(Johanson and Mattsson, I987; Hikansson and Shehota, 1995; Forsgren et
al., 1995)·

- The time perspective used in the N&I approach enables it to view b2b
relationships from a dynamic perspective. One can argue, therefore, that
adaptations in inter-firm relationships can take place over time (Hikansson,
1987; Johanson and Mattsson, I99 I).'9

'9

In this sense, the network approach postulates thar notably the longevity of relationships and the
specificity ofarelationship, leadtoa preference ofactorsto use'voice' insteadof'exit' (Hirschman.
1970) in case of conflicts within relationships.
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2.4.
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Apparent shortcomings ofthe network and interaction approach

It appears that, in relation to the network theory premise that advocates the evolutionary
character ofnetworks, the N&1 approach is indeed able to reason that adaptations in interfirm relationships can take place over time.

However, the N&I approach emphasizes above all adaptations of already initiated and
existing relationships within networks. Adaptations ofnetworks through the inclusion of
new relationships or the substitution ofcurrent relationships by others, is emphasized to
a far lesser degree. It is argued that the appearance ofhigh-performance actors as potential
substitutes for incumbent network partners principally serve as a benchmark to upgrade
the performance of the current partners.
Hakansson (1987), Johanson and Mattsson (1987, 1991), Hdkansson and Henders (I995),
HAkansson and Shehota (I995), and Mattsson and Hultan (I994) argue that there is room
for adaptations within relationships and that actors are able to Cope with changes in their
relative network positions. As such, they acknowledge that networks are both structure

and process and that dynamics may change networks within certain limits.

Moreover, they do argue that from time to time new relationships are formed, but
emphasize that most exchanges take place within earlier existing relationships and that it
is these existing relationships that change over time.
As a consequence of the fact that the N&I approach stresses a relatively high continuity
and stability of relationships, one should deduct the following. In a way, the N&1 approach
argues that "[although] actors in network models are not seen as atoms locked in a
crystalline grid, their every action [is] determined by their structural position" (adapted
from Nohria, I992, p. 7)· At the same time, it seems that the N&I approach views actors in
networks to a larGe extent as a.fixed group Ofpieces ona chess board that can chanfle their
positions and mutual strategies, but where«few or no nav chess pieces enter the Bame. Therefore,
the N&I approach considers above all the evolutionary character ofexisting relationships.
It is less concerned with an open system perspective on relationships in which actors enter
and exit.

It appears, therefore, that for example competitive processes between rival buyers and
suppliers are underestimated (Montgomery, 1995)· Moreover, it also appears that voice,
trust and commitment are viewed as a panacea for longevity.
Instead, we argue that business network and b21, relationship analysis should not depart
from the somewhat naive assumption that companies, buyers and suppliers, operate in a
sort ofcompetitive vacuum, in which competitors are presumed to be passive players that
have no desire to occupy the network position currently under control ofothers. Moreover,
we argue that the practicing of benchmarking does not only serve for further bonding of
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relationships or voice (Hirschman, 1970; Helper, I987), but can also lead
to
companies switch partners.
current b2b

The former is also observed by Halinen, Salmi and Havila (I999). They argue that N&1
approach research is principally concerned with incremental changes within existing
relationships. Instead, little attention has been paid to changes of relationships, including
the substitution ofrelationships or partners: "radical changes" according to the terminology
of Halinen et al. (I999, p. 780). Such objections are also expressed by Easton, Wilkinson
and Georgieva (1997).

Also from literature on embeddedness it can be reasoned that firms may consciously choose
to substitute business partners. From Grabher's (1993, P. 24) observation that firms risk
"lock in" if they become too embedded in their alliances with other firms, it follows that
entrepreneurial instincts also make firms consider partner substitutions in order to regulate
lock in-effects or path dependencies on long-standing relations.

Moreover, organizational learning theories (Levitt and March, I988) lead us to think that
whilst companies gather experience and knowledge regarding inter-firm collaborations
as such, they may become less "aversive" to enter into wholly new relationships. Thus, it
can be argued that the willingness of firms to change b2b or network partners from time
to time is enhanced by the accumulation ofb2b experience.
This kind of reasoning can also be derived from Carlson (1966) and Johanson and Vahlne
(I990) who argue that learning how to obtain the knowledge required with regard to
unknown markets, enhances the willingness of companies to proceed on other markets.
Similarly, b21) experiences help firms to learn how to obtain the required knowledge with
regard to unknown partners and how to manage relationships with them. In addition to
Nooteboom's (2002) observation that learning is an important goal of inter-firm
collaboration, we stress that through working together, firms also learn how to relate and
manage inter-firm relationships. Consequently, it helps firms to overcome or learn to cope
with starting new inter-firm relationships. This will reduce their fear ofestablishing new
or replacing old relationships.
Scholars favouring the N&I approach may argue that the former can implicitly be derived
from the approach's explanation of dynamics in the model's "environmental component"
(including competitors that may aim at increasing their control ofand within the network,
and thus try to get access to and position themselves inside a network if they are currently
outside it). Nevertheless, it is important that this issue is made more explicit and
underpinned with arguments like the ones provided above. Moreover, with "environment"
the N&1 approach refers to the environment ofa certain multi-party exchange relationship.
Whereas the main argument forwarded here is that a relationship itself may be substituted

or disappear over time if a different set oftwo or more parties succeeds in improving or
imitating the activity links or resource combinations and ties provided by the current set
oftwo or more parties.
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To counter the lack of attention to the dynamics of competition and other change factors,
we propose the following for the development of our conceptual framework. The
a stronger

emphasis on an open system perspective and of
competition dynamics than the N&I approach does. This should enhance the explanatory
power of our conceptual framework as regards business network formation and evolution.
The environments in which relationships and actors operate can change. The organizations
with which buyers and suppliers can establish relationships can therefore also change.

incorporation of and

A second shortcoming, or rather, ambiguity, in the N&I approach is the view on power
symmetry or asymmetry and authority issues between organizations involved in an
exchange relationship. On the one hand, Johanson and Mattsson (I99I) argue, for instance,
that there tends to be a certain asymmetry between firms, for example with one firm being
more dependent on the other than vice versa. This is also suggested by Grabher (I993, P
II), who declares that "mutuality... must not be confused with symmetry". Or by Morris
and Imrie (1992), who argue that even co-operative bzb relationships are frequently based
on considerable power differences. On the other hand, lohanson and Mattsson (1987) and
Hakansson and Shehota (1995) argue that relationships between firms are characterized
by symmetry with respect to the relevant production factors due to the interdependence
involved. As a matter of fact, according to the syrnmetry lecture, buyers can even be
considered to be indirectly dependent on suppliers' other clients (ifa supplier is not selling
exclusively to a specific buyer), as the strategies of suppliers will depend on, for example,
their multiple client relationships. The latter is consistent with the proposed open system
perspective on bib relationships that argues that these relationships do not operate in a
vacuum.

In this research project, we argue that the former ambiguity and seeming contradiction can
be reconciled through the assumption of mutual adaptation, whereby decisions and moves
made by one of the firms involved in a network should have an impact on the decisions and
moves of the other firms belonging to the network under consideration. Within this process
the most obvious sequence would be that mutual adaptation processes are initiated through
considerations and actions ofthe principal buyer of a given network. For, ultimately, the
principal buyer forms the gate-keeper to the final market and as such arranges, manages
and sets out the basic principles of organization and functioning of a network. In this sense,
whereas this would point at asymmetry in terms of the action-reaction sequence, this need
not be reflected in the inter-firm division of production factors or resources and their
respective importance for the relationship or network itself. As such, it provides an elegant
and workable solution for the analysis of network dynamics.

2·50 Conclusions
From the discussion of the approaches with respect to bib relationships and business
networks, the following lessons can be learned:
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Inter-firm networks are usually conceived through a common interest to reap mutual

complementarities between firms. They tend to be the result of bzb relationships that have
been built up and have become stabilized over a longer period.

z) During such periods, mutual inter-firm adaptation processes and strategies that lead to
adjustments ofthe fundamental structure ofthe network can be observed.
to consumer market situations, such adaptation processes and strategy
formations take place in an interdependent and interactive way among buyers and suppliers.
The most obvious sequence in this process is that mutual adaptation processes are initiated
through considerations and actions of the principal buyer of a given network upon which
the suppliers (inter)act.

3) Contrary

4) While network and inter-firm patterns are to a large extent fairly stable and recurring,
situations can present themselves causing changes to the structure o f networks.

s) Changes in business networks can be interpreted as a desire On the part
improve their network position.

2.6.

of firms to

Internationalization of blb relationships and business networks

2.6.I. Introduction
After discussing the N&I approach to bib relationships and business networks, the
following question still has to be addressed. What specific use does a b2b approach have
for the central object of the present study i.e. international business networks in general
and satellite networks in peripheral regions in particularP To that end, we need to review

conceptual applications or "extensions" of this bib framework, i.e. regarding the
internationalization ofbusiness networks and or international business networks as such.
This is the subject ofthe following paragraphs.
2.6.2.

Relevant scientific frameworks with respect to the internationalization of
b2b relationships and business networks

For the explanation of internationalization patterns, various concepts have been developed.
The phenomenon ofthe internationalization of business life has been studied from various
angles. Roughly speaking, a distinction can be drawn between theories of international

trade (IT) and theories of international business or investment (IB).

Among the IT theories we can mention the theories developed by Smith (I776), Ricardo
(ISI7), J.S. Mill (1848) and Hecksher, Ohlin and Samuelson (I919, I933)· The central issue
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in these theories is to determine how comparative and country-specific advantages can
explain international trade patterns.
The IB theories aim at explaining the internationalization choices and trajectories of firms.
The IB theories can be divided into smtic theories and dynamic theories (Melin, I992). Static
theories aim at comparing different (governance) choices with respect to a firm's
internationalization options at every stage in the process and at determining the best choice
at every "bifurcation" or multiple option point. Dynamic theories are more focused on the
explanation of the (for instance: sequential and interactive) dynamics involved in a firm's
or product's internationalization process as a whole. While taking into account possible
backward and forward implications of internationalization choices, they attempt to explain
and predict a firm's behaviour and choices in an international setting over time.

Among the static explanations we find the structural market imperfections theory (Hymer,
1960 1976; Kindleberger, I969; Caves, I971), the internalization theory (Buckley and
Casson, I976; Rugman, I981), and Dunning's eclectic OLI paradigm (I979, 198I, I988):'
The static approaches provide explanations for the existence of MNEs and for their
structural form, and not for the process dimensions i.e. the formation and continuance of
firms' internationalization trajectories (Toyne, 1989; Melin, I992).
The dynamic approaches, on the other hand, view internationalization not as the product
or outcome of separate choices at different points in time. Instead, they see it as a sequential
process with interdependence between the subsequent stages, whereby future decisions
are embedded in choices and processes of the past.

Prominent examples ofthis category are the product (life) cycle model (Vernon, I966), the
Uppsala internationalization process model in its "starting" form (johanson and
Wiedersheim-Paul, I975; Johanson and Vahlne, I977, 1990; Luostarinen, 1979; Welch and
Luostarinen, I988; Luostarinen and Welch, 1990), the network view On the
internationalization process model (Forsgren, 1989; Forsgren and Johanson, 1992;
Andersson and Forsgren, 2000) and the flagship five partners model (Rugman, 1999;
Rugman and D'Cruz 2000).
The focus ofthis study is On the process dimension of inter-firm relationships and bzb
interactions in view of the formation and evolution ofbusiness networks. Therefore, we
will focus on conceptual frameworks explaining internationalization processes through
inter-firm relationships dynamics over time.

"'

The TCE and RBV approaches discussed earlier can also be considered static approaches in this
respect.
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Hence, static approaches are excluded as they merely explain the existence ofMNEs from

firm-level perspective and not of internationalization processes, let alone from an interfirm network perspective.

a

Vernon's IPLC theory is left aside as well, as it focuses on and analyzes on the level of
product(line)s and countries (perhaps as a heritage of IT theories) rather than at the level
of firms (Melin, I992). As a consequence, this results in an underexposure of the
organizational structure of firms (Rugman and D'Cruz, 2000).

On the other hand, Vernon's theory does not explicitly refer to inter-firm dynamics within
internationalization processes.
Finally, the value of the IPLC has proved to be limited for internationalization processes
surrounding goods with rapid innovations, for goods where cost minimization is not the
most important issue, for goods with high transport costs (like cars and certain automotive
components) and for goods with high brand loyalty. Its validity in explaining
internationalization processes has also proved to be limited, due to the fact that nowadays
MNEs already consider foreign direct investment at a very early stage (McKiernan, 1992;

Melin, I992).
Consequently, we will build Upon the insights provided by the (network view On the)
internationalization process model (Johanson and Wiedersheim-Paul, I975; Johanson and
Vahlne, 1977, I99O; Luostarinen, 1979; Welch and Luostarinen, I988; Luostarinen and
Welch, I990; Forsgren, 1989, I995; Forsgren and Johanson, 1992; Andersson and Forsgren,
2000) and the flagshiplfive partners (Rugman, I999; Rugman and D'Cruz, 2000).

A comparative analysis of the two selected conceptual frameworks will serve to establish
their (joint) usefulness in explaining the formation and evolution of business networks in
an international perspective. The most important conclusions of this analysis will then be
used as input for our conceptual framework with which the formation and evolution of
business networks in an international perspective can be examined.

2.7'

Selected dynamic approaches on International Business

2.7.I. Network view on the internationalization process model
The internationalization process model was developed by several, notably Swedish and
Finnish, scholars (e.g. Johanson and Wiedersheim-Paul, I975; lohanson and Vahlne, 1977,
1990; Luostarinen, I979; Welch and Luostarinen, 1988; Luostarinen and Welch, 1990).
Much ofthe empirical research conducted in the tradition of this model came from work
on industrial marketing and bib relationships in an international context (Hal<ansson, I982,
Mattson, I986, Easton and Lundgren, I991; Cunningham and Culligan, 1988),
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According to the internationalization process model (IPM), firms go through a sequential
process of international operations. This process is based on a gradual acquisition,
integration and use of knowledge about foreign markets and operations, and on their
successively increasing commitment to foreign markets (lohanson and Vahlne, I977)·

A basic assumption ofthe IPM, therefore, is that a lack of knowledge with regard to foreign
markets forms a major obstacle to foreign market entry and to international operations.
In the same line of thought, the IPM argues that decisions concerning market commitment
and foreign direct investment (FDI) in particular depend on two factors: on the one hand,
unfamiliarity with and knowledge of foreign markets, and, on the other hand, the perceived

psychological distance to foreign markets.

However, the IPM argues that the necessary knowledge can be acquired and that such
distances can be reduced (Johanson and Vahlne, I977).In concreto, by incorporating
organisational experience and learning with respect to internationalization through
international operations, it is reasoned that the willingness of firms to continue
internationalizing is enhanced (Carlson, I966, lohanson and Vahlne, I990; Forsgren, 2000).
Notably, as it helps firms to learn how to obtain the knowledge required with regard to
unfamiliar markets and how to use it. Similarly, it helps firms overcome or learn to cope

with the psychological distance to such markets in terms of, for example, language, business
culture and practices, and legislation. As such, the IPM is firmly rooted in the behavioural
theory ofthe firm (Cyert and March, 1963) and in organizationallearning theories (Levitt
and March, !988). "Once the firm has passed the cultural barriers and had its first
experience of foreign operations, it is generally willing to conquer one market after
another" (Carlson, 1966, p. I5).
Based on risk aversion and organizational learning logic, the IPM consequently assumes
that firms start their internationalization on markets with the lowest perceived uncertainty
(notably neighbouring countries) and first via export and later via local production in a

foreign market (Melin, 1992).
The "groundwork" of the IPM has received a certain amount of criticism. For example, for
being too deterministic in presupposing firm-related IB sequence patterns, whereby the
internationalization of firms is not seen as the outcome of a deliberately planned and
executed strategy. As a consequence, it plays down the possibilities for managers and firms
to make voluntary choices as regards strategic management and foreign market entry-mode
(Melin, I992). The inability on the part of the IPM to explain acquisitions as an early foreign
entry mode, rather than FDI or export, is said to be another shortcoming (Forsgren, i989,
P· 3). Moreover, it has been argued that the significance ofthe IPM is limited to the early
stages of internationalization. Additionally, critics claim that the explanatory value of the
psychological distance parameter tends to decrease while the world is becoming more
homogeneous. For instance as trade barriers disappear. Psychological distance is also
reduced by the fact that companies gain experience with regard to foreign markets and IB
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operations.:' Finally, it does not take into account the possibility that over time the foreignbased operations ofcompanies may become"... soextensive and sodominant that the idea
ofcentre and periphery must be modified." (Forsgren, 1989, p. 2).

f

These criticisms led to the elaboration o f a series o theoretical elements regarding the
internationalization of firms by scholars that can be placed in a tradition ofa network view
on the IPM, such as Forsgren (i989) and Johanson and Mattsson (I988).

Forsgren's (I989) contributions in this respect can be centred around two pointS:
I.

[B decisions are embedded in intra-firm relationships and power balances

2. IB decisions are embedded in inter-firm relationships and power balances
These two points to a large extent make sure that there is a compatibility between the
network view on internationalisation and the premises of network theory we subscribed

to in paragraph 2.2.I.

The first point has to do surtout with the premise "individual organizations are networks".
The second point concerns the premises "the environment(s) of individual organizations
are networks", "an organization's network position is important" and the "mind the
evolutionary character of inter-organizational networks" premise.

We will now address these points in greater detail.
Ad I. Several scholars (e.g. Forsgren, I989; Ghoshal and Nohria. 1989; Ghoshal and Bartlett,
1990, I993; Forsgren and Johanson, 1992; Andersson, 1997; Andersson and Forsgren, zooo)
argue that an MNE can be seen as a network in itself. As a consequence, IB and especially
FDI may be the outcome of HQ-subsidiary dynamics. Similarly, b2b relationships can be
sustained at various levels of an MNE. Thus, subsidiaries are engaged in business
relationships with other units both within and outside the MNE (Holm, Johanson and
Thilenius, 1995, P. 102). The following figure illustrates this in a powerful way.

"

See in this respect also similar comments under 2.4
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Figure 2: Intra and inter-firm relationships
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Source: Author's elaboration based on ForsBren, 1989

Related to the former, Forsgren (I989) and Andersson and Forsgren (2000) point at: (I)
the role a subsidiary plays within the construaed MNE apparatus over time; (2) the value
ofthe subsidiary's capabilities and the external network principally tied to the subsidiary
in question, for the whole MNE; (3) the experiences a subsidiary has built up over time in
negotiating mandates and budgets and (4) the subsidiary's emancipation over time. They
argue that these factors serve as additional driving forces behind repeated investments in
foreign markets in which a firm is already active and where a firm-specific advantage (FSA)
or inter-firm relationships are not needed (anymore) to overcome initial market fears.

A further, and related, characteristic ofthe network view on IPM is that it does not adopt
an (implicit) centre-periphery perspective on organizations (Forsgren, 1989, p. 2, 58;
Andersson and Forsgren, 2000). In many companies it will still be the HQ that has an
exclusive say about the (inter)national activities and resources of foreign subsidiaries.
Nonetheless, according to the network view on IPM, current MNE structures are more
multiform than that or they may vary within the same MNE from one HQ-subsidiary
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another (Forsgren, I989; Forsgren and Johanson, I992; Andersson and
Forsgren, 2000).
to

The extent to which subsidiaries can obtain company-wide roles and can compete for
strategic responsibilities -apart from the points (I) to (4) mentioned previously- has to do
with the level of integration o f the geographical markets where the various parts o f an
MNE's business apparatus are located. Integration of these markets enhances both the
needs and the possibilities for MNEs to build on the specific strengths oftheir subsidiaries
and for strong subsidiaries to claim leading roles within the company. Integration of
markets also enhances the need for MNEs to rationalize their aggregated business
apparatus and to co-ordinate business functions across national subsidiaries.
This leads to a variety of organizational solutions, such as matrix structures (Stopford and
Wells, 1972; Bartlett, 198I) or MNE structures that have been termed "heterarchic"
(Hedlund, 1986), "polycentric" (Perlmutter, I965) or "decentralized federations" (Bartlett
and Ghoshal, I986, 1989). In such structures, the distinction between core and periphery
becomes less clear (Solvell and Zander, I995, P. 3)·

The former can translate into situations whereby decisions on IB are no longer made
exclusively at the top, but are (also) prepared by foreign subsidiaries (Forsgren, I989;
Forsgren and Johanson, I992; Forsgren, Holm and Iohanson, 1992; Andersson and
Forsgren, 2000). As a result, not only iS the added value of subsidiaries within MNE
structures acknowledged, but ways to foster their contributions are also provided. Similarly,
it is recognized that subsidiaries take initiatives and build competences and power within
the organization (Forsgrenand Holm, I993)· Andersson and Pahlberg (1997, P. 320) add
that the strategic behaviour in an MNE can be seen as a consequence ofthe "... struggle
between actors promoting their own interests at different levels and with different
functional roles." For example, subsidiaries Will try to obtain company-wide strategic roles
(Forsgren, I989, p. 59,67; Holm, I994)· This reflects the desire of subsidiaries to improve
their intra-MNE network position.
Ad 2. The network view on IPM does not view internationalization processes as the
exclusive domain of a single company's HQ. It stresses that it is important " . . .t o
complement the hierarchical [intra-firm] view ofthe subsidiary by identifying the industrial
[inter-firm] network to which every subsidiary or unit belongs." (Forsgren, I989, p. 7I).
Therefore, as firms are inter-related with other organizations (clients, customers ...), the
behaviour of individual organizations regarding international business is related to the
behaviour and strategic significance of other organizations to which it is related (Forsgren,
I989, p. 69). This is also the case for units within individual organizations, such as
subsidiaries: "A specific feature ofbusiness relationships in an international context...is
that relationships exist at different levels." (Hadjikhani and Hakansson, 1996, p. 443)·

The inter-organizational perspective, in which internationalization is seen as a way to
manage strategic interdependencies within the business network to which a company
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belongs, works tWO ways. To begin with, it explains the behaviour of a hub firm. Its
subsidiaries may form the pivots of networks which are important to the hub firm as a
whole, and therefore the hub firm may decide to dedicate resources to its foreign
subsidiaries. Secondly, it explains the behaviour of the partners ofthe hub firm in question.
The latter means that such partners may go abroad just to follow the hub firm in question,
at the instigation of another company to which they are int:errelated through a blb
relationship or to which they are (asset-)related or dependent.

Thus, parallelly to the N&I approach' argument that bib relationships are often longstanding ones, internationalization processes may be embedded in familiar relationships
as well. Thereby forming a factor that seriously lowers the barrier to -as well as the
uncertainty formed by a lack ofknowledge of- the foreign market a firm wants to enter.
As such, the desire to capitalize on long-standing b2b relationships not only explains the
willingness of firms to go abroad (Johanson and Vahlne, I977, I990; Forsgren, I989;
McKiernan, 1992). Additionally, it also implies that a firm can gain easy access to the
knowledge a business partner may have with respect to a foreign market (Levitt and March,
I988; Lane and Lubatkin, I998). Consequently, the bond with a certain firm that
internationalizes forms a vehicle for other firms to internationalize as well.
As such, the network view on IPM distances itself from the assumption that organizations
invest abroad to build upon and exploit an FSA, through which they overcome uncertainty

with regard to the host market. Instead, through this framework it can be argued that the
embeddedness of firms in specific bib relationships in one location, induces suppliers to
follow their relationships abroad. Also, clients invite their suppliers to follow them abroad.
Consequently, what is important for the internationalization choices of individual firms
is the inter-firm relationships they maintain.
Moreover, in line with the N&I approach, the network view on IPM argues that FSAs are
highly conditioned by the connections that their "owners" have. Also in line with the N&I
approach to bzb relationships, the network view on IPM presupposes that long-standing
b2b relationships form the fundament fur subsequent and interdependent
internationalization processes. Consequently, the network view on IPM postulates that
a similar degree of power symmetry between the parties involved can exist, as it is assumed
in the N&I approach to b2b relationships as well (Forsgren, I989, p. 75-78).

The network view on IPM also explains international activities of companies by assessing
the impacts of internationalization in terms ofcompetitive advantage or network position
(Forsgren, I989, p. 36; McKiernan, 1992, p. I08), that is, the position or advantage a
company will obtain vis-J-vis or within a certain network through its internationalization
operations. The strategic intent is to influence (change or preserve) their position(s) in
network(s) (Turnbull and Valla, I986; Forsgren, I989, p. 36; Juttner and Schlange, 1996,
P· 482). I fan organization is already involved in a foreign or cross-border network, its
(additional) FDI will be to defend or develop its position. Ifit is not yet involved in such
a network, its FDI will be to obtain a position in it. Similarly, if a firm is not pulled into an
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internationalization venture due to existing b2b relations, its internationalization steps can
be interpreted as a strategic action to establish relationships with firms in other national
networks (Johanson and Mattsson, I988, 1997).

This way, although emphasis is placed on long-standing relationships and mutual
adaptations, the network view on IPM provides starting points to reason possible member
changes in business networks.
Also sudden acquisitions on, rather than exports to or FDI in, foreign markets as the chosen
entry mode can be explained this way (Forsgren, 1989, pp. 36-38; McKiernan. 1992, pp. I08Iog).Ifa targeted b2b relationship demands a swift presence of a firm on a certain market,
acquisition is the "bridging" strategy to get there (Forsgren, I989, p. 37; Pfeffer and Salancik,
I978, p. 115). Ofcourse, acquisitions may also serve to penetrate foreign markets and gain
new customers (Johanson and Mattsson, 1988), or to horizontally acquire rival companies'
FSAs (Johanson and Mattsson, 1988; McI<.iernan, 1992).

Within the reasoning of the network view on IPM, acquisitions are not a likely recipe to
enter a foreign network, ifthis foreign network is new to a specific organization. The reason
is that in that case both the environment and the acquired existing organization with its
already well-developed network would accumulate uncertainties. This is not the best basis
for a smooth continuation of business. For an experienced internationalist or for a firm
familiar with the foreign network it aims to enter, in order to develop or defend a network
position, acquisitions will indeed often be used as bridging strategies. Consequently, both
the knowledge ofa network (and thus the partners involved) and the IB experience of a
firm are seen as predictors for foreign entry mode behaviour of firms, and for acquisitions

in particular.
2.7.2. Flagship 1 five parrners model

Rugman and D'Cruz' (zooo) flagship 1 five partners model (F/SP model) can be seen as
an alternative model to the internationalisation ofbusiness from a network perspective.
It is built on elements similar to those that can be found in the N&I approach to inter-firm
relationships and in the network view on internationalization processes of firms. In
addition, it contains elements from more static approaches on inter-firm relationships and
internationalization, notably RBV, TCE, internalization theories and Dunning's eclectic

OLI paradigm.::

..

According to Devinney (zooi), Rugman and D'Cruz offer their approach as an alternative to the
more familiar five- forces model of Porter, involving an integration o f theories, such as network
theories, the resource-based theory of the firm. and transaction cost economics.
just as Porter attempted to"managerialize" industrialorganization, Devinney (2001) observes how
Rugman and D'Cruz are doing abit of the same with the loose collection o f theories that attempt
to explain the complex structures we see operating around multinational enterprises.
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The F/SP model is based on the assumption that sustainable international competitiveness
can best be achieved through co-operative relationships in a business network structure.
It argues that MNEs are depending less on internalization as the sole means to leverage
their FSAs and gain competitive advantage. Instead of depending on internalization, the
FISP model posits that a flagship firm focuses on sharing knowledge among partners in
order to facilitate inter-organizational learning. The PISP model thus reduces the

importance of individual FSAs or views it from a network perspective. Long-term
collaboration is therefore seen as a promising mode of internationalization.

According to the FISP

model, such networks, with which international activities and

investments are developed on a Triad region basis, have an international character and are
not geographically bound. They are made up of inter-industry relationships, include
partnerships across national borders, and aim to serve an ongoing strategic purpose. As
such they are distinct from industrial districts (e.g. Becattini, 1979; Harrison, I992), from
strategic clusters (as in Krugman, I991) and from Porter's Diamond analyses (1990). In the
latter concepts, the emphasis is on a strong uninational, and or a locality-based character
of networks and clusters, on intra-industry links, and on path-dependence evolutions of
networks and clusters through historical and local peculiarities. Instead, Rugman and
D'Cruz (2000), draw a comparison with Lorenzoni and Baden-Fuller's strategic network
framework (1993 -later published in I995). Lorenzoni and Baden-Fuller speak ofa central
firm or a strategic centre instead of a flagship firm, and they also stress asymmetry between

the central firm and the partners.
The term "flagship firm" refers to an MNE operating at the core of an extensive business
network, or a cluster. Usually the flagship has long term relational contracts with a set of
five partners. The partners themselves are not conceived as networks. They are conceived
as homogeneous actors, abstracting from, for instance, intra-Triad region subsidiary-HQ
and centre-periphery questions, meaning that network and partner dynamics are the result
of CEO and top management strategies (see e.g. Rugman and D'Cruz, 2000, p. 9).

The five partners consist of the flagship firm (usually an MNE), key suppliers, key
customers, competitors, and the non-business infrastructure (NBI). In addition to the key
suppliers and key customers there are also non-key suppliers and non-key customers that
should be treated at arm's length. The status of a supplier and its incorporation into the
F/5P network depends on the vitality ofthe input a supplier delivers for the competitiveness
ofthe network. From Rugman (1999) and Rugman and D'Cruz (2000) it can be understood
that according to the FISP model the difference between key and non-key suppliers in an
automotive industry setting, is the difference between first tier and lower tier suppliers (see
e.g. Rugman and D'Cruz, 2000, pp. 36-37,86, p. 94 and notably pp. 166-170). They argue
that the first tier suppliers provide a key input to the network whereas the other suppliers
do not. Among those first tier suppliers, all are treated in the same way. As a result, a paint
manufacturer (Rugman and D'Cruz, 2000, p. 94) or a supplier of parts, seals and devices
(Rugman and D'Cruz. 2000, p. I69) are also considered key suppliers to an automobile

OEM.
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The distinction between key and non-key status is roughly similar to the network
positioning thesis suggested by the N&1 approach and the network view on
internationalization. The FISP model argues that the internationalization behaviour ofkey
suppliers can be explained through their asymmetrical dependence on the flagship firm's
strategy and their exclusive dedication to a certain flagship from a single industry
perspective. The implication is that the focal MNEs are able to provide the Triad-based
strategic perspective for the five partners and that each true partner does not need a
separate international strategy except to be a "key" partner of the MNE. At the same time,
the view is that there is less coherence between the behaviour of non-key suppliers and that
of a flagship, precisely because they occupy a less important network position.

In the F/SP model, the actors involved are supposed to share a common global strategy and
purpose, and the MNE flagship has the resources and perspective to lead the network and
strategically manage its activities. The partners yield the strategic leadership to the flagship
because it is the flagship's product and global strategies that made the partners join the
network. The partners' acceptance ofthe strategic leadership and autonomy of the focal
MNE is, however, selectively complemented by strategic leadership and responsibilities
on behalfof the partners themselves. Nonetheless, key suppliers are expected to give near
or total exclusivity to the flagship firm i.e. with regard to internationalization issues
(Rugman and D'Cruz, 2000, p. 2).
As such, the model presupposes an asymmetry ofpower between the Ilagship and the other

partners within a specific network setting. The following statement emphasizes this: "The
relationship is asymmetric in that the four other network partners have no reciprocal
influence over the flagship's strategy" (Rugman and D'Cruz, 2000, p. 9 and p. 4 I-bullet
I for another powerful illustration of this assumption).
Nevertheless, on the whole the FISP model is also somewhat ambiguous or contradictory
on the issue of inter-firm dependence symmetry, as it also hints at interdependence. For
instance, Rugman (1999, p. II) argues that "(t)he key supplier relationship is built on both
performance and trust. The key suppliers and flagship MNEs are mutually dependent and
exhibit more trust in their long-term managerial relationships than would be normal
between suppliers and MNEs." Similarly, we find that "(t)he role of key suppliers in the
crafting of strategy for the network is critical, and requires a two-way process" (Rugman
and D'Cruz, 2000 , P. 37)·

Implicitly, this indicates that the key suppliers, due to their excellence in certain fields,
dispose ofcertain countervailing powers and voice and exit options, including options to
shift to other networks. In this respect, Rugman and D'Cruz (2000, p. 56) state that " . . .
partners may compete in business systems not related to that of the business network, [and
therefore] it should be emphasized that the flagship firm's asymmetric strategic control
"
extends only to those aspects of its partners' business systems committed to the network.
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This emphasis on partners' excellences, on parmers' relationships outside the F/SP network
and on inter-industry relations, means that it may be problematic to argue that asymmetry
and exclusive dedication generally govern key bub relationships within a 'FISP nnodel.

The F/SP model stresses the longevity of the collaborative relationships. It also argues that
the parties involved operate under the assumption that they will continue collaborating
indefinitely (Rugman and D'Cruz, zooo, p. 86). As a result joint internationalization moves
and co-location activities are developed, for instance through the setting up of dedicated
and site-specific assets.

Like the bonding thesis in the N&I approach, the FISP model argues that through
collaborative relationships and long-term associations, trust is developed among the
members. Additionally, this explains why a hybrid governance arrangement can continue
to last without evolving over time into a market relationship or hierarchy.

2.8.

Comparison ofthe selected approaches on internationalization
ofb21, relationships and business networks

Conceptually speaking, the network view on [PM and the F/sP model have a lot in common.
Nevertheless, they also display several remarkable differences in viewpoints on specific
issues. Their discussion will be the subject of the present paragraph. Where different
viewpoints are hard to reconcile or exclude one another, we will argue our own position

Networks: vehicle towards internationalization or targeted institutional arrangement when
planning IBP

The network view on IPM (e.g. Forsgren, I989) argues that inter-firm collaboration forms
a vehicle for and can lead to mutual adaptations and joint activities surrounding
internationalization ("internationalizing existing collaboration patterns"). Instead, Rugman
and D'Cruz (2000), stress that when internationalization is considered, networks rather
than markets or hierarchies are a promising governance structure. This indicates that
networks are more a means to internationalization in the network view on IPM, whereas
they are seen as an institutional option for the sake of (international) competitiveness in
the F/SP model.
Focus on different stages in life cycle

of international business networks:

The F/5P model argues that networks constructed around partners from different nations
can mark the start of indefinite operations. The network view on IPM Suggests that it is
typical for internationalized business networks to grow out of long-standing national bzb
relationships that in time get a cross-border character, albeit without totally excluding the
incorporation of foreign partners in the network. The former suggests that both models
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-

FISP business networks. The latter

of internationality.

The following feature forms a further distinction regarding the postulated degree of
internationality of networks by the two frameworks. Whereas the groundwork of the F/SP
model is based on networks ipso facto formed around partners from various countries,
the network view on WM is more locked into a nationalities or country "bias".The emphasis
o f the latter framework appears to be On the way in which firms, jointly or separately.
organize internationalization actions into foreign markets from a single home base, or on
the way in which firms, jointly or separately, intend to obtain positions in networks in other
nations.
Relevant (business) context for strategy formation in international business networks:
[n the PISP model, internationalization is seen as the outcome of deliberately planned and
executed strategic intents on the level ofthe network --or even more limited- by the flagship

firm. That way, the model stresses the possibilities for managers and firms to make, for
example, voluntary choices regarding strategic management and modes to enter foreign
markets. The network view on IPM agrees on the latter, but with respect to strategic
planning, it emphasizes that strategic choices will be guided by the embeddedness ofb2b
relationships and network positions of partners in both the network under consideration
and the broader business environment of the partners. That is, also in business systems
that are not related to that ofthe business network under consideration in the eyes ofthe
F/5P model. In fact, in the network view on IPM, "not related" does not exist at all or at least
covers a lot less than in the FISP model. The network view on IPM emphasizes the
interrelatedness of specific bzb relationships to a very broad business context through its
thesis ofembeddedness.

Power (alsymmetry and strategic (in)dependence in bub relationships in international
business networks:
Whereas the network view on IPM suggests interdependence and joint planning, the FISP
model argues that asymmetry and supplier dependence (including "exclusivity" and quasieternal "indefinite" dedication) are the dominant elements in the b2b relationships of a
business network.

The network view on IPM (like the N&I approach) argues -as it were from a cybernetic
or open system viewpoint- that asymmetry and sheer exclusivity are only thinkable i f a
specific b2b relationship would exist in a vacuum. But as bzb relationships are embedded
in overarching structures and environments, and aS they are linked to other b2b
relationships, these structures and environments condition the bib relationships and vice
versa. Additionally, the network view on [PM stresses the mutual interdependence of
resources between buyers and suppliers, which keeps asymmetries in check.
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The F/SP model, instead, bases its dependence argument on a resource-based viewpoint;
arguing that the flagship is superior in terms of means and leading capabilities. Suppliers
are, therefore, conditioned by asymmetrical dependencies on flagship firms. Subsequently,
the F/SP model dedicates relatively little attention to other, for example, (inter-firm)
relationships and issues in organizations' environments that may co-determine the
relationships between the flagship and its partners.
Nevertheless, due to its acknowledgement o f the activities of partners in other business
systems and their own excellences, claims concerning exclusivity, asymmetry and
indefiniteness seem somewhat hard to sustain.

Moreover, the (unconditional) strategic asymmetry thesis is challenged by the (potential)
existence of industry-wide suppliers (0 hUallachain and Wasserman, 1999) and practices
like reverse, simultaneous and black box engineering (Liebermann and Montgomery, 1988).
This indicates that certain suppliers can have a strategic influence on a flagship firm. If on
top of this, such suppliers are also active in other seaors, their dependence on the flagship
firm of a certain business network may be questioned even more.
Since several firms of the F/5P networks operate multiple divisions, each playing different
roles in complex business networks, a straightforward assumption of exclusivity and even
asymmetry seems to lose its meaning. In any complex network there are likely to be

asymmetries in strategic leadership, particularly where firms possess different
complementary firm-specific assets. However, this need not necessarily be reflected in
asymmetric dependence relationships between the flagship firm and the partners in terms
of, for instance, internationalization moves or even product development. Both due to the
resources held by the partners and by the relationships they are involved in, in addition
to the relationship with the flagship firm of a specific network.
Moreover, it is hard to maintain that suppliers would freely render themselves completely
at the mercy of one client. Instead, key suppliers will try to become key suppliers for
different clients, participating in various networks. Possibly, a key supplier might be willing
to decompose its apparatus of assets and resources in such a way that each ofthem turn
into "dedicated assets" vis-i-vis certain networks or key clients. Then, there may be
exclusivity on a plant basis, but this is very different from exclusivity at a corporate level

andlor at the level of a specific industry in which a certain PISP network operates.

An interesting detail in the FISP model is that it by no means takes into account that a
certain key supplier may be a key supplier to more than one flagship firm in the same
industry. With respect to such cases of industry-wide suppliers, it would be hard to maintain
that one flagship firm determines the activities of such a key supplier and that the former
is the exclusive user ofthe latter's services.
D'accord with the viewpoint that both bub relationships as such and (a)symmetry and
(in)dependence between firms can not be explained at the level of a specific network as it
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does not operate in a relational vacuum, in this research project a sequence perspective is

proposed to examine the internationalization moves in international business networks.
This is also in line with similar arguments forwarded in our discussion of the N&I
approach (see § 2.4)·

Longevity of b2b relationships and continuity of partners in international business
networks:

Both viewpoints outlined above agree that the longevity of b2b relationships is of vital
significance. In this respect, the F/SP model is the firmest one, suggesting that relationships
in F/SP business networks are entered into on an indefinite basis. The network view on IPM
does provide starting points to reason possible member changes in international business
networks, but also emphasizes voice, rather than exit or substitution. As was suggested in
the discussion of the N&1 approach to bib relationships, these two frameworks also appear
to neglect or underestimate competitive processes between rival buyers and suppliers and
other factors o f substantial change.
As this does not seem to be a realistic postulation, we suggest that rivals do try to obtain
improved network positions and network positions currently held by competitors.
Similarly, we argue that other crucial events can provoke considerable changes to business
networks. This, then, should enable the explanation ofpossible substitutions ofbuyers and

suppliers in international business networks. For a more detailed exposd on this issue, we
refer to the discussion of the N&I approach in § 2.4.
Segmentation among suppliers:
Whereas the network view on IPM draws no explicit distinction between suppliers, the
F/SP model distinguishes between key and non-key suppliers. As a result, the network view
on IPM presumes there is coherence between internationalization dynamics with regard
to all bib relationships (i.c. between buyers and key suppliers and between buyers and nonkey suppliers). The F/SP model, on the contrary, argues that the asymmetry between buyers
and suppliers and the subsequent internationalization dynamics between them, are only
applicable to buyer - key supplier relationships. This implies that the key-suppliers depend
stronger on the flagship firm and that they should show a more pronounced and correlated
(co-)location behaviour with respect to the flagship firm's internationalization moves.

0
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Perception of MNE as a network or as a homogeneouslv acting point mass:

The network view on IPM adopts a network perspective on individual MNEs engaged in
international business networks, arguing that MNE subsidiaries can interfere in the
internationalization moves of the MNE itself. Similarly, it holds that the competence
assignment and resource allocation to a certain MNE subsidiary may be the outcome of
HQ-subsidiary dynamics. Additionally, it allows for space for the development of
alternatives to a top-down led centre-periphery perspective on MNEs. It also allows for
the analysis of subsidiary-bzb relationship dynamics. The F/SP model does not pay explicit
attention to this issue. From its leadership thesis, it suggests a more top-down approach,
with the flagship's subsidiaries being strategically dependent on the firm's HQ, much like
its suppliers are.

2.9. Conclusions
From the discussion of the selected approaches related to internationalization ofbusiness
networks, we can draw the following conclusions:
I) Literature recognizes the link between bzb relationships and international(ization of)
business. The approaches we discussed support the view that b2b relationships are a vehicle
to international business and that IB leads to a setting up ofbzb relationships and business

networks. These approaches acknowledge that mutual or sequential internationalization
moves are intertwined with b2b relationships, either because they have been built up and
have become stabilized over a longer period of time or because they are set to mark the start
of a cooperative relation for an undefined period.
z) Due to interdependences between buyers and suppliers in bzb relationships and business
networks, IB choices on behalfofone party have repercussions for choices the others make.
The approaches diverge when it comes to the intensity, the one-way-direction or both-waysdirection character of the dependence in such b2b relationships. They also differ with
respect to the extent to which the embeddedness of actors and relationships in the broader
business environment are of influence, and the group ofsuppliers affected by IB moves

on the part ofthe buyer (whether this only affects on key suppliers or on all suppliers). After
discussing the various viewpoints on this topiC, we proposed a sequence perspective to
examine the internationalization moves in international business networks, i.e. a sequence

in which the internationalization moves of a buyer precede those

of the supplier(s).

3) Regarding the continuity ofb2b relationships the frameworks ofreference emphasize
longevity. A critical review of the underlying postulations suggested that international(ized)
networks are prone to adaptations over time in terms of relationship contents and
composition of partners. In concrete terms, as a consequence of: (I) learning effects on
behalf of the partners involved (either with respect to IB or b2b relationships), (2)
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competitive pressures on behalfofrivals ofthe partners involved, and (3) the general open
system characteristics (including the exposure of actors to new environments and actors
due to their mere internationalization) in which such relationships operate.
4) From a network perspective on MNEs it can be argued that MNEs are not homogeneous
entities. HQ, subsidiaries and other MNE units form a network oftheir own. The members
of such networks are out to improve their intra-firm network position for the sake of
resources and influence. As subsidiaries may vary in terms of their assets and negotiating
skills, and the intra-firm network position and business function profile of subsidiaries of
MNEs need not be the same.

2.IO.

Review

of empirical research literature on b21) relationship

practices and internationalization in the automotive industry
As regards the empirical research literature on bzb and international business practices
in the automotive industry, in addition to articles from many renowned journals we
consulted publications ofthe tWO most important academic automotive research groups
in the Western world: Groupe d'Etudes et de Recherche Permanent sur l'Industrie et les
Salarids de l'Automobile (GERPISA: based at the University d'Evry near Paris, France)
and International Motor Vehicle Programme (IMVP: based at the Massachusetts Institute
ofTechnology, U.S.A.). Additionally, various other key publications with respect to the
automobile industry were analyzed.

The relevant literature in this respect can be divided into two segments. One that studies
the internalization-externalization choices involved in bzb relationships within the
automotive sector. The other segment studies the management and structuring of the
international business apparatus of automotive companies, i.e. internationalization
operations and centralization-decentralization choices within automotive firm hierarchies.
2.IO.I.

Internalization-externalization in the automotive industry

By the end ofthe I97Os increased global competition, the development ofnew information
technologies and consumer exigency with regard to the automotive industry put a stronger
emphasis on cost competitiveness, on quality standards, on short delays of delivery to the

final client and on minimal product development delays. The former led to an increased
outsourcing and relying on bzb relationships in the automotive industry. This trend started
among Japanese car manufacturers, who had already established a high level of supplier
involvement in product development, production and logistics (Womack, Jones and Roos,
,990).The same practices and intensified reliance on bzb relationships in the automotive
sector were subsequently also observed in the US and in Europe (Helper, 1991). Today,
all over the world, assembly firms have devolved considerable responsibility to selected
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component suppliers for the design and development ofwhole systems, as observed by
e.g. Sadler (I999, p. IIO).

Moreover, several studies indicate that currently more than halfofthe total value ofa car
is produced by suppliers and that this share is still growing (Rey del Castillo, I994;
Fabrimetal, I996; Vickery, 1996; CEC, I999; Chanaron, 1997)·
Hodges and Van Tuider (I994) demonstrated that in today's car industry, the making of
the automobile requires the input from a wide range of industries. Among these industries,
non-automotive branches -or branches not dedicated exclusively to the automotive
business-, such as the electronic and chemical industries, have become tWO ofthe most
crucial suppliers. In addition, Hodges and Van Tulder suggest that the conceptualization,
design and manufacturing ofelectronics and chemicals was never one ofthe core activities
ofthe car constructors and that will probably not change. This is due to the knowledge gap
that exists between current providers of such components and the investments that would
be necessary on behalf of car constructors to be able to master the technologies and
production techniques in question in a competitive way. The authors conclude that even
the largest car manufacturers will encounter difficulties in keeping up with technological
progress in all relevant areas, i.e. due to the high R&D costs involved in developing each
single technology. As a consequence, they argue that the penetration of "new" technologies
and materials on the car conceptualization and manufacturing scene, will oblige the car
manufacturers to continue to outsource certain components and capabilities which they
themselves can not secure in a competitive way.

The former emphasizes the dependence of assemblers on certain specialized input
providers for the conception and production of cars. There is another aspect which adds
to the relative power or independence of, for example, chemical and electronics companies
vis-A-vis the car industry. This is the fact that most chemical and electronics companies are
large companies that do not depend exclusively on the automotive business for their client
base. This means that chemical and electronics companies are difficult to control by car
companies. Although the "dependence" relationships between the chemical and electronics
supply companies, on the one hand, and car manufacturers, on the other, is a somewhat
special case, it does illustrate what kind of power shifts occur when car assemblers start
depending more and more on (first tier) suppliers for certain kinds of inputs. This
in(ter)dependence can also be observed with regard to certain highly sophisticated supply
companies with a long automotive tradition. Like companies who supply high-tech
elements and who at the same time have a diversified package ofactivities spread over
several industries, like Bosch, Siemens and TRW. The rise of large, broadly diversified
suppliers -in terms both ofclient base and ofthe industries to which they sell- has led to
suggestions that a change is underway in the power balance within automotive value
systems in favour ofleading component manufacturers (Sadler, 1999; Kamp, 2000; Trends,
2002).
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With respect to the size and critical mass ofthe suppliers involved in the bzb relationships
in the automotive sector, several studies report about consolidation evolutions.
This trend towards consolidation observed among suppliers, through mergers and alliances,
has been observed in several studies (Freyssenet and Lung, 1996; Boston Consulting Group,

I993; Shimokawa. I999; Amin and Smith, 1991; Sadler and Amin, 1995; Sadler, I999; CEC,
I996; Aliez, Bilbao, Camino and Longas, 1999).

0 hUallachain, (I996, 1997) argues that the disintegration ofthe OEM stages of production
has also given way to a parallel vertical integration among supplier production stages.
Freyssenet and Lung (I996), Boston Consulting Group (1993), Shimokawa (1999), Amin
and Smith (I991), Anderson and Holmes (1995) and Sadler and Amin (1995) attribute the
process of supplier consolidation to the demands fur vast financial, technological and
managerial capacity, economies of scale, global supply coverage, capabilities to respond
to the latest logistic demands and for integrated system and module design. They argue
that only larger groups achieve to get sufficient funding for such operations.
Several studies witness that car assemblers' outsourcing and externalization policies are
usually conceived around several common cornerstones, like: platform sharing, modular
construction, communality of pieces, and global andior single sourcing. Through this, they

aim to reduce the supplier base and with it co-ordination costs (Pallarts-Barbera, I996;
Lamming, I993; Womack, Jones and Roos, 1990; Nishiguchi, I993; Sako and Warburton,
I999).

This process is not only fed by the attempt to reduce an assembler's supplier base. The aim
to centralize the purchasing competences within OEMs also contributed to it.
Consequently, the practice of subsidiary-specific supplier bases disappeared more and
more.

While concentration is less pronounced in the suppliers segment than in the OEM segment

of the automotive industry, Wells and Rawlinson (I994) and 0 hUallachainand Wasserman
(I999) observe that in certain product ranges a small number of leading system suppliers
currently hold dominant positions. Ultimately, oligopolization trends among suppliers
also cause a concentration o f power among them, leading to the creation of a limited
number ofindustry-wide suppliers.
Regarding the involvement of suppliers in the development of new car models -as an
indicator for early reliance of assemblers on b2b relationships, several scholars testify that
these increasingly begin at the embryortic stage of the conceptualization ofthe car. Features
.
of this early involvement ofsuppliers in the product development process are the "black
or "grey box" development practices (Fujimoto, 1995; Kesseler, I997)·
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A survey among car constructors, held by Ellison, Clark, Fujimoto and Hyun (I995) in the
first half ofthe nineties, revealed a considerable supplier participation in the development
of parts in the automotive industry of the USA, Japan and Europe. In Europe, supplier
participation in parts development was just below 30%, whereas this was 44% in Japan and
33% in the USA. With respect to the highest added value segment of parts development
for suppliers, the share of suppliers was 14% in Europe, 30% in the USA and 55% in Japan.
Additionally, the survey revealed that European OEMs planned to increase their reliance
on suppliers during the development process in the future.
Whether or not single sourcing leads to exclusive relationships between assemblers and
suppliers, appears to depend on the willingness of car assembly firms' to allow suppliers
to start other relationships in the automotive business. Dyer, Sung Cho and Chu (1998)
report on the different attitudes car assemblers adopt in this respect: from prohibiting
suppliers to work for other flagship firms (Korea), to a laissez-faire stance (USA). Pries
0999) and Florence (1996) reported on the practice among German and French assemblers
to stimulate multiple client operations. The already discussed oligopolization trends and
the critical mass ofa certain supplier should also influence a supplier's relationships with
other OEMs.
Finally, several scholars demonstrate that the restructuring ofthe automotive industry is
not just limited to a redistribution ofcompetences and activities between assemblers and
suppliers telle quelle. Simultaneously, a segmentation ofthe supplier base can be observed

(Amin and Smith, I991; Sadler and Amin, 1995; Lamming, I 9 93; Pilorusso, 1997; Beije, 1994;
Dyer, Sung Cho and Chu, I998) with notably first and second tier suppliers. The first tier
suppliers, whose number is limited and diminishing, are responsible for the design,
production and assembly ofthe complete (sub)systems. The second and lower tier suppliers
provide more elementary parts to the first tier suppliers who integrate them into
(sub)systems.

2.IO.2.

Management and structuring ofinternational business in the automotive

industry
Homogenization o f economic space, enlarged (information) technological possibilities
and assimilation towards global homogenization of basic consumer taste and demands,
enables firms to adopt an integrated management approach towards a unified (but
previously fragmented) market and business apparatus.
In relation to the former, Sleuwaeghen (I991) and Dudley (Ig89) argue that improved coordination possibilities and a drive for a better exploitation of scale economies within
Europe will change the configuration ofactivities. They foresee a reallocation of strategic
competences towards recognized centres of excellence within the integrated economic
space, while tactical and operational competences move to lower cost zones.
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In a comparative analysis on internationalization models by automotive assemblers, BalisBergouignan, Bordenave and Lung (1994, P· 747) effectively demonstrate that "(t)he more

homogeneous a firm's space is, the more it tends to co-ordinate its activities in a centralized
manner" (our translation). Internationally integrated production apparatuses require a
higher level ofcontrol on industrial processes, product quality, sourcing and trade flows
by an MNE (Btlis-Bergouignan, Bordenave, Lung, 2000). This leads to the creation ofa
hierarchical order between a firm's establishments in terms of the allocation of more or
less strategic business functions at different places.

In the automotive industry, such rationalization processes and geographical reshufflings
have been reported in various publications (e.g. Bordenave and Lung, I996; Hudson and
Schamp, I995; Boston Consulting Group, I993)· A stronger segmentation between strategic
competences (strategic co-ordination, design and purchasing functions) at car assemblers'
headquarters and tactical and operational competences at subsidiaries is observed. Miller
(I994) calculated that approximately 30% of the production of the larger automotive
companies is carried out abroad, while only I2% ofR&D Costs is the product of activities
outside the home country.

A similar segmentation process can be observed between suppliers' subsidiaries and
headquarters. This is induced by an increased centralization by OEMs ofvehicle design
and of purchasing decision making, and the shift towards working with first tier suppliers
ofcomplete systems or modules (Boston Consulting Group, I993)·
As a result, we see that, whereas before many companies -both assemblers and suppliersconducted business on a nation-per-nation basis and assigned and allocated responsibilities
and assets correspondingly, today the redundancies in resources and competences that were

built up as a consequence, are gradually eliminated.
Several scholars report on the ways in which automotive companies currently plan and
carry out their business in an integrated and geographically coherent way per Triad region.
And how they allocate their business functions correspondingly. In the case ofthe European
Triad region, this phenomenon has been coined "Europeanization" (Bordenave and Lung,
1996; Hudson and Schamp, I995)·
From the side of suppliers, a trend towards "co-location" oftheir R&D and design facilities
in the vicinity of the OEMs design centres is also observed (Boston Consulting Group, I993;

Sadler, I999; Bdlis-Bergouignan, Bordenave and Lung, I994,2000). Boston Consulting
Group (1993) suggests that the increased introduction ofblack box design and simultaneous
engineering reinforces the trend tOWards co-location.
Several studies demonstrate that the current allocation ofassets and business functions
ofautomotive networks in different localities does indeed reveal core-periphery patterns,
as understood by Wallerstein (I974), Lipietz (1977,1985), Leborgne and Lipietz (I988) and
Scott and Storper (I986). In concrete terms, the global strategies ofautomotive actors with
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a presence in several countries translate into a network-related or "co-located" way of
organizing separate business functions in different regions (Cabus, 1997; Caniels, I997;
Bordenave and Lung, i993; Carrincazeaux and Lung, 1997). In general, it is observed that
the assignment ofbusiness functions over space in networks in many cases leads to a spatial
reproduction ofthe intra-firm hierarchy between automotive HQs and branch locations
(Cabus, 1997; Canials, 1997; Bordenave and Lung, I993; Carrincazeaux and Lung, 1997).

The outcome of this process is a distribution of responsibilities between so-called home
base (central) and peripheral regions (Carrincazeaux and Lung, 1997). Ultimately, the
spatio-functional outcome ofthe way in which automotive activities are co-ordinated on
the continent, is a hierarchical collection ofinterdependent regions (Chanaron and Lung,
I995) These findings are consistent with those of Bordenave and Lung (I993), which
indicate that the location-related logics in the European automotive industry show clear

spatio-distributive features.
Carrincazeaux and Lung (I997) report on the localization of conceptual activities in the
European automobile industry, by observing the location o f research and development
centres in Europe. The geographical distribution ofthese centres reveals a banana-shaped
zone between London and Milano, with a strong concentration in the south of Germany.
The authors establish that in many cases the centre of decision-making and the historic
production nucleus, on the one hand, and the main R&D centre of a firm, on the other, tend
to coincide.

Cabus (I997) has detected similar patterns regarding the production ofcomponents for
Belgian assembly plants by European-based suppliers. He has demonstrated that there are
certain important industrial core areas. In Germany along the Rhein and the Ruhr, the Ilede-France basin near Paris and the border regions between France and Germany continuing
south until Lyon.

Further findings by Cabus (1997) on the basis of analyses of the links between assembly
plant establishments in Belgium and their suppliers, provide empirical evidence to support
the presence ofa national bias on behalfofassemblers in their choice of suppliers. He has
detected that the most important components and subsystems come in their majority from
the country where the car constructor has its home base i.e. Germany for Ford-Europe,
Opel and VW, France for Renault and Sweden for Volvo.
Larsson (2000) posits that inter-OEM alliances and take-overs, such as the incorporation
of Volvo by Ford, will probably have an impact on the origin of capital and location of
supplier networks with which the OEM plants will work. He especially foresees changes
for the domestic suppliers of the entity that iS taken over, in this case Volvo.

Balcet and Enrietti (2001), show how the origin of supplies and the capital behind them
evolves as a function ofthe increased integration of a FIAT branch plant in Turkiye. Before
assimilation of this branch plant to FIAT's international purchasing standards and
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submission to FIAT's centralized purchasing regime, supplies ofinputs from independent
Turkish companies dominated. Afterwards, a steady reduction in the number of
independent Turkish suppliers took place. At the same time, there was an important
increase in supplies from Turkish affiliates to or joint ventures with MNEs. Their study
also indicates that the integration of the Turkish branch plant into FIAT's international
business scheme led to increased imports from FIAT sites outside Turkiye. Additionally,
imports from foreign companies -mostly based in Italy- also grew considerably.

In addition to the latter, Lagendijk (I994, P. 323) observes that, in spite ofefforts to unlock
this situation, the European automobile industry is still dominated by a small number of
national champions with their own nationally focused supply chains.

Carillo and Gonzalez Lopez (I999) studied bzb relationships surrounding assembly plants
of German OEMs (VW, Mercedes-Benz and BMW) in Mexico and revealed the following.
Many o f the Mexico-based suppliers were German companies, which had followed the
OEMs from the home base where they already had been working together for a long period.
Moreover, this study revealed a convergence between buyers and suppliers with respect
to their globalization and international investment strategies. The study demonstrated that
the establishment of the German suppliers in Mexico was fundamentally the result of
corporate negotiations between VW Germany and the respective suppliers' headquarters
in Germany in order to secure a smooth functioning of operations abroad. As a
consequence, Carillo and Gonzalez Lopez (1999) argue that comprehension of bub
relationships in an international context is strongly embedded in mutual features of
business culture and nationality. In addition, they argue that the origins ofthe capital of
interrelated buyers and suppliers tend to show similarities outside their nations oforigin.
Their study also reveals that the suppliers, once established in situ, diversify their client
base and start selling to various assemblers.
In a study on Japanese, American and German automotive companies in Mexico, Gonzalez
Lopez (2000) found additional proof that the partners of b2b relationships -notably as
regards the first tier supplier relationships - are often from the same country. This

"criterion" even appears to overrule any proximity advantages offered by local suppliers.
Additionally, he found that many ofthese bzb relationships are orchestrated as webs and
networks in a pyramidal form with specific companies at the apex, providing direction to
these networks and deciding which suppliers can take part in the network.

Aliez, Bilbao, Camino and Longas (I999) also reported on suppliers' recognition that
cultural and organizational proximity helps to obtain contracts from OEMs. Consequently,
they argued this was a driving factor for local firms to become part of (foreign) MNEs.
On the basis ofan analysis of the internationalization ofthe German automotive industry,
Pries (1999) reported that the globalization processes of assemblers and suppliers are
deeply interlaced. Establishments of German OEMs in North, Central and South America
were accompanied by a pull of German suppliers. In addition, Pries (I999) testifies how
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the assemblers urge their German suppliers, both large and medium-sized, to build up
facilities wherever they go. Simultaneously, his research reveals that assemblers stimulate
their suppliers to engage in other buyer-assembler relationships as well The same argument
is forwarded by Florence (I996), discussing supplier management practices at Renault. With
respect to the activities ofoverseas networks developed around German OEM plants, Pries
(Iggg) describes how an intra-firm decision by VW was made to assign its Mexican plant
with the status of "leading plant" (Leitwerk) for the overall and world-wide management
responsibility for a new product (the Beetle). Subsequently, he describes how more than
50 suppliers (mainly German system integrators and first tier suppliers) came to Mexico

or made additional large investments over there. These observations also show how
supposedly core-periphery task segmentations can be broken by the assignment of superior
added value activities to branch locations that are understood to be situated in peripheral
areas (cfr. Wallerstein, 1974; Lipietz, I977, I985)·

In a similar way, Shimokawa (I999) observed how Nippon Denso became an international
component supplier through its privileged supplier relationship with Toyota. Volpato
(I997) and Sadler (I999) observe the same phenomenon at Magnetti Marelli, due to its

preferential contacts with Fiat.

This assembly firm-led internationalization pattern appears to be a frequently detected
phenomenon as regards the early stages of international business of a supplier. Sadler
(I999),for instance, reports how TRW, Allied Signal and Tenneco internationalized their
automotive activities, due to following Ford and General Motors abroad.
As an alternative to these (early) co-internationalization signs between assemblers and
suppliers from the same country, Laigle (I997) reports on several cross-border alliances
between suppliers in order to break into OEM relationships outside their home continent.
Similarly, she reports on moves by individual companies whose internationalization path
is not guided (anymore) by privileged assembly contacts with fellow-nation OEMs. As an
example, she presents the IB moves ofValeo. Valeo actively tries to compete overseas for
buyer relationships with assemblers from outside its home base, through acquisitions and
the creation of establishments stir place. Sadler's (I999) description ofthe LucasVarity case
and the Bosch Bendix case are comparable to the internationalization moves ofValto.
In addition, Sadler (I999) describes how many British automotive component suppliers
attempted to internationalize their client base in the early 1980s, due to the collapse of the
UK auto industry in that period (Sadler, I999, p. II4).
In terms of production locus, Sadler (1999) observes that a substantial spread of production
and employment outside automotive company's country of origin took place between 1990
and I995· This was, for example, the case for Fiat, Renault and VW, and for the component
manufacturers BBA, GKN, Lucas, T&N and Valeo. He observes that, comparatively
speaking, component manufacturers showed a higher level of intensity in investing abroad
in this period than assembly firms. Subsequently he argues that component manufacturers
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are increasingly less dependent on their home markets. Implicitly, the former points either
at a rupture of suppliers' dependence on co-home market assembly firms for
internationalization, or at a catching up with these and other assembly firms' investments
abroad. It also indicates that internationally experienced companies forge new ties in a

rather path-independent, not privileged assembler-led, way.
Dicken and Oberg (I996) provide additional arguments in favour of more multi-nationally
organized business networks in the automotive industry. They draw on tendencies that
encourage firms to set up organizational networks focused on Europe as a whole. rather
than at individual national markets.
Phelps and Fuller (zooo) report on how subsidiaries ofautomotive companies located in
various countries push for improved intra-corporate positions. Moreover, they describe
how HQs of automotive MNEs use the wish on the part of subsidiaries to improve their
status within the intra-firm hierarchy to organize interplant competitions prior to
investment allocations. They argue that the organization of such competitive processes
depends On the organizational structure of MNEs (e.g. Bartlett and Ghoshal, I989), and
the integration of the markets where MNEs have their different business units (Phelps and
Fuller, 2000, p. 228).

Dyer (I996) observes that OEM units that persuade their suppliers to invest in on-site
establishments and highly dedicated production facilities outperform those OEM units
that do not dispose of such inter-firm infrastructures. Consequently, if these OEM units
were to be engaged in intra-corporate competition (e.g. Phelps and Fuller, zooo) it follows
that the former would have a greater chance to Win the race, i.e. to be allotted a specific
investment or the maintenance ofa product mandate.
In a study on Japanese investments in Canada and the U.S., Rutherford (2000) reveals the
following. The difference in value ofend products, allocation ofR&D activities and length

ofproduction runs carried out by overseas subsidiaries ofidentical automobile OEMs leads
to a correspondingly segmentation in, on the one hand, the densification of localized
supplier networks around these subsidiaries and, On the other hand, the degree of
sophistication of the outsourced components and operations these networks house and
supply. Moreover, the suppliers involved in the networks localized around the most
strategically valued OEM subsidiaries also tend to supply sophisticated components to the
strategically less important OEM subsidiaries, despite a potential distance-related
disadvantage. He shows how dense and localized supplier networks are more likely to arise
around strategically important automobile OEM subsidiaries. His work reveals how colocation in situ is fostered by the site-specific value of production taSks and other business
assignments. Consequently, Rutherford (zooo, p. 743, 746-747) shows that suppliers choose
to set up establishments that serve more than one client rather than setting up sites for every

This selection process is guided by the relative importance of the
respective b2b relationships of a supplier. Rutherford (2000, p. 743,747) also provides clear
customer they serve.

signs that it is not (just-in-time) JIT per st that determines location processes. In addition,
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he states that selecting locations from where to serve multiple clients appears to become
more detached from pure logistic factors when integration of economic space takes place

(Rutherford, 2000, p. 743)· His study also found proof of supplier substitutions (Rutherford,
zooo, p. 746). Finally, his study demonstrates the importance ofan OEM's home base as
a significant origin of high-end components such as electronics and propulsion parts (p.

746).

Frigant and Lung (2000) argue that geographical proximity between suppliers and
assemblers is stimulated by the introduction of JIT practices. Nevertheless, they indicate
that fulfilling JIT schemes allows for more logistical solutions than co-location alone.
Moreover, they argue that possibilities for scale economies in situ need to be fulfilled.
Finally, they argue that co-location is a way for suppliers to demonstrate their willingness
and commitment to long term mutual agreements with customers.

A final empirical observation is the following. Regarding the intra-firm and geographical
distribution of suppliers' manufacturing activities, sector surveys demonstrate that the
following location logics appear to be dominant (Altersohn, I992; Boston Consulting
Group, 1993):

-

A location of final component assembly activities for high volume bulk components
and systems that require, on the one hand, frequent loading and unloading and, on the
other, delivery in the order in which cars are produced (unit-specific), near car assembly

plants
-

A concentration of production of low volume andior basic components and productioncost intensive components, that need not be delivered in sequence with car assembly
order production (not unit-specific), in a limited amount of -or in one- plant(s) from
which possibly several clients are serviced

The latter principle is the most universally followed, whereas the former shows a larger
variety. In relation to the first principle, certain suppliers, like e.g. Valeo (2000), Lingotes
Especiales (Muruzabal, zooo) and Grupo Antolin (2000), argue that by improving their
logistics suppliers are also able to fulfill their contracts, in terms of lead times, costs etc.,
from the plants they already possess. Moreover, to achieve economies of scale. a
concentration of production and sub-assembly under one roof is more attractive to
suppliers (Rhys, 2000).
As such, it appears that "on site" location of suppliers at a supplier park near a buyerassembly plant or in the near vicinity is not a conditio sine qua non to be able to Comply

with jIT and sequenced logistics.
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2.II. Conclusions

I) The empirical research review clearly contributes to the argument that
internationalization patterns offirms are embedded in inter-firm relations.
The observed geographical reshuffling and co-location of suppliers' activities parallel to
buyers' operations provides confirmation for the interdependences in IB and bub
relationships. Similarly, it provides support for the thesis that the assemblers are the actor
acting as point man in this sequential process.

Empirical literature also provides proof in favour of the argument that suppliers
internationalize together with key buyers. This thus corroborates the claim that IB grows
out of longstanding relationships or that bzb relationships are a vehicle for IB.
Empirical research literature also corroborates the growing importance of beb
relationships and a broadening ofthe actors and sectors that provide input fur the main
buyers ofthe automotive industry; the car assemblers. Consequently, suppliers are playing
an increasingly important role within automotive networks.
z)

Similarly, the literature review reveals that reverse, simultaneous and black box engineering,
specialization and oligopolization among suppliers and the demand for integrated systems
cause a relative power or dependence balance between first tier suppliers and assemblers
in the industry. This is established through a mutual resources and capabilities dependence
between buyers and suppliers. An exclusive or "dedicated" functioning of suppliers for a
certain assembler appears to provide a less representative picture, at least, as far as the first
tier suppliers or crucial input providers are concerned. And as empirical observations
indicate, these will be the only suppliers to remain in direct contact with the assemblers.
3) The reported selective intra-firm centralization-decentralization operations also confirm
that MNEs can be viewed as networks in themselves, especially once they can function as

systems in a homogeneous (economic) space.
4) Furthermore, empirical literature demonstrates that the traditional centre-periphery
dichotomy, which in general appears to be fortified through economic integration
processes, can be broken, i.e. through singular intra-MNE assignment decisions and
subsequent bzb dynamics. In general, from a sectoral and a geographical ("world system
or "Triad region") perspective a distribution of tasks between core and periphery can be
observed. However, at the level ofconcrete networks surrounding OEMs or OEM company
units, they appear to depend more on OEM-specific distributions and assignments of
competences among its assets, than follow a straightforward core-periphery logic.
1,
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In order to decide about such assignments, it appears that there is a kind of (organized)
competition among subsidiaries of specific OEMs, which push for improved intracorporate positions.
s) Empirical research also provides proofthat suppliers try to seduce assemblers to switch
suppliers. Take-overs among OEMs and benchmarking of supplier performance by OEMs

form additional factors contributing to a periodic reshuffling of plant-specific supplier
relationships.
The references cited above indicate that after the initial stages, supplier companies intend
to diversify their corporate and subsidiaries' client base in a multinational way, expanding
beyond their home base buyer relationships.

Moreover, the empirical research review suggests that single sourcing is complemented
by buyers encouraging suppliers to engage in multiple client relationships rather than by
exclusivity relationships.

6) Finally, the review reveals that site-specific investments depend -in addition to the
relationship with one specific client and the expectation regarding the longevity of a certain
relationship- on other b2b relationships, possibilities for economies of scale in situ, and
component-intrinsic logistic and production considerations.

3.

Conceptual framework and hypotheses

3.I. Introduction
In view of the results ofthe literature review, we argue that the following issues should
primarily be kept in mind with regard to the design of a conceptual framework for the
formation and evolution of satellite business networks in peripheral regions.
Longevity of inter-firm relationships is confirmed as an important factor in explaining joint
internationalization and joint international operations o f firms. Nevertheless, empirical
research literature also suggests that competitive behaviour of rival firms and sector
oligopolization makes new relationships possible. Consequently, a total path dependence
on relationships with a specific buyer does not explain all internationalization moves made
by suppliers. Moreover, theoretical literature points at the learning processes firms undergo
through their experiences with bib relationships and internationalization. Both types of
experience enhance their courage to internationalize to less familiar places and to enter
into bzb relationships with less well-known partners. Other kinds of events can also cause
ruptures in bzb relationships or other kinds of profound modifications to business
networks. From the empirical literature we learned that economic integration between
countries can be such an event. Ifsuch events -which lead to a homogenization of economic
space- take place, the formation and evolution of satellite business networks in peripheral
regions becomes to a larger extent guided by business-economic logics than would be the
case under bi- or multilateral state treaties regarding trade and foreign investment.

Empirical studies suggested that the homogeneity of economic space in which an MNE
has a series of establishments is an important factor in the intra-firm spread of
competences, resources and autonomies. It appeared that the more homogeneous economic
space is, the more integrated the management ofan MNE apparatus is.

At the same time, both the theoretical and empirical studies suggested that the intra-MNE
assignment and location strategies ofbusiness partners take place in a co-ordinated and,
possibly, simultaneous way, i.e. through interactions between the respective networks
parmers. Many moves of suppliers are planned and carried out as a function of moves made
by a hub firm ofa network. To a large extent these strategies appear to be co-ordinated at
a corporate level by the hub firm. Apparently, these processes influence both the presence
of actors in a locality and the competences, resources and sovereignty assigned to the
establishments in situ.
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Literature suggests that such "co-location" is an expression ofthe degree of willingness
on the part of suppliers to commit themselves to a relationship with a certain OEM
subsidiary.

Empirical studies weaken the argument that key suppliers work exclusively for a certain
hub firm and that bzb relationships are characterized by strategic dependence of key
suppliers on hub firms and that hub firms aim for relationship-specific investments on the
part of (key) suppliers. Instead, it turned out that suppliers try to diversify their client base
and assemblers also encourage them to do so. The former would argue in favour of the
argument brought forward in the N&I approach that a specific bzb relationship should be
understood against the background ofthe other bzb relationships an actor is involved in.

Similarly, the collection of b2b relationships an actor is involved in should be seen as an
important explanatory factor behind site-specific investments, rather than supplier status
or any single b2b relationship and its history. In addition, component-specific logistic and
production factors play a role.

3.2.

Presentation ofthe conceptual framework

The conceptual framework provided in this chapter is based on three fundamental
components. First of all, Halinen, Salmi and Havila's (iggg) elaboration on change theories
with respect to business network research. Secondly, it takes into account a limited set of
theoretical assumptions that -based on the previous literature review- can be considered
as the most determining with regard to the behaviour ofbusiness network actors from a
bzb and international business approach. Thirdly, it is based on a limited set of forces and
events to which the involved actors are subjected. To which they react and which jointly
determine the evolutionary patterns of the business networks in question. We will also
focus on those forces and events that -in line with the previous literature review- are the
most relevant for the formation and evolution ofsatellite business networks from a b2b
and international business approach.

3.2.I.

Modelling of changes in business networks

In line with Halinen, Salmi and Havila (1999), who refer to existing change theories and
concepts like the punctuated-equilibrium model (Gersick, 199Ii Van de Ven, 1992; Van de
Ven and Poole, I995), we suggest a distinction between two types of change. First,
incremental change: adjustments within ongoing business relationships and overall stability
of the deep structure of the network. Secondly, radical change: changes of entire
relationships including their termination and a substitution of partners, which cause
modifications of the network's deep structure. The term "deep structure" refers to the
fundamental choices which sets of business actors have made regarding who they are
connected to (Gersick, IggI; Halinen, Salmi and Havila, 1999). The concept of "critical
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event" is proposed as the term for occurrences that trigger changes. Critical event refers
to those events that have a decisive effect On the development ofrelationships. Halinen
et al. (I999) mention mergers and acquisitions (p. 784,787), changes in a company's
business, marketing and purchasing strategies (p. 787) and major geopolitical and macroeconomic events (p. 788) as examples of critical events that can trigger radical changes.

Environmental changes such as geopolitical events, for example the creation of trading
blocks, are channeled through business relationships with specific parties, rather than
operating as a kind ofgeneral market force influencing the firm (Hhkansson and Johanson,
1993, P. 44)· As a consequence, the extent to which a certain force or event leads to an
incremental or radical change is to large degree casuistic and depends, for example, on the
idiosyncrasy of firms and the organizational choices companies make in response to such
forces or events.
In addition, the extent to which the term "radical" is completely appropriate, for instance
for the substitution of a supplier -possibly combined with a change in the locus from where
supplies are shipped-, is probably debatable. Nevertheless, based on the work ofe.g. Van
de Ven (I992) and Halinen et al. (I999) and thus in order to establish a link with renowned
viewpoints and commonly used terminology, we believe it is a sound choice. Moreover,
to distinguish it from changes within a given b2b relationship, it is very useful.
3.2.2.

Theoretical assumptions behind the behaviour ofbusiness network actors

A first set of assumptions is based On the following rationales. According to the N&1
approach on b2b relationships (e.g. Laage-Hellman, I997) actors are moved by the desire
to improve or maintain their network position. This desire can be seen as a basic logic. On
the one hand, as far as the hub firms of peripheral business networks are concerned -like
subsidiaries of automotive OEMs- this implies that they push for improved intra-corporate
positions (Phelps and Fuller, 7000). The outcome are specific subsidiary assignment choices
(as a dependent variable). On the other hand, as far as suppliers are concerned it implies
that incumbent suppliers will attempt to prolong acquired network positions whereas rival
companies will display competitive behaviour in order to conquer network positions
currently not under their control (Rutherford, 2000). Consequently, we argue that this
should especially be the case vis-A-vis those buyer firms that occupy important intra-firm
network positions (as an independent variable). We reason that the intra-firm position of
the latter forms an incentive for suppliers to invest in such relationships. In other words,
it increases suppliers' commitment -or readiness to commit- to a relationship in terms of
their efforts to maintain and continue the relationship (Helper, 1987; De long and
Nooteboom, 2000). In this respect, it is the buyer's intra-firm position that determines its
relative importance or value to the supplier amidst the conjoint of b2b relationships this
supplier entertains. This conjoint ofb2b relationships can include both relationships with
plants of the same company to which the buyer in question belongs or plants or enterprises
belonging to other legal entities. Subsequently, it is argued that an important means to
achieve continuation or improvement of network poSitionS iS to have establishments
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located in the vicinity of these buyers (dependent variable). See e.g. Frigant and Lung
(2000).
A second set of assumptions results from the following rationales. According to the
Internationalization Process Model (e.g. Carlson, I966; Johanson and Vahlne, I977, I990)
and organizationallearning processes (e.g. Cyert and March, 1963; Levitt and March, I988;
Lane and Lubatkin, I998), actors lose their fear ofinternationalizing and establishing bib
relationships after they accumulate corresponding learning experiences. We argue that
these experiences are a significant factor underpinning the choices of a network's hub firm
aimed at achieving sustained competitiveness for the network as a whole (as a second basic
logic), as supported by the conceptual literature we consulted (e.g. Rugman and D'Cruz,
2000). Consequently, this should have repercussions over time for the choices they make
about which suppliers to include in these networks (as a dependent variable). We argue
that the hub firm evaluates on a regular basis, which suppliers contribute most to the
competitiveness ofthe network. Arguably, such evaluations may lead to the conclusion
that changes in the composition would benefit the network's competitiveness and thus
induce changes in partnerships, see also Grabher (I993) and Rutherford (2000). Similarly,
it is expected to be a significant factor in the articulation of their supplier relationship
policies, for instance in aspects such as longevity. Additionally, similar bzb and
internationalization learning experiences on behalfof suppliers, combined with competitive
behaviour of rival supplier firms (e.g. Montgomery, I995; Laigle, I997) will also contribute
to substitutions in a car assembly's suppliers network. For, supposedly, rival firms will also
attempt to occupy positions currently not under their control via competitive bidding.
Lastly, changes in industry structures, such as oligopolization and consolidation -as an
exponent of competitive behaviour to occupy improved inter-firm network positions- will
also contribute to ("virtual") substitutions in a car assembly's suppliers network. Certainly,
consolidation moves such as take-overs can also include rival firms taking over incumbent
suppliers of a hub firm in order for the former to obtain a more favourable inter-firm
network position. To conclude, we argue that the substitution of an "old" supplier for a
new one is accompanied by location behaviour on the part of the new supplier as a function
of the intra-firm network position of the targeted buyer, as outlined with respect to the first

set ofassumptions.
0 f course, in line with the argument that actors invest in bib relationships they consider
valuable, it is acknowledged that incumbent suppliers intent to fortify or maintain their
own inter-firm network position and make bzb relationships last. It is this behaviour that
is emphasized by scholars in the tradition ofthe N&1 approach (e.g. Hdkansson, 1987) and
the F/SP model (e.g. Rugman and D'Cruz, 2000). They argue that bzb relationships,
therefore, tend to have a long-lasting or unlimited character. Instead, we argue that (i) the
hub firm's concern to sustain the competitiveness ofthe network, (ii)learning experiences
ofbzb parmers, (iii) consolidation processes, (iv) geo-economic integration processes and
(v) competition among rival firms in industries, complement and may exceed the forces
that should result in a preservation of incumbent bzb relationship and network
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compositions. Consequently, we argue that considerable changes in the composition of
bib networks can also take place.

3.2.3· Forces and events that act as stability or change agents
The conceptual framework contains the forces that determine the formation and evolution
ofthe deep structure of satellite business networks in peripheral regions. These forces can
either be directed at stability or at incremental or radical change.
Forces fostering stability:
Forces that foster stability are notably partner-specific bonding and capabilities. Bonding
and the building up of relationship-specific qualities stimulate the continuity of b2b
relationships (Hagg and Johanson. I982; Granovetter, I985; lohanson and Mattsson, I987;

Helper, I987; Easton, I989; Becattini, I992; Harrison, I992; Sako, I992; Hikansson and
Shehon, 1995; Forsgren et al., I995; Nooteboom, 1996). This is also true in an
international(ization) context (Johanson and Mattsson, 1987; Forsgren, 1989).
Forces fostering incremental changes:

In case spatial proximity abroad would be desirable, this would stimulate co-location
behaviour on behalf of suppliers (Altersohn, I992; Boston Consulting Group, 1993; Frigant
and Lung, 2000). Similarly, if the foreign subsidiary of an OEM would fulfill certain
strategic activities, it would lead to a corresponding assignment policy on behalf' of suppliers
with respect to those branch locations that maintain relationships with the OEM subsidiary
in question (Boston Consulting Group, I993; Bordenave and Lung, 1993; Cabus, I997;
Caniels, I997; Carrincazeaux and Lung, I997; Sadler, I999; Btlis-Bergouignan, Bordenave
and Lung, I994,2000). Both matters would lead to adjustments in existing relationships
that, subsequently, can be considered incremental changes.
As observed in the empirical research review, component-specific logistic and production
requirements are intervening variables that co-determine the location and assignment
choices of suppliers (Altersohn, I992; Boston Consulting Group, 1993; Frigant and Lung,
zooo). The same holds true for other bzb relationships (Rutherford, 2000; Rhys, 2000).
They bring about changes that are incremental rather than radical, aS they would first of
all influence the location from where a supplier attends its (multiple) client(s). A priori,
then, it does not so much rule out the continuity of an existing bzb relationship. Rather,
it conditions the (geographical) adjustment to be made to the bib relationship in question.

Sector oligopolization can also lead to consolidations of previously separated suppliers
(Freyssenet and Lung, 1996; Boston Consulting Group, 1993; Shimokawl I999; Aminand
Smith, I99I; Sadler and Amin, I995; Sadler, I999; CEC, I996; Aliez, Bilbao, Camino and
Longas, 1999) and thus lead to incremental alterations of incumbent beb relationships. For
it can lead to, legally speaking, the linking up of previously unrelated business partners.
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If, for example, company A takes over company B and from that moment onwards client
C has company A instead of company B as its supplier, such substitution should be seen
as a virtual one. Therefore, these substitutions should be interpreted as incremental changes
to the deep structure ofthe business networks.

Finally, the homogenization of economic space can bring about incremental changes as
well(Dudley, 1989; Sleuwaeghen, IggI; Hudson and Schamp, I995; Bordenave and Lung,
1996; Btlis-Bergouignan, Bordenave and Lung, 1994, 2000). That is, if -at an intra-firm
level- economic integration only alters OEM's subsidiary assignment decisions without
affecting the actor composition of incumbent bib relationships, its impact will be limited
to correlated competence assignment choices on behalfof incumbent suppliers.
Forces fostering radical changes:
Forces that foster radical change are first of all the learning experiences with respect to beb
relationships and internationalization. Both kinds of experience make OEMs and suppliers

lose their fear of entering into new bib relationships in a cross-border context (Dicken and
Oberg, I996; Laigle, I997; Sadler, I999; Rutherford, 2000). Therefore, they contribute to
possible substitutions of partners and facilitate entry to networks of new actors.

The competitive behaviour of rival firms has a similar effect (see e.g. Montgomery, I995;
Laigle, I997), making it possible that incumbent b2b partners are replaced and existing b2b
relationships dissolved. If such substitutions occur, one can speak ofradical changes as they
alter the deep structure of the business network in terms ofthe business actors to whom

b2b partners are connected.
Sectoral consolidation processes may also affect incumbent bzb partners. In those cases
where mergers between and take-overs of companies lead to a reorientation of a supplier
company's core business, this can lead to radical changes to the deep structure of business
networks. The result of such consolidations may eventually be a withdrawal from b21,
relationships that are "situated" in sectors the company no longer considers to be its core
business. This would force hub firms to look for substitute suppliers.
Sector oligopolization can thus lead to incremental and to radical changes in the deep
structure ofbusiness networks.

Another factor that can trigger radical changes is the homogenization of economic space.
Economic integration alters the intra-firm distribution of competences (Dudley, 1989;
Sleuwaeghen, 1991; Hudson and Schamp, I995; Bordenave and Lung, 1996; BtlisBergouignan, Bordenave and Lung, I994,2000). If this leads to a reallocation (i.e.
centralization) ofthe decisions taken with respect to the selection of suppliers, it can result
in the effective replacement of incumbent suppliers of subsidiaries. This can also lead to
a termination of existing bzb relationships as a trade-off between redundant b2b
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relationships formerly held by the various subsidiaries that are now managed as a single
business apparatus.

Economic integration can thus lead to incremental and to radical changes in the deep
structure ofbusiness networks as well.
Radical changes can also take place when a modified conceptualization ofthe end product
of a network leads to a change in the structure ofthe production chain behind the end
product (Amin and Smith, I99I; Sadler and Amin, I995; Lamming, I993; Pilorusso, I997;
Beije, I994; Dyer, Sung Cho and Chu, 1998). For instance, when modularization of an end
product leads to a "tiering" of the suppliers conjoint, it means that several bib relationships
will be ended and replaced by alternative b2b channels.

Modified conceptualization ofproducts may also lead to a less drastic adjustment of logistic
and production schemes (Estall, I985; Mair, I99Ia, I99Ib; Wells and Rawlinson, I992; Marx,
Zilbovicius and Salerno, 1997; Aliez, Bilbao, Camino and Longas, 1999; Adam-Ledunois
and Renault, 2001). Subsequently, they lead to the incremental effects as outlined above
with respect to component-specific logistic and production requirements.
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Legend:
Central part and surroundings:
The"ellipse-shaped bubble" contains the reviewed elements ofbusiness networks' deep structure,
the assumptions underlying business network actors' behaviour and the relevant forces and events
they are exposed to.

"Homogenization ofeconomic space" and "modified product conceptualization" are presented
as contextual forces as their impacts are principally channeled through the above-mentioned
elements, behavioural assumptions and forces and events that are pictured inside the ellipse-shaped
bubble, rather thanoperatingas akind ofgeneralmarket force influencing companies (HAkansson
and Johanson, 1993, P· 44)

In the upper half of the ellipse the elements are situated that can be surtout related to concepts
derived from bzb researchliterature.The bottom halfcontains theelements that follow largely from
concepts derived from international business research literature.
Basic loeics, dependent and intervenine variables:

HQ decisionsonthe partofthe hub firm ofanetwork regardinglocationchoice ofand assignment
of responsibilities to satellite subsidiaries (dependent variable) are the outcome ofthe desire and
efforts of subsidiaries to improve or maintain their intra-firm network position (basic logic).
As suppliers are moved by the desire to improve or maintain network positions too (basic logic),
the latter intra-firm network position also determines the decisions that suppliers make regarding
the location and empowerment o f their assets (dependent variable), i.e. their inter-firm network
positioning vis-,i-vis a certain hub firm. These decisions are also subject to accumulated
internationalization experiences on the part ofsuppliers, the logistic and production peculiarities
ofthe components and the relative importance ofacertain bib relationship amidstotherrelevant
ones for a specific supplier (intervening variables).

The suppliers chosen by a network's hub firm, and therefore the stability and longevity of bib
relationships (dependent variable), follow from the hub firm's aim to achieve sustained
competitiveness for the network as a whole (basic logic) and from the competitive behaviour
displayed by candidate suppliers in order to improve or maintain network positions (basic logic).
These choices are also subiect to bzb experiences on the part of the respective parties. to the
oligopolization degree ofthe respective component niches concerned, to specific bonds between
the respective partner combinations and to specific capabilities (like FSAs) on behalf of the

respective suppliers (intervening variables).
Nota Bene: the dependent variables are placed in bold.
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3.3.

Hypotheses and research methodology

Following the conclusions ofthe review of the theoretical and empirical studies and the
conceptual framework that was subsequently designed, in this paragraph a set of research
hypotheses is presented. These will be tested in order to support the present exploratory
and theory-developing research with respect to the formation and evolution of satellite
business networks in peripheral regions.

3·3·I. First hypothesis
Hvpothesis I: The degree ofco-location on the part ofsuppliers pertaining to a satellite network
in a peripheral reBion, is the result of intra-«firm assiBnment decisions taken by the hubjirm,
followed by inter-jirm network dynamics with the relevant bib relationships.

This hypothesis applies the following network view on IPM argument to satellite networks
in peripheral regions, i.e. that internationalization moves and subsidiary assignment
decisions on the part of suppliers are interdependent with the intra-MNE competence and
resource assignments ofbuyers vis-i-Vis their respective subsidiaries.

The network view on IPM, suggests that the internationalization of suppliers can be seen
as a process that depends on intra-buyer MNEs' competence and resources assignment
policies.

In line with the former, a subsidiary has possibilities to develop itself and acquire certain
mandates, first of all, because organizations themselves can be seen as networks in which
business units compete for resources (Phelps and Fuller, 2000), and secondly, because the
functioning and status of a certain subsidiary within an MNE co-depends on the value a
subsidiary's bzb relationships and its internal capabilities represent to the whole company
(Andersson and Forsgren, zooo). The latter forms a stimulus for subsidiaries to develop
both themselves and their suppliers.
Consequently, the interaction thesis with regard to b2b relationships suggests that this
should have an effect on the activities and presence of suppliers around the subsidiary in
question.

Differences in buyer-supplier co-location patterns are thus believed to depend both on
intra-firm and on inter-firm b2b dynamics. Firstly, they depend on investment and location
decisions made by hub firms with respect to physical equipment and facilities of subsidiaries
and the assignment of business functions to subsidiaries. Secondly, on the beb relationships
that exist between such subsidiaries of hub firms, and their suppliers. It is suggested that
there is an interaction between subsidiary assignment choices and investment decisions
by hub firms, on the one hand, and the decisions made by suppliers aiming to occupy a
network position vis-a-vis hub firm's subsidiaries, on the other hand. It is argued that the
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value hub firms' subsidiaries acquire through intra-firm competition and assignment
processes, influences assignment and location decisions by suppliers with respea to their
subsidiaries. Together, this is expected to determine the co-location degree of satellite
business networks.

Empirical research method to test this hypothesis: Two independent variablesform the point Of
departure here: (I) tile status ofa hubjirm's subsidiary with respect to thejinal en8ineerin8, mass
production launch and market introduction ofa certain car model (beinG the "leadinB plant"for
a new car model or not) and (2) the production share a hub.#rm's subsidiary holds in the total
continental production ofa cermin car model. As afimction of these two independent variables,
the assiBnment and Location dynamics on the part Ofsuppliers surroundinti two car assembly

subsidiaries will be analyzedfrom a longitudinal perspective.
3.2.2. Second

hypothesis

Hypothesis 2: The co-location thesis combined with the theoretical and empirical observations
that most interdirm relationships have lonG-standin8 traditions, suilfiests that satellite business
networks in peripheral regions should show a stron8 participation ofcompanies ori8inatinflfrom
the same country as the hub.#rm, cerminly at the outset.

It appeared that b2b relationships in an international context are strongly embedded in
mutual features of business culture and nationality of the actors involved (Pries, I999;
Sadler, I999 ; Carillo and Gonzalez Lopez, Iggg; Gonzalez Lopez, 2000). Consequently,
the origin of the capital ofbuyers and suppliers tends to show similarities outside their
nations of origin as well. The argument that many relationships go back a long time,
suggests that satellite networks will be embedded -in terms of input supply- in home base
relations. Similarly, the tendency to keep certain (notably strategic) development tasks and
sophisticated component production at the home base or to co-locate such activities near
the strategic business apparatus ofthe hub firm in its home base, SuggeStS the likeliness
ofimportant import relationships coming from the hub firm's home base. The possible
inclusion of suppliers from other countries or regions in the suppliers base of the hub firm
should not alter this picture too much.

Empirical research method to test this hvpothesis: This hypothesis will be tested throuBh a
longitudinal analysis ofquantitative data on the oriflin ami value ofincomin8 stipplies at plant
level, selectively complemented ivith relevant qualitative dam.

3.3.3.Third hypothesis
Hvpothesis i: The actor-composition Of business networks evolves s ni icantly over time.
Homogenization Ofeconomic space, competitive behaviour Of rival-firms, sector olil]opolization
and learning experiences as regards bib relationships and internationalization arefacilitatin

faaors in this respect.
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Internationalization of buyer-MNEs and their subsequent exposure to a broader range of
international suppliers (and vice versa) enables the construction of new relationships. These
can facilitate the inclusion and broader spread of supplier nationalities involved in business
networks over time. Moreover, shifts in b2b relationships can also be explained through
pointing at the company-specific accumulation ofexperiences with b2b relationships and
internationalization. Consequently, they obtain and internalize capabilities, which make
them enter into new relationships more easily, also in unfamiliar environments or with
previously unknown partners. Sectoral consolidation and acquisition trends and
competitive behaviour on the part of rival suppliers trying to break into current buyersupplier relationships, may also contribute to changes in bib partnerships.
The wave of mergers that was reported among automotive suppliers and OEMs illustrates
the fundamental reshuffling of the supplier and assembler landscape. It also implies that
the start o f wholly new relationships becomes more plausible. This refers to a situation
where the nationalities of firms are less "fixed" and holding On to relationships with
companies from the same country is not a strategic long-term option or a realistic prospect.
It also points at the current, fundamentally international character and spirit of firms.
Consequently, it can be argued that their search for b2b partners is no longer predominantly
guided by national sentiments or by positive past experiences with a certain partner, but
by rent seeking and establishing bzb relationships with partners that operate

internationally, irrespective o f (the nationalities behind) their capital structure.
Getting acquainted with internationalization as a factor for additional internationalization
moves (Carlson, 1966, Johansonand Vahlne, I977, I99O; Forsgren, 2000), also contributes
to new internationalization moves through ventures with new partners. Similarly, entering
into inter-firm relationships as such and obtaining positive experiences with new
relationships, should form the key for a firm to interact with other companies. The
combination of the tWO should, over time, lay the foundation for multi-national inter-firm
relationships. Also, it would explain the occurrence of changing business partner
relationships over time.
Empirical research method to test this hvpothesis: This hypothesis will be tested throusha dynamic
"actor analysis" rvith respea to the partners involved in satellite business net,vorks in peripheral
regions. By identlying the respective suppliers involved in the research cases over time, asivell as
their capital structure and nationalities, possible shffts in this respect will be presented. The
launching of new product versions will be used as the main point Of reference to monitor
developments in this respect.
3.3.4.

Fourth hypothesis

Hypothesis 4: Other b2b relationships and component-intrinsic loBistic and production
requirements determine to a larger extent whether or not a stipplier will make site-spec ic
investments than a (mutual) aimfor exclusive relationships and1or supplier statits.
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It is suggested that site-specific investments depend on a sort of"network rationality" on
the part of buyers and suppliers, i.e. on determining the most economic way of
manufacturing (like possibilities to achieve economies o f scale) for delivery to a set of

specific assembly sites, and on the logistic requirements the assembly process imposes on
the various component inputs. We argue that an exclusivity partnership thesis should be
questioned. Among other things, based on encouragement given to suppliers by their
buyers to work for multiple clients (Florence, 1996; Pries, I999)23 and on the suppliers'
intention to optimize their production and delivery structures (Rutherford, 2000; Rhys,
zooo). Consequently, it is suggested that, if site-specific investments appear to be relationspecific -irrespective ofthe supplier's status, this should rather be understood as networkrational behaviour in terms of cost-efficient production and logistics with respect to the
component in question, and in view of the specific buyer's value to the supplier in terms
of, for instance, the quantities this buyer purchases annually. Ifco-located investments are
detected from where not only the nearest hub firm is supplied, but also other OEMs, this
should be interpreted as a sign of superior value the nearest OEM firm represents to the
supplier in question compared to its other clients. If no or few site-specific investments
are found in a peripheral region -where a hub firm houses- this is arguably caused by the
relative importance this hub firm represents to its suppliers compared to their other clients.
Such suppliers will then try to service the hub firm in question from sites from where they
can simultaneously attend all the clients they wish to attend.

Empirical research method to test this hypothesis: The testinB of thejirst hypothesis, combined
with selective information on the client bases ofthe detected suppliers, as well as the production
and loBistic characteristics of the components they provide, will allow us to test this hypothesis.

3.4. Summarizing the conceptual mission of the empirical case
studies
Having outlined the various hypotheses, we can summarize the conceptual mission for our
empirical case studies as follows.
First of all, we want to determine whether empirical proof can be found that the intra-firm
network position ofa peripherally located subsidiary ofa hub firm influences the inter-firm
network positioning behaviour on the part o f its suppliers. In other words, do suppliers
-when their relationship with a specific buyer plant gains importance through improvement
ofthe latter's intra-firm network position- set up, expand or acquire (dedicated) facilities
near a hub firm's subsidiary and empower these, so as to secure or establish an inter-firm
network position vis-A-vis the plant in question?

Z3

This can for example be understood through the aim of a specific buyer to tap into additional
supplier learning effects due to experiences with other bzb relations.
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Secondly, we mean to find out whether empirical proof can be found that the composition
ofa satellite business network in a peripheral region in particular and international business
networks in general changes substantially over time.

We want to make it clear that, contrary to the research methods we will apply with respect
to the first mission, for the second conceptual mission we do not attempt to establish a
causal link between certain explanatory factors and changes in the actor composition o f
business networks. Instead, our research with respect to the second mission is ofa more
exploratory nature. I f we succeed in confirming the argument that the composition of
business networks may change substantially over time, it is up to future research to explain
such changes.

4.

Empirical research methodology and
reporting structure

4.I. Introduction
After presenting the conceptual framework and research hypotheses in the previous
chapter, this chapter serves to connect the conceptual framework with the empirical
observations and to describe more thoroughly how the formulated hypotheses will be tested

empirically. On the one hand, this chapter contains an operationalization of the key
concepts underlying the framework pluS the way they will be monitored and measured.
On the other hand, it contains a description of the case study reporting structure, which
also provides an in-depth account of how the longitudinal case studies will be carried out.
Together, it offers a description ofthe Way the collection, processing and analysis of our
primary data will proceed.

4·I.I. Critical note on the applied research methods
As explained in paragraph I.3, for the present research project a case study method is
followed. Although its appropriateness has been legitimized in that same paragraph, we
should also point at the drawbacks of this method, which should be overcome in order to
arrive at conclusions that truly have an explanatory and predictive value (Yin, I994)·

One ofthe main concerns is that the selected cases be representative (Albinski, 198I, p. z6).
We dealt extensively with this issue in paragraph I.3, when we indicated from which
industry and host regions we would select our research cases. Therefore, we consider we
have taken sufficient precautions to ensure that our research cases are sufficiently
representative to warrant the conclusions at which we arrive. Generally speaking there is
doubt as to the extent to which conclusions based on case studies are valid and can be
generalized, due to the limited number of observations carried out (Yin, 1994; King,
Keohane and Verba, I994)· On the one hand, we address this aspect with a thorough
analysis and break-down of the cases at hand and a large number of observations at various
levels of analysis, as recommended by King, Keohane and Verba (I994, P. 209). These
indude observations at the levels of firm, inter-firm and business network. This should both
lead to in-depth insights and to the necessary nuances and differentiations with respect to
our research object. Secondly, we include a critical review ofour findings in Chapter 7,
where we will assess the predictive validity of our conclusions for similar cases of business
networks.
With respect to validity, we argue that construct validity is secured in paragraphs 3.2 and
4.2 Via the establishment of proper operationalizations of and plausible causal relations
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between the key variables underlying the conceptual framework presented in Chapter 3.
Especially via extensive cross-referencing of theoretical assumptions with relevant
publications ofother scholars (see paragraph 3.2), substantial support for the construct
validity of our conceptual framework, its key variables and the underlying relations is
obtained. In addition, where this was expedient in paragraph 4.2, we also made suggestions
concerning extensions and refinements that can still be made to the operationalizations
we have used, but which for the time being were -given the available data and the research
means at our disposal- beyond our reach. Finally, content validity should be assured through
the fact that the design ofthe data collection activities (see paragraph 4.3) followed seamless
from the central research objectives, the various hypotheses and the constructed
operationalizations ofthe respective key concepts. It should thus provide adequate coverage
for the various research questions (Emory, 1985)·

One of the other questions usually associated with case studies is whether they are reliable
and can be replicated (Yin, t994)· In this chapter, we offer a highly transparent presentation
of the methods we have used in our research. We do acknowledge that, since a great deal
o f the data required is to inform a select group of actors (internal publications), for the
purpose of similar research it may not be easy to obtain the data in question. In paragraph
4.3 we will explain how we went about obtaining the information we needed for our
research. Nevertheless, it goes without saying that under these circumstances researchers
should not only possess knowledge regarding methodology, tools and techniques for
research and analysis as well as analytical skills. They also have to be able to find out which
data exist and be able to get access to the information they require.

4.2. Definition and measurement ofkey concepts
4.2.I. Operationalization and measurement ofthe intra-firm network position
The intra-firm network position of a peripherally located car assembly subsidiary (i.e.
outside the home base of the mother company) is defined as follows: "the role the subsidiary
plays within the various stages ofthe life cycle of the car model(s) it produces, relative to
the conjoint of activities carried out within the firm-hierarchy it pertains to, in relation to
these stages.

.

By life cycle stages or activities, we refer to the development, design, engineering and
production activities surrounding product and manufacturing techniques and technologies
involved in the conception and mass production of a car model. These do not include
commercial and logistic activities such as sales and marketing of the final product and

dealership deliveries.
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The following operational parameters are considered indicative ofthe intra-firm network
position ofa peripherally located car assembly subsidiary within a large (multinational)

corporation.

- The managerial and production competences assigned to the plant in question;

- The character and strategic content of the relationships it maintains with suppliers;
-

The prestige of the product(s) manufactured in the plant in question: latest or past
generation, destined for high-end or low-end ofthe market;

-

The production share ofthe plant vis-d-vis the total production of the model it produces.

It is argued that a subsidiary's intra-firm network positioning is guided by its desire to
increase its centrality and role in and share of corporate, notably strategic, business
functions, competences and resources (Forsgren, 1989; Forsgren and Holm, 1993; Holm,
I994; Andersson and Palliberg, I997; Forsgren, Pedersen and Foss, 1999; Phelps and Fuller,
2000; Nooteboom, 2002).

For our case studies, we will analyze the evolution ofthe satellite OEM plant's intra-firm
network position by means ofthe following two proxies (see also: Hofer and Schendel,
1978; Grant, 199 I; Andersson and Pahlberg, I997)·
I. The assignment ofbusiness functions or resources to the satellite OEM plant.
2. The model-specific production shares assigned to the satellite OEM plant compared
to the entire model-specific production totalS On the European continent.

The first proxy requires further elaboration befure it can be applied. When we take a look
at the tasks involved in a car model's production life cycle, we get the following break-down.

First of all, at the start of a car model's production life cycle a conceptual, design and
product engineering part takes place. Secondly, a small set of pre-series is built together
with the suppliers of production equipment and components. Thirdly, final production
engineering takes place. Finally, industrial mass manufacturing of the product in question
takes off.
The degree to which a satellite plant plays a role in each ofthese stages - as the outcome
ofinternal assignment policies and choices ofthe company's headquarters embodies the
first proxy ofthe intra-firm network positions ofthe satellite plant in question.
-

Obviously, it is especially the role a plant plays in the upstream stages ofthe production
life cycle that accentuates the status and intra-firm network position of a plant, as it signifies
the responsibility to (co-)prepare and manage the global production ofa (new) car model.
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At the same time, it also increases its value to third parties, like suppliers. Furthermore,
it helps obtain a number oftasks with higher added value than is offered by pure assembly
activities. Finally, it also provides a certain degree of autonomy in the final engineering of
production activities and the tightening of b2b relationships with suppliers in the pioneering
phases of production for the whole corporation.

For, whereas in the development phases of a new model, the b2b relationships have a
conceptual and strategic character, when production routines and engineering are being
put into place the relationships take on a tactical and fine-tuning character. Once serial
production commences, the b2b relationships become more operational in nature.

The attempts by assembly plants to play a role in the upstream stages ofthe production
life cycle, can be seen as a way for them to improve their intra-firm network position. Once
a plant has managed to do that, it can then prove that it can carry out the accompanying
managerial tasks satisfactorily. Consequently, the chance for repeating and confirming its
upstream role becomes bigger with, as a consequence, the dedication of new resources to
the plant in question. It is the prospect of such resources assignment that fuels assembly
plants' desire to improve their intra-firm network position (Birkinshaw, 1996, p. 49Ii
Forsgren, Pedersen and Foss, 1999, p. I83; Phelps and Fuller, 2000).

Another factor that determines the plant's intra-firm network position is the share it is
allotted in the production ofa specific model.
The production share o f a plant in the continental manufacturing o f a specific model is
important as an indicator of a plant's intra-firm network position both from a static point
of view (one moment in time), and from a dynamic point of view. Given that each plant
has a limited absolute manufacturing capacity, there is a correlation between, On the one
hand, model-specific production share and, on the other hand, the amount o f different
models a plant manufactures. For several reasons, it is in the interest of any plant to be
involved in the production ofas few models as possible. For example, as this will increase
efficiency and returns on investments because it implies fewer occasions where
manufacturing devices have to be changed and reprogrammed. It also enhances the
possibilities of investing in highly dedicated material. All this will have a positive effect on
the plant's productivity rates.
The attempts by assembly plants to obtain either a single product status and ideally speaking
"product exclusivity" or, if that is not possible, produce large batches ofas few models as
possible, can thus be seen as a way to improve their intra-firm network position. Once
either of these objectives is achieved, a plant can demonstrate it can deliver high
productivity rates. Consequently, the chance for confirming or achieving the single produa
status increases, as does the chance of dedication of new resources to the plant in question.
As stated above, these objectives fuel the assembly plants' desires to improve their intrafirm network position.
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4.2.2. Operationalization and measurement ofinter-firm network positioning

With inter-firm network positioning we refer to the spatial and assignment choices that
independent suppliers make with regard to a peripherally located car assembly plant in
order to improve or maintain their network positions.
The following indicators reflect the inter-firm network positioning behaviour ofa supplier
with regard to a peripherally located car assembly subsidiary.

- The geographicallocation of supplier sites: near a specific client ("co-location") or at
a distance;

- The degree to which these sites are dedicated to a single buyer organization.

In our case studies we will analyze the evolution of the inter-firm network positioning of
suppliers with regard to satellite OEM plants by means of the following two proxies.
I.

The identity and nationality of the suppliers involved in the business network ofa
satellite OEM plant (composition ofits supplier networks).

2. The location ofthe individual suppliers relative to the satellite plant in question and the

overall spatial pattern of location of the network in reaction to assignment practices
within the hub firm: geographical densification or fragmentation.
The suppliers whose location behaviour we have examined are based on a sample of
components that form a representative cross-cut of automotive parts that are commonly
outsourced by car manufacturers today. We emphasize that only those parts were withheld
for which the subsequent suppliers could be traced back over a sufficiently long period of
time.

We have not analyzed the degree to which suppliers' branch locations are dedicated to a
single client as a proxy. Whereas client-specific assets may indicate a supplier's strong
commitment to a certain client, it can also be argued that especially when a supplier's branch
locations serves multiple clients and it is located near one of these respective clients, the
latter indicates a pronounced inter-firm network positioning ofthe supplier vis-*-vis this
specific client - in spite of its non-dedicated character. Therefore, location behaviour as
such -irrespective of whether or not the assets are dedicated to a single client- is a more
valid indicator ofinter-firm network positioning than the level ofdedication. Nevertheless,
where expedient we will comment on this indicator to analyze and interpret further the
inter-firm network positioning of the suppliers around the hub firms in our case studies.

It is argued that a supplier's inter-firm network positioning is guided by the relative
importance or value (Nooteboom, 1996) a certain car assembly plant represents in terms
of growth parameters. Examples of such growth parameters are, for instance, the turnover,
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profit, learning and innovation possibilities a car assembly plant offers to its suppliers. This
value is determined in comparison to the possibilities other plants -either belonging to the
same corporate group or not- offer in these respects. See in this respect also Nooteboom,
Berger and Noorderhaven's (1997) concept of the partner's relative value.
It is further argued that the possibilities in terms of the growth parameters mentioned are
determined by a car assembly plant's intra-firm network position, as described under
paragraph 1.1.I.

The buyer's intra-firm network position determines its relative value to the supplier
compared to the latter's other bub relationships. These other bib relationships can include
both plants of the buyer organization to which the buyer plant of our concern belongs or
plants or enterprises belonging to other legal entities. The suppliers' location behaviour
embodies the primary dependent variable in the coming empirical research analysis, which
is driven by the postulation that actors strive to improve or maintain their network
positions and an important means to do that is to set up establishments near buyer plants
that occupy important intra-firm network positions. An analysis of the resources and
competences assigned to such establishments would help to further refine the measuring
of such inter-firm network positioning, which we have not included in our case studies.
The decision by suppliers to locate in the vicinity ofa major client and thus boost their interfirm network position is also in the interest of satellite OEM plants. Because such behaviour
on the part of suppliers has a positive impact on the intra-firm network position of a satellite
assembly plant, it increases its chances of maintaining that position, leading as it does to
agglomeration economies and comparative advantages vis-i-vis "rival" factories of the same
corporation (Solvell, Porter and Zander, 1990; Forsgren, Pedersen and Foss, I999, p. I93;

Andersson and Forsgren, 2000, p. 334; Dyer, 1996).

Two final observations should be made with respect to the measurement of inter-firm
network positioning. Our research attempts to control for any geographical behaviour that
is primarily due to component-specific logistic requirements: the delivery of certain
components may be subject to such tight time schedules that irrespective ofan assembly
plant's intra-firm network position, the components in question will always be supplied
from a more or less nearby located site. The sample of components on which we base our
inter-firm network positioning analyses contains but one example of such a component
i.e. car seats. We will filter out its "interference" when we discuss the empirical results
regarding inter-firm network positioning. In concreto, by clarifying the way in which the
component-specific logistic requirements acted as an intervening variable in the inter-firm
network positioning behaviour around this component. The remainder ofthe sample of
components leaves more room for variation in terms of location behaviour. Consequently,
we argue that analyzing the geographical and assignment behaviour on the part of our
sample's suppliers is a valid method for shedding light On the hypothesized correlation
between "buyer's intra-firm network position" and "supplier's inter-firm network
positioning". The reason that the one component that requires supply from a site located
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nearby is not excluded from the sample, is because it contributes to the analysis ofthe actor

composition ofbusiness networks over time.
As a second observation, we argue that buyer-specific purchasing and supplier selection
practices can also be considered intervening variables in the location behaviour of suppliers.

For instance, when a buyer practices a local-for-local purchasing and supplier selection
policy, the constellation of suppliers will always reveal an intense co-location character.
To avoid this "error", we focus on buyers that practice centrally managed global sourcing.
This way, one is able to reveal the inter-firm network positioning of suppliers as a function
of the intra-firm network positions of peripherally located car assembly plants.

4.2.3. Operationalization and measurement ofb21, relationship longevity
ofthe concept
of longevity. Longevity refers to the time during which a peripherally located car assembly
subsidiary maintains a relationship with its various suppliers. Alternatively, it refers to the
degree of substitution that can be observed with regard to the subsequent suppliers for a

To assess the stability and continuity ofbusiness networks, we make use

specific automotive part or component.

In practice, this can both be measured in the (average) amount of years or subsequent
product generations during which the hub firm maintains the same component-specific
suppliers. Alternatively, it can be measured as a quotient o f the (average or respective)
amount of involved component-specific suppliers On the one hand, and the amount of
product generations or updates on the other.

In our case studies, we will measure the longevity of b2b relationships by dividing the
amount of supplier substitutions by the amount of change possibilities for the conjoint of
components under consideration in a given time period. This proxy can serve as a
preliminary indicator for stability and continuity in business networks.

Formula r. Degree oflongevity ofb2b relationships
suppliersubscitutions To-Tn

L To.Tn=I00% *(I, (N produc[ generaions * N components) To-Tn

Source: Author'setaboration

Regarding these supplier substitutions, we will distinguish between virtual or oligopolyrelated substitutions (take-overs and alliances); competitiveness-related substitutions
(involvement of wholly new suppliers); externalization-related substitutions (first time
outsourcing of a component) and internalization-related substitutions (re-internalization
ofthe production of a component). With respect to the oligopoly-related substitutions,
we will assess whether the leading entity in the "new" consolidated supplier is completely
new to the hub firm or not, in order to determine whether it can be judged as a genuine
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substitution. In the numerator of the formula we will only count the genuine third party
substitutions. That is, the competitiveness-related substitutions and the oligopoly-related
substitutions that can be judged as a genuine substitutions. The first-time externalizations
and re-internalizations do not refer to the substitution ofa third party supplier for another.
Therefore, these substitutions are not used to determine the value of the numerator.
However, they do represent changes to the network structure. Consequently, they are also
worth while monitoring.
We are aware that the presented formula is a proxy and that it may be a too "clinical" tool
to measure a network characteristic like stability. Therefore, through dividing the changes
and substitutions to be perceived into four different categories, it will be possible to get
a broader sight on what are the dominant forms of change and substitution. Whether they
are more radical changes through substitutions o f incumbent suppliers by entirely new
supplier relationships. Or whether they are more incremental changes through the
exchange ofincumbent suppliers for other, already acquainted suppliers. As such, a less
sterile assessment ofcontinuity or discontinuity ofbusiness networks should be possible.

Also the nationality ofthe capital providers behind the involved suppliers is identified, in
order to further elaborate On the assessment o f continuity or discontinuity o f business
networks.
As regards the number ofchange possibilities (the denominator ofthe formula), this is
determined by the number o f car model changes that take place during the time period
under consideration, multiplied by the number ofcomponents whose supplier identity and
origins are followed. With regard to the issues of continuity versus discontinuity, we will
only focus on those suppliers whose components and parts are delivered directly to the
hub firms. In other words, first tier suppliers.

Hub firms of networks are motivated by the objective

to preserve or improve the
the
literature we consulted (e.g.
according
to
competitiveness o f the network they lead,
Rugman and D'Cruz, 2000). Consequently, this should have repercussions over time with
regard to the choices they make as to which suppliers they will include in these networks.
Likewise, from network and competitive behaviour theories it follows that suppliers are
motivated by a desire to improve their network position (Laage-Hellman, 1997)· The
benefits from such improvements are expressed in the following statement. "A
characteristic ofnetwork position is centrality... One's centrality in a network increases
the dependence of partners, since one offers them more opportunities for indirect access
to competence, knowledge, or markets" (Nooteboom, 2002, p. 10). In practice, as far as
intra-firm network positioning is concerned, this implies that subsidiaries will try to
improve their intra-firm profile of and grip on business functions, competences and
resources. As far as inter-firm network positioning is concerned, it implies that incumbent
suppliers will try to maintain network positions they acquired in the past, whereas rival
firms will show competitive behaviour in order to conquer network positions currently
not under their control. Consolidation moves, such as take-overs and mergers can also be
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of competitive behaviour by suppliers aiming to obtain improved
network positions. It is in this field of forces that (dis)continuity of the actor composition
of business networks takes shape.
seen as exponents

To round off, we want to make one final observation with regard to the measurement of
longevity. Because we focus on buyers that practice centrally managed global sourcing,
supplier selection is a corporate issue. Consequently, we argue that the results one will
encounter in this respect at the level of peripherally located car assembly plants, can be
considered representative for the entire mother corporation.

4.3.

Data collection methods and case study reporting structure

Analogous to Berkhofer's (I969) approach, the chronological changes in the geographical
and actor-composition ofthe suppliers networks surrounding two satellite car assembly
plants are described in terms of particular periods between the mid-I980s and 2001. Data
description and analysis is performed in order to detect evolutionary patterns as well as
stages and critical events with respect to (ruptures in) deep structures (Van de Ven, I992;
Halinen, Salmi and Havila, I999). Data description and analysis is built up around the
respective intra-firm network positions of two car assembly plants, the inter-firm network
positioning of their respective suppliers and the longevity of the respective inter-firm
relationships (see paragraph 4·2).

The introduction ofa new product can be seen as the typiCal window ofopportunity for
OEMs to evaluate current relationships and judge whether actor changes are convenient.
It is also a good moment to evaluate the efficiency and quality of its different plants and
see which car model-specific distribution of business functions and production shares is
convenient from an intra-firm perspective. Finally, it is also the appropriate time for
suppliers to consider their inter-firm network positioning in terms ofgeographical location
and competence assignments vis-A-vis assembly plants in function ofthe latters relative
value. As such, model changes serve as excellent points of reference to follow the evolutions
of our interest. Therefore, these model changes are useful to determine the particular
periods in our empirical case studies. Likewise, they serve to identify and assess (radical)
changes in deep structures and detect critical events underlying such changes (Gersick, I99Ii
Van de Ven, I992; Halinen, Salmi and Havila, i999)

First, we will address the network surrounding the Landaben factory in Navarra as our first
satellite car assembly plant. The primary empirical analyses and the field work concerns
the period when the Landaben factory produced Volkswagen models, i.e. from 1984
onwards.

The analyses ofthe trajectories ofthe Landaben plant's intra-firm network position, the
inter-firm network positioning of its suppliers and the longevity ofthe relationships with
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the respective suppliers involved are broken down into three particular periods to
distinguish evolutionary patterns. The first sub-period runs from I984 until 1994. This was
the period during which the Landaben plant manufactured the VW Polo A02 model. A
second sub-period runs from 1994 Until 2001. This was the period in which the factory
produced the VW Polo A03 and its restyled version, the VW Polo GP 99. The third subperiod runs from 200I onwards and captures the VW Polo A04 production period.
Subsequently, we will address the network around the FASA-Renault factory in Valladolid
as our second satellite car assembly plant. The primary empirical analyses and the field work
concerns the period when FASA-Renault Valladolid was gradually integrated into the

hierarchy ofthe Renault Group, also from I984 onwards.
The analyses of the trajectories of the Valladolid plant's intra-firm network position, the
inter-firm network positioning of its suppliers and the longevity of the relationships with
the respective suppliers involved are broken down into four particular sub-periods to
distinguish evolutionary patterns. The first sub-period runs from I984 until I990. This was
the period when the Valladolid plant was fully integrated into the Renault hierarchy. In this
period, it shifted from -primarily- producing Renault Supercinqs towards the production
of R.enault Clios. A second sub-period runs frOm I990 until I996. This was the period in
which the factory produced the Renault Clio first-generation and the restyled secondgeneration. The third sub-period runs from 1996 to 200I, and includes the Renault Clio
II production period. The last sub-period runs from 2001 onwards, the period in which

FASA-Renault Valladolid produced the New Clio.
4.3.I. Data collection methods and information sources consulted with respect
to

the Volkswagen plant at Landaben

intra-firm network position ofthe Landaben plant itself and
supplier
network was concerned, we proceeded in the following
the composition o f its
As far aS the analysis of the

ways.

First of all we made use ofannual reports of VW for the years I980-2001 and of SEAT for
the years 1976-I986. The latter was done because the Landaben factory stayed under SEAT
governance Until I994, even though cooperation between the two firms began in 1981 and
the Landaben factory exclusively produced VW Polos as ofI984· The fact that from 1984
onwards the Landaben factory was increasingly managed by VW made a further follow-up
of SEAT annual reports for information on the Landaben factory as of I987 irrelevant.

The focus ofthe annual report analysis was especially on information and numerical data
regarding:
I) OEM-specific headquarters-subsidiary relationships;

z) The specific roles of the satellite car assembly plant within the OEM concern;
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3) The intra-firm distribution ofcompetences;

4) The final assembly output in car models o f the satellite car assembly plant;
s) Other plants ofthe same OEM assembling the same models as the satellite car assembly

plant in question did.
In addition, several interviews were held. Firstly, with representatives from Volkswagen
Navarra (in the years 1996, I997,2000 and zooi), and with representatives from the
headquarters of Volkswagen in Wolfsburg (in 2002). The persons we interviewed were
involved in logistics, purchasing, forward sourcing and the organization of the start-up of
the production cycle for subsequent Polo editions at plant and corporate management level.
During the meetings also all kinds ofwritten or otherwise codified data were received.
Together, this allowed us to establish a clear understanding of both the operational practices
at plant level and strategic considerations behind intra-firm competence assignment
practices and the logistical, locational and procurement aspects with regard to b2b

relationships.

All this information served as an important point of departure for a reconstruction ofthe
intra-firm network position ofthe Landaben plant within the VW concern.
The same can be said about the geographical articulation and actor composition o f the
supplier network surrounding the Landaben plant between 1984 and 200I. The data
obtained via the annual reports analysis and the oral and written information obtained via
the interviews held at the Landaben plant and at VW's corporate level served to establish
a clear view on:
i.

In-house activities both at the satellite car assembly plant itselfand at other plants
ofthe same OEM concern;

ii.

The distribution of internalization and externalization between the OEM hierarchy
and independent suppliers;

iii.

OEM-specific management of supplier relations;

iv.

The value of the supplies to the satellite plant under consideration, in terms of their
geographical origins;

v.

Satellite car assembly plant-specific supplier overviews with the respective locations,
the origins and capital structure of the suppliers involved over time.

However, due to (a) confidentiality reasons, (b) the overall accent of these data on suppliers
that delivered just-in-time, (C) the fact that a complete break-down ofa car model's content
would result in an endless list of components and suppliers, (d) the time-consuming
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character of looking up all those details for people at the Landaben plant or at corporate
level, and (e) limited access to company archives for external researchers, the gathered data
still needed substantial additions in view of our research problems.

Therefore, interviews were also held with representatives of umbrella institutions in
Navarrai such as Sodena (regional development company) and the Ministry of Labour in
Navarra (department oflabour relations). For decades, these institutions maintained a close
relationship with the automotive industry, and tapping into their knowledge allowed us
to gain additionalinsights with regard to present and past situations ofthe Landaben plant
itself and of the suppliers network around it. In addition, also a number of interviews was
conducted with a leading scholar in relation to Navarra's automotive industry: Dr. Longas
(visits in 1997 and 2000).

Furthermore, interviews were held (in I996, I997 and 2000) with a selection of locally
established (past and present) suppliers to the Landaben plant. In addition, information
regarding the Navarra-based suppliers ofthe Landaben plant was gathered through targeted
written correspondence with selected companies and through the screening of annual
reports and other publications ofthose suppliers with the longest tradition of working with
the Landaben plant.
These companies were traced via information obtained from the Landaben plant and via
a set of company directorios, published by the Gobierno Foral de Navarra and the Regional
Development of Navarra "Sodena" (e.g. CEIN, I997; the automotive index under the
Gobierno Foral de Navarra's export.navarra.net of I998 and its Catalogo Industrial de
Navarra, 2000; and "Companies with foreign capital", Sodena, 2OOI).

Finally, secondary analysis and data processing was conducted on a large variety o f data
provided by the Landaben plant (e.g. the review "Apunto", an article written by Landaben
collaborators Royo Vicente and Sanchez Jauregui (I997), and statistics with respect to the
geographical origin ofassembled materials and components) and by the corporate level
of VW (e.g. certain slide shows and material from the website of the VW Group related
to supply issues: vwgroupsupply), on articles that appeared in the regional press in Navarra
(e.g. articles in "Diario de Navarra" and "Diario de Noticias", from the Chamber of
Commerce and Sodena), on articles that appeared in specialized automotive reviews (e.g.
Autorevista, Automotive Sourcing and Automotive News Europe) and on a selection of
scientific publications concerning the automotive sector in Navarra (notably the works
of Aliez, Bilbao, Camino and Longas, 1996, I999 and Longas, 1998).

With regard to the suppliers that were located outside Navarra, information was only
gathered via secondary analysis, that is: in an indirect way.
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Data collection methods and information sources consulted with respect
to the FASA-Renault Valladolid plant

As regards the analysis ofthe intra-firm network position ofthe Valladolid plant itselfand
the composition of its supplier network, we applied the following research methods.

First of all we made use of annual reports ofthe Renault Group for the years I985-2001,
of the "Renault Atlas 6conomique" tditions I990-2001, and ofthe annual reports dedicated

exclusively to FASA-Renault for the period I985-200I.
The focus ofthe annual report and Atlas dconomique analysis was on identical information
and numerical data as used for the VW plant in Landaben, as listed above under items I)
tO 5) in paragraph 4·3·I.

In addition, several interviews were held. Firstly, with representatives from FASA-Renault
(in the years I997,2000,200I and 2002), and with representatives from the headquarters
ofRenault in Boulogne-Billancourt and from the Technocentre in Guyancourt (in 200I).
The persons that were interviewed were involved in logistics, purchasing, forward sourcing
and the organization of the start-up of the production cycle for subsequent Clio editions
at plant and corporate management level. During the meetings also all kinds ofwritten or
otherwise codified data was received. Together, this allowed uS to establish a clear
understanding o f both operational practices at plant level and strategic considerations
behind intra-firm competence assignment practices and logistical, locational and
procurement aspects with regard to bzb relations.

All this information served as an important point ofdeparture for a reconstruction of the
intra-firm network position of the Valladolid plant within the Renault concern.
The same can be said with regard to the geographical articulation and actor composition

of the suppliers network around the plant during the period I990-200I (Clio production
period). The data obtained via the annual report and Atlas dconomique analysis and the
oral and written information obtained in the interviews held at FASA-Renault in Spain
and at Renault's corporate level served to establish a clear view on the issues "i." to "V." that
were already listed under paragraph 4.3·I with respect to VW's plant at Landaben.
However, due to (a) confidentiality reasons, (b) the over-all accent of these data on suppliers
that delivered just-in-time, (c) the faa that acomplete break-down of a car model's content
would lead to an almost endless list ofcomponents and suppliers, (d) the time-consuming
character oflooking up all those details for the people at the Valladolid plant or at corporate
level, and (e) limited access to company archives for external researchers, the gathered data
still needed substantial additions in view ofour research problems. Especially with respect
to the changes in the supplier networks surrounding the plant in this period.
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For this reason interviews were held with academics which had monitored the changes in
the automotive sector of Castilla y Leon over a long period of time (Prof. Dr. Rosario
Pedrosa Sanz, Prof. Dr. Fernando Manero Miguel, Prof Dr. josd Ram6n Perin Gonzilez),
as well as representatives of umbrella institutions in Castilla y Leon such as ADE (regional
development company) and a consultancy company (SOCINTEC) which had recently
carried out research activities, commissioned by ADE, with respect to the automotive sector
in Castilla y Leon.
Furthermore, interviews were held (in 1997 and 2000) with a selection oflocally established
suppliers to the Valladolid plant. In addition, information regarding the Castilla y Leonbased suppliers of the Valladolid plant was gathered via targeted written correspondence
with selected companies and via the screening of annual reports and other publications
of those suppliers with the longest tradition of working with the Valladolid plant.
These companies were traced via information obtained from the Valladolid plant and via
a set of company directorios, published by Excal (1995), the Chamber of Commerce of

Valladolid (2000), Telecyl (I998), ADE (1997) and Cidaut (2000,2001).
Finally, secondary analysis and data processing regarding both FASA-Renault Valladolid
itself and its suppliers was conducted on a large variety of data facilitated by the Valladolid
plant (e.g. the internal reviews "Rombo" and "Info Mandos") and by the corporate level
of Renault (e.g. the internal review "Global" and material related to supply issues as they
appeared on the website of Renault: renault.com), on articles that appeared in the regional

"El Norte de Castilla") or from the hand of the Junta
de Castilla y Leon (i.e. hinter-land.com), on articles that appeared in specialized automotive
reviews (e.g. El Mundo Motor, Finanzas, Boletin AECA, El Pais Negocios, Autorevista,
La tribuna de automocion, Autoprofesional, Automotive Sourcing and Automotive News
Europe), on a selection o f scientific publications that deal with the automotive sector in
press in Castilla y Leon (e.g. articles in

Castilla y Leon (notably works of Manero Miguel and Pascual Ruiz de Valdepeflas, I998,
Pedrosa Sanz, 1983, I993, Fernandez Arrufe and Pedrosa Sanz, 1997 and Lagendijk, I994,
1995)' and on publications that report on Renault's supplier relation managernent (e.g.
Gorgeu and Mathieu, 1995; Bonzemba and Okano, 1998; Layan, 1997; Florence, I996).
As far as suppliers outside of Castilla y Leon are concerned, we only gathered information
in an indirect way, as described above.

5.

Empirical results with respect to
Volkswagen Navarra

This chapter presents the results of the empirical case study that was carried out with
respect to the car assembly factory located in Landaben (Navarra) in the period it was
owned by VW.

5.I.

Empirical study on the VW era

5•I.I. Introduction: the Landaben plant's integration into VW
The Landaben plant near Pamplona, Navarra was founded as "Automoviles Hispano
Ingleses" (AUTHI) in 1965 in order to manufacture British Motor Company (BMC) and
subsequently British Leyland (BLMC) car models. Due to managerial and financial
problems, the British partner withdrew from the AUTHI project and SEAT took over the
Landaben plant. For a more in-depth description of the plant's previous history, see

Appendix A.
By the end ofthe I97os the Spanish government, through INI, sought to integrate SEAT
into F[AT. This was seen as the best way to ensure the company's survival in an increasingly
open and competitive market, especially keeping in mind the already certain integration
of Spain in the European Union in 1986. The need for constant investments to keep up with
(foreign) competition not only demanded a financially sound partner, a role that had until
then been played by INI, but also a technologically powerful partner.

With the objective of securing SEAT's competitiveness through FIAT's care taking,
negotiations between INI and FIAT were initiated in I979 (SEAT, 1980, p. 52). On the II'h
of June 1979, it was agreed that FIAT would be allowed to acquire an ample majority in
SEAT's capital on or before the 3/ of December I98I, provided certain conditions
(principally investments and the co-financing of SEAT's capital extension in May I98O)

would be met by FIAT.
Nevertheless, as was the case with BLMC in 1975, FIAT also encountered unexpected
commercial problems due to an unfavourable development in the international car market
in I980 and the company decided to concentrate on the problems of its factories in Italy
(Gonzalez de la Ft, 200I).
In June 1980, FIAT finally decided not to take over SEAT and its representatives on SEAT's
board ofdirectors were replaced in the sum mer of I 9 8 0. By the end of 19 80, SE AT was
already for 70,8% in the hands of INI. In 1981, when FIAT withdrew completely, INI became
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the 95% owner of SEAT (SEAT, I982, p. 6I). To safeguard foreign sales, the export relations
between SEAT and FIAT remained intact until 1985.

Due to the rupture with FIAT and the absence of sufficient critical mass to seize internal
and external growth possibilities to ensure an efficient and independent enterprise (Jarillo
y Martinez, I99I), SEAT was obliged to establish a new relationship with another maior
car manufacturer. A manufacturer that, through its production dimensions and commercial
outlets, would be able to sustain the elevated costs of R&D and innovation of new products
intrinsic to the contemporary needs of automobile manufacturing (SEAT, 1982, p. 62). "Mit
sinkenden Marktanteilen fehlte es zunehmend an Mitteln fur unverzichtbare Investitionen
in Produktionsanlagen, Forschung und Entwicklung. Nachteilig wirkte auch das Fehlen
einer eigenen Export-Vertriebsorganisation aus." (VW, 1988, p. 73)·
With this aim in mind, negotiations were held with principal European car makers and with
Toyota and Nissan (Gonzalez de la Ft, ZOOI). In the end, SEAT signed an agreement with
Volkswagen (hereafter: VW) on the 306 September 1982 concerning commercial and
technological co-operation. Among other things, this implied a production cooperation
as from the I" of January 1983 onwards, in principle for a period of7 years. The companies
would continue to operate financially independent from each other. Thus, VW did not enter
the social capital of SEAT in I982.

VW was interested in this deal, as it would help to increase its presence on the Spanish
market as well as solve its production capacity problems (VW, I988, p. 37)· Likewise, it
offered a way to circumvent the high production costs in Germany, which were especially
unfavourable with regard to compact models with fewer technical requirements. VW
especially sought to manufacture these models in Spain, where costs would be lower.

Due to the continuous investments in the Landaben plant up to I982, VW encountered a
highly modernized and efficient factory, to which it assigned an important role within its
organization and production structures. The SEAT-VW agreement included, among other
things, the decision to manufacture 90,000 units of the VW Polo in the Landaben plant
as of I 984.24

Consequently, the high investments in 1983 in the Landaben plant (see Table 3 of Appendix
A) were to rigorously upgrade and prepare the plant for this new task. For a period of 8
months, the Landaben factory was shut down for reorganization works. The coachwork
department and the paint shop were transformed, the assembly line was adapted to the
production ofthe new model and various robotized stations were installed for the handling

ofthe coachwork.
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The other part of the deal, was to produce 30,000 Passat and Santanas ayear in SEAT's plants in
Catalonia.
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As regards the local content degree, it was foreseen that this degree would be between 50
and 65% for the VW cars produced in Spain (SEAT, 1983, P. 25).

From the moment the Landaben plant started to function as a VW production centre, the
factory no longer frequently switched with regard to which model it had in production.
This not only meant that the plant could now identify itself much stronger with a single
product, but it also implied higher productivity rates and more labour tranquility.
In June 1986 Volkswagen acquired SI% ofthe shares of SEAT from INI and in December
of the same year VW's participation in SEAT reached 75% (SEAT, 1987, P. 29; Sanchez
Jauregui and Royo Vicente, I997)· "Die Gesellschaft (i.c. SEAT -Ed.) wurde zum JI.
Dezember 1986 in den Konzernabschlub einbezogen" (VW, I987, P· 8). As a consequence,
in I986 INI transferred the entire SEATpatrimonium (including, among other things, its
two factories in Barcelona and the one in Landaben) to VW (Seidler, 1991, El Pais, I996).
The agreement also included the definition ofa strategic plan for SEAT for the period 1986I995 (SEAT, I986, p. 25).

This strategic plan included large investment plans for the Spanish plants: "Wegen der
notwendigen Umstrukturierungen wird unsere SEAT-Strategie wahrend einer langeren
Phase mit hohen Zukunftinvestitionen und erheblichen Umstellungskosten verbunden
sein." (VW, I986, p. B). Substantial investments were also made with regard to the
Landaben plant (see e.g. VW Navarra, I995; El Pais, I997b; De Lloyd, I998).

In I990 VW obtained complete ownership of SEAT and further amplifications to the
Landaben plant were carried out. The main aim of these works was to prepare it for engine
block assembly on the basis of knocked-down engine blocks delivered by VW Salzgitter
(VW Navarra, 1995, P. 3)·

In 1991 additional factory extensions were carried out in order to internalize the stamping
activities of large exterior body parts as of 1994· Also new investments were made to
prepare the factory for an extension ofits assembly activities as of 1994 (VW Navarra, 1995,
P. 3)·

In September 1992 the complete Polo Aoz production was moved to Landaben and the
factory acquired the title of "leading plant" with total responsibility for the model (VW
Navarra, I995, P· 3)·

At the end of 1993, the legal entity Fabrica Navarra de Automoviles S.A. was created, as
a part of SEAT (Longas, 1998). In 1994 VW gained full ownership of the plant. SEAT's
critical financial situation made VW buy Fabrica Navarra de Automoviles S.A. from SEAT
to provide SEAT with a capital injection (El Pais, I994; La Vanguardia, 1994)· In I995 its
name was changed to Volkswagen Navarra (VWN).
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5.I.2. Corporate features ofVW's headquarters-subsidiary relations

To interpret VW Navarra's plant's intra-firm network position within the VW concern over
time, we will now shed light on the hierarchical and intra-firm distribution of competences
at VW and, related to this, the assignment ofbusiness functions to VW Navarra subsequent
to the Landaben plant's full integration into the VW structures. The assignment of business
functions to the Landaben plant, as a proxy for its intra-firm network position, embodies
the independent variable in our empirical research analysis.

In general terms, the more strategic business functions, such as R&D, marketing, sales,
strategic quality and logistic management, purchasing and selection of suppliers, are
concentrated at company headquarters.
With respect to the (de)centralization of business functions, the Landaben plant has always
been managed centrally without autonomy in strategic matters (Sanchez Jauregui, 2OOI).
This was the case during the AUTHI and SEAT period, and the situation under VW is
therefore no more than a prolongation ofthe intra-firm distribution ofcompetences of
old.

When we take a look at the taSks involved in a car model's production life cycle, we can
distinguish the following stages.
a conceptual, design and product
engineering part takes place. Secondly, together with the suppliers of production equipment
and components a small set of pre-series is made. Thirdly, final production engineering
takes place. Finally, industrial mass manufacturing of the product in question takes off.

At the start of a car model's production life cycle

With respect to the first stage, the VW headquarters and the design studio's that are
eventually contracted are responsible. At this stage, the company's highest authorities are
involved. Towards the 2° half of the Iggos, suppliers increasingly became involved as well
in the early development stages through their inclusion in simultaneous engineering
activities (VW, 1996, p. 36; I997, P. 16). It is at the central level that the prototypes are
designed and produced. It is also at the centrallevel that suppliers are selected both for the
development tasks (the so-called "development suppliers" or "proveedores de desarrollo")
and for the final mass production collaboration (Busto, 1997)·

Until the 1990's the second stage took place centrally in Germany. From the I99OS onwards,
VW began to transfer responsibility to a so-called "Leitwerk" ("fabrica lider" or "leading
plant"), which could also be located outside Germany. This was the case with the Landaben
factory with regard to the VW Polo A03, which first went into production in I994 (see the
comments above regarding the preparatory investments for that cause in the early I9906)
and for the Puebla factory in Mexico for the VW Beetle which entered in production as from
1998 onwards (Pries, 1999; VW, 1998, p. 37)· In short, the second stage of the above-
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mentioned process today no longer has to take place at company headquarters or at homebased plants, but it can also be assigned to plants located outside of Germany.
The third stage ofthe production life cycle, regarding final production engineering of a new
model, is assigned to the plant that is chosen aS the leading plant for a particular model.
The leading plant then takes the lead in production fine-tuning activities with tquipementiers,
component suppliers and production equipment providers (Sanchez Jauregui, 2.001).
Once the production routines are put in place by the leading plant, they are also introduced
at other factories where the same model will be assembled. This is done under the guidance
and supervision of that same leading plant (Erro, 2001).

The fourth group of activities involved in the production life cycle of a car is, besides mass
production, the purchasing of generic material (provided it stays under a limited cost)
(Busto, 1997; Longas, I998; Sanchez Jauregui, 200I), plant-specific fine-tuning of mass
production routines, final inbound logistics and operational quality inspection. These
responsibilities are allocated at the level of all assembly plants involved in serial production

ofVW models.
Obviously, being elected leading plant for a specific model is something which accentuates
the status and intra-firm network position o f a plant as it involves the responsibility to
prepare and manage the global production of that (new) model. It also means the plant has
to carry out a number o f tasks with higher added value than pure assembly activities, a
certain degree ofautonomy in the final engineering of production activities and the shaping
ofbzb relationships for the whole VW concern:5 Implicitly, it also has an impact on the
allocation and assignment of production shares o f a specific model to plants, i.c. which
factory will obtain the largest production share of the coming production cycle of a modelP
5.I.3. Corporate features ofVW's management ofinter-firm relationships
Data on the I9805 supplier practices at VW indicate that at that time the company worked
on a rather geographically scattered basis with suppliers, emphasizing local-for-local
production by local suppliers due to local content prescriptions: "Generell wurden in der
Auslandischen Tochtergesellschaften sehr gute Fortschritte bei der Eigenbeschaffung von
Fertigungsmaterial erzielt. Dadurch konnten Regierungsauflagen zur Erhohung des
nationalen Fertigungsanteils erfillt und teChnisches Know-how neuer Lieferanten genutzt
werden." (VW, 1981, p. 14)·

"

The choice of a certain plant as the leading plant for a VW car model is made through a kind of
business case competition whereby plants can take part and enter their business plans and cost

calculations (Busto, 1997: Grohn, 2002).
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Similarly, the outsourced production tasks were considerably fragmented and allocated
to SMEs in the beginning: "Der Volkswagen-Konzern arbeitete I981 weltweit mit 30.000
Zulieferbetrieben zusammen, von denen rund 90% dem mittelstandischen Bereich
zuzuordnen sind." (VW, I982, p. IS). Also in I983, the annual report still mentions VW
works worldwide with 30,000 suppliers, IS'400 of which were from Germany. The SME
character of the bulk of its suppliers is also emphasized (VW, I984, p· 37)· All this
accentuates the sustained local-for-local and fragmented character ofVW's outsourcing
practices in this period.
The practice of operating with suppliers on a local-for-local basis, rather than on the basis
ofexports from Germany by VW filials or independent suppliers is also illustrated by the
following statement: "Der Einkauf kann sich in Deutschland auf einen weiten Kreis
leistungsfahiger Leiferanten stutzen. Zur Wahrung des bestmoglichen technischen und
qualitativen Niveaus und zur wirtschaftlichen und logistischen Absicherung der Versorgung
wird jedoch stets auch erganzend das vorhandene Potential auslandischer Zulieferbetriebe
nutzbar gemacht." (VW, 1984, P· 37)· Furthermore, "Bei unseren fahrzeugproduzierenden
Beteiligungsgesellschaften im Ausland machte die Erhohung der nationalen
Fertigungsanteile auch 1983 gute Fortschritte (VW, 1984 , P. 37)·
We emphasize that these comments refer to the situation prior to the take-over of SEAT
and Landaben, which only underwent changes as a result of their integration into VW as
regards supplier relationships from I984 onwards. Moreover, "nationalen
Fertigungsanteile" instead of imports does not imperatively imply that local manufacturers
made the parts in question. They may have been produced by, for instance, German firms

with foreign production sites.
In the I984 annual report (VW, I985, P· 33) it is again acknowledged that "Weltweiten
Aktivitaten erfordern internationalen Einkauf'. It is also indicated that foreign suppliers
are responsible for increasing shares of the total expenses on parts procurement by VW
plants inside Germany: "Aufbauend auf einen leistungsfahigen Lieferantenkreis in der BRD
dient der internationale Einkauf fur unseren inlindischen Bedarf der Erganzung der
Beschaffungsmochligkeiten" and ".. die weltweite Fertigung einzelner Modelle (hat -Ed.)
bereits zu einer erheblichen Zunahme des internationalen Austausches von Teilen und
Aggregaten gefuhrt" (VW, I985, P· 33)·
As regards the strategic involvement ofsuppliers, Until the early I980s this was limited to
production tasks, largely based on design specifications of VW. Development and design
activities were only to a very limited extent the domain of the contracted suppliers.
Suppliers were largely selected on the basis of their production cost structures and their
logistical possibilities. Instead, the disposal of or the potential for technological and

innovation capabilities was of marginal importance at that time (VW slide show, 2002).
Later, a more globally integrated supplier management, centrally led, and with global
sourcing practices was pursued. This is illustrated by the following statement: "Die
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Auslandseinkaufe wurden auch 1988 in einem angemessenen Verhaltnis zum
Gesamteinkaufsvolumen gesteigert. Einen besonderen Beitrag leisteten in diesem
Zusammenhang Lieferanten mit internationalen Fertigungsstandorten, die dem Konzern
die Produktion und Montage von Fahrzeugen im Ausland erleichterten." (VW, 1989, P.
I3 Internationalization of supplier firms' activities is also fonvarded as a reason for
enhancing and implementing global sourcing: "Der hohe Anteil auslandischer
Zulieferfirmen des Volkswagen-Konzerns ist auch ein Zeichen fur die starke
Internationalisierung im Beschaffungswesen" (VW, I992, p. 10).
Nevertheless, the emphasis that is put on the purchasing from suppliers based in West and
East Germany, continues to indicate a strong embeddedness ofVW in home base supply

relationships (e.g. VW, 199I, p. I3; I993, P. 9; I994, P· I4; I995, P. I3)· In fact, relationships
with suppliers of German origin continued to play a significant part in the company's
overall purchasing activities at least until the mid-Iggos: "Wurde schon in der
Vergangenheit das weitaus grosste beschaffungsvolumen inm Inland plaziert, so war dies
auch bei den im Jahre I995 abgeschlossenen Global-Sourcing-Umfangen der Fall. Insgesarnt
erreichten die deutschen Zulieferer im Konzern einen Anteil von rd. 70%, was erneut deren
internationale Wettbewerbsfahigkeit belegte." (VW, 1996, p. 37)· Grohn (2002) argues that
before I995 the German suppliers' share was even higher than 70%. This indicates that
while the percentage of supply from non-German suppliers was low -i.e. during a period
in which VW sought for local-for-local procurement (see above), the foreign suppliers were
responsible for supplies of low added value, whereas the German suppliers were
responsible for the highest added value supplies.

Afterwards, a decline could be observed. In I996, the share of German suppliers in the
grand total ofexterior purchasing was 59·1% and in I997 this had dropped to 52.8% (VW,
I998, p. I6). In I998 it was 55.6% (VW, I999, p. 22), in I999 it was 56.6% (VW, 2001, p. 25)
and in zooo and 2001 it was 57·5% and 53·8% respectively (VW, 2002, p. 38).

The increased share of foreign suppliers in VW's exterior purchasing expenses can be
attributed to VW's policy to actively increase foreign suppliers' involvement in its
procurement relations: "Der Internationalisierung unserer Einkaufsaktivitaten tragen wir
wie folgt Rechnung: Auslandische Fertigungs- und Montagestandorte sowie unsere
Einkaufsburos in den Regionen, in denen wir unsere Marktpositionen ausweiten wollen,
werden noch starker in den Beschaffungsprozess eingebunden" (VW, 1998, p. 35)·

With respect to the increase of foreign suppliers' value in annual purchasing totals from
1995 onwards, Grohn (2002) argues that they are the outcome ofthe implementation of
VW's global and forward sourcing policies in I993. k can thus be seen as an effect of the
more global approach to purchasing at VW. It appears that from I993 onwards VW truly
widened its scope and started comparing potential suppliers with those that were already
supplying VW. As a consequence, solid and embedded supplier relationships were
thoroughly benchmarked with alternative suppliers and these "bonded" relationships were
no longer prolonged automatically. The purchasing team also started to function more pro-
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actively, scanning the world for potential suppliers. This more mature and pro-active
approach increased the chances for substitution of suppliers as contacts with new
candidates were actively sought after and they were invited to bid. Rather than offering
a "last call" to incumbent suppliers, suppliers were selected after offering equal chances
for everyone to participate in competitive bidding. "Loyalty" to incumbent suppliers was
thus not practiced to extremes. In short, suppliers were selected on competitive grounds,

but with freedom for VW purchasers to negotiate (Grohn, 2002).
In addition, VW evolved to procurement of more integrated components and a tiering of
the supplier structure. Likewise, the selected suppliers became involved in more upstream
development activities with regard to the components in question. This growing strategic
importance of suppliers is already clearly acknowledged in the early I9805 (e.g. VW, I984,
P· 37, I985, P· 17). The conceiving and management of supplier relationships on the basis
of limited stock and JIT at VW is emphasized as of the second half of the 19805 (e.g. VW,
I987, p. 35; I988, p. 37,1990, p. 34)· The implementation ofIrr practices between suppliers

and VW were, for instance, further emphasized in I991 BW, 1992, p. 21). Another
illustration of suppliers' growing importance to VW is that suppliers were also involved
in the early development stages through their inclusion in simultaneous engineering
activities (e.g. VW, 1994, P· I4; 1995, P· B; 1996, p. 36; I997, P· I6). The mentioning of
practices of complete systems supply by logistic partners c. q. first tier suppliers (e.g. VW,
I994, P I4; 1997, P. 29), forward sourcing (e.g. VW, I996, p. 36; I998, p. 34) and insourcing
(e.g. VW, I997, P. 30; I998, p. 33) are additional examples of this growing importance.
a reduction in the amount of suppliers contracted as more and more
were
selected
to work for multiple VW plants, models and continents (e.g. Pries,
suppliers
I999). Consequently, in 200I, VW worked with only 4,532 suppliers ofautomotive parts
(Grohn, 2002) -as compared to 30,000 in I983 (see above).

The former led to

The bulk ofVW's parts procurement (VW slide show, 2002) comes from suppliers with
an annual turnover below € o,I25 million.This group of suppliers represents > 50% ofthe
total value ofVW"s external procurement. Companies from this turnover segment are
considered SMEs by VW. Although their share in VW"s total outsourcing expenses is lower
than it was at the beginning of the I98os (approximately go%, see above), it still represents
a considerable part of VW"s external procurement. The majority of the indicated group
of SMEs supplies VW with individual parts. The second most important group of suppliers
are those with an annual turnover between € O,5-Io,000 million. This group represents in
particular suppliers of modules. Together, they account for around zo% ofthe total value
of VW"s external procurement. The fact that most suppliers have an annual turnover below
€ O,125 million, indicates that VW works mostly with parts suppliers. In fact, VW prefers
to work largely on the basis of parts supplies and only to a limited extent with system and
module supplies (Grohn, 2002). VW argues that this limits its (technological) dependence
"
on suppliers. As a consequence, the total number of suppliers remains relatively high.
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Thejilialization:6 or sell-offof in-house production activities is a method for externalization,
which has been practiced rarely by VW. Grohn (2002) supposes that the marriage ofVW
cabling activities with Bergmann Kabelwerke and its transformation into "Bordnetze"
around I983 was probably the only case of filialization at VW. Rather than selling off
activities that form no longer a core business for VW, such activities tend to discontinued
gradually and the VW workers involved are re-educated to fulfil other functions within the
VW concern, whereas others leave the company via a social plan.

If we focus on the value that expenses for external development and purchasing of
automotive parts and components represents compared to VW's turnover, Figure 4
demonstrates how this continually increases over time.

Figure 4: Implication ofexternal suppliers in VW turnover I98I-2OOI
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'«

From the French word "filialisation", which stands for: " . . .l a creation d'une structure juridique
indtpendante pour acceuillir une division, un dtpartement ou une activite nouvelle naisante qui,
jusqu'alors, ttait integree au sein de la structure juridique de la mason mere." (Quintard, A., and
Y. De Rong6 (Eds), Filialisation d'activites d'entreprises - Strattgie et gestion, Bruxelles, I992, p
35)·

'-

A break-down o ftotal purchasing values in annual figures Would reveal that 80% is "productive"
automotive parts and pieces and 20% is generic purchasing (maintenance of buildings etc.). In
2000.for instance. generic purchasing accounted for approximately € 8.5 billion vis-i-vis a total
purchasing sum of-approximately € 60 billion (Grohn. 2002).
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This figure refers to the overall situation of the VW concern, including the Landaben plant.
As the Landaben plant for its purchasing depends entirely on central decisions one may
well argue that the overall evolution in externalization is also representative for the
Landaben plant. The data present a steadily growing involvement of suppliers in VW's
turnover.

The strategies of forward sourcing from the middle of the 1990S onwards and, in general,
the more strategic involvement of suppliers in the conceiving ofVW car parts, manifestly
led to a continued growth in the value of suppliers' contributions to VW's turnover after
1995·

To illustrate the value of independent suppliers; it was stated that a supplier like Bosch
(brakes, ignition, engine control systems, wiper systems ...) possesses knowledge and
capabilities VW does not possess. As such, VW can not do without this kind of suppliers
and needs early consultation rounds with them (Grohn, 2002). This illustrates that not only
asymmetric b2b relationships exist. In general terrns, the ongoing specialization of suppliers
in their respective fields means that asymmetry in buyer-suppliers is contained as well.
On behalfofVW, what is done to avoid a too strong a reliance on suppliers is the following.
VW AG prefers to keep the integration ofautomotive conjoints below the level ofa system.
Otherwise, it would lose grip on its conceptual and teChnological development and its
product composition. Through less aggregated conjoints, the purchasing management is
able to maintain a stronger hold on the overall design of a conjoint and the relationship
with the suppliers. This can be considered as practices of dependence and supplier
autonomy containment in order to reduce the gap in know-how between supplier and
assembler. Instead, when systems are more fragmented, VW is able to co-determine more
easily the supply specificities of materials and the choice of lower tier suppliers that deliver
these materials to a first tier supplier. It also allows VW to keep better sight of the processes
and materials implied, thus ensuring that the gap between assembler's and suppliers' core
competences and core knowledge is maintained below a certain criticallevel. Therefore,
"product fragmentation" is considered to be a more attractive alternative for VW's
purchasing strategies. Finally, it also favours cost transparency and therefore enhances cost
containment possibilities.

5.2.

The Polo Aol production period

5.2.I. Analysis
From February I984 onwards, the VW Polo effectively went into production at the
Landaben plant. As early as the last trimester of I984, the Landaben plant operated at full
production speed. The first Polo model at Landaben, the Polo Aoz, stayed in production
until 1994·
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5.2.I.I Landaben's production share in continental Polo assembly

The Aoz model was also produced in Germany, at the Wolfsburg plant where it had already
been in production for several years. From 1990 onwards it was also produced at the VW
site in Mosel near Zwickau, former East Germany (VW, 199I, p. I3)·
Although this term may not have been in use at the time, conceptually speaking Wolfsburg
operated as the leading plant for the Polo Aoz in this period.

Consequently, Landaben started producing a "consolidated" product that was already
firmly embedded within established intra-firm and inter-firm production and supply
patterns. Thus, the existing intra- and inter-firm supply relationships set up around the
assembly operations of Wolfsburg, were to a large extent adopted at the Landaben plant
as well. As a consequence, many valuable inputs to Landaben were provided by Volkswagen
factories in Germany and by suppliers, mainly from Germany, that already delivered to
the Wolfsburg plant.
As Marrodan (1999, p. 36) testifies: "when Landaben started assembling the Polo Aoz, the
totality of pieces was received from Germany. However, with the firm intention to augment
the degree ofnational inputs, which was achieved bit-by-bit." (our translation).
The VW Annual reports published between I984-1994, those of SEAT between 1984-I986,
as well as the various interviews held with representatives from VW Navarra (Marrodan,
1996; Busto, 1997,2000, Sanchez Jauregui, 2001) confirm this picture. It becomes clear that
the factory evolved from a situation where the bulk ofthe assembled pieces came in from
Germany, towards a situation where a considerable share was supplied by the SEAT
factories in Catalonia, supplemented with parts produced at the Landaben factory and
supplies from independent suppliers with (in certain cases newly set-up) production centres

in Spain.
Especially as the annual amount o f Polos that Landaben assembled kept growing and its
share in the gross European production virtually reached a monopoly status in the early
1990$ (see: Table 2), continuing to import pieces from Germany on a massive scale became
far too costly. Therefore, from the end ofthe 19805 onwards a supply structure emerged
that reflected more strongly the increasing importance of the Landaben plant in the
production ofVW Polos. This importance not only grew from VW's perspective, but also
from the point of view of the growing number of independent suppliers. For the latter,
Navarra gradually replaced Niedersachsen as "the place to be" to set up production or
assembly centres for Polo parts deliveries. Naturally, these centres could also be Set up to
attend other clients as well.
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Table

2:

Annual production volumes at Landaben and share in total Polo A02

production
Polo Aoi

Year

production in
Landaben

Polo Aoi production of VW

Landaben share in total VW Aoz

Group in rest of Europe

Polo production in Europe

125,931

19,30

1984

30,123

1985

75,778

109,315

40,94

1986

95,919

118,589

44,72

1987

116,02

116,138

49,97

1988

I04,6i6

IIO,76

48,58

I989

124,115

I04,752

54,23

I990

143,750

82,056

63,66

1991

191,700

133,582

58,93

I992

222,222

84,268

72,51

I993

176,327

0

I00,00

1994

145,784

6,209

95,91

Source: Author's elaborationbased on SEAT, Memoriay Balance ejercicio I983-1986, Madrid, 1984-1987;
VW, Annual Reports 1983-1994, Wolfsburg, 1984-t995·

In relation to the shift from imports towards national supplies one sees how, after the initial
dependence on VW Germany for material, the following Navarra-based companies, among
others, regained their supplier positions vis-i-Vis the Landaben factory: FADASA
(integrated into Arvin Exhaust in I988) for exhaust pipes, Industrias Esteban (whose plant
dedicated to the Landaben deliveries was later converted into Tecnoconfort) for seats, TRW
for steering systems, and Unicables (later integrated into Delphi) for cabling.

From the national ambito, we can mention that Spanish suppliers of metal sheet, large
exterior body parts and small metal devices replaced the German supply as of t985 (SEAT,
1986, p. 3I). From 199I onwards, the stamping of large exterior body parts was conducted
by the Landaben plant itsel f due to quality problems with suppliers (Sanchez lauregui,
2001).

In 199I SEAT took over the supply of gear boxes from its El Prat de Llobregat plant,
discontinuing another import flow. The same had happened before with the production
of a considerable number of small metal parts for the Polo A02, the supply ofwhich was
moved from Germany to SEAT plants in Catalonia.
Finally, at the beginning ofthe 199OS a first group of suppliers -which already supplied to
VW Germany- set up new facilities near the Landaben factory to supply material from
greenfield plants. This was the case with Dynamit Nobel Ibirrica for interior trims, interior
consoles and rear-end bumpers in I991, and Lunke Navarra for pedals and certain synthetic
interior pieces in 1992.
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5.2.1.2 Evolution of supply oriBins

In order to analyze the supply origins with regard to the Landaben plant, the following
figure presents a quantitative break-down ofthe external supply flows. This figure allows
us to observe the evolutions in supply origins that were characteristic for the Polo Aoz
production period. We emphasize that these figures only reflect the incoming flows and
not the value added by the Landaben plant itselfthat together make Up the sales value of
the final product.

Figure 5: Break-down ofthe supply origins ofthe Landaben plant for the Polo Aoz
(value)
Break-down Ofsupply origins Landaben plant 1984.1993
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Sanchez Jauregui, 2001.

Regarding the geographical constellation ofthe supply network in this period we see the
following. At the outset of the Aoz period, there is a complete embeddedness of the
Landaben assembly plant into the supply and production structures ofthe VW mother
company and its Wolfsburg branch that also produces the Aoi. The level of Spanish inputs,
either by VW itselfor by Spanish suppliers, is negligible and the dependence on foreign

supply is complete.
It is also evident that supplies from Spain rather than from abroad became increasingly
important towards the end of the Aoz period. For this, two main reasons can be forwarded.
First ofall, the initial dependence on inputs from abroad was substituted as soon as possible
by product flows from SEAT branch locations in Spain. Secondly, the shift from incompany production towards outsourcing to independent suppliers, either from Spain or
with production and assembly bases in Spain is intensified. Figure 4 also illustrated this
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trend. A number ofexamples of foreign suppliers that opened up plants near the Landaben
factory were already mentioned above.

The setting up ofthese local production centres by suppliers was induced by the growing
production volumes ofthe Landaben plant and in addition by the demand for JIT delivery.
Especially German firms set up supply plants near the Landaben factory (e.g. Lunke,
Dynamit Nobel) or took over local firms (e.g. Archter und Ebels entering in the capital of
Industrias Esteban). As a consequence, an important part of the German-based bub
relationships was transplanted to the Landaben supply structures, resulting in a German

hegemony of Landaben's bzb relationships during the Aoz production period.

The JIT demands certainly were an important reason for independent suppliers to set up
branch locations near the Landaben plant. However, many ofthese newly created supply
centres in Navarra are also being used to service other b2b customers (Longas, I998, p. 28,
274-2 5, Sodena / Conway, I997, P· I4, Navarra Empresarial, 1994, P· Io-39; Lunke, 2000;
Expert, 2000). Moreover, JIT supply can also be practiced from a distance up to several
hundreds of kilometers (Logistica Navarra, I996; Borchert, 1996)- Therefore, the large and
growing production share Landaben had in the A02 assembly during this period (see: Table
2), and also the future strategic role the Landaben plant was to play in future Polo models
(see e.g. the previous comments regarding the preparatory investments in the Landaben
plant during the early 1990S), are presumably even more important reasons to explain this
locational behaviour.

In reality, the fact that many ofthe supply centres in Navarra were not 100% Landabendedicated or site-specific (Navarra Empresarial, I994, P· 10-39; Lunke, 2000; Expert, 2000;
Longas, zooo; Zabalo, zooo), emphasizes that -of the various clients serviced by these
centres- the Landaben plant was certainly the most important one in terms of influencing
their decision as to where to locate. Consequently, these companies chose Navarra as their
operating base from where they attend multiple clients.
As such, the supplier settlements taking place during the A02 period should be seen as
preparatory moves in view of the expected intra-firm network position of the Landaben
plant within the VW concern as regards management tasks around the coming Polo models.
The preparatory investments in the early [99Os (VW Navarra, I995, P. 3) should also be
viewed in this light. Similarly, it should be seen as a reflection of the increasingly important
intra-firm network position the Landaben plant was acquiring with regard to the production
tasks concerning the Polo (see: Table 2).

Thus, from Figure 5 it can be derived that the initial import flows in I984 from Germany
to Landaben were supplemented and substituted by two major alternative sources. First
ofall by product flows from SEAT branch locations to the Landaben plant. Secondly, by
German suppliers setting up branch plants near Landaben in order to maintain or conquer
supply positions with respect to the Landaben plant.
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It is also clear that the role ofthe parts manufactured internally (VW produce) was still quite
important at the start of this period, representing as they did the majority of "extraLandaben" contributions to the value of the final product. The role ofthe independent
suppliers was, at the same time, relatively limited at the beginning o f the Aoz period.
Nevertheless, their role would gain in importance. Especially towards the end of the Aoi
production period it can be seen that the contribution in value of the independent suppliers
surpasses that of VW itself. That is, VW plus SEAT together. This indicates the increasing
(accumulated) strategic importance of the independent suppliers in this period.
5.2.2. Conclusions

As far as the period I984-1994 is concerned, it is clear to see that a strong embeddedness

ofthe b2b relationships in a German context prevailed. The reason that German suppliers
in particular managed to set up supply relationships with the Landaben plant in this period
was through the fact that the Landaben plant started assembling an already consolidated
product. The solid embeddedness ofVW's procurement in German supply relationships
for this product at the outset ofthe Polo production in Landaben did the rest. In fact, around
the middle of the Ig8os it appears that VW's supply relationships had not yet quite
globalized and instead it functioned more on a home-based supplier-assembler basis.
The strong reliance on home-based suppliers at a time when information technology
possibilities and supply relationships that extended national borders had not yet grown to
full maturity is, from a network view on IPM (Forsgren, I989; McKiernan, 1992) an
understandable phenomenon. For especially in such circumstances nearby located partners
are the ones with whom loyalty (bonding) and trust can most easily be established. Mainly
because in a pre-globalization era and at a time when information technology possibilities
had not yet come to full maturity, trust and getting on the same wavelength with business
partners is typically built up over time, through learning about the idiosyncrasies ofactors,
through experience, repeated interaction and consecutive (re)contracting (Harrison, 1992;
Becattini, I992; Kamp, I994)· Evidently, under the circumstances described suppliers who
are located in the vicinity offer the best basis for "gearing" inter-firm co-operation and for
developing trust. Moreover, partnership, loyalty and trust will also develop more easily if
partners have shared backgrounds due to social, cultural and geographical proximities. As

such, it made sense that Landaben initially relied on German suppliers, especially in the light

of its dependence on the Wolfsburg plant.
Thus, in the case ofthe Landaben plant, those suppliers with strong inter-firm network
positions vis-i-vis VW in its home base, a large majority of which were suppliers from
Germany, also gained easy access to VW's ventures abroad at that time. Consequently, they
delivered to the Landaben plant either through exports (in the first half of the A02 period)
or through foreign branch plants (in the second half ofthe Aoz period). This illustrates that
when consolidation takes place, it is especially the suppliers ofthe dominant OEM in the
merger that obtain business opportunities in new geographical areas and at newly
incorporated branch locations. The fact that the suppliers ofthe dominant OEM occupy
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comparatively strong inter-firm network positions means they are par excellence the ones
to be offered opportunities to internationalize together with this OEM, who has to secure
adequate production and supply practices abroad.

It also testifies that, at the time the Landaben plant started producing the Polo Aoe, the way
VW planned future internationalization projects was clearly something which was done
within a limited geographical perimeter and partner community. Presumably as VW at that
time did not dispose of experiences in Spain. The reliance on already established
relationships was enhanced by the fact that the amount of strategically important suppliers
could be limited to a few with outsourcing not reaching its mature stage until the late I9806.
As a result, it was mainly those suppliers with whom prior relationships existed that would
be informed about and involved in projects abroad. This situation fits with the assumption
that b2b acquaintance with specific partners, mutual trust and perceptions ofthe other party's
loyalty and morality play a crucial role when entering insecure or new business circumstances.
In this case, VW's buyer-supplier relationships were extended across national borders when
it started its Spanish venture. This indicates that the company made use of partners whose
behaviour they can predict or monitor easily and with whom relationship management seems
easiest. This is in line with reasonings of the network view on IPM (Forsgren, I989;
McKiernan, I992; Johanson and Mattsson, 1988) that indicate that ifan organization is not
acquainted with a new market it may attempt to mitigate the newness by relying on familiar
assets and or relationships. VW's relying on familiar input providers to the Landaben plant

can, therefore, be interpreted as a way to reduce the uncertainty ofthe outcome of this
plant's operations. Similarly, it was a time-efficient way to get its operations on track.

5.3.

The Polo A03, GP 99 and A04 production period

5.3.I. Analysis
in I994, production ofthe Polo version Aoz stopped and almost immediately afterwards
(after only 15 days) assembly of its successor, the Polo version A03, started. This way, the
monoproduct character of the factory since FIAT's exit of SEAT, continued.
5.3.1.1 Landaben's production share in continental Polo assembly

ofthe high level of demand, in I994 production ofthe Polo A03 was also carried
out in Wolfsburg (VW, I995, P. 24). The Polo GP 99 and the Polo A04 would also be
produced in Bratislava.
Because

In 1995 the name ofthe Landaben plant was changed to Volkswagen Navarra (VWN).
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Ini994, Landaben became the leading plant ("Leitwerk") with respect to the management
of worldwide manufacturing and final production engineering of the VW Polo. The
accompanying preparation tasks ex ante to serial production, which were previously carried
out in Wolfsburg, were consequently transferred to Landaben. Both the substantial
production share of the Landaben plant in the European Polo production in which this
resulted (see Table 3), and the final engineering competences assigned to the Landaben
plant, testified the improved intra-firm network position of the plant. This provided
important incentives for suppliers to locate near the Landaben factory. From then on,
Landaben would be the plant around which all Polo activities following the development
stage would be concentrated. This leading plant status was confirmed for the GP gg, which

was produced from 1997 onwards.
For the Polo A04, which first went into production in 2001, the Landaben factory was again
elected leading plant, responsible for the final production engineering for this model and
the co-ordination ofthe production activities at other VW centres which would also build

the Polo A04 (Erro, 2001, p. 38). In practical terms this implied responsibility for the final
engineering of the series production, together with the I" tier suppliers. The knowledge
and routines obtained from this were then spread to the other production centres of VW
that also built Polos (i.c. Bratislava, Brazil, China and possibly for the future South Africa).
Suggestions for improvement after implementation of the large series production may
come from the other centres, but product and production changes can only be introduced
after their implications have been studied and approved by VW Navarra. Thus, since 1994
Landaben serves as the central plant with regards to all stages following the
conceptualization, product engineering and supplier selection stages.

In production terms for the European market, VW Navarra remains the main production
centre for the VW Polo during the A04 period. Two thirds of the A04 will be assembled
in Landaben. The other third will be assembled in Bratislava.
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Table 3: Annual production volumes at Landaben and share in total Polo A03, GP
99 and A04 production

Year

Polo A03, GP 99,

Polo A03, GP 99, A04

A04 production in

production ofVW Group in

Landaben

rest

of Europe

Landaben share in total
European Aol GP 98 A04
Polo production

I994

145,784

6,209

95,91

1995

23 '428

104,957

69,52

1996

251,805

207,860

54,78

I997

274,000

180,II 2

60,34

132,326

70,I 6

92,52

1998

3 I

I,136

I999

291,900

23'600

2000

198,387

77,777

79,32

2001

239'809

88,733

7499

Source: Author's elaborations based on VW, Annual Reports 1983-,994, WolfsburB, 1984-1995 varia VW

Navarra and Diario de Navarra.

5.3.Ii Evolution Ofsupply oriBins
The fortified network position of the Landaben factory within the VW concern did indeed
result in a situation whereby an increased delivery of inputs from external providers was
conducted through nearby located suppliers (see Figure 6 and Table 4). The adoption of
JIT and modular supply practices further strengthened the network position of the
Landaben factory within the VW concern, although the adoption ofthese practices does
not necessarily imply that suppliers had to be located in the plant's vicinity (Logistica
Navarra, 1996; Borchert, Ig96). However, they do contribute to suppliers' decisions to
locate activities particularly near high volume clients. In this respect, it is also noteworthy
to mention that several ofthe suppliers now located near VW Navarra -and also VWN itselfappear to supply from there to Bratislava -the other VW Polo production centre in the
second halfofthe I990S- as well(Renfe, zooo; Sanchez Jauregui, 200I). This indicates that
suppliers, ifeconomic resources are limited and plant returns have to be weighed against
investments, prefer to set up establishments near those buyer plants that offer them the
highest possible turnover or strategic opportunities rather than locating near every
individual customer. The latter is not something suppliers are willing to do unconditionally,
as it is costly and it leads to a fragmentation of activities and assets, and it results in
substantial dependence (e.g. Valeo, 2000; Muruzabal, zooo; Grupo Antolin, 2000).
As a result, in addition to the national suppliers delivering to VW Navarra and the pioneer
firms from abroad that acquired or set up production centres near Landaben earlier (e.g.
Lunke, Dynamit Nobel and Archter und Ebels), the establishment of additional foreign
suppliers near the Landaben plant took place from 1994 onwards, resulting in a further shift

from export to FDI to supply from local bases among suppliers (see Figure 6).
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Figure 6: Break-down ofthe supply origins ofthe Landaben plant for the Polo A03,
GP 99 and A04 (value)
Break-down ofsupply origins Landaben plant,993·2001
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5·3·1 3 Evolution ofthe composition Ofthe supplier network around the Landaben plant

To illustrate further the evolutions expressed in Figure 6 and to reveal the changes involved
at the level of suppliers, the following table provides a reconstruction of the suppliers
involved and their locations over time for a sample of zo automotive parts. This sample
represents a representative cross-cut of parts that nowadays are typically sourced out by
car constructors. We have focused on interior and exterior trim components. Also
propulsion and chassis components (gear box, engine, brake devices, transmission, steering
system and power train) are included, as vital components of the final product. We must
stress that only those parts were included for which the respective supplier(s) could be
traced back over a sufficiently long period of time.
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5.3.14 Anaysis ofthe Beosraphical articulation ofthe supplier network around the Landaben plant

To analyze the geographical evolutions and the major inter-firm network changes during
the Polo production period until the present, we will now forward comments based on a
comparison between the Polo AO2 period (1984-I994) and the Polo A04 era (2001 and
further). These nvo periods mark the first and the latest time segment in Polo production.

Table 4 shows a clear tendency of spatial concentration ofsuppliers in the direct vicinity
ofthe Landaben plant itselftowards the end of the period we analyzed. We see how -among
the 20 components under consideration- for II components there is clear geographical
approximation involving IS cases ofon-site investments. That is to say, in the direct vicinity
of the Landaben factory. The number is somewhat inflated due to the counting ofthe recent
location of four suppliers of metal parts i.c. KWD, ESSA, Metal Bages and DOGA. But
even when these four are left o f, the number of I I on-site investments is still impressive.
Furthermore, there are 3 cases o f intermediate geographical approximation, where the
components in question currently come from within Spain but from outside Navarra, after
they were first imported from Germany and later -for a while- from within Navarra. The
on-site investments involved in these cases of intermediate geographical proximity are
included in the IS cases mentioned above. In addition, in 4 cases there was no change. This
occurred especially among the propulsion parts. Finally, in two cases the successive
suppliers involved result in longer supply distances to the plant: pedals (which now are
imported from the Czech Republic) and interior trims and consoles (whose current main
supplier is located in the Madrid area).

The same trends can be observed when we look at the number of suppliers located in
Navarra and the Pamplona area itself respectively. From those countings, it can be deduced
that, whereas during the A02 period in all a mere 5·75 of the 20 components were mainly
delivered from within Navarra, during the A04 period it was II·75·28 If we focus on the
Pamplona area itself, we see the following. 0 fthe sample of 20 components 4·75 and 11.75
respectively were delivered from within the Pamplona area itself.29 These figures also reveal
clear co-location patterns.

Typically, the arrival of companies to Navarra in the 1990S was mostly of a greenfield
investment type. In contrast, the more ancient foreign-owned companies in Navarra (mostly
American and English investments) had mostly been in the form of take-overs. This
illustrates that the more recent investments were related to VW's ownership of the
Landaben plant and the competence assignments allocated at this plant and to the way a
large part of its supplier base chose to locate near Navarra and the Pamplona area. The older
investments, on the other hand, were made to obtain local technological or production
competences and to gain a commercial foothold in Spain in general. In fact, many of the

'»

During the A03 GP99 period this figure was even higher.
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Same as footnote 5.
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companies acquired by overseas companies were already established in Navarra before
the Landaben plant was set up and before VW or even SEAT became its owner. Moreover,
many ofthese long-standing firms in Navarra have never been suppliers ofthe Landaben
plant. This indicates that certainly the recent settlements can be explained through the
network perspective developed in this research, whereas the older investments are
associated with more generic foreign entry mode choices (choice between, for instance,
FDI Via take-over of or capital participation in existing plants, or the setting up of new
wholly owned or joint-venture plants) and with more classic location choices.
There is, then, a fundamental difference between, on the one hand, companies that were
already in Navarra before the Landaben plant became property ofVW and which currently
have no bib relationships with the plant and had no ties before either (for example, as they
operated on the utility vehicles markets: e.g. Eaton, Industrias Esteban) or in fact lost these
ties when VW entered the Landaben plant and, on the other hand, the companies that
settled in Navarra after the VW acquired the Landaben plant. The lion's share, if not all,
of the suppliers that set up completely new plants in Navarra since the mid-I980s, did so
because at least part of their production was destined for the Landaben plant.

The fact that non-VWN suppliers remain in Navarra or the possibility that even today
automotive component suppliers without any ties with the Landaben plant may settle in
Navarra, may indicate that its presence generates agglomeration economies and spill-overs
that are also attractive to non-VWN suppliers. Such cases are usually explained either by
pointing at historical heritages or at the path dependence ofa region (David, I975, I988;
Mokyr, I990; Becker, 1993; North, 1994), general cluster theories (Porter, I990; Krugman,
I99I) or perhaps more traditional location theories (Richardson, 1972, 1973,1978; Scott,
I988). They can, however, also be explained through a conceptual framework such aS the
one we have developed. For they can be viewed also as a sign of trying to get close to
potentially interesting clients. As such it can be interpreted as a way to improve one's interfirm network position vis-d-vis such clients in anticipation of work relationships a supplier
hopes to construct in the future.
5·3·1·5 Analysis of the actor composition evolutions Ofthe supplier network around the

Landaben plant

Similar to the number of changes in locations of suppliers, we see a fairly significant
substitution among the suppliers involved in subsequent versions of the VW Polo for
specific components, even in cases where a supplier already owned nearby supply
establishments (e.g. Dynamit Nobel Iberica, Dynoplast, Unicables, Lunke Navarra). In all,
this resulted in a slightly smaller amount ofcomponents delivered from within Navarra.
For the period ,984-1994 it is clear that a strong embeddedness of the b21, relationships
within a German context prevailed. As explained in § 5.2.2, this was a consequence of the
fact that the Landaben plant started assembling an already consolidated product and
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because in this period b21) relationships had to a large extent not yet been internationalized

and most of them where shaped in a nation-by-nation context.
For a further assessment ofthe changes related to the suppliers involved in the delivery
ofour sample of components, we will elaborate on the periods I994-2001 and 200I and
beyond. We focus on these time segments, as we find that the information obtained with
respect to the period 1994-200I is more complete and accurate than the information relating
to the period I984-I994, and thus provides a better basis for comparison with the current
situation, as represented by the period 2001 and beyond.

When taking the Polo A03, launched in I994 as the point of departure we see that, in the
subsequent periods, 1994-2001 and zooI and beyond, two new product versions were
launched, i.e. the Polo GP 99 and the Polo A04. Based on the Landaben-specific component
sample, this offers -ceteris paribus- two times 20 components makes 40 Possibilities to
change the actor composition ofthe network.
To characterize the changes between 19 94-zooI and in 2001 and beyond, we distinguish
between the following kinds ofchanges in the actor composition ofVW Navarra's supplier
base. (A) changes as a consequence of take-overs of and joint ventures with incumbent
suppliers or intra-firm reallocation of production -possibly within the VW hierarchy itselfresulting in virtual supplier substitutions (oligopoly-related substitutions); (B) changes as
a consequence o f the involvement of entirely new suppliers (competitiveness-oriented
substitutions); (C) changes as a consequence of the first-time externalization of the
production ofan automotive part; and (D) ( re-)internalization of previously outsourced
tasks.

Table 5: Quantity of changes in
network by kind of changep

actor

composition of VW Navarra's supplier

(A) oligopoly-related
substitutions

(B) competitivenessoriented substitutions

externaUzations

(C) first-time

(D) reinternalizations

7

8M

3/4

0

Source: Author's elaboration.

Table 5 shows that out of a total of 20 components -whose supply would be reconsidered
twice from I994 onwards- 16 % changes with regard to the suppliers responsible for their
delivery were observed. Seven as a consequence of take-overs ofor joint ventures with
incumbent suppliers resulting in virtual supplier substitutions (oligopoly-related
substitutions). Eight and a half as a consequence of the involvement of entirely new
suppliers (competitiveness-oriented substitutions) and % as a consequence of the first-time

1°

See Appendix E for the way we arrived tO the content of this table.
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externalization of the production of an automotive part. Of the 7 oligopoly-related
substitutions, it appears that 5 % of them were changes in which the leading entities were
companies that were completely new to VW Navarra, and which, consequently, can be
judged as genuine substitutions. In terms of "genuine" substitutions, we then observe 5 14
oligopoly-related substitutions plus 8 % competitiveness-related substitutions makes 14
in total.

When applying the previous data to the formula presented in Chapter 4 for measuring
longevity ofbzb relationships, the following picture emerges.

Calculation I: Degree oflongevity ofb2b relationships around the Landaben plant
from I994-200I
14.0

L

E994 - 2001

= Ioo% * (I -

-----) = 65%
40.0

Source: Author's elaboration.

This proxy indicates that a substantial number ofchanges in the actor composition have
occurred during the period under consideration. The outcome appears to contradict the
longevity expectations one would have with regards to the constellation of suppliers
surrounding a hub firm, based on claims o f the N&I approach to b2b relationships, the
network view on IPM and the FISP model. More so, if we take into account that the
Landaben plant worked almost exclusively on the basis of single sourcing. In that context,
substitutions have a much stronger impact. Finally, the time period under consideration
was rather short, as it only spanned 7 years. The picture would be even starker, ifwe were
to leave out the propulsion and chassis components (gear box, engine, brake devices,
transmission and power trains), which were subject to few changes, aS they were principally
manufactured in-house for the entire period under analysis. By all means, it is clear that
the dominant form under which changes took place during the observed time period were
rather radical through substitutions of incumbent suppliers by entirely new supplier
relationships.
Regarding the nationality mix involved in the suppliers network for the analyzed sample,
following evolution:

we see the
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Table 6: Origin ofcapital ofsuppliers' sample for the Landaben planti'
Nationality
D

I9841994

I994-2001

200I and beyond

16.75

I3.I25

IO.0

F

0.25

0.625

3.5

USA
E

0.5

3.0

3.25

2.5

2.5

I.75

NO
I

0
0

0.5
0

0
0.5

UK

0

0.25

0

CZ

0

0

1.0

Total

20

20

20

Source: Author's elaboration.

Table 6 clearly illustrates how the changes in the supplier network are accompanied by a
shift away from a strong embeddedness in German supply relations. Whereas at the outset
German suppliers accounted for more than 80% of the supply relationships of the
components we analyzed, in the period I997-200I this percentage fell to 50%. In terms of
percentages, French and U.S. suppliers improved their inter-firm network position vis-a-vis
the Landaben plant most strongly, augmenting their presence from I.3% and 2.5% to 17·5%
and 16·3% respectively. Presence of suppliers ofSpanish capital went down from Iz.5% to
8.75% in the observed period.
These results also indicate an increased multi-national diversification of the Landaben
plant's supplier base and thus a detachment oflong-lasting relationships embedded in a
mutual home base for buyer and supplier.

5·3·2. Conclusions
Regarding the geographical constellation of the suppliers network around the Landaben
plant between 1994 and 200I, we see a clear tendency of spatial concentration of suppliers
in the direct vicinity of the Landaben plant. From Table 4 it can be deduced that, whereas
during the Aoz period onl 5·75 of the zo components analyzed were delivered from within
Navarra, during the A03/GP 99 period this number was 13·75 and during the A04 period
this was II.75·

There is a clear indication for the correlation between, On the one hand, assignment of
leading plant competences to the Landaben plant and, On the other hand, the settlement
in situ of a large share of its suppliers as an expression oftheir desire to improve or maintain
their inter-firm network position. As a matter o f fact, in many cases we are talking about
suppliers that service multiple clients (Lunke, 2000; Expert, 2000; Longas, 7.000; Zabalo,

"

See Appendix E for the way we arrived to the content of this table.
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2000).These suppliers chose to set up a plant near the Landaben factory, indicating the
comparative importance of this plant for them compared to their other clients.
It should also be stressed that among these co-located suppliers there are many which do
final product to,
for instance, the colour ofthe respeaive Polos for which the components are supplied. Valid
examples are: fuel tanks, steering columns, shock absorbers, gear sticks, pedals, isolating
floor covers and small metal devices. Exhaust pipes and steering systems are also highly
non unit-specific items, although the main suppliers of these two items were already present
in the region before the Landaben plant was taken over by VW. As a consequence, the latter
two companies do not represent cases of co-location as a consequence ofassignment of
leading plant competences to the Landaben plant, therefore.
not deliver unit-specific components and thus do not need to adapt their

In line with §

5.2.2, Table 4 also

indicates that for the period I984-1994

a strong

embeddedness ofthe bzb relationships in a German context prevailed.

From Table 4 it also follows that -after the first Polo generation produced at Landabena significant substitution can be observed among the suppliers involved in subsequent
versions of the VW Polo. This even happened in cases where suppliers were already located
in the vicinity (e.g. Dynamit Nobel Ibdrica, Dynoplast, Unicables, Lunke Navarra).

In this context, from 1994 onwards as regards the supply relationships for 20 components,
we witnessed that the degree of longevity with regards to the actor composition around
the Landaben plant was not conform expectations one would have based on claims of the
N&I approach to b2b relationships, the network view on IPM and the PISP model. Both
the number ofand especially the kind ofchanges perceived do not support the claim that
the supplier network surrounding a hub firm will display a high level o f stability. In this
case, it is clear that competitive pressure from rival firms and oligopolization tendencies
in the industry were an important source for genuine substitutions.
In all, the situation outlined above clearly shows that (rival) suppliers' strive to occupy inter-

firm network positions in view of the relative intra-firm network positions of their
(potential) clients. Improvement or maintenance of such inter-firm network positions either
takes place via take-overs or through competition, which fuels substitution of beb relations.
Moreover, as both buyers and suppliers loose fear ofentering into new bzb relationships
through b2b and internationalization learning experiences, the substitution of bzb
relationships is further induced. As can be derived from this case, this substitution process
is intensified over time. This may indeed be conneaed to ongoing organizationallearning
and internationalization processes. Substitution will most likely come to a standstill in those
component segments where unique qualities and small numbers of suppliers (oligopolized
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market) are characteristic.32 Illustrative in this respect is a statement made by VW, indicating
that for certain components it is becoming increasingly difficult to find alternative suppliers
anywhere in the world (Grohn, 2002).

The analysis of the origin ofcapital behind the suppliers that deliver to the Landaben
plant serves as a further indicator for changes of b2b relationships around the
Landaben plant. They reveal that there is an increased presence of U.S. and French
capital in the suppliers network around the Landaben plant, at the expense of German
capital. This also confirms the previously established signs ofb2b relationship
substitutions and a stronger inclusion of non-German relationships into the Landaben
plant's suppliers network over time.
As a final observation, we can conclude that bzb relationships that at the outset of
foreign ventures tend to be conceived around previously established relationships at
home, over time undergo significant changes through the competitive behaviour of

firms, learning processes with respect to (international) bib relationships and
internationalization activities as such ofbuyers and suppliers. Over time this leads to
an increased inclusion ofalternative and foreign bzb relationships.

"

Especially among those suppliers and supplier segments where volume, scale and costs are most
importantandlor wherelarge numbersbargainingexist, possibilities for substitution continue to
exist. These are probably also the most instable bzb relationships and show the highest level of
discontinuity. On the other hand, for suppliers and supplier segments where quality and unique
proprietary knowledge and product specificitiesare importantand/or where there is ahighdegree
ofoligopolization, fewer possibilities to substitute suppliers exist. These are probably the more
lasting relationships and here one finds industry-wide suppliers.

6.

Empirical results with respect to
FASA-Renault Valladolid

This chapter presents the results of the empirical case study carried out with respect to the
Valladolid plant during the period it was fully consolidated into the structure of the Renault

Group.

6.I. Empirical study on the Renault Clio period
6.I.I. Introduction: FASA's full consolidation into the Renault hierarchy
The establishment of "Fabricacion de Automoviles Sociedad Anonima de Valladolid"
(FASA) took place in I951 in Valladolid. Local entrepreneurs who obtained a Renault
production license set up the FASA project. In its early years it operated on a relatively
autonomous basis and Renault did not play a large financial or managerial role. Indeed,
FASA -in product terms- depended entirely on the French company. In 1965 Renault
increased its share in FASA from IS to 49·9% (Pedrosa Sanz, 1983, P. 72; Carreras and
Estapt-Triay, I998). As a result, the venture changed its name to FASA-Renault (OrtizVillajOS, 200I, p. 22). After this, activities expanded from merely assembling Renault models
to include genuine engine production and the manufacturing of other mechanical and
propulsion components. Likewise, FASA-Renault internalized the company "Industrias
Subsidiarias de Avacion" to produce gear boxes on an in-house basis. In I974 FASA-Renault
started to build a second assembly factory in Palencia, which became operational in I978.
In 1976 Renault was allowed to become the major shareholder in FASA-Renault. For a more
in-depth description ofthe history of FASA-Renault and the Valladolid plant prior to the
mid-I98os, see Appendix B.

Around the mid-eighties, several circumstances led to a full integration of the Spanish
FASA-Renault apparatus into the Renault hierarchy and its competences structures. Until
then, since its founding in the I9505, the FASA-Renault apparatus -in spite of its strong
ties with the Renault Rdgie- had functioned on a highly independent basis (Manero Miguel,
I997; Peran Gonzalez, 1997; Pedrosa Sanz, I997). The branch locations of Peugeot and
Citroen in Spain went through a similar integration process from the mid-eighties onwards
(Peran Gonzalez, I997)·

The first ofthe circumstances that led to such an integration was the approaching entry
of Spain into the European Union and the increase in possibilities for cross-border trade
flows and multi-national firm co-ordination that followed from this. In 1979. in view of
Spain's European Union entry, a smoother automobile regulation was adopted by the
Spanish state. This led to a lowering of the obligatory minimum of 90% Spanish
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components incorporation per car to 60% oflocal content from 1984 onwards (Bueno
Lastra and Ramos Barrado, I98I, p. 54) and the abolition ofimport contingents and the

reduction of custom tariffs from 70-80% to 40% (Manero Miguel, I997; Gilodi, 2OOI;
FASA-Renault, I986, p. 9). Thus, companies gradually obtained greater freedom in their
purchasing and sourcing choices and they could now choose more freely between Spanishbased and foreign-based providers.

Consequently, from the moment when constraints on cross-border co-ordination and
foreign trade flows started to disappear, Renault was able to optimize and integrate its
Spanish activities and product flows within its European business apparatus. As a result,
it could start to gradually replace, whenever useful, local autonomy in favour of central coordination (Parnitre, 2001). The full integration of Spain into the European Union was
merely the last step in a process in which Spain manifested its interest in rejoining the
international trade system.
The second circumstance that contributed to a full integration of the Spanish FASARenault apparatus into the Renault business structures was the fact that Renault went
through a series of financially weak years in the mid-eighties (Gilodi, 2001; Renault, I985,
P· 4, I986, p. 4, I987, P· 4, I989, p. 4. Layan, I997, P·IZII). To overcome this situation an
internal rationalization of competence assignments and, simultaneously, a centralization
of competences took place. As Layan (I997, P. 14I) states: "Renault terminated the
simultaneous existence of functions and responsibilities at group level and at the level of
FASA-Renault" (our translation).
The third relevant circumstance was the fact that a nation-by-nation approach to car
products became less and less necessary. Not only was there an increased harmonization
of consumer taste between Spanish and other Western European consumers, but there
was also a slow but sure assimilation of purchasing power between the first and the second
group ofbuyers. Additionally, technical norms became increasingly uniform. As a result,
Renault could phase out a large part ofthe design and research activities FASA-Renault
had carried out until then and the company was able to streamline its product range for
the whole of Western Europe (Rombo 83, P. 30; Parnidre, 200Ii Layan, I997, P·I46).
As a consequence, FASA-Renault was fully integrated into Renault in the second half of
the Ig8os (Fernandez Arrufe and Pedrosa Sanz, I997, P. 2I6). From I988 onwards a formal
integration into the Renault ranks and a complete subjection of FASA-Renault to the
decisions of the Renault Rdgie were completed. From that point on, the necessity of
investing or divesting in the FASA-Renault apparatus was decided on the basis of the needs

ofthe whole Renault apparatus ofwhich FASA-Renault from now on formed just a part,
see e.g. Renault, 1988, p. v, 1990, p. 9; Manero Miguel and Pascual Ruiz de Valdepefias,
1998, p. I37· This integration of FASA-Renault into Renault went hand in hand with a
reinforcement of the headquarters' financial control over the peripherally located "societes
nationaux" through their conversion into branch locations (Layan, 1997, P. I50)·
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Consequently, practices of company-wide supplier relationships and intra-firm exchanges
ofmechanical components were also set up (Muruzabal, zooo; Rivas, 200I; Parniare, 200Ii
Gilodi, 2001; Torrico, 2002). See e.g. Renault, 199I, p. I9: "Dans cette recherche de maitrise
des couts, un important travail de synergie avec FASA Renault en Espagne (la plus grosse
implantation industrielle de Renault d 1'6tranger), a permis de mettre en place un systeme
d'appovisionnement des usines indiffdrement A partir des sites-fournisseurs en France ou
en Ptninsule Ibdrique." Likewise, the manufacturing of mechanical parts and final products
by FASA-Renault was completely integrated into Renault's global production process
(FASA-Renault, i989, p. iii, I990, p. 10). The annual reports also reveal an increase in
incoming component flows from sister Renault sites to FASA-Renault, and thus of a
stronger intra-firm integration, see e.g. FASA-Renault, 1988, p. iii.

An intra-firm division and rationalization of the production of the complete Renault
product range, i.e. the plant-specific assignment ofthe production ofa limited amount of
car models, did not take place until the late 19905. Therefore, the FASA-Renault plants
continued to produce a large variety ofRenault models until the end of the I99OS, albeit
more for international markets (FASA-Renault annual reports, various editions of the
19905)

Thus, the overall integration of FASA-Renault took place via a gradual, but progressive
process with different stages. With respect to several of the management functions, like
production, purchasing, supplier selection, design, the competences in question were
centralized little by little (Parnidre, 200I; Gilodi, 200I; TOrriCO, 2002). During a certain
period several director positions existed parallelly in Spain and France and for instance
purchases from Iberian peninsula-based suppliers were arranged by the Spanish purchasing
directors (see e.g. Mandos 26, p. 7)· Afterwards, the Spanish directors were subjected to
their French counterparts and the former were still able to take autonomous decisions but
they were obliged to consult and report to their French superiors in advance. In this second
period, a direction level for the Iberian peninsula existed as an intermediate layer: "En ce
qui concerne la place dans l'organisation divisionnelle et financiere du groupe, l'unite de
Renault de Valladolid fait partie inttgrante de la socittt FASA Renault. C'est la direction
gtntrale de Renault pour la ptninsule ibtrique qui contr6le et coordonne l'activite de FASA
Renault, celle de ses filiales espagnoles, et celle de la filiale portugaise." (Pedrosa Sanz, I993,
p. 103). Finally, the Spanish director positions were "erased" and they were transformed
into members of the European team of directors, for instance, for production. As a
consequence, they were subjected to the French headquarters whose discretionary powers
now also stretched out to the FASA-Renault apparatus.

The integration was a gradual process, not only because it had go smoothly and well
planned from an business organizational point-of-view. It also had to go slowly because
FASA-Renault was listed at the Madrid stock exchange (Parnifbre, 2001). To prevent a fall
of the FASA-Renault value and to gain time to convince certain stock holders who were
not entirely in favour of the loss of autonomies and stand-alone position by FASA-Renault,
the changes were implemented gradually.
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In I999 and 2000 Renault obtained all FASA-Renault shares in

a complete buy-out
(Renault, 2000, p. 6). By the end of December zooo FASA-Renault was fully owned by
the Renault Group (Renault, 2OOI, p. 6).

6.I.2. Corporate features of Renault's headquarters-subsidiary relations
In order to interpret the Valladolid plant's intra-firm network position within the Renault
concern over time, we will now discuss the hierarchical and intra-firm distribution of
competences at Renault and, related to this, the assignment ofbusiness functions to the
Valladolid plant subsequent to FASA-Renault's full integration into the Renault structures.
The assignment ofbusiness functions to the Valladolid plant, as a proxy for its intra-firm
network position, embodies the independent variable in the coming empirical research
analysis.

When we take a look at the tasks involved in a car model's production life cycle, we get the

following break-down.

At the start ofa car model's production life cycle first a conceptual, design and product
engineering part takes place. Secondly, a small set of pre-series is built together with the
suppliers of production equipment and components. Thirdly, final production engineering
takes place. Finally, industrial mass manufacturing ofthe product in question takes off.
With respect to the first stage, the Renault headquarters and design centre are responsible
for the conceptualization ofthe car models. From the second half ofthe I98os onwards,
suppliers became increasingly involved in the early development stages through their
inclusion in simultaneous engineering activities (see e.g. Layan, 1997, P. I44; Renault, 1988,
P· 30; I994, P· I3; I995F, p. 4,23-24; 1996F, p. 28; I997F, p. 75; 1998, p. 72; FASA-Renault,
199I, p. II . A stronger performance was demanded on behalf of the suppliers in logistical
terms as well(see e.g. FASA-Renault, I989, p. II; 1990, p. 21; I991, p. II; I992, p. I7,26; I987,
p. 2I; 1989, p. 27; 1994, P· 13; 1995F, p. 4, 23-24; 1996F, p. 28; 1997F, p. 75; I998, p. 72).

Today, the prototypes are designed and built at a central location. Since I995 this takes place
at the Tecnocentre (Renault, 1995, P· 5,46-48; I996F, p. 28-29; 1998, p. 69). Similarly,
suppliers are nowadays also selected at a central location, namely at the general
headquarters o f Renault in Boulogne-Billancourt. This is the case for suppliers involved
in the exploratory phase, the so-called "expert suppliers" (Florence, I996; Bonzemba and
Okano, I998), for the development phase where Renault involves "pilot suppliers" (ibid),
and for the final mass production where Renault involves "leader suppliers" and possibly

"additional subcontractors" (ibid).
The conceptualization o f models and components takes place at the Technocentre. It is
here that the engineers of suppliers are gathered (the so-called: "ingdnieurs rdsidents") to
carry out simultaneous engineering and virtual tests for prototyping components, platforms
and the entire end product (Parnidre, 2001; Layan, I997, P. 144)· Furthermore, tests with
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new car models and components are carried out at the trial complex in Lardy, near Paris

(Yeboles, I997)·
general terms, the more strategic business functions, such as R&D, marketing, sales,
strategic quality and logistic management, purchasing and selection of suppliers, have been
managed at Renault's headquarters since the early I99O6 (Renault, 1992, p. 6; I995F, p. 27;
1996, p. 6).
lIn

Consequently, the FASA-Renault apparatus has lost virtually all autonomy in terms of
strategic or conceptual tasks that are related to production, R&D, supplier selection, design,
marketing, sales and purchasing.
For R&D this was to a large extent always the case, although a certain degree of autonomy
regarding product development did exist before (Gilodi, 200I). The latter led, for example,
to the "Renault Siete": a sedan version of the R-5, which was exclusively developed and
produced by the Valladolid plant (Renault, 1997, P. 42). For other strategic business
functions such as production, purchasing and sales, either the Valladolid plant or FASARenault headquarters in Madrid enjoyed full autonomy until the integration of FASARenault into Renault. Thus, the centralization of these responsibilities did mean a change
for the Valladolid plant (see e.g. Rivas, 200I, FASA-Renault, 1988, 1989; Renault, 1991;
Yeboles, 1997; Parnidre, zoor, Gilodi, 2001; Torrico, 2002).

The full integration ofFASA-Renault's purchasing activities into and its subjection to the
Group structure was to all intents and purposes completed at the start of I994 (Rombo
lIZ, p. 3,23-26).
Today, purchasing decisions remain completely centralized at Renault headquarters in
France and it is Renault France who establishes contact with the headquarters of potential
suppliers. This is also reflected in the number of persons employed in purchasing tasks by
FASA-Renault. FASA-Renault used to have a central purchasing department in Madrid
with some 400 people working there (Torrico, 2002). Today this staff is reduced to only
50-60 employees (Gilodi, 2001; Torrico, 2002).
The second part around a car model's production life cycle includes the more tactical tasks
surrounding its production i.e. the final preparation and engineering for serial production.

These taSks are carried out before mass production of the model commences. Renault
usually assigns these tasks to a plant in its traditional production home base (North-West
of Paris). This has at least been the case over the last decades with respect to "fast moving"
models like the Clio and Renault 5 in Flins, Renault 9, II, Ig and Mlgane in Douai, Renault
21,25, Laguna and Safrane in Sandouville. For the more niche products peripheral factories
have recently been chosen as well: Palencia for the Mtgane Coupt and the Megane Classic
(FASA-Renault, I996, p. 26; I997, P.30; I999, p. 16; 2001, p. 22) and Bursa, Turkiye, for the
Mtgane Break (Renault, 1998, p. 30). Once the production routines are put in place by the
"leading plant", they are introduced in the other factories where the same model will be
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assembled. Typically, workers from the other plants come and learn about new production

aspects of a new model in the leading factory. In this case, the workers ofthe Valladolid
plant come to the Flins plant to be trained with respect to the Clio. Thus, it is clear that there

is a certain car model-specific hierarchy among Renault plants.

The third group of activities involved in the production life cycle of a car includes
production, purchasing of generic material below a specific cost threshold (Gilodi, 2001;
Yeboles, 1997; Torrico, 2002), final production engineering in the plant, final inbound
logistics and operational quality inspection. These responsibilities are allocated at the level

ofthe assembly plants. The Valladolid plant also carries out these activities.
With respect to the car model-specific assignment of serial production shares, it is
noteworthy that Renault has a long tradition (until the late I99OS) of spreading production
per model over several plants. Only those models that need to be produced in a limited
quantity (the Safrane, the Spider sports car and previously the Renault 25,20 and 30) are
produced in a single plant. Consequently, many of the plants (certainly the Spanish ones)
have a long tradition of manufacturing a large variety of models at the same time. This was
the case untillong after the integration of FASA-Renault into the Renault structures. As
a consequence, many factories (except for the ones in Sandouville and Douai ) produce a
relatively small part of the overall continental production ofa certain model, independently
of the question whether or not a factory has a leading factory status. Today, for example,
the M*gane is produced in Douai, Palencia and Bursa (Turkiye), and it also used to be
produced by RIB Haren (Vilvoorde, Belgium). Likewise, the Clio is produced in Flins,
Valladolid and Novo Mesto (Slovenija). Previously, this model was also assembled in
Vilvoorde (Belgium) and Setubal (Portugal).
In addition, Renault's car model offer was for a long time characterized by a product range
that was too diversified, based on a set of platforms that Was too diverse, which did not
allow for a rigorous simplification ofplant-specific production programmes (Layan, I997,
p. I42). Whereas, for instance, PSA initiated a platform strategy through which many
Citroen and Peugeot cars shared an increasing number of accessories and components,
Renault maintained a very broad range of car models until the mid-I990s (Layan, I997, P·
I42). In certain years its production programme counted no fewer than 8 models i.e. the
Renault 4,5,9, II, IS, I9, 21 and 25 (Renault, various editions of Annual Reports from the
198os and Iggos).Such fragmentation of production shares led to low quantities of modelspecific production at most plants until the late 199OS. It is only since I998, when Renault
moved towards "mono-product oriented factories", that the model-specific quantities of
production at individual plants became substantial.

6.I.3· Corporate features ofRenault's management ofinter-firm relationships

Until the mid-1980s, outsourcing and supplier selection practices was organized on a
nation-by-nation basis at Renault. Thus, FASA-Renault had a considerable degree of
autonomy with regard to purchasing policies (Pedrosa Sanz, I997; Manero Miguel 1997;
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Gilodi, 200I; Rivas, 2001; Torrico, 2002; FASA-Renault, I988, I989; Renault, 199I).
Consequently, there was only limited overlap between FASA-Renault's supplier base and
that ofthe French Renault factories. In the second half of the eighties, as was reported, this
autonomy ceased to exist (Fernandez Arrufe and Pedrosa Sam, I997, P· 2I6; Renault, I988,
p. v, 1990, p. 9; Manero Miguel and Pascual Ruiz de Valdepeflas, 1998, p. 137; Parnitre, ZOOI;

Gilodi, 2001; Torrico, 2002).
The centralization pursued by Renault led to a company-wide reduction of the number of
direct supply relationships (see e.g. Renault, 199I, p. I9). Centralization o f purchasing
competences allowed for a higher level of uniformity of supplier networks around all of
the company's plants (Parnitre, 2O0I). Therefore, nowadays the composition of plantspecific supplier bases shows a high degree of communality as regards the participating
suppliers. This is reflected in the decreasing number of direct suppliers to Renault (see
Table 7). The introduction of strict quality requirements (the PSA-Renault quality
evaluation programme "Evaluation Aptitude Qualite Fournisseur", short: EAQF) and
tiering practices among suppliers as well as single sourcing practices contributed further
to this reduction, see e.g. Gorgeu and Mathieu, 1995; Florence, I996; Renault, I987, P. 2I,
Renault, 1987F, P. 34; Renault, I988, p. 30; Renault, I989, p. 27; Renault, I99I, p. 19,30;
Gilodi, 200I. One of the parameters for the EAQF iS the supplier's capacity to "...
accompagner Renault & 1'6tranger ..." (Renault, 199I, p. I9; Renault 1999, p. 28). This also
contributes to a reduction o f the overall supplier base as it stimulates the selection of
suppliers that can attend multiple Renault sites.

Table 7: Change in the number ofdirect suppliers to Renault
Year
Q

Year
Q

I984
Igoo

I985

1986

I989

I990

I991

I992

1246

I987
I 100

I988

I4IS

968

810

7z0

680

1993

1994

1995

I996

I997

I998
506

,999

2000

630
200I

6t6
507
497
500
527
512
585
543
Source: Author's elaboration based on Gor eu and Mathieu, ,995; Renault, Annual Reports, Paris, various
editions; Renault, Atlas economique, Paris, various editions.

We emphasize that the increased figure for 2000 is due to Renault's alliance with Nissan
at the turn ofthe century (Parniitre, 200Ii Renault, 2000, p. 2 , P. 27, P. 3I-34; 200I, p. 30-32,
P. 36; 2002, p. 37-42).

It is fair to state that the numbers presented in Table 7 are relatively small by European car
constructor standards. In addition to the above-mentioned developments with regard to
the uniformity and centralization policies adopted by Renault, as well as the developments

surrounding quality management, there are two other main factors explaining the relatively
small number of supply relationships Renault maintained.
1.

Renault's intention to stimulate the creation of large "... groupes franco-frangaises ou
i ddfaut franco-europtens." (Gorgeu and Mathieu, I995, P· 44; FASA-Renault, 1989,
P. 17);
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2. The filialization of in-house departments, which were acquired a posteriori by large
international supply groups that offered a wide array ofautomotive inputs, and which
replaced the previous supply situation in which Renault worked with multiple smaller
firms (Renault, 1988, p. IS; Gorgeu and Mathieu, 1995, P· SI, 53, 58; La Lettre du
GERPISA, no. I21, mars 1998; Parnitre, 200I).
This Way, the amount of remaining supplier groups over time was reduced drastically.

Ad I: "La diminution du nombre de fournisseurs peut aussi etre due i des regroupements,
car depuis quelques anndes Renault, cornme PSA, encouragent les entreprises ayant des
complementaritts de production A des alliances ou i des rapprochements, en favorisant
en prioritt les regroupements franco-francis ou J ddfaut franco-europtens." (Gorgeu and
Mathieu, I995, P· 44)· By extension, it seems fair, however, to state that the accent was not
so much on maintaining a French touch among the suppliers base. Non-French and even
non-European parmers were also seriously considered as supply partners. It is, thus, more
fair to state that patriotic sentiments did not play a dominant role in fostering the creation
of large supply groups (Parniere, 200I; FASA Calidad, 1989, p. 5)· Examples of
reBroupements with relevance to Renault, are the creation ofSommer Allibert and Siemens'
"sociate commune": SAS in I996 (Siemens, 1996, I999), the incorporation of Reydel by
Plastic Omnium (Plastic Omnium, Letter No. 7, June 2001), Sylea's absorption by Labinal,
followed by Sylea's sale to Valeo (Hoover, 2002), Roth Frdres' take-over by Johnson

Controls (Rombo 72, p. Iz; Johnson Controls, 2001; IFA, I999; Renault, 1988, p. I8, p. 30;
Renault, I989, p. 27), Tubauto's incorporation into Bertrand Faure (Parnitre, 2001), and
the joint ventures between Solvay and Plastic Omnium (Solvay, 2002) and between Inoplast
and Plastic Omnium (Entreprises Rh6ne-Alpes, septembre 2000 - No. I439)·
With respect to the Spanish based FASA-Renault suppliers, Renault pursued a similar
strategy. There, too, an approach between local suppliers and large international groups
was fostered (FASA-Renault, I989, p. 17; I990, p. 7.I; I99I, p. Io-II; ITEC, I998). Illustrative
examples ofthis are: Mecanismos Auxiliares Industriales' (MAISA) take-over by UTA, and
later by Lear (Generalitat de Catalunya, 2OOI, p. II5), the take-over of S.G. Hules by Solvay
(Solvay, 2002), ATEPSA by Reydel and later by Plastic Omnium (Plastic Omnium, Letter
No. 7, June 2OOI), Gunasa by Sommer Allibert (Automotive Information Centre - MIRA,
May 1998), the joint venture between FASA-Renault's supplier Trety from Maganet de
la Selva (Girona) and Renault Alsacian-based seat component supplier Treves which led
to the creation of Ibtrica de Asientos (Rombo 79, P. 6; Mandos 16, p. 8) and the subsequent
take-over by Johnson Controls of the Iberica de Asientos factory (El Norte de Castilla, M
de abril de 2002, p. II). Notably via its acquisition of Roth Freres and the purchasing of
Treves' business share in seat production centres in 1998 for Renault Clio's, Johnson
Controls is not just a supplier to FASA-Renault, but also a partner o f Renault France in
seat production (see e.g. TPV Johnson Controls d.0.0., ZOOI).
Ad z. Throughout the last two decades ofthe zoth century, Renault has been very active in
reshaping the perimeter ofits activities (Parniere, 200i). This led to the filialization of several
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activities or to the sell-offofthese activities to third parties. Here we witness the same as
regards the nationalities of the suppliers implied. Marriages have been sealed between
previous in-house activities and both French and non-French suppliers. The main criterion
to choose the partners in question has been to secure the highest component quality
(Parni6re, 200I; FASA Calidad, I989, p. 5)·

The following is an anthology ofcases offilialization-externalization at Renault.

First of all, the sell-off of Renault's entire seat production and development activities
(previously filialized under the Sotexo umbrella) to Bertrand Faure, to Roth Frtres and
to johnson Controls should be mentioned (Rombo 72, p. 12; Johnson Controls, 20OI;
Renault, 1988,9 18,9 30; Renault, 1989, p. 27)·
Renault's navigation electronics department was externalized through the set-up of
"Renix". At the outset, this company was a joint venture between Renault and Bendix. Later,
Renault withdrew completely from this joint venture and when Allied Signal took over
Bendix, the electronics activities was a completely externalized activity as far as Renault
was concerned. Finally, Renix as a whole was acquired by Siemens (Parni re, 1.OOI; Siemens,

1999)

Cabling activities is another component from which Renault actively withdrew through
filialization strategy. Simultaneously, it involved RheinshagenlDelphi, Labinal and UTA
in its initial projects to externalize the cabling activities (see e.g. Parnitre, 200Ii Gilodi, 200I;
Renault, 1990, p. 9; Renault, I997, P. IS)· Its branch Tecnoffra ended up in the hands of
UTA. With respect to several Renault plants that were already dedicated to cabling
activities, we see how they finally end up in the hands of companies specialized in cabling:
. . . l'usine . . . dtjA engag6 dans une reconversion partielle vers une activitt de cal,lage,...
rejoint la destinte d'un spdcialiste international de ce mttier" (Renault, I99O, p. 9).
a

64

The production and development o f several chassis and power train elements have also
been actively sold off. For instance, the valve production at Renault Ortdans was transferred
to TRW (Renault, I997, P· I5; La Lettre du GERPISA, no. I21, mars 1998).

Another example was the combined externalization-filialization oftransmission axles. Until
the beginning of the I9805 these were 100% manufactured by Renault. Then GKN took
over part of the production, while the other part was filialized. The intention was that this
filial would also service other clients, but this was not achieved. Moreover, it appeared to
be increasingly difficult to keep up with and master the necessary technologies to stay in
the vanguard of this business. As a consequence, Renault decided to Stop producing
transmission axles itself (Gilodi, 2001).
Also in relation to transmission parts, in I997 (Renault, I998, p. 69; La Lettre du GERPISA,
no. Iii, mars 1998) Renault opened discussions with NTN, a Japanese automotive
components supplier in the field of universal transmission joints, which led to a joint
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venture in the Le Mans region. In 1999 the materialization of this joint
confirmed (Renault, 2000, p. 37)·

venture was

In I989 a start was made with transferring SMI (Socittd Mdcanique Irigny: directions) to
Koyo. Little by little, Koyo's participation in SMI's steering direction activities grew:
Depuis la prise de controle par la firme japonaise Koyo, . . .l a participation est passde de
35% i 75%" (Renault, I994, P·44)·
64

In 1989, SMM (Societe Mosellane de Mdcanique), involved in pieces for gear boxes, was
also sold to Kolbenschmidt (Gorgeu and Mathieu, I995, P. 58).

Various metal and stamping activities have also been filialized or externalized. Chausson
Outillage was sold to Italian Magnetto, specialized in the engineering and production of
stamping tools (Renault, I998, p. 69). In the first half of I999, Renault pooled foundry
activities with FIAT's "Teksid Spa foundries" (Renault, I999, p. 34; Renault, 2000, p. 37)·
This involved, among others, Fonderies du Poitou and Funfrap (P). Also the Le Mans'
"... fonderie est filialist." (La Lettre du GERPISA, no. I2I, marS I998). Other parts ended
up in the hands of Hayes (Gorgeu and Mathieu, I995, P. 58). Likewise, several steel
operations ended up in the hands of third parties through a filialization-externalization
sequence i.e. transfers to Usinor Salicor (now Arcelor) and Ascometal in the I9805
(Parnidre, 2001; Gorgeu and Mathieu, I995)·

In the mid-1980s Renault's paint activities at Le Mans were filialized through the setting
des Peintures Le Mans" subsidiary. Afterwards, Renault agreed to
subcontract entire functions such as paint lines to outside partners (Renault, 1988, p. 30).
In the end, it was sold to Hoechst (Gorgeu and Mathieu, I995, P. 58).

up of the "Sociate

The production of rubber items by Renault was sold to Laird and Sommer Allibert
(Parnidre, 2001; Gorgeu and Mathieu, I995) in the second halfofthe I98os. Since then, it
has changed ownership a number oftimes (Parnidre, 2001) ending up principally in the
hands of Sommer Allibert and Plastic Omnium.
By transferring the activities mentioned above to large internationally active groups,
Renault was able to achieve a sharp reduction of direct supply relationships, as reported
in Table 7. It also enabled the various Renault plants, whether located inside or outside of
France, to work with similar supplier bases.
From the previous analyses of Renault's filialization-externalization activities and its policy
of encouraging inter-supplier cooperation, it becomes clear that a large variety of
nationalities and origins of capital are involved in the suppliers with which Renault
maintains direa relationships. This is further enhanced by the many examples that can be
forwarded regarding alliances and take-overs as such in the automotive supply world
(Parniere, 2001). The official statement is that no "nationality preferences" play a role in
Renault's supplier or partner selection (Parniere, 2001; FASA Calidad, 1989, p. 5) and that
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Renault explicitly follows a policy of widening its geographical scope in its supplier search
activities (Renault, IggI, p. I9). The individual examples that were mentioned above
illustrate this. More significantly, company-wide statistics also confirm the gradual increase
in sourcing from foreign suppliers.

With respect to the evolutions in the nationality structures of the value of Renault's
purchasing activities, we can supply the following figures.

Table 8: Location ofRenault's supplier base in percentages in function ofsupply
value

Country

1990

I992

I994

I995

I996

2000

F
E

75.0

76,0

74.6

75.0

74.2

71.0

11.4

II.5

II.2

12.4

4.8

5.9

4.9

6.0

6.8

D

-

1

-

2.8

z.5

2.7

2.2

I.7

P

-

O

0.9

I.0

0.9

1.7

Rest

-

0

3.1

3·8

4.3

0

0

1.6

1.1

I.2

0

Europe
Rest World

-

USA

-

3.0

0

0

0

0

J

-

1.4

0

0

0

0

UK

O.9

0

0

0

1.6

8

-

0

0

0

0

1.0

Rest

250

0

0

0

0

2.3

Source: Author's elaboration based on Renault, Atlas economique, Paris, various editions.

Table 9: Origin ofcapital ofRenault's supplier base in percentages in function of
supply value
Country

1990

I993

I999

2000

200I

F
E

50.0

47.0

44.4

40.4

39.0

-

4.5

3.4

3.2

3.0

15.0

I78

I8.9

22.0

13.0

2.7

5.5

6.0

0

0

0.6

D
I

P

-

S

-

0

1.8

2.3

3.0

USA

-

9.0

13'7

17.0

17.0

-

UK

8
Rest

-

50.0

1.0

4.2

3.6

3.0

6.0

6.9

3.8

30

0

1.6

0.7

4·5

3.5

4·0

Source: Author's elaboration baset, on Renault, Atlas economique, Paris, various editions.

Table 8 shows a relatively stable situation. France and Spain are the main Standorter from
where suppliers physically ship their components to the various Renault plants. Table 9
instead shows a gradual erosion ofthe positions of suppliers of French and Spanish capital
in favour of notably Japanese, German and US suppliers. As Table 9,like Table 8, is based
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on purchasing value, it is likely that the percentages involved are also influenced by the fact
that the suppliers from the latter countries are especially active in high-value propulsion,
steering, electronics and power train components (e.g. TRW, LucasVarity, Siemens, Bosch,
NTN, Koyo...), whereas Spain and France have above all prominent suppliers in the
interior trim segments (e.g. Plastic Omnium, Sommer Allibert, Faurecia, Irausa...). The
latter represent a remarkably smaller share in the over-all value of (Renault's) car models
(see e.g. Renault Atlas dconomique, Edition I995, P. 27)· According to Parnidre (2001), the
value of French capital within Renault's supplier base was even higher before I990. I.e.
before the waves of acquisitions and alliances in the automotive supply business rolled in.
The same seems to be the case with respect to suppliers of Spanish capital.
The increasing shares ofUS, German and Japanese suppliers in Renault's total purchasing
combined with a relatively stable location picture (see Table 8), implies that the former
capital changes had no great impact on the places from which the physical supply is carried
Out.

The rise of japan as the country of origin of Renault suppliers has to do, above all, with the
Renault-Nissan alliance at the end of the 1990S and the intention to come to a joint

purchasing approach (Parniere, 2001; Renault, 2000 , p. 2, p. 27, P. 3I-34; ZOOI, p. 30-32, P.
36; 2002, p. 37-42).

The marginal presence of Swedish suppliers among Renault's supplier base, notably for
the year 1993, reveals that the Renault-Volvo alliance plans and the expressed desire to
purchase jointly up to 80% ofRenault and Volvo's accumulated procurement (Renault,
I990,947; Renault, I993, P. 40; Yeboles, 1997), never passed the stage of good intentions.
The various filialization-externalization steps taken by Renault that were documented
above, also underline the increasing importance ofthird party contributions to Renault's
final product (Renault, 199I, p. I9; 1994, P· 13; 1995F, p. 4, P· 23-24; 1996F, p. 28; 1997, P. 75;
1998, p. 72). This is also confirmed by statistics with respect to outsourcing vis-i-vis
turnover figures at Renault (see e.g. Renault, 1995F, p. 24; 1996F, p. 28; I997F, p. 75; 1998,
p. 16; 2000, p. 37)·

When using data from the various editions of Renault's Atlas dconomique and from the
company's Annual Reports regarding purchasing and turnover totals, in order to
reconstruct the changes in outsourcing intensity at Renault, one obtains the following

picture.
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Figure 7: Implication ofexternal suppliers in Renault I985-200I33
Implication ofexternalsuppliers in Renaultturnover 1985-2001
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We emphasize that these percentages are considerably lower than the outsourcing
indications Renault provides in its Annual Reports (see e.g. Renault, I995F, p. 24; I996F,
p. 28; I997F, p. 75; 1998, p. I6; 2000, p. 37)· For instance, with regard to I999 Renault (2000,
P. 37) argued that "... outsourced procurement accounts for about 80% ofthe assembly
cost o f its vehicles". The reason for the substantial difference in percentages, is that the
indications mentioned in the annual report only represent external purchases vis-1-vis
production (and probably product R&D) costs. They do not take into account distribution
and general overhead expenses (Florence, 1996, p. 34), where the balance inclines much
more towards in-company costs. Neither are marketing costs included in the outsourcing
percentages Renault forwards in its Annual Reports, for which the balance also inclines
much more towards in-company costs. The percentages presented in Figure 7 are indeed
based on the integrated cost structure of the Renault business apparatus, and not solely
on the costs related to "production" and"R&D".
When combining the contents ofTable 8, Table g and Figure 7, and the reflections that were
presented subsequent to Table 9, it appears that the centralization of purchasing activities
coincided in time with the rise ofoutsourcing phenomena. In fact, a slow but sure absolute
and relative increase in outsourcing can be observed from the Iggos onwards, which is also

u

A break-down of total annual purchasing values would reveal that 75-80% is "productive":
automotive parts and pieces and 20-25% hastodowith generic purchasinggoods, such as industrial
equipment and facilities, tooling and after-sales (Renault, Atlas tconomique, various editions).
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the decade in which Renault intensified its filialization and externalization policies.
Furthermore, to keep the supplier base within manageable proportions, a policy towards
working with a limited amount of suppliers for a larger or richer package of products was
followed, as is evidenced by Table 7. It is also against this "multiple background" that the
documented encouragement of approaches between local, in this case Spanish, suppliers
and large MNEs and vice versa should be understood.

6.2.

The Renault 5 - Clio transition period

6.2.I. Analysis
The Renault 5 had been in production at FASA-Renault Valladolid for almost I8 years. The
latest generation of the Renault 5, le Supercinq, was launched in 1984. Serial production

was started in Valladolid in December I984 (Rombo 49, P. 4)·
From June I990 onwards Renault started producing the Renault Clio as the follow-up to
the Renault Supercinq (Renault, 1991, p. 7, I6,23-24). The first units were assembled in the
Flins factory in France from February 1990 onwards (Rombo 83, P. 4)· They were

commercialized from June I990 onwards (Rombo 83, P. 4; Renault, I 99I, p. 23). Soon
afterwards, in April I990, serial production also commenced in Valladolid (Rombo 83, P.
4; FASA-Renault, I99I, p. 8). Commercialization of the Valladolid-produced Clio's
commenced in September 1990 (Rombo 83, P. 3-4)·

The first Clio generation stayed in production until March I994 (FASA-Renault, 1995, P.
I9) when it was replaced by the second-generation Clio (Renault, 1995, P. 22).
6.2.i.I FASA-Renault Valladolid's production share in continental Clio production

The Renault Supercinq production process had been piloted at the Flins factory (Rombo
49, P. 5)· Flins provided monthly assistance in production engineering to the Valladolid
plant. Flins had started serial production of the Supercinq several months before Valladolid.
Therefore, the experiences acquired at Flins were transferred to the Valladolid plant
(Rombo 49, P. 5)· Apart from Valladolid and Flins, the Supercinq was also produced in
Haren (Renault, 1986, p. 25) and at Renault's manufacturing subsidiary "Renault
Portuguesa".

Production piloting for the first Clio generation was again carried out at the Flins factory
(Rombo 83, P. 4, P· 23)· The initial division of production shares was as follows (Renault,
1991, p. 24): Flins (1,430 cars per day), Valladolid (550 cars per day), Haren (500 cars per
day) and Setubal (I50 cars per day).
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Data on the annual production shares ofthe Valladolid plant related to the Supercinq and
the first Clio generation result in to the following overview.

Table IO: Annual production volumes at FASA-Renault Valladolid and share in
total Supercinq and Clio production between I9854994

Supercinq and Clio

Year

first-generation
production by FASARenault Valladolid

Total produaion of
Supercinq and Clio

FASA-Renault
Valladolid share in
total Renault

Renault

Supercinq and Clio
first-generation
production

first-generation by

I985

36,635

498, 94

7,4%

1986

25'496

484,537

5,3%

I987

36,435

SIS,673

74%

1988

23'915

559,400

4,3%
3,8%

989

19,688

513,99I

I990

43,404

446,329

9,7%

I991

I2I,433

668,125

18,2%

I992

140,541

730,072

(9,3%

I

22,2%
482,07I
107,046
I993
24'6%
514146
128,94
I994
Source: Author's elaborationbased on FASA-Renault, Memoriay Balance 1985-1994, Madrid, 19861995;

Renault, Annual Reports I9851994, Paris, I986-I995·

The figures in Table IO indicate that, from an intra-firm network perspective, the Valladolid
production site was o f marginal importance with regard to the models indicated in the
period in question. Nevertheless, the Valladolid plant played a much more important role
-from a model-specific and cross-border perspective on production- during the Clio era
(from 1990 onwards) than during the Renault Supercinq era (until I990). The factory also
produced other models, but throughout the whole period under consideration the
Supercinq and the Clio respectively were its most important products.

Among the initial factories to produce the Renault Clio, production-wise the Flins plant
and -followed on a distance- the Valladolid plant were the most important ones. Not only
in terms of yearly production shares, which grew significantly for the Valladolid plant (see
Table IO), but also in terms ofthe production and supply to the other "Clio plants" oflarge
body parts and propulsion elements. Both factories provided large coachwork parts, such
as doors, hoods and

roof elements, and engine and exhaust parts to Haren and Setubal, the

other Clio factories (Rombo 83, P. 23, P. 25)· As such, Flins and Valladolid function as real
production centres, whereas the others were mere assembly plants.
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61.I.2 Evolution ofsupply oriBins to FASA-Renault Valladolid

During the Renault Supercinq production period, production at the Valladolid plant was
stilliargely fed by and embedded in national supply structures, with limited interchange
of pieces with other Renault plants or import of pieces from suppliers abroad. Overviews
o f supplier relationships o f FASA-Renault with respect to the years I988-I989 reveal a
Spanish-based constellation of suppliers with concentrations throughout Castilla y Leon,
the Madrid area, Catalunyl Euskadi (the Basque Country) and Andalucia (Pedrosa Sanz,
1993; FASA Calidad, I989). Moreover, it reveals a fairly fragmented supply structure in
terms

of multiple suppliers for the same parts (like tyres, suspensions and joints) and direct

supply relationships for several small pieces ofwhat would later be supplied as integrated
components or modules. This was notably the case for seating parts, dashboard and bumper
pieces.

From the Clio era onwards, a multi-tier system among suppliers was introduced. As a
consequence, only certain upstream supply actors maintained their direct relationships
with FASA-Renault, whereas many suppliers ofless integrated pieces and parts ended up
supplying to these few first tier suppliers.
Also a more uniform purchasing policy for all Renault plants was applied from the Renault
Clio era onwards. This led to more intensified outsourcing and to a linking of FASARenault with companies that were also working for other Renault plants. Consequently,
it gradually led to a stronger embeddedness of production at the Valladolid plant "au sein
du groupe Renault" with more intra-group transactions and product flows.

This intensified outsourcing and a stronger anchoring of the Valladolid plant in the Renault
Group structure can be illustrated via the following graphic.
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Figure 8: Break-down of supply origins ofthe Valladolid plant for the Renault
Supercinq and the Clio first-generation (value)
Break-down ofsupply origins FASA ,987.,994
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Regarding the geographical origin of foreign inputs, it appears that at the level of FASARenault these are very much in line with what Table 8 pointed out for the whole Renault
concern: a strong connection with French-based supply locations emerges from the
moment the Clio went into production and FASA-Renault was being integrated into the
Renault Group structure.

An analysis ofautomotive component imports at the level of the province of Valladolid
for the years I988-1994 reveals the same. Here we see France as the number one origin of
automotive components for the province of Valladolid, followed at a distance by Portugal,
Italy and Germany (lunta de Castilla y Leon - CEH D.G. de Estadistica, 2001).
As the main point of reference to comment on the evolutions pictured in the previous
figure, we mention the fact that in the period in question FASA-Renault's turnover grew
by a factor of I.47· As regards the inputs from third parties located within Spain, their value
increased considerably stronger between I987-I994 due to intensified outsourcing practices
(growth multiplier: 2.28). However, geographically speaking the origins remained more
or less unchanged compared to the ig88-1989 situation (see above). A breakdown in
October 199I of the suppliers for the first Clio generation (Mando z6, p. 6), confirmed the
picture of a supplier base scattered across Spain and selected inputs from France and
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Portugal. The attempts to introduce JIT practices for delivery to FASA-Renault (see e.g.
FASA-Renault, I989, p. II; FASA-Renault, I99O, p. 2Ii Renault, 1989, p. 27) from the Clio

production period onwards, apparently did not present a problem for FASA-Renault's
scattered supplier base. For when the Clio came into production, many of these suppliers
were able to adopt just-in-time or other tight logistic delivery schemes (Rombo 4, P. 8).
The integration of FASA-Renault into Renault-wide intra-firm component transactions
did not yet lead to a marked increase in inputs from other Renault plants (growth multiplier:
I.08) for the period 1987-1994. The main reason for this is that until the mid-199os, FASARenault kept producing most chassis and propulsion parts in-house: power trains, steering
directions, engines and gear boxes (Rombo 83, P.30; Renault Atlas dconomique, Editions
de I990, 1993 and 1995)· The incoming chassis components were supplementary to the
company's own production and were thus of a relatively small quantity. The following
overview of the I992 situation illustrates this point. In I992 FASA-Renault (both for
Valladolid and Palencia) received 200,000 gear boxes from Sevilla (considered as FASARenault production), 74,000 steering directions from SMI (France), 56,000 gear boxes and
45,000 engines from Cacia (Portugal), 115,000 motors and I08,000 gear boxes from Cleon
(France). The Valladolid plant produced 191,000 engines, 290,000 steering directions and
7I6,000 front and rear power trains for it's own purposes. For the export it produced
I9O,000 front and rear trains, 252,000 steering directions and I34,000 engines (Renault
Atlas dconomique, Edition 1993, P. 29). In addition to the chassis flows, incoming Renault
flows to FASA-Renault were mostly concentrated around comparatively lower added value
foundry pieces from, for example, Fonderies du Poitou and Funfrap (Renault Annual

Reports, various editions).

Furthermore, the previous figure clearly indicates that there was an ongoing shift from
intra-group provision of parts towards procurement from third parties. Imports of parts
from third party suppliers grew very strongly between 1987 and I994 (growth multipliers
for inputs from France and elsewhere were 5·33 and 6.25 respectively). Although in absolute
terms these imports were still of relatively marginal importance, the fact that they grew
a lot stronger than FASA-Renault's over-all turnover in this period (growth multiplier I.47),
made that its share in total turnover increased significantly. This outsourcing trend, but
also the concerted reliance of FASA-Renault on inputs from Renault sister plants, can also
be deduced from the following figures.
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Implication ofexternal suppliers in FASA-Renault I9851994

Year

Turnover FASARenault in MPTAS

Value ofexternal
purchasing in

External purchasing

as % ofturnover

MFTAS
I985

289,510

143,638

I986

342,49

I75,598

51,3

1987

4z4,985

245,02

57.7

49.6

1988

451,212

251,459

55.7

I989

515,919

299,448

58 0

1990

429,937

292,710

68.I

63.1
68.6

I991

453,739

286.252

1992

537,5I4

368,466

I993

483,796

344,317

71.2

I994

622,77I

469 413

75.4

Source: Author's elaborationbased on FASA-Renault, Memoriay Balance 1985-1994, Madrid, 1986-1995

A breakdown of the steep increase from

1985 onwards reveals that FASA-Renault's
outsourcing degree must basically be due to the two factors mentioned above (see also
Figure 8). First, a steady level of incoming components, notably chassis and foundry parts,

from other Renault plants (Pedrosa Sanz, 1993, P· 103; Mumzabal, 2000, Renault Atlas
dconomique, various editions; FASA-Renault, I988, p. ii-iii; Renault, I986). Second, a
stronger reliance on independent suppliers.
Given the contents of FASA-Renault's president's discourse at the start of the 1987 annual
report, we have reasons to argue that the increase in outsourcing by FASA-Renault between
I985 and I987 is completely due to an increase in intra-firm component flows: "Nuestras
empresas son rigidas, tanto al alza como a la baja y la cuestion laboral tiene una gran
importancia en esta dificultad de adaptacion. Por estas razones nos hemos visto obligados
a bajar nuestras exportaciones y a aumentar nuestras importaciones. Esta politica la han
seguido todos los constructores, pero nosotros, tal vez por estar mas integrados, 10 hemos
hecho en mayor medida. Hemos tenido que importar componentes y vehiculos para
completar nuestra oferta" (FASA-Renault, tg88, p. ii-iii). As no adequate data were available
for 1985 to enter that year in Figure 8, this could not be included. Nevertheless, we argue
that the discourse cited furms sufficiently support for our argument.

We stress that for FASA-Renault incoming intra-firm product flows were booked as
purchasing activities.34 Consequently, they form a relevant explanatory factor in the
evolutions presented in Table I i. For the company as a whole these intra-firm transactions
were of course not booked as external procurement. This explains the rather big difference
as regards the percentages indicated per year on FASA-Renault level in Table II, and on
group level in Figure 7. Moreover, as all kinds ofcorporate matters such as R&D, design
and sales expenses are not booked on subsidiaries' accounts the purchasing-turnover

'4

See the respective articles 19 and 15 of the financial appendices of the FASA-Renault Memorias

y Balances for the 19805 and the 1990$.
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quotient at the level of subsidiaries are even more misleading as regards the overall
involvement of suppliers in the integrated business activities of Renault as a group. For
the latter, we refer to Figure 7. However, Table II does provide clear indications regarding
FASA-Renault's reliance on external input providers, whether these were legally
independent entities or not.35 Thus, we can argue that the steep increase in FASA-Renault's
reliance on external inputs is both due to an increased reliance ofthe Renault Group as a
whole on external suppliers (see for example Figure 7, Figure 8 and the mentioned growth
multipliers for FASA-Renault's purchasing from third parties compared to growth ofits
over-all turnover) and On the enhancement of FASA-Renault's anchoring "au sein du
groupe Renault" (see e.g. Layan, 1997; FASA-Renault, I988, p. ii-iii; 1989, p. iii; 1990, p.
Io; Renault, IggI, p. 19).

From the increased reliance on third party suppliers and On the intra-firm supply of
components -notably from French Renault subsidiaries, it can furthermore be derived that
FASA-Renault's own added value vis-a-vis its turnover figures shrinked from
approximately 50% in I985 to around 25% in I994. The share of the value of external
suppliers located in Spain vis-J-vis FASA-Renault's turnover grew from around 20% in
I985 to 33% in I994. The overall Spanish value of the FASA-Renault production (FASARenault own added value, inputs from other Spanish-based Renault sites and from
independent Spanish-based external suppliers) dropped from around 70% in I985 to 58%
vis-a-vis FASA-Renault's turnover in I994· The foreign input component grew from around
30% to approximately 42% in the same period.

With respect to the external suppliers located in Spain, the following investment and
location details should be highlighted.
As indicated before, Renault and FASA-Renault's intended to harmonize the supplier bases
of their various plants (Gorgeu and Mathieu, 1995; FASA-Renault, I989; 1990; 1991;

Renault, I988; La Lettre du GERPISA, no. I2I, marS I998; Parnitre, 200I). Also, they
intended to encourage the creation of a supplier base for FASA-Renault that consisted of
...un tissu de fournisseurs, espagnols et etrangers, qui soient compttitifs au niveau
international. Elle a ainsi favorisd le rapprochement de fournisseurs espagnols avec des
fabriquants internationaux de composants, pour consolider des entreprises dont le marcht
etait auparavant essentiellement local. » (Pedrosa Sanz, 1993, P· I07)· The former implied
that an important part o f FASA-Renault's Spanish-based suppliers was taken over by
foreign groups or their supplies were replaced by component Ilows coming from greenfield
investments by foreign groups in Spain, i.e. in line with Renault's intentions to obtain a
66

'S

Inputs acquired by Renault's headquarters and transferred to the FASA-Renault subsidiary -a
practice that stems from the centralization of purchasing competences in the second half of the
19805-were directly booked as external procurements (both in the previous table -third columnand the blocks"value ofthird parties' inputs outside Spain" in Figure 8). Ofcourse, these represent
net purchasing for the company as a whole as well and, therefore. also served as input for Figure
7 (see also Mandos 26, p. 7)
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more uniform supplier base for all its continental factories. Alternatively, incumbent
suppliers were encouraged to pursue internal growth strategies, sustained by Renault. This
was, for example, the case with the Burgos-based Grupo Antolin Irausa.
As noteworthy cases of foreign capital intervention with respect to FASA-Renault suppliers
located in Castilla y Leon, we can mention the following examples for the period in
question: Treves in car seating (F), Plastic Omnium and Reydel in synthetic components
(F), Sommer Allibert in carpeting (F), Solvay in deposits (B), Inerga/Eurotec in front and
rear end pieces (D), Johnson Controls in car seating (USA). Apart from Traves' and Plastic

Omnium's ventures, all these investments were made in already existing establishments.
These examples show that most investments were take-overs instead of greenfield
investments.
It turns out that most of the investments, and also a lot ofother suppliers to FASA-Renault
were located on the axis Jatn-Madrid-Vigo through which the Renault sites (Sevilla,
Valladolid and to a lesser extent Palencia) and the PSA sites (Peugeot Madrid and Citroen
Vigo) are linked. In fact, many ofthe suppliers on this axis operate sites on this axis from
which they simultaneously attend several ofthese Renault and PSA sites (see e.g. Plastic
Omnium Annual Reports, various editions, ECIA Annual Reports, various editions;
Bertrand Faure Annual Reports, various editions; Faurecia Annual Reports, various
editions; Solvay Annual Reports, various editions; ITEC, I998). Since FASA-Renault
Valladolid was not the leading factory in terms of production engineering or production
share ofthe Renault Clio or ofany other Renault model, it is questionable whether the
Valladolid plant was the primary client of these suppliers and thus, whether it would pay-off
to set up buyer-specific sites for such a client. Therefore, suppliers were not primarily
influenced by the location ofthe Valladolid plant alone in deciding where to settle, but they
took the location of all of their major clients into account. The fact that -apparently at
FASA-Renault's and Renault's request- the accent was placed on take-overs rather than
greenfield investment as entry mode stimulated this further. As a consequence, the creation
of (semi-)dedicated supply sites was the exception rather than the rule and the over-all
outcome was a rather fragmented supplier base, geographically speaking.

6.2.2. Conclusions
During the transition period from the Renault Supercinq to the Renault Clio, the strategy
Renault followed vis-i-vis FASA-Renault's supplier base was to upgrade the incumbent
suppliers to partners that could satisfy the quality demands of Renault according to its
"EAQF" standards. That way, several former in-house operations were to be externalized.
One way to achieve this, and at the same time harmonize the supplier bases of the different
Renault plants -certainly in Europe-, was encouraging incumbent FASA-Renault suppliers
to approach or merge with large international groups that were already working for Renault
plants elsewhere (notably in France). The start of the Clio era -coinciding with an
intensification ofoutsourcing practices and FASA-Renault's integration into the Renault
Group- was not seized by Renault as the starting signal to dismantle FASA-Renault's
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traditional supply relationships and replace them by others. The crux of its strategy was
instead aimed at "continuity". Both in terms of the final actors involved in supply
relationships with FASA-Renault, and in terms of their location. In very few cases suppliers
did move closer to the Valladolid plant. The exception was the creation of Ibtrica de
Asientos (car seats) in Mojados, near FASA-Renault Valladolid, created by Catalan-based
Trety and French-based Trdves, later taken over by Johnson Controls.
It appears that the rather fragmented and distant relationships, spatially speaking, that
followed from the establishment patterns o f FASA-Renault's supplier base, was not an
impediment for complying with modern JIT and sequenced logistics requirements. FASARenault succeeded in operating just-in-time delivery schemes with suppliers from as far
away as Andalucia, Portugal and Euskadi (the Basque Country).

In terms of inter-firm network positioning, it appears that those suppliers that already had
a strong connection to the mother company or those that were willing to invest in such a
relationship (for instance through internal growth or the acquisition of or linking up with
incumbent suppliers to Renault), achieved pole positions more easily with respect to FASARenault Valladolid.
It appears that relationship-specific assets or geographical proximity were not necessary
in this positioning process. The fact that the Valladolid plant was not the leading factory
in terms of production engineering or production share of the Renault Clio or ofany other
Renault model, is arguably an important factor in explaining the absence of on-site
investments. It hampered possibilities for economies of scale or learning effects in the
engineering field. Consequently, investors or acquirers preferred to maintain or place their
establishments in areas from which they could either attend multiple clients or maintain
the client base already developed by the acquired factory. The non-assignment of leading

factory "features" to the Valladolid plant was in line with Renault's choices at the time in
favour of maintaining strategic and piloting activities in centrally located sites and
fragmenting model-specific production at a large number of factories. The Renault tradition
of producing multiple car models based on different platforms under one roof also
continued at FASA-Renault until 1996, with the Valladolid plant manufacturing 3 models
(the Twingo, the Clio and the Express - see: FASA-Renault, 1997, P. i7)· This was another
barrier for the factory to reach high production volumes of any single car model and,
therefore, reduced the Valladolid plant's possibilities of offering large site-specific
economies of scale to its suppliers.
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The Renault Clio second-generation and subsequent versions'

production periods
6.3·I. Analysis
The second-generation Clio went into production in March 1994 (Renault, I995, P. 22;
FASA-Renault, I995, P. I9). It was initially produced in Flins, Haren, Setubal, Valladolid
and Novo Mesto (Slovenija) (Renault Atlas dconomique Edition I995, I996, p. 23). Again,
the Flins plant was the most important production hub and the plant to carry out finetuning of production engineering before serial production would commence at the various
production sites. In April I996, the second-generation Clio was restyled (Mandos 75, P.
I). Apart from the esthetic and equipment retouches to the model itself, this caused no
changes to the intra-firm production organization described above.
In I997 Renault presents a completely new Clio, the Clio II (Renault, I998, p. I2, p. 70;
Renault, I999, p. 26,32; Mandos 94, P· I, 3). The start of its production from I998 onwards
was accompanied by a radical reorganization of plant-specific production assignments.
Stimulated by a loss in I996 (Renault, I997, P· 6, I4-IS; Rombo I43, P. I2-I3) and by losses
at the level of FASA-Renault in the years I996 and I997 (FASA-Renault, I997, P. 6-7; I998,

P· 7; Rombo 143, P. Io-II), Renault decided to rationalize its business apparatus seriously
and to hive offits least profitable branch locations.
This had led to the sale ofthe Setubal plant (P) in I996 (Renault, 1997, P. IS; FASA-Renault,
I997, P. Io). Subsequently, this plant commenced producing Clio's under license in I996
selling them to Renault's Portuguese sales network (L'Echo, Ier au 3 mars 1997, P· 2;
Renault, I997, P· IS; Renault Informagao 88, p. 24). From a Renault perspective, it meant
that Setubal was no longer an integral part of Renault's business apparatus.

Rationalization had also led to the closure of the Haren plant in Belgium in the second half
of I997 (Rombo ISI, p. 2I; Renault, I997, P. IS; Renault, 1998, p. IS, p. 26; FET, I maart 1997,
L'Echo, Ier au 3 mars I997, P· 2; Le Monde, Ier mars I997, P· 20; Renault, I998, p. 16).

Furthermore, it had led Renault to reconsider its FASA-Renault assets and opt for single
product production schemes at the FASA-Renault plants (Renault, I999,9 27; FASARenault. I997, P. 7; 1999, p. 16).

Consequently, production of the Clio II took place in Flins (which at the same time acted
as the piloting plant for Clio Il production engineering, see e.g. Renault, 1998, p. I7; Renault,
1997, P. I4; Rombo IS3, P· IV), Valladolid and Novo Mesto (Slovenija): "To increase
efficiency, we cut the number of sites to three -Flins in France, Valladolid in Spain and
Revoz [Novo Mesto] in Slovenija- setting high standards for each." (Renault, 1997, P. I4)·
The plant-specific production quantities were foreseen at 980 units daily at FASA-Renault
Valladolid, 840 at Flins and 480 at Novo Mesto (Rombo I53, P. V).
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A further implication was that the Valladolid plant manufactured its last Renault Twingo
in I997, after having produced its last Renault Express in I996 (FASA-Renault, I997, I998).
Consequently, from I998 onwards the Valladolid plant was solely dedicated to Clio
production. The same happened with the FASA-Renault Palencia plant, which shifted from
Mtgane and Laguna production to Ioo% Mtgane production in I998 (FASA-Renault, I997,

I998, I999).

Another completely new Clio was launched in the first half of 2001 (Mandos 129, p. I;
Renault, 2002F, p. 3, P· 43, P· SI) and was first marketed in June 200I (Renault, 2002, p. SI;
Perfiles 3, P. 3)· Production ofthis model was again divided among Flins, Valladolid and
Novo Mesto (Slovenija). FASA-Renault Valladolid had started producing the latest Clio
the 246 of April 2001; the same day as the Flins plant did (Mandos I29, p. I; Renault, 2OO2F,
p· SI). Again, the Flins plant served as the piloting plant for preparing the prototypes, testing
the first preseries production and fine-tuning production engineering for serial assembly

(Renault, Global Magazine 4, Mayo 2001, p. 13).
6.3.I.I FASA-Renault Valladolid's production share in the continenml Clio assembly

Obviously, the closure ofHaren and the sale of Setubal, which followed from Renault's
internal rationalization plans (Renault, I997, P· 6, I4-IS), and the partial shift of Clio
production towards Valladolid as well as the switch to a monoproduct production scheme
favoured the Valladolid plant's Clio assembly activities both in absolute and in relative
sense.

Table I2: Annual production volumes at FASA-Renault Valladolid and share in
total Clio production between I994-200I

Year

36

Production of Clio

Total production of

second-generation
and subsequent
versions by FASARenault Valladolid

generation and
subsequent versions

Clio second-

FASA-Renault
Valladolid share in
total production of
Clio second-

by Renault

generation and
subsequent versions
27.0%

128 ,94

477,529

1995

91,992

428,799

ZI.5%

1996

125,483

409,354

30·7%

1994

1997

136,607

4I2,383

33·I%

1998

205,669

507,485

40·5%

I999

275,058

57I,878

48.1%

2000

280,667

640'252

43·8%

2001
277,I88
42.8%
648,346
Source: Author's elaborationbased on FASA-Renault, Memoriay Balance f994-200[, MadrH, 1995-2002,
Renault, Rapport Annuel !994-2001, Paris, I995-2002

36

NotaBene: thefigures incolumnjand4 for the year 1994areslightly differentfrom those
in Table 10 the sum of Renault Clio and Renault Supercinq were presented.

I 0, as

in Table
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It is clear to see that the overall production figures at FASA-Renault Valladolid grew
substantially after I997; the year in which Haren was closed and the monoproduct factory
philosophy was adopted at FASA-Renault Valladolid. It turns out that the Valladolid plant
is the site that has assembled most Clio's since 1998, surpassing even the Flins plant (Perfiles
3, P. 3)· Additionally, as a consequence of the Clio production concentration in Flins and
Valladolid, at both sites a paint shop and plastic injection work shop was installed in order
to colour all the bumpers in the same colour of the main coachwork and to assemble the
various front-end pieces into one module (Renault, Global Magazine z, Marzo 2001, p. 404z; Renault, Global Magazine 6, Julio 200I, p. 40-42; Perfiles 3. P. 3, II). However, in terms
of the more tactical and strategic activities around the Clio's production, Valladolid still
holds second place to Flins. This also holds true for the re-internalized front-end production
and assembly activities themselves (Renault, Global Magazine 2, Marzo 2001, p. 42). Thus,
from a Clio-specific intra-firm network position it is clear to see that the Valladolid plant
gained importance, although mostly in assembly terms and not in managerial or conceptual
terms. Consequently, all things considered the Flins plant is still the most important Renault
site as regards the Clio. On the one hand, from a viewpoint of Clio-specific physical supply
the Valladolid plant becomes more important for suppliers. On the other hand, from a
viewpoint of proximity to the Renault Clio development and piloting centre, the Valladolid
plant has not become more attractive.

A salient detail is the fact that the other FASA-Renault plant, the one in Palencia, also saw
its production share in the Mtgane assembly grow after the monoproduct philosophy was
applied to the FASA-Renault factories and part ofthe Mtgane production from Haren was
assigned to Palencia in 1998. Moreover, Palencia was appointed pilot factory for the
M6gane Coupt and the Mtgane Classic (FASA-Renault, I996, p. 26; I997, P. 30; I999, p.
I 6; 200I, p. 22; Renault, 1997, P. 12), thus creating incentives for suppliers to settle closer
to the plant.
6.3.Ii Change in supply oritiins

In line with Figure 8, charting the changes in supply origin between I987 and 1994, the
following figure shows the growing importance, in value terms, of the external input for
the assembly activities at the Valladolid plant.
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Figure 9: Break-down ofthe supply origins ofthe Valladolid plant between I994I999 (value)
Break-down ofsupply origins FASA Valladolid I994-1999
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Source: Author's elaboration based on FASA-Renault, Memoriay Balance, MadrW, various editions.

As our point of reference to comment on the evolutions presented in the previous figure,
we mention the fact that in the period in question FASA-Renault's turnover grew by a factor
of I.92. In the same period, 1994-I999, the input provided by French-based third parties
grew by a factor of 2.55. As such, this was the fastest growing supply origin. This trend can
be explained Via the filialization and sell-off of several activities during these years by
Renault to independent suppliers (ACI, Koyo, NTN, TRW ...). Also the trend towards
cross-model part communality so as to achieve better economies o f scale from selected
supply centres and the subsequent termination at FASA-Renault of several chassis and

propulsion related manufacturing activities is an important explanatory factor (FASARenault, I996, p. 27; 1997, P. 31; 1999, p. I6, 28,56; 2000, p. Ig, 28, 56; Rombo 153, P· VI;
Renault, 1994, P· 44, I997, P· 12, I4-IS; I998, p. 16,68-69; 1999, p. I·4, I6,26-27,36; 2000,
P 36; Renault Atlas economique, various editions; Muruzabal, 2000). The discontinuation
of former in-house activities at FASA-Renault was fuelled in addition by the losses Renault
suffered in I996 (Renault, I997, P. 6,14-IS; Rombo I43, P. I2-I3) and the losses at the level

of FASA-Renault in the years 1993, I996 and I997 (FASA-Renault, I994, P· 6; 1997, P· 6-7;
I998, p. 7; Rombo I43, P. Io-II). The latter -within the framework of FASA-Renault's
integration to intra-firm component transaction schemes and attempts to achieve
purchasing economies- led to a situation whereby several chassis and propulsion
components, which until then had been produced by FASA-Renault itself, were now being
imported from French-based production centres. Concrete examples are steering directions
and rear trains (FASA-Renault, 1996, p. 27; 1997, P. 31; 1999, p. I6,28,56; 2000, p. 19,28,
56). The filialization and externalization of these French-based production centres also
led to the fact that imports from Renault France itsel f (legally speaking) grew, although
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by a smaller factor (I.77) than FASA-Renault's turnover (I.92). The factor by which third
parties' inputs based in Spain (2.2I) or in other countries other than France (2.IS) grew, was

slightly higher than the one with respect to FASA-Renault's turnover (I.92), but smaller
than the one with respect to French-based third parties' inputs (2.55)· In all, we see a further
intensification of foreign-based supplies to FASA-Renault Valladolid.
In concrete terms, in 1994 external suppliers located in Spain provided some 33% of FASARenault's turnover. In I999, this had grown to around 38%. Nevertheless, the overall
Spanish value ofthe FASA-Renault production vis-J-vis FASA-Renault's turnover in I999
(FASA-Renault own added value, inputs from other Spanish-based Renault sites and from
independent Spanish-based external suppliers) dropped from 58% in 1994 to 53%· Within
this Spanish component, the share of FASA-Renault's in-house added value vis-d-vis its
own turnover fell, dropping from around 25% in I994 to approximately I5% in I999. The
foreign input component grew consequently from about 42% to around 47% over the same
period. Thus, in this period a clear tWO-Step intra-firm rationalization of product flows can
be observed. The first step was the termination of certain in-house activities at FASARenault Valladolid and their substitution by supplies from Renault production sites with
superior economies ofscale or other advantages. The second step was the filialization and
externalization of these production sites to independent specialists with respect to the
component activities in question.
The increase in foreign supply and notably of French-based third party supplies (growth
multiplier 2.55) can first ofall be explained through the substitution ofin-house chassis

component production by import ofthese items from France, notably from the NIN, Koyo
and Auto Chassis International sites in Le Mans and Villeurbanne (Muruzabal, 2000;
Renault Atlas dconomique, various editions; FASA-Renault Memoria y Balance, various

editions).
The growing emphasis on imports from abroad are furthermore explained by the fact that
-with the exception of a part of the engine production and the gear box production which
are still under control of FASA-Renault- the most expensive mechanical and electronic
propulsion parts come from abroad, notably from France and Germany. On the other hand,
it is especially the interior trim and exterior trim components, which represent less value,
that are provided by Spanish-based supply sites.
The absence of a strong local link with suppliers with Castilla y Leon or Valladolid-based
companies -in particular with regard to the higher-value components, as is illustrated by
Table I3 (in terms o f concrete actors) and Figure 9 (in terms o f value), is also found in
analyses by Pedrosa Sanz (1993) and Fernandez Arrufe and Pedrosa Sanz (1997) in terms

of the limited effects FASA-Renault produced in labour market terms among suppliers
in the province ofValladolid and Castilla y Leon as an autonomous community. Likewise,
it is supported by the statements of various automotive enterprises regarding the limited
regional connections between FASA-Renault and automotive supply companies of Castilla
y Leon: "... the major manufacturers do not have many suppliers in this region [Castilla
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y Leon] . . . contrary to what might be expected, the Renault, Nissan and Iveco plants in the
autonomous community do not demand a great deal ofwork and services" (Autorevista,
no. 2I26, p. 53,60-6I). Further support for these findings can also be found in the many local
press releases that report on production interruptions due to insufficient supply of foreign,
notably engine, parts (see e.g. El Norte de Castilla, 04/10/2000, 21 II ZOOO, 03 12 2000,
09 I 2 2000, II I2 2000,03/0I 200I). Finally, the picture ofFASA-Renault's "non-locally
anchored supplier base" is also supported and strengthened by statements made by Carlos
Ghosn, former general director at Renault (now at Nissan) that reveal that, in spite ofthe
lower labour costs at Renault's Spanish plants, their unit-specific production cost is on a
par with their French homolosues' production cost due to the faa that on average the French
plants have their suppliers a lot closer and thus have lower logistic-related costs (El Pais,
3I de mayo 1998, p. 9). Most of the consulted experts indicate that it is especially the
centralization of purchasing powers from FASA-Renault to Renault Paris at the end of
the 19805 that caused a rift between FASA-Renault and many local suppliers (see e.g. Peran
Gonzalez, I997; Manero Miguel, 1997; Pedrosa Sanz, I997,2000; Muruzabal 2000; Rivas,

2001; Gilodi, 200I).

An analysis ofautomotive component imports at the level of the province ofValladolid
for the years I 994-2001 reveals the same. There we see France as the number one origin
of automotive components for the province ofValladolid, followed at considerable distance
by Portugal, Italy and Germany (Junta de Castilla y Leon - CEH D.G. de Estadistica, 2001).
The substantial imports from Italy are due to the presence ofIveco Pegaso in the Valladolid
province. An important part of the Portuguese and German imports are manifestly related
to FASA-Renault Valladolid, as will be made clear in the following actor analysis of supplier

network of the Valladolid plant.
6.3.I.3 Developments in the composition Ofthe supplier network around FASA-Renault

Valladolid

In order to further illustrate the developments as expressed, for example, by Figure 9 and
to reveal the changes at the level ofthe individually suppliers involved, the following table
presents a longitudinal reconstruction ofthe supplier network surrounding FASA-Renault
Valladolid and the locations ofthe involved companies for a sample of I6 automotive parts.
This sample represents a representative cross-cut of parts that are currently typically
sourced out by car constructors. Also propulsion and chassis components (gear box, engine,
brake devices, transmission, steering system and power train) are included, as vital
components ofthe final product. We emphasize that only those parts have been included
fur which the respective supplier(s) could be traced back over a sufficiently long period

oftime.
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In order to analyze the geographical developments and the major changes among the aaors
involved in the delivery ofour sample ofcomponents during the Clio production period
until the present, we will elaborate on a comparison between the Renault Clio firstgeneration period (I9907996) and the Renault new Clio era (200I and beyond). These two
periods mark the first and the latest time segment in which the Cho is produced. Moreover,
we find that the information obtained with respect to the period 1990-I996 is more
complete and accurate than the information relating to the period I984-I990, and thus
provides a better basis for comparison with the current situation, as represented by the
period 2001 and beyond. Finally, the period I984-I99O mainly concerns the production
period of the Clio's predecessor: the Renault Supercinq. In order to be able to make
statements regarding model-specific evolutions, it is therefore also best to take the 19901996 period as the point of reference. Finally, as the selection of suppliers for the Clio that
went into production in I990 took place between I985-I988 (Rombo 83, P. 4), it can be
argued that the selection of suppliers for component delivery to the Valladolid plant in
relation to the first Clio will reflect the historical supply relationships between FASARenault and its suppliers.
6.3.14 Analysis Ofthe geographical articulation of the supplier

network around the FASA-

Renault Valladolidplant
Based on a comparison between the Renault Clio first-generation period (I990-I996) and

the Renault new Clio era (2001 and beyond), the contents of Table B indicate the
following.17 We see that -for the supply ofthe 16 components under consideration- there
are 6 that undergo a geographical approximation without any on-site investments. Rather
they result from a shake-out and tiering among FASA-Renault's multiple suppliers until
1990. The only true approximations are the creation ofa new seat production centre in
Mojados, (Grupo Antolin) Irausa's approximation from Burgos to Valladolid through the
creation ofits "Revestimientos y Asientos" branch location in Valladolid and the creation
ofthe Bundy plant in Palencia. The first one is a "dedicated" production centre. The second
one -"Revestimientos y Asientos"- is also a production centre, but it serves multiple clients.
The case of Bundy for fuel alimentation concerns the establishment of a client-specific
storage sink. Bundy's major production centre in Spain is located in Barcelona and it has
opened satellite units, among others, in Palencia for FASA-Renault, in Madrid and in Vigo
for PSA plants (rrEC, I998). Furthermore, there are 4 cases where the successive suppliers
involved are located further away, resulting in longer supply distances to the plant. These
are all due to the change to French-based supply of certain propulsion and chassis
components as a consequence of Renault's centralization policies. Subsequently, we find
6 cases of status quo. In all, Table 13 shows a supplier network that is rather scattered over
Western Spain, some isolated supply establishments from the Ebro Delta (the Basque
Country, Zaragoza and Tarragona-Barcelona) and France. The supplier base of the
Valladolid plant by no means has become concentrated in or around Valladolid itselfover

1'
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time. Whereas for the Clio first-generation 4·74 of the components we analyzed were
mainly delivered from within the province of Valladolid, for the new Clio era (from 2001
onwards) this is the case for 5.41 of the 16 components. If we focus on Castilla y Leon as
the host region for FASA-Renault Valladolid's suppliers base, we see a growth from 5.58
to 7·67. This means that more than half ofthe analyzed components are provided from
outside the autonomous community of Castilla y Leon. At the same time, around two thirds
of the analyzed sample comes from outside FASA-Renault Valladolid's host province. This
clearly underlines the previous indications of the absence of tendencies of geographical
concentration and co-location around FASA-Renault Valladolid.
As reported above, to the extent that geographical approximation does occur, it appears
to be especially related to a tiering process of FASA-Renault's supplier base in which those
suppliers that are most nearby located emerge as first tier suppliers and in which the
suppliers that are located further away lose their direct relationships with FASA-Renault
Valladolid.
6.3.1.5

Analysis Ofthe actor composition evolutions Ofthe supplier network around the
FASA-Renault Valladolid plant

For many components, a tendency to go from a fragmented to an integrated (modularized)
outsourcing can be observed. See, for example, fuel alimentation, seat, cockpit, isolating
floor covers and small metal devices. Nonetheless, with regard to certain other components
I+n module-specific supplier relationships stay intact. This is for instance the case with
ignition systems, steering systems, interior trims and bumpers. According to Torrico (2002)
this may occur -in order to spread risks- with those components where Renault foresees
good relationships with several suppliers or with whom Renault already has had good
experiences in other areas.

In many cases the tiering processes coincided with the acquisition of first tier suppliers to
FASA-Renault by MNEs that already delivered to Renault France andior which were
involved in one of the filialization operations ofRenault France. Consequently, many of
the suppliers that emerge as tier one supplier to FASA-Renault were familiar ones, both
to the Valladolid plant and to Renault France. Thus, a status quo as regards many main
suppliers to FASA-Renault was the outcome. Most companies that acted as suppliers of
a certain component during the initial production period o f the Renault Clio still do so
today. Consequently, rather than genuine supplier substitutions, what has taken place are
virtual substitutions via take-overs and incorporations ofearly FASA-Renault suppliers
into the ranks o f MNEs that (already) function(ed) as suppliers to Renault France.
As such, many ofthe shake-outs were accompanied by transactions in which one ofthe
traditional FASA-Renault suppliers was incorporated into the ranks of a long-standing
supply relationship ofRenault France. This was the case with: exhaust pipes, rear and frontend bumpers, fuel tanks, seats, cabling, cockpit, floor covers, transmissions and to a lesser
extent for brakes, engine propulsion group, steering systems and interior trims, consoles
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and door and roof panels. As such, although it appears that, with regard to FASA-Renault,
strictly speaking there were a significant number of changes (in terms of ownership
structures), when we consider FASA-Renault as an integral part o f Renault, there were
very few genuine substitutions.
As regards the exhaust pipe, rear and front end bumpers, fuel tanks and transmission, we
see that FASA-Renault's "French connection" in the long run proves to be stronger than

FASA-Renault's long time relationships with, notably Basque, supply companies. A U.S.
specialist company in fuel tubes complemented the Franco-Belgian supplier for fuel tanks.
Likewise, in cabling, interior trims and consoles and door and roof panels we see that
FASA-Renault's traditional Portuguese suppliers lost their direct supply relations. Here,
first tier supply relationships end up at traditional French-based Renault partners and at
local multinational Grupo Antolin Irausa (another classic FASA-Renault supplier).

Cockpit and floor covers are a text book example ofhow a shake-out among several partial
suppliers leads to the emergence of one first tier supplier who co-ordinates and integrates
the efforts of several other lower tier suppliers. Here also, a French-based company came
to the front as the exclusive direct supply relation.
Seats ended up in the hands of Johnson Controls, a well-known company to the Renault
Group. It took over Roth Frdres, one of Renault's long-lasting supply partners, as well as
several seat activities ofanother classic Renault supplier: Traves.

Steering systems, transmissions, motor propulsion groups and brakes show clear signs
of Renault's company-wide rationalization policy which resulted in a depending of FASARenault on supply relationships with production centres in France, notably around Le
Mans.

Additionally, with regard to steering systems Spanish-based TRW Divesa was involved.
For the non-mechanical parts ofthe motor propulsion group, Spanish branch locations
of foreign companies dedicated to, for example, electronic ignition systems maintained
their first tier supplier position.

Gear box and motor supply also show how the fullintegration of FASA-Renault into the
Renault business apparatus led to a spread ofintra-group supply origins for these organs.

Lights and the starnping o f small metal devices were two exceptions to the rule. Neither
of them went through any specific changes that can be related to FASA-Renault's
integration into Renault's hierarchy and the accompanying centralization o f purchasing
competences, or to any kind ofother company-overarching logic.
As such, most cases of supplier involvement around component delivery reveal a survival
of the fittest process whereby the ultimate supplier was already a FASA-Renault supplier
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at the end of the 1980s. Only in the case of fuel tanks, steering systems, interior trims and
consoles, door and roofpanels, motor propulsion group and lights, we see that one or two
suppliers obtained a first tier supplier relationship while not being a first tier supplier at
the start of the Renault Clio production period. However, in all these cases the "new"
suppliers were secondary to the main supplier for the components in question and these
main suppliers had been in business with FASA-Renault at least since the end ofthe I9806.
For a further assessment of the changes in the actor composition of the supplier network
around FASA-Renault Valladolid, we will now attempt to characterize the changes that
took place during the last decade of the zoth century.

When taking the first Clio generation Clio, launched in I990 as the point of departure, in
the subsequent periods, I996-2001 and 200I and beyond, tWO product versions were
launched, the Clio II (I996) and the New Clio (200I). Based on the Valladolid-specific
component sample, this offers -ceteris paribus- two times 16 components; makes 32
possibilities to change the actor composition ofthe network
To characterize the changes that can be observed in the actor composition of the supplier
base of the Valladolid plant between I990-I996 and 2001 and beyond, we distinguish
between the following kinds of changes. (A) changes as a consequence oftake-overs of and
joint ventures with incumbent suppliers or intra-firm reallocation of production -possibly
within the own Renault hierarchy- resulting in virtual supplier substitutions (oligopolyrelated substitutions); (B) changes as a consequence of the involvement of a completely
new suppliers (competitiveness-oriented substitutions); (C) changes as a consequence of
the first time externalization of the production of an automotive part; and (D) (re-)
internalization ofpreviously outsourced tasks.

Table I4: Quantity ofchanges in actor composition ofFASA-Renault Valladolid's
supplier network by kind of changeB

substitutions

(B) competitivenessoriented substitutions

(C) first-time
externalizations

internalizations

IS

3·57

2.08

1

(A) oligopoly-related

(D) re-

Source: Author's elaboration

From Table 14 it follows that a large number ofoligopoly-related changes have taken place
in particular. These are due to the many joint ventures and mergers among a select group
of suppliers to the Valladolid plant, who at the same time were involved in the supply of

multiple components (like Plastic Omnium, Sommer Allibert and Faurecia). The

VI
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involvement o f these partners in the supply o f several components, means that
number ofthis type ofchange occurred.

a large

Of the IS oligopoly-related substitutions, it appears that 7 of them were changes in which
the leading entities were companies that were completely new to FASA-Renault Valladolid,
and which. consequently, can be considered as genuine substitutions. The others were
changes in which the new leading partner was already a supplier ofother components to
FASA-Renault Valladolid (and who now converted into "multiple components supplier")
or had been in the past.

In terms of "genuine" substitutions, we then observe 7 oligopoly-related substitutions plus
3.57 Competitiveness-related substitutions.

When applying the previous data to the formula presented in Chapter 4 for measuring
"longevity- ofbzb relationships, the following picture emerges.

Calculation 2: Degree oflongevity ofbzb relationships surrounding the Valladolid

plant between I990 and 200I
IO.57

L 1990-2001 = Ioo% * (I -

---------) = 67.0%
32.0

Source: Author's elaboration

This proxy indicates that a substantial number of changes in the actor composition have
occurred. Therefore, it seems to be at odds with what one might expect with regard to the
longevity of the relationships between a hub firm and its suppliers, according to N&I
approach to b2b relationships, the network view on IPM and the PISP model. However,
in view of the much larger number of stability-oriented changes that were detected, i.e. the
domination ofoligopoly-related substitutions in which many long-standing suppliers to
(FASA-)Renault were involved and which were explicitly directed at keeping "aboard"
traditional suppliers to the Valladolid plant as well as the various re-internalizations, it
should be acknowledged that this research case is in fact very much in line with the
propositions of the mentioned frameworks that it is especially changes and adaptations
with regard to existing relationships that take place. Certainly, when taking into account
that the Valladolid plant worked for various components with multiple suppliers. In that
context, the substitution of one out of several suppliers for a specific component embodies
a less drastic change. Finally, the time

period that was analyzed spanned more than a decade.

Still, the large number of oligopolization-inspired substitutions also supports the claim
that (rival) suppliers' tried to improve their relationship with (FASA-)Renault in an attempt
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for themselves. And that take-overs or mergers were much used

vehicles for this.
Regarding the nationality mix involved in the supplier network ofthe sample we analyzed,
we see the following development.

Table IS: Origin of capital ofsuppliers' sample for the Valladolid plant
Nationality
D
F

I990-I996

1996-2O0I

0.58

I.23

I.02

6.23

7.z5

6.zs

zooI and beyond

USA

0.17

2.67

5.I 6

E

7.63

3.68

I.79

P
B

UK
Total

0.5

1.20

0.74

0.33

0.33

0 ·33

0.33

0.25

16

16

O.32

16

Source: Author's elaboration.

Table I5 illustrates the developments regarding the capital structure behind the supplier
network of the Valladolid plant. It shows a significant loss of first tier supply relationships
by several autochthonous (Spanish) suppliers and the appearance of several U.S.-based
and lapanese suppliers. The latter penetrated especially into FASA-Renault's supplier
network through take-overs of activities that were previously conducted either by Renault
or by suppliers of Renault, as was also documented in Table I3 and the subsequent analysis.
Moreover, there is a relatively stable situation as regards French capital involved behind
the suppliers to the Valladolid plant. Whereas at the outset, French suppliers accounted
for more than 40% of the supply relationships ofthe analyzed components, in the period
2001 and beyond this percentage was also around 40%. The same can be said about the
involvement ofGerman capital. Whereas German suppliers accounted for a little more
than 4% at the outset, in the period 200I and beyond this percentage was approximately
8%. It appears that both the French consolidation and the Japanese and U.S. advance, went
at the expense of the autochthonous, Spanish, suppliers. Their share dropped from around
45% to II%. Percentually speaking, Japanese and U.S. suppliers improved strongest their
inter-firm network position vis-i-vis the Valladolid plant, augmenting their presence from
more or less 0% to 8% and 32% respectively.
These results also indicate -in spite of the French consolidation- an increased multi-national
diversification of the supplier base of the Valladolid plant and thus a detachment oflong-

lasting relationships embedded in a mutual home base for buyer and supplier, both seen
from a branch location and from a mother company perspective.
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6.3.2. Conclusions
Data analysis with respect to FASA-Renault's 1990-2001 supplier base points at a continued
company-wide strategy towards unified supplier bases for all (European) Renault plants.
As part of this strategy, the inter-firm network positioning on behalf of suppliers vis-J-vis

FASA-Renaulthada "buying existing establishments" character. This was due to Renault's
and FASA-Renault's explicit desire to continue incumbent supply relationships. Acquisition
moves by supplier MNEs were targeted at establishments on the Jadn-Vigo axis, from where
it was possible for suppliers to attend both FASA-Renault and other Spanish OEM plants.
Renault and FASA-Renault's attempts to pair supplier relationships can be interpreted
as a concerted form of "bonding": allying or aligning incumbent suppliers ofFASA-Renault
with Renault France suppliers instead ofreplacing the former by the latter. It appears that
such actions were orchestrated simultaneously with a further integration of FASA-Renault
into the Renault hierarchy, and when replacing production of one car model or model

version by FASA-Renault by a subsequent one.
As a consequence, we wimessed a rather reduced number of radical changes from the first-

generation Clio production period (1990-I996) to the New Clio production period (200I
and beyond). Instead, what dominated were the more incremental changes. We observed
a very large number of virtual substitutions through the creation of joint ventures and takeovers between incumbent suppliers, to a large extent aimed at maintaining supply
relationships with traditional suppliers to the Valladolid plant, or the filialization of
activities. From a corporate perspective there was, therefore, a striking continuity and in
bzb relations. This can be interpreted as support for the longevity argument with respect
to the conjoint ofbzb relationships of a hub firm according to the N&I approach to b2b
relationships, the network view on IPM and the PISP model.

Obviously, the type of "bonding" as described above prevented suppliers from moving
closer to FASA-Renault Valladolid. This was also true when the intra-firm network position
of this Renault branch location improved from I998 onwards.
When analyzing the developments of the capital involved behind the supply relations, we
see a steady presence of French capital, and an important rise -through take-overs and
filializations- of Japanese and especially U.S. capital. This indicates a gradual multinationalization o f the supplier network in question over time. This must first o f all be
attributed to a general internationalization o f business by companies from around the
globe. Moreover, the fact that the externalized activities of Renault generally ended up in
the hands of foreign companies, may also indicate that the French automotive industry does
not operate at the cutting edge in certain segments of this industry, notably the propulsion
and chassis segments. This should be considered an additional explanation for the multinationalization ofthe supplier network in this case.
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Geographical inertia on behalf of the Spanish-based suppliers ofthe Valladolid plant also
appears to have been fostered by the Way the former establishments were run after their
acquisition by foreign MNEs. They maintained their non-client specific character and
remained multiple-client oriented in order to attend several OEMs, notably on the IatnVigo axis. Moreover, many ofthese establishments had already been able to implement
JIT and sequenced delivery schemes to the Valladolid plant and, thus, felt no need to move
closer for logistical reasons either. In addition, the fact that very few supplier substitutions
were furced, further contributed to the geographical status quo and to the near absence
of on-site greenfield investments near FASA-Renault Valladolid.
Indeed, in several cases ofcomponent delivery it appears that suppliers did move closer.
However, these cases were mostly due to the implementation of a tiering system among

suppliers clustered around specific components, from which the suppliers located closest
emerged as first tier suppliers, and not due to a relocation ofone supplier or another.

In fact, the strongest geographical dynamism could be observed with respect to several
chassis components whose supply origins underwent serious changes in a two-step way.
The first step was the termination ofcertain in-house activities at the Valladolid plant and
their substitution for supplies from Renault production sites in France. The second step
was the filialization and externalization ofthese production sites to independent suppliers
that were specialized in the components in question.

In all, therefore, there was not a trend of suppliers moving closer to the Valladolid plant.
Its integration into the Renault ranks and its submission to Renault's strategic competences
led to a rationalization of the activities of the Valladolid plant from a group viewpoint. As
a consequence, FASA-Renault Valladolid was firmly connected to the Renault Group's
independent supply partners and to Renault's other production centres. This led to many
virtual substitutions o f the Valladolid plant's third party supply relationships, which in
practice still meant continuity with previous supplier relationships and locations. In
addition, it led to the outsourcing of previous in-house activities ofthe Valladolid plant that
were now supplied in their majority from France.
In summary, it appears that FASA-Renault and Renault's early insisting on a continuity
of the Valladolid plant's supplier relationships and the rather marginal importance ofthe
Valladolid plant with respect to the Renault Clio led to an initial geographical
deconcentration ofthe supplier network surrounding the Valladolid plant. Additionally,
the fact that most of suppliers' production centres had a multi-client vocation, fostered
geographical inertia further. Consequently, even when the Valladolid plant's intra-firm
network position improved (i.e. in terms ofClio-specific production share), this did not
lead to co-location processes.
The actor composition reconstruction (see Table 13) clearly reveals that Renault stayed loyal
to long-lasting b2b relationships and did not implement substantial supplier substitutions.
This can be considered a major factor explaining the absence ofco-location processes. What
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is more, with respect to those components where supplier changes occurred i.e. where
FASA-Renault in-house production was substituted for alternative sourcing, without
exception the suppliers would be located further away. The newly appointed suppliers
(Renault production centres) were alllocated in France, where they were best placed to
attend the Renault assembly sites. After the majority of these production centres came into
the hands of independent suppliers, these suppliers did not think it worth their while either
to locate closer to FASA-Renault Valladolid.

7.

Discussion ofresearch results and conclusions

The central objective ofthis study has been to analyze and conceptualize the formation
and evolution of satellite business networks in peripheral regions from a dynamic
perspective. In brief, how these networks are shaped and evolve over time. Especially with
respect to:
•

Their geographical articulation: the (non-)practicing of co-location by suppliers: the
degree to which a conjoint of suppliers is geographically concentrated around a hub
firm

•

Their actor composition: continuity and discontinuity -for instance, through
substitutions or exit- o f suppliers in business networks

To analyze these phenomena, we designed a conceptual framework presented in chapter
3, which was build around the following corner stones.
This conceptual framework builds upon the assumption that international business network
are characterized by a deep structure and that this structure can undergo changes in terms
of-in our case- geographical articulation and actor composition. The term "deep structure"
referred to the fundamental choices which sets of business actors have made regarding who
they are connected to (Gersick, 199Ii Halinen, Salmi and Havila, I999). In this respect our
conceptual framework distinguished between two types ofchange. The first type of change
is incremental change: adjustments within ongoing business relationships and overall
stability ofthe deep structure ofthe network. The second type ofchange is radical change:
changes ofentire relationships including their termination and a substitution ofpartners,
which cause modifications ofthe network's deep structure. As a trigger for changes, our
conceptual framework made use of the concept of "critical event". In this context, a critical
event refers to those events that have a decisive effect on the development of relationships.

Subsequently, the following four hypotheses were formulated.

Hypothesis I: The degree ofco-location on the part of suppliers pertaining to a satellite
network in a peripheral region, iS the result of intra-firm assignment decisions taken by
the hub firm, followed by inter-firm network dynamics with the relevant b2b relationships.

Hypothesis 2: The co-location thesis combined with the theoretical and empirical
observations that most inter-firm relationships have long-standing traditions, suggests that
satellite business networks in peripheral regions should show a strong participation of
companies originating from the same country as the hub firm, certainly at the outset.
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Hypothesis i: The actor-composition ofbusiness networks evolves significantly over time.
Homogenization of economic space, competitive behaviour of rival firms, sector
oligopolization and learning experiences as regards bzb relationships and
internationalization are facilitating factors in this respect.

Hypothesis 4: Other bzb relationships and component-intrinsic logistic and production
requirements determine to a larger extent whether or not a supplier will make site-specific
investments than a (mutual) aim for exclusive relationships and or supplier status.

In the following paragraphs we will discuss the findings our empirical research cases in the
light of this conceptual framework and the formulated hypotheses.

7.I.

Comparative findings ofthe empirical research cases

7.I.I. Synthesis
When synthesizing the location patterns we have observed, as well as the actor composition
trajectories of supplier bases surrounding the two satellite car assembly plants we analyzed,
we can forward the following characterizations.

With respect to FASA-Renault Valladolid, there were two different periods revealing
change processes to the deep structure of its supplier network. One at the start ofour period
of analysis: around 1987. This period witnessed changes in the deep structure regarding
the b2b relationships around components that by then were already purchased elsewhere.
The second period of change was related to changes in the deep structure with respect to
the supply of components that were purchased externally at the end of our period of
analysis, but which were an in-house activity at FASA-Renault Valladolid at the start. This
second period was situated in the second half of the Iggos. The first period was
predominantly evolutionary. The changes that took place in this first period had an
incremental rather than radical character. The changes taking place in the second period
were indeed ofa more radical nature.
With respect to the part ofthe supplier base dedicated to components that were already
purchased externally at the start ofour period of analysis, FASA-Renault Valladolid only
underwent incremental changes that were highly orchestrated and guided by Renault top
management in the form of concerted bonding actions. These incremental changes took
place after FASA-Renault was fully integrated into Renault's business structure around
I987. These took place during the course of the Renault Supercinq production period and
they intended to anticipate the creation of a uniform supplier base for all Renault Clio
assembly centres in Europe from 1990 onwards. This uniform third party supplier base
-once it was set up- only underwent gradual adaptations through tiering processes among
the supplier base of that time and via acquisitions, mergers and joint ventures between
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suppliers of Renault, on the one hand, and suppliers of FASA-Renault, on the other. Thus,

it was the full submission of the Valladolid plant to the orders of Renault's headquarters
that proved to be a critical event. Consequently, the 1987-1990 events surrounding FASARenault Valladolid and its integration into the Renault Group hierarchy formed an
evolutionary period during which the foundations were put in place for the deep structure
of its third party supplier base (both geographically speaking and actor-wise). This supplier
base would only be gradually adapted in the years that followed. As a consequence, until
the present day it has experienced a period of stability with respect to the components that
were provided by third party suppliers since the start ofthe Renault Clio production.
The case of FASA-Renault Valladolid deserves to be mentioned separately as regards those

components that were purchased externally at the end of our period of analysis, but which
were an in-house activity at FASA-Renault Valladolid at the start. This part of the supplier
base saw radical changes and critical events in a different period provoked by intra-firm
rationalizations and decisions at Renault. These were inspired by a series of losses at
Renault (I993 and 1996) and FASA-Renault (1996 and I997) and led Renault to appoint
other Renault production centres than FASA-Renault Valladolid itself as the provider of
all kinds ofchassis and propulsion parts. Subsequently, Renault decided to externalize or
filialize the production of these parts for the first time ever. As a consequence, the supply
ofthese components and the bub relationships behind it, went through a revolutionary
period during the second half of the I9gos. In this period, the production of several chassis
and propulsion parts moved from the Valladolid plant to Renault production centres in
France. A posteriori these production bases were filialized or taken over by third parties,
while maintaining their first tier supplier status vis-J-vis FASA-Renault Valladolid. Thus,
FASA-Renault Valladolid witnessed radical changes as regards the deep structure of this
part of its supplier base at the end ofthe 199Os (in terms oforigin of supplies, the actor
composition and the capital structure of this part of its supplier base).
As regards VW Navarra, it has experienced several turbulent -revolutionary- periods with
regard to the evolution and formation of its supplier base. From an actor composition
perspective these changes occurred more or less continuously. From a geographical
viewpoint, it was the period 1984-I994 that represents a highly revolutionary period with
radical changes, whereas the changes that took place between I994 and 200I had a more
evolutionary and incremental nature.

As regards the overall location of Landaben's suppliers, the plant witnessed a complete
U-turn between 1984 and 1994· At first, it changed from a largely Spanish-based supplier
conjoint to a German-based one. Subsequently, it shifted back to a Spanish-based supplier

conioint. Generally speaking, the process of intensified co-location ofsuppliers near the
Landaben plant towards the year I994 continued afterwards, notably through the
subsequent model changes in 1994, 1997 and 2001. Thus, from I994 onwards the supplier
network to the Landaben plant witnessed incremental changes in spatial terms, with more
and more suppliers setting up factories near the VW Navarra plant due to the everimproving intra-firm network position ofVW Navarra.
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At the same time, each model change resulted in a considerable number of supplier
substitutions, leading to relatively radical changes in the deep structure of the actor
composition of its supplier conjoint with each model change. This was notably the case
with the model changes of 1984,19 94 and 2001.
As such, not only the integration o f the Landaben plant into VW's industrial apparatus
proved to be a critical event spurring radical changes, but also most ofthe subsequent model
changes. As regards the first-time externalizations at VW Navarra, these were rare after
the point ofdeparture for our period ofanalysis (initiation of the Polo Ao2 production in
1984). In broad terms, what was an in-house activity until 1984 either was externalized in
(the beginning of) the Polo Ao2 period -thus coinciding with the first period of radical
change- or was still an in-house activity at the end of our period of analysis.
7.I.2. Geographical

articulation ofsatellite business networks

As regards the determinants for location behaviour
plants, our research findings reveal the following.

of suppliers vis-1-vis car assembly

cases showed similar tendencies toWards the implementation of
modular conception and LIT supply ofcomponents. These logistical and product conception
practices have become relatively universally applied concepts by all OEM actors in the
automotive industry. Many scholars hold them responsible for co-location processes (e.g.
Mair, 199I, 199Ib; Wells and Rawlinson, I992; Aliez, Bilbao, Camino and Longas, I999;
Adam-Ledunois and Renault, 2001). Nonetheless, we saw great differences in the location
behaviour of suppliers surrounding our two hub car assembly plants. On the one hand,
there was a supplier conjoint densely localized around the VW Navarra plant, and a more

Both of our research

geographically dispersed supplier conjoint in the case ofFASA-Renault Valladolid, on the
other. The former tendencies could therefore not be held responsible for the differences
in the location logics we observed.
Instead, our headquarters-subsidiary and b2b relationship-oriented research focus led us
to establish that the comparative value of a buyer hub firm is indeed a trigger for suppliers
to move closer to the hub firm and thus forms an important basis for the location behaviour

of suppliers.
From our research cases it could be established that the primary determinant for co-location
is the intra-firm network position ofan assembly plant with respect to a specific model.
We defined intra-firm network position in terms of model-specific production share and
model-specific strategic and tactical responsibilities at plant level. It appeared that the
assembly plant that had a strong intra-firm network position (VW Navarra) had a
considerably larger number of dedicated supply plants in its vicinity. Instead, the assembly
plant with a less important intra-firm network position until the late I9905 (FASA-Renault
Valladolid) did not see its suppliers locate nearby in large numbers. The rise of dedicated

supply plants is a first exponent of the way in which intra-firm network positioning
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exercises an influence on decisions suppliers take with regards to location. For it determines

the relative value a hub assembly plant represents to its suppliers. The higher this value,
through possibilities for learning or economies of scale, the stronger the attraction these
hub assembly plants will have for suppliers amidst the conjoint ofclients they aim to supply.
As such, we found convincing proof for our first hypothesis, which argues that the degree
of co-location on the part of suppliers pertaining to a satellite network in a peripheral
region, is the result ofintra-firm assignment decisions taken by the hub firm, followed by
inter-firm network dynamics with the relevant bib relationships. Moreover, it could be
demonstrated that this approximation is not fully dependent on the degree ofexclusivity
that characterizes the relationship between one supplier and a specific assembly plant. 0 f
course, supplier plants that are designed to service one client -as is often the case with car
seat plants- were evidently located in the vicinity ofthe client.

A second exponent, through which it became manifest that the intra-firm network position
of a hub firm acts as a spatial magnet on suppliers, was the correlated venue of supply sites
near the respective hub firms that suppliers use for multiple client attendance. The supplier
samples around our two hub assembly firms included many cases of supplier plants that
manufacture or assemble for multiple clients. But there were more of these near VW
Navarra than near FASA-Renault Valladolid. Thus, intra-firm network position also
determines an assembly plant's value to suppliers vis-A-vis the value that other production
centres ofother OEMs represent to these suppliers. As a consequence ofthe differences
in intra-firm network positions of the respective car assembly plant from which we
departed, we also witnessed a significantly stronger co-location trend around the VW
Navarra plant in Landaben than around the FASA-Renault Valladolid plant, with respect
to those suppliers that attend multiple clients.

Moreover, we established that in both cases those suppliers that delivered highly unitspecific components, i.e. which are dependent on the exterior colour ofthe car and or on
the specific design ofa car (say: "DL", "GL" or "GLX"), like seats and door panels, tended
to locate near the hub assembly plant in both cases. This indicates that component-intrinsic
logistic and production requirements definitely determine the making of site-specific
investments on the part of suppliers.
As such, we found convincing proof for our fuurth hypothesis, which states that other bzb
relationships and component-intrinsic logistical and production requirements determine

whether or not suppliers are willing to make site-specific investments to a larger extent
than does a (mutual) aim for exclusive relationships andior supplier status.
All together, it could be established that the geographical articulation ofa follow-the-client
or follow-the-customer phenomenon (Balcet and Enrietti, 2001; Lagendijk, 1995, Forsgren,
1989; McKiernan, I992) clearly depends on the intra-firm network position ofthe analyzed
car assembly plant and its relative value vis-A-vis that of the suppliers' other clients.
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We can therefore conclude that dense and localized supplier networks are most likely to
emerge around strategically important subsidiaries. Furthermore, that such concentrated
networks also tend to have an importance that is network-transcending. As they tend to
serve -more strongly than networks around strategically inferior subsidiaries- as an
operating base for supplies to other clients that -at the time the investment is made- are

ofrelatively lesser value (see also Rutherford, 2000).
7.I.2.I

Theoretical prof ress on topic in question

In order to obtain our empirical research results, we elaborated on the network theory's
assumption that organizations should be viewed as networks themselves (Forsgren, I989;
Ghoshal and Nohria, I989; Ghoshal and Bartlett, I990, 1993; Forsgren and johanson, I992;
Holm, johanson and Thilenius, 1995; Juttner and Schiange, 1996; Andersson, 1997;
Andersson and Forsgren, 2000).

Departing from this viewpoint, we were able to demonstrate that intra-firm assignment
processes determine the value such subsidiaries represent to their suppliers (see also
Nooteboom, I996; Nooteboom, Berger and Noorderhaven, 1997; De Jong and Nooteboom,
2000; Rutherford, 2000). Such value appeared to serve as a predictor for supplier location
behaviour and their willingness to invest in a relationship (see also Helper, 1987; De Jong
and Nooteboom, 2000; Frigant and Lung, 2000).

Moreover, the analyzed location behaviour on the part of suppliers vis-a-vis the hub
assembly plants we investigated and their other clients, provided insights with regard to
the assumption that the design of a specific b2b relationship should be understood both
in view of dyadic or relational complernentarities of resources and rent perspectives
(Hikansson, 1987,1989, 1993; Forsgren, Hagg, Hdkansson, Johanson and Mattsson, I995;
Laage-Hellman, I997; Dyer, 1998), and against the background of the other bzb
relationships that the parties in question are involved in (Johanson and Mattsson, 1987;
Forsgren, I989; Laage-Hellman, 1997)·

Our combined headquarters-subsidiary and b2b relationship-oriented research focus led
us to establish that the value ofa buyer organization and the resulting nature or depth of
inter-firm relationships with suppliers, is indeed a trigger for greater spatial proximity
between OEM subsidiaries and suppliers. It thus forms an important basis for suppliers'
location behaviour. This insight was achieved by designing an"intra-firm network position"
and an "inter-firm network positioning" parameter, which were subsequently
operationalized. For the first parameter, we applied indicators o f intra-firm assignment
of competences to OEM subsidiaries. For the second, we looked at suppliers' physical
location choices for supply sites. These two parameters proved to be useful and valid in
foreseeing supplier location behaviour. Causal relationships between them could be clearly
observed.
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As a consequence, our research also succeeded in providing ways to include a geographical
and physical location dimension to network theory's understanding of the design ofbzb
relationships. Since the comparative rating ofb2b relationships, i.e. by operationalizing
and analyzing the "intra-firm network positions" of buyer plants, proved to be useful tool
to explain the geographical articulation of "inter-firm network positioning" of suppliers.
As such, it extended the scope and ability of network theory to explain and foresee
geographical and physical location processes over time as well. Similarly, it proved to be
able to incorporate and explain in an integrated way phenomena and processes that tend
to be treated separately by network or internationalization theories, on the one hand, and
by geography or location theories, on the other hand.

The interpretation and break-down of MNEs into networks, pluS the introduction of the
concept "intra-firm network position" and the assessment of MNE subsidiaries in terms
of value to their inter-firm relationships, proved to be both a workable extension to and
a refinement of the standard network and internationalization theories' analytical toolkit
for the explanation of location phenomena and processes in business networks.
Thus, the coherent conceptual and terminological toolkit, which the conceptual framework
we constructed provided, allowed us to explain a wider array of location phenomena and
processes. Moreover, to come up with more profound explications than the current state
of network and internationalization theories is able to do.

Obviously, to the extent that the geographical articulation of international business
networks are subjected to the former causalities, the validity ofthe obtained insights is not
restricted to satellite business networks in peripheral regions.
7.I.3· Longevity ofbuyer-supplier relationships

As regards the claims made by network theorists (Hakansson, 1987,1993; Rugman and
D'Cruz, 2000) that longevity is the"norm" for bib relationships, our research established
the following insights.
We witnessed a substantial difference in the degree to which the phenomenon of longevity
existed in the tWO business networks that we analyzed.

The FASA-Renault Valladolid supplier network displayed a fairly stable composition and
as such corroborated the validity of the "textbook" argument concerning longevity and
continuity with respect to buyer-supplier relationships and networks. The VW Navarra
supplier network, however, saw a large number of changes in terms of its b2b relationships
and a lot of suppliers that were substituted over time. Some of these substitutions even had
to do with companies that had previously made co-location investments.

In addition, it appeared that the factor "continuity of bzb relationships" correlates
negatively with spatial approximation in bzb relationships. We found that prolonging long-
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lasting relationships (mostly the case with FASA-Renault Valladolid) frustrated greater
spatial proximity and led to geographical inertia or a preservation of "path dependence".
Instead, the VW Navarra case wimessed a substantial amount ofsupplier substitutions from
which greater spatial proximity benefited highly. With respect to VW Navarrai several cases
of supplier substitutions were observed where subsequent suppliers opened co-located
sites.39

As such, it appeared that geographical co-location as a form of inter-firm network
positioning on the part of suppliers does not only correlate as such with the intra-firm
network position held by the buyer plant in question. It also appeared that the frequency
with which subsequent (incumbent and rival) suppliers recur to co-location behaviour as
a weapon to compete for a direct supply relationship with a certain buyer correlates with
the intra-firm network position ofthe latter. Thus, these correlations are hub plant-specific
and imply that conquering network positions means co-locating in cases where the client
occupies a strong intra-firm network position. This is related to the perceived value of such
a buyer seen through the eyes of suppliers, and their willingness to commit themselves to
the buyer in question (see also Helper, I987; De long and Nooteboom, 2000; Frigant and
Lung, zooo). For example, with respect to the VW Navarra case (the hub firm with a
markedly strong intra-firm network position), almost all (of the many) supplier
substitutions are accompanied by the creation of improved or equally close supply sites.
With respect to the FASA-Renault Valladolid case (with a weaker intra-firm network
position, comparatively speaking), few examples of co-location were observed. However,
in the few supplier substitutions that did occur, in this research case co-location was also
used by rival suppliers as a means to improve their relative inter-firm network position visA-vis FAS-Renault Valladolid and its incumbent suppliers. Nonetheless, co-located supplier
sites in relation to VW Navarra were created at a very short distance (many are so to say
"on-site"), whereas co-locations in relation to FASA-Renault Valladolid were situated at
a much larger distance. The latter can be interpreted as dependent on the different intrafirm network positions of the respective two plants within their own hierarchies, combined
with the relative value they represent to their suppliers compared to the relative importance
ofthese suppliers' other clients.
Furthermore, the emphasis on either continuity or discontinuity on the part of the hub firm
also appeared to determine the most frequently used modes of foreign and network entry.
The FASA-Renault Valladolid supplier base saw a lot oftake-overs ofincumbent suppliers
by multinational supply relationships of the Renault Group. These were notably French

19

Apparently. cancellation or non-prolonging of bib relationships by a buyer does not lead to a
prohibitively negative reputation of that buyer or mistrust among rival suppliers. Instead. it was
observed that substitute suppliers engage again in co-located supply sites. The go/no-go decision
behind this is apparently based on rational economic calculations and well-founded estimations
regarding profitand supplementary business opportunities. Confidence in achieving long-lasting
clientele from the prime buyer should first ofall be seen as an intervening factor in these calculations
and estimations. These bib relationships are thus conceived between business actors that think
rationally (calculated trust) and who are less guided by mutual trust and acquaintance.
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business partners, certainly at the outset of FASA-Renault's full integration into the Renault

hierarchy. The VW Navarra supplier base, instead, saw a lot of greenfield investments. In
the beginning, the majority of these investments were made by long-standing relationships
of VW with the same (=German) nationality. As such, we also found convincing proof for
our second hypothesis, which claims that the co-location thesis combined with the
theoretical and empirical observations that most inter-firm relationships have long standing
traditions suggests that satellite business networks in peripheral regions should show a
strong participation of companies from the same country as the hub firm, at least at the
outset. Proof for this hypothesis was complemented by the fact that both assembly plants
kept receiving the most strategic propulsion parts from their respective home bases.

The fact that around the VW Navarra plant it was especially greenfield investments made
by supplier relationships that took place, meant they had greater freedom in selecting the
ideallocation. Combined with the relative and absolute value that VW Navarra represented
as a client among the total of (potential) supplier-specific clients, the application of
greenfield investments as "network entry mode" further contributed to many co-located
establishments.

In addition, the higher degree ofgenuine substitutions among suppliers of VW Navarra
also led to a stronger erosion ofthe share of German companies in its supplier base. Instead,
the share o f French companies in the FASA-Renault Valladolid supplier base remained

relatively stable, due to the fact that relatively few genuine substitutions took place. On the
contrary, the large number ofvirtual substitutions among the FASA-Renault Valladolid
supplier base seems to have contributed to a consolidation of the share of French companies
in FASA-Renault's supplier base. An example of this is the creation of "national champion"
type ofautomotive suppliers in France like Faurecia (a merger of Bertrand Faure + ECIA
+ Sommer Allibert). As regards the interference ofnon-French and non-Spanish suppliers
in the FASA-Renault Valladolid supplier base, there was a striking presence ofcompanies
that were previously involved in the filialization of previously in-house activities of Renault
France. In addition, this part ofthe supplier base is made up of foreign first tier suppliers
that had previously been connected to second tier or single part suppliers from France that
supplied to Renault France. Here also, early stage concerted actions towards a greater
uniformity of supplier bases of Clio production plants became visible. The bulk of the
component supply flows to FASA-Renault Valladolid for which these concerted
relationships and filializations were conceived, did not undergo any major changes, once
they were set up. Therefore, they contributed to the overall picture of continuity of b2b
relationships surrounding the FASA-Renault Valladolid plant.

From the radical changes with respect to the supplier base ofVW Navarrg on the one hand.
as well as from the more incremental changes with respect to the supplier base of FASA-

Renault Valladolid, it follows that homogenization of economic space, cross-border
competitive behaviour of suppliers and oligopolization trends in the supply industry
evidently played a major role. However, the way in which VW and Renault acted upon or
regulated these processes appears to have been highly diverse. This refers to the
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idiosyncrasy of firms and the room for organizational choices with respect to this kind of
forces or events (see also Hikansson and Johanson, I993, P. 44)· For VW Navarra this
resulted in a large number of supplier substitutions and for FASA-Renault Valladolid in
a fairly stable composition ofits supplier base.
As a consequence, we found mixed support for our third hypothesis, which suggested that
the composition of business networks evolves significantly over time. The VW Navarra

case provided firm support for this hypothesis. With respect to FASA-Renault Valladolid
these evolutions were a great dealless intense and the changes had a more incremental and

"virtual" character.
Both cases clearly show how at the outset -corroborating our second hypothesis, the b2b
relationships vis-i-vis the hub firm of the network were conceived around previously
established relationships with suppliers in the mother company's home base. In the case
of FASA-Renault Valladolid they were paired up with incumbent suppliers. In the case of
VW Navarra they abruptly substituted the previous suppliers to the Landaben plant. The
dominant party on the part ofthe OEM was thus able to impose its supplier selection and
supplier base composition preferences. This started when the satellite car assembly plant
could be managed in an integrated way from abroad together with the other plants ofthe
same mother company.

After these different starts, the two supplier networks again followed two different patterns
and trajectories with respect to their respective actor compositions. Whereas the VW
Navarra supplier base underwent many third party actor mutations -corroborating our
third hypothesis, FASA-Renault Valladolid's supplier base shows a large consistency in
the actor composition of its supplier base. The latter is more in line with textbook network
and internationalization theory. It appears that Renault from the outset worked a lot at
"bonding" and conservation ofbzb relationships around the Clio production, whereas VW
seemed to leave the actor composition for the VW Polo supplier base more to free market
forces.

The empirical cases were therefore also able to demonstrate how in subsequent cases of
hierarchical integration or take-overs, the suppliers that are related to the parts of the "new
business apparatus which dominate in the new organizational setting (which occupy the
best intra-firm network positions), are the ones to be favoured in inter-firm network
positioning vis-bvis subsidiaries ofthe company in question. In many cases this led to either
virtual or genuine supplier substitutions around the hub car assembly plants we
,,

investigated.
In this respect, the analysis of the transition our research cases went through from "shielded
off" national economies (with, for example, local content rules) to integrated trading blocks
(without import and investment restrictions or certain compensatory measures, like
imports), also indicated that supplier substitutions are enhanced by integration ofnational
economies, worldwide processes o f globalization and internationalization. In times of
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isolated economic space, national governments tend to treat foreign industry and firms
as rivals whose presence in the national economy should be regulated. As a consequence,
a status quo in actor composition ofsupplier networks is usually favoured. With respect
to our research cases, once the homogenization ofeconomic space was set in motion and
such actor composition processes were left to market forces, many virtual and genuine
substitutions as well as an enlarged multi-nationalization of such networks took place. In
both research cases, it also led tothe inclusion of several long distance (predominantly intra-

firm) supply relationships of high value components, notably of propulsion parts and
electronics. As such, it also widened the geographical domain from which (intra-firm)
supplies could originate. In this respect, both cases provided valuable support for our third
hypothesis.

Finally, from our research we could derive that supplier substitutions as such correlate with
the intra-firm network positions ofa plant. However, as supplier selection takes primarily
place at a Triad region level, we argue that one should compare substitution intensities
between leading plants (i.e. VW Navarra versus Renault Flins, and not VW Navarra versus
FASA-Renault Valladolid) or at Triad region level as such. As supplier selection processes
take place by OEM headquarters, the perceived substitution intensities at FASA-Renault
Valladolid and VW Navarra reflect decisions that were taken centrally for the entire Clio
and Polo production respectively on the European continent. As such, they are companyspecific and not plant-specific. One can thus not pretend to derive "supplier substitutions intra-firm network positions" causalities from the conducted research. Instead, we argue
that the respective supplier substitution intensities reflect OEM headquarters positions
with regard to (dis)continuity and bonding of b2b relationships. That is to say, it is the
outcome ofthe way HQs act upon and cope with learning experiences with respect to bzb
relations, competitive behaviour among suppliers and (sudden) changes in general (see
also Hdkanssonandlohanson, I993)· The latter is of course a hypothesis that should be
a concern for future research.
7·I·3.I

Theoretical profiresson topic in question

All in all, our research findings with respect to the (dis)continuity of b2b relationships
indicate that supplier substitution is a phenomenon that has to be taken into account in
(international) business network research. Alongside others (see e.g. Gadde and Mattsson,
1987; Halinen, Salmi and Havila, 1999), we argue that it deserves much more attention than
it is currently receiving. In order to concept:ualize the actor composition changes in business
network formations, we included arguments from other schools o f thoughts:
I) Concepts ofcompetitive behaviour of firms (Montgomery, I995), which advocate that
firms try to improve their network positions at the cost of rivals. That way our conceptual
framework was able to reason why rival firms will compete to conquer network positions
currently not under their control whereas incumbent suppliers will attempt to maintain
acquired network positions (see e.g. Laigle, I997)
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2)

Embeddedness theory's claim that firms will ultimately try to avoid lock-ins (Grabher,

1993) in order not to end up being path-dependent on long-standing relationships. This
implies that not only rival firms exert pressures on bub relationships trying to replace

incumbent partners. It also implies that business instincts induce firms to consider
substitutions of partners and to foster multi-client attendance on the part of suppliers (see
e.g. Florence, 1996; Pries, I999).4' That way our conceptual framework was able to explain
why firms are willing to engage in new relationships and substitute current partners for
new ones, or do business in places where they have no previous experiences (see e.g. Laigle,
I997; Sadler, 1999).

Concepts oforganizationallearning (Cyert and March, 1963; Carlson, I966; Levitt and
March, I988; Lane and Lubatkin, 1998), which emphasize how buyers and suppliers lose
fear over time to internationalize independently. Similarly, how they learn to engage in
b2b relationships with unknown partners after accumulating b2b relationship management
experience. That way our conceptual framework was also able to explain why firms are
willing to engage in new relationships and substitute current partners for new ones, or do
business in places where they have no previous experiences (see e.g. Laigle, I997; Sadler,

3)

1999).

4) Lessons from generic change theories (Gersick, 199Ii Van de Veil, 1992; Van de Ven and
POOle, 1995). These lessons helped to understand and conceive the impact of beb
relationship intrinsic and extrinsic critical events and gradual processes on business
network formation and evolution. That way our conceptual framework was able to explain
when adequate circumstances present themselves -enhanced by organizational learning,
regulation ofembeddedness and competitive behaviour of firms- for such substitutions
to materialize.

By incorporating these elements into our network and internationalization theory-based
conceptual framework, we were also able to explain how and why such supplier
substitutions come about. That way, we paved the way for a substantial extension ofthe
explanatory power ofour reference frameworks: the N&I approach, the network view on

[PM and the FISP model.

Our argument that the actor composition of business networks can change substantially
over time, is linked to one ofthe principles of internationalization theory. The theory of
internationalization posits that firms that internationalize undergo gradual organizational
learning processes. The accumulation of these learning processes makes firms dare to
undertake continuously new, and more complicated, internationalization ventures (see
e.g. Carlson, 1966; Johanson and Vahlne, I977, I99O; Sullivan and Bauerschmidt, 1990).
It postulates that cognitive, linguistic, cultural, geographical -and possibly trade policy-

+°

This can e.g. be understood through the aim of a specific buyer to tap into additional supplier
learning effects due to experiences with other bib relationships.
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disparities and barriers, and fear ofthe unknown, form initial obstacles for firms to embark
on foreign markets and to compete with local players. As a consequence, the
internationalization of companies often goeS through stages, both in terms ofthe entry
mode to foreign markets and ofactivity assignments to MNE establishments at home and
abroad.

Similar to these gradual and sequential processes involved in company-specific
internationalization choices, our research indicates that inter-firm network formation in
an international business context can follow a parallel trajectory. Once firms have, firstly,
become acquainted to buyer-supplier relationships and networks as modus operandi for
design, production and development operations, etc.. Secondly, once they have learned
that trustworthy relationships can be constructed with business partners. Thirdly, once
they obtain a clear view on the management and the (technical) content and activities of
inter-firm relationships (once the conception, definition and content ofthe buyer-supplier
relationships has paSt the embryonic stage and is put in place). Then firms have more
confidence in their own ability to manage b2b relationships and they feel freer to choose
business partners from a wider (geographic) domain of candidates and possibly substitute
current suppliers.
Subsequently, we argue that bonding and trUSt, which are supposed to make inter-firm
relationships into a lasting experience -also according to network theory- are unable to
explain sufficiently the outcome of business network formation processes over time.
Although important in bzb relations, trust can not prevent rational actors from terminating
incumbent bzb relationships. This is not because bzb partners suddenly become
opportunistic, but because through a transparent process they may also learn to trust (to
get superior benefits from) new partners and have confidence in their own capacities to
manage relationships with new partners. Thus, confidence in their own capacities and in
those of new partners may help companies to revaluate current b,b relationships or
networks. In this sense, ruptures may also serve to avoid over-embeddedness and inter-firm
inertia.
As a consequence, firms then also look beyond their own region or nation for business
partners that offer the most optimal complementarities.

The fact that, through a hub firm's own international operations and through
internationalization moves ofother firms, hub firms also become exposed to and come
into contact with other potential business relationships than merely the ones they
traditionally do business with, means that an inclusion of new parmers in business networks
becomes more plausible as well. Consequently, business networks can become detached
from the hub firm's home base, from the specific country in which a satellite network is
located and from the actor composition as it exists at the outset of a specific period o f
analysis, both in terms ofthe nationalities involved and ofthe specific partners.
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As such, business relationships and networks -be they networks in one nation or region,
or in some cross-border form- evolve from relatively closed systems (with only adaptations
of the relationships between unchanged partners) into more open systems (with a
possibility ofincluding new partners, besides adaptations ofrelationships). Consequently,
networks obtain more dynamism in terms ofactor composition. It is this distinction that
makes the traditional N&I approach to bib relationships and networks (e.g. Hikansson,
1987, I989,1993; Johanson and Mattsson, I988; Laage-Hellman, 1997), the network view
on IPM (Forsgren, I989) or the F/SP model (Rugman and D'Cruz, 2000) different from
the insights obtained in our research. We argue that the three reference frameworks fall
short with respect to actor dynamism and could benefit from the conceptual progress

booked via our research.

We elaborated our conceptual framework on the assumption that organizations are
networks in themselves (Forsgren, 1989; Ghoshal and Nohria, 1989; Ghoshal and Bartlett,
1990,1993; Forsgren and Johanson, 1992; Holm, Johanson and Thilenius, 1995; Juttner and
Schlange, I996; Andersson, I997; Andersson and Forsgren, 2000). The former design
feature, and the fact that our conceptual framework was based on a combined headquarters-

subsidiary and bzb relationship focus, allowed us to explain that changing intra-firm power
balances, notably as a result of macro-economic and firm-specific integration or take-over
processes (Hdkansson and Johanson, I993; Hertz, I993; Mattsson and Hulten, 1994; Halinen
et al., I999), can lead to changes in the influence structures underlying the composition of
supplier networks surrounding OEM entities. Therefore, with respect to supplier selection

responsibilities, the design ofthe parameter "intra-firm network position" proved to be
highly useful as well.
As a result, our conceptual framework was able to foresee how a power shift regarding
"who is to make supplier selection choices within a hierarchyP", can lead to substantial

virtual (take-overs o f incumbent suppliers) or genuine (replacement by rival suppliers)
substitutions ofbzb partners in such supplier networks. Additionally, it was able to foresee
which supplier relationships will get priority after such power shifts. Causal relationships
between changes in the intra-firm locus of supplier selection responsibilities and changes
in supplier network compositions could clearly be observed. That is, both in terms of timing
or sequence and in terms of the characteristics that will make up the subsequent supplier
networks. In this respect, our conceptual framework also provided a valuable enrichment
ofcurrent network and internationalization theories. Meanwhile, through the design of
specific parameter, we were not only able to make conceptual progress in this respect,
but we also managed to provide analytical tools to test and verify these insights.
a

Thus, the coherent conceptual and terminological toolkit, which our conceptual framework
offers, also allows us to explain a wider array of actor composition phenomena and
processes -moreover, in a deeper way- than the current state of network and international
business theories are able to do.
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Here also, to the extent that evolutions in the actor composition ofinternational business
networks are subject to the above-mentioned causalities, the validity of the insights we
obtained is not restricted to satellite business networks in peripheral regions. Because most
business network formation processes are not managed by subsidiaries, but by the HQs
of mother companies, we expect the insights resulting from our research with respect to
these evolutions to be widely applicable.

7.2.

Predictive validity ofobtained knowledge

To what extent can the obtained knowledge serve to foresee (A) the geographical
articulation of suppliers' inter-firm network positioning around hub firms and (B) the
evolution in the actor composition of international business networks in generalP The
present paragraph serves to further check the validity ofour outcomes in these two respects.
First, we will discuss the implications for geographical articulation of international business
networks, and then we will turn to the issue of actor composition.
7.2.I. Geographical

articulation ofsatellite business networks

With respect to the geographical articulation of suppliers' inter-firm network positioning
around hub firms, we conclude that the likeliness of co-location processes depends, ceteris
paribus, on the intra-firm network position of a hub firm and, as a consequence, on the value
it represents as a client to suppliers.

To test the validity of this conclusion, we carried out a quick scan on a sample of car
assembly plants that house a supplier park in their vicinity, as an expression of co-location
processes. The results were as follows.
The FIAT Melfi plant produces FIAT Punto's only. Production ofthe Punto is shared with
the FIAT plants in Mirafiori and Termini Imerese. They have a joint production target of
between 600,000 and 700,000 units a year, 450,000 ofwhich should be produced at Melfi.
Adjacent to the factory, 22 component suppliers produce everything from seats to
dashboards to bumpers. Housed in a cluster of buildings dubbed Melfi City almost as
large as the main plant itself, they make Looo deliveries a day directly to the plant.
-

-

The Audi Ingolstadt complex produces the Audi A4 and the Audi A3. These are conceived
on the same platform. Audi Ingolstadt has an annual production ofaround 400,000 cars.
The models in question are not assembled elsewhere. In 2000, the supplier park, adjacent
to the Audi factories, housed 10 independent suppliers.

Renault has supplier parks near its production plants in Sandouville (leading plant for
Laguna and Vel Satis), Douai (leading plant for the hatchback Mtgane) and Flins (leading
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plant for Clio and Twingo). Currently, it is setting up a supplier park near Palencia as well
(leading plant for Megane Classic and Coupe).
Ford has supplier parks near Ford Almussafes (exclusive manufacturing site of Ford Ka),
Saarlouis (leading plant for Ford Focus) and Genk (leading plant for Ford Mondeo).
These examples support the claim that the model-specific intra-firm network position of
an assembly plant is an indicator and a predictor for co-location processes.

Furthermore, it appears that the degree of "mono-product production scheme" or "product
exclusivity" of a hub firm is also important in this respect. Both in terms of the number of
models being assembled by the hub firm in question and by the number of platforms being
used. As in our own case studies, it can be reasoned that the larger the variety of models
that are being built Or the larger the variety of platforms that are being used, the fewer
economies of scale can be obtained. This holds true both for the final assembler and for
the suppliers. This limits the desire on the part of suppliers to decentralize part of their
production apparatus near clients where only limited economies o f scale can be reaped.
On the other hand, if a hub firm constructs only one model suppliers have a much stronger
incentive to break down their production apparatus and set up a dedicated or semidedicated plant adjacent to such a hub firm. The model assignment choices ofthe company
to which the hub firm belongs is also of influence here, as it determines whether the
production of models is divided among different subsidiaries or whether "model
exclusivity" is assigned to one plant.
Thus, this quick scan provides additional proof for the proposition that supplier parks
typically tend to emerge around those plants that enjoy model exclusivity or are responsible
for a major share in the production of a certain model.

When we compare these findings to our own empirical research findings, we see the
following connections.

As the VW Navarra plant enjoyed single product status since the beginning of its
incorporation into the VW hierarchy, ongoing co-location processes -fuelled additionally
by the acquisition of more strategic tasks related to the production of the Polo model- could
be understood according to the same logics as exposed in the previous paragraph.
Moreover, also the loss of "value" to suppliers that the plant underwent recently i.e. both
due to a transfer of Polo production to VW Bratislava and to stagnating sales of the Polo
(especially in 2002), indeed brought about a certain erosion with regard to the continued
presence of some of its suppliers. Therefore, also these recent dynamics are in line with
ourtheory.

With respect to FASA-Renault Valladolid we can make the following interpretations. Since
1999 the FASA-Renault Valladolid plant is a single product factory and since Ig98 it
produces the largest annual number ofall Clio production centres in Europe (although this
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represents only 40% ofthe overall figure). According to our theory an intensification of
co-location processes surrounding this plant may be expected. For it now provides
additional incentives to attract new investments in its proximity through economies of scale.

Now, the Valladolid plant is located Close to FASA-Renault Palencia. The latter factory also
became a mono-product factory by the end ofthe 199os and even obtained leading factory
status with respect to the Mtgane Classic and Coupt. The fact that Renault built a supplier
park next to FASA-Renault Palencia should also be seen as the outcome ofthe improved
intra-firm network positions of these two plants. The fact that, for the time being, they are
not both given their own suppliers park, can also be interpreted as a result ofthe fact that
supplier location processes should be seen as embedded in multiple client relationships.
Moreover, in line with our theory, the fact that FASA-Renault Palencia displays leading
factory features with respect to two Mtgane variants would explain why a supplier park
was created in its vicinity rather than next to FASA-Renault Valladolid.
We are aware that this quick scan represents a relatively static test of insights that were
obtained in the present dissertation through a longitudinal analysis. Moreover, we realize
that this scan was carried out in the same sector as the one where our empirical research
cases came from. Finally, in the quick scan we did not control for the learning possibilities
to suppliers provided by the sample of OEMs that were scanned. However, we argue that
also for this sample it would be logical to expect a correlation between being the major
producer of a certain car model and being responsible for more upstream tasks related to
the final engineering of production etc. Thereby providing further incentives to (and coexplaining why) suppliers (decide) to settle near such leading plants.
By all means, the findings related to the quick scan we carried out do provide preliminary

confirmation ofthe insights developed in the present dissertation.
7.2.2.

Longevity ofbuyer-supplier relationships

With regard to the question as to how representative our findings are in terms ofevolution
in the actor composition ofbusiness networks, we are confronted with a two-fold situation.
On the one hand, we have the findings with respect to the Renault case, indicating a relative
stability. In our view, these need no further confirmation, as it is strongly in line with what
has been observed as the standard situation in almost all empirical bzb and network studies.
On the other hand, we have the findings ofthe Volkswagen case, indicating substantial
supplier substitutions. It would be worthwhile to see whether the findings with respect to
this case can be confirmed and further explored by means ofadditional empirical analyses.

In this respect, we can point at one recent phenomenon, which suggests that supplier
substitution (is likely to) occur(s) on a broader scale. We refer to specific contemporary
characteristics ofthe way supplier parks around OEM subsidiaries throughout Europe are
being set up and exploited nowadays. In concreto, we refer to the fact that increasingly
supplier parks are run by logistic service providers or by the OEMs themselves, which
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house facilities and services that can be rented and contracted by suppliers during the
lifetime period of a supply contract. Examples of supplier parks that are (partly) conceived

on this basis are: Ford Genk and Volvo Car Ghent, both in Belgium, and Saab Trollhattan
in Sweden.

After the contract of a certain supplier expires (mostly coinciding with the production time
of a certain model), the facilities are rented to the next supplier. This may or may not be
the same one. This formula is not only aimed at reducing real estate costs for suppliers or
providing on-site facilities for suppliers which otherwise would not invest in on-site assets
on the location in question, with a corresponding loss of flexibility on the part ofthe OEM.
It is also meant to enable the OEM to cope with possible supplier changes. The logistic
service provider, contracted to take care of the final deliveries may also be substituted.
Although this kind of supplier parks predominantly houses pre-assembly, warehousing
and sequencing activities, which are only part of the activities carried out by the suppliers
we observed in our case studies -most o f them also carried out genuine manufacturing
activities- it clearly underlines the existence ofthe supplier substitution phenomenon or
the prospect that it may take place.

Again, we are aware that these additional findings were obtained from the same sector
where our empirical research was conducted. We also acknowledge that the above
represents additional inductive proof obtained via static analysis that should be
complemented by proof obtained through longitudinal analysis on a larger sample.
In all, it is clear that evolutions in actor compositions ofbusiness networks should be tested
through data that cover a longer time period. This, as we experienced with our own

empirical case studies, implies genuine puzzle work with data from company reports that
are primarily aimed at informing a select group ofactors (like staff magazines). The fact
that our insights in this respect are to some extent at odds with the viewpoints currently
being held by mainstream network theory, may also be due to difficulties in acquiring the
necessary data to evaluate the degree of longevity and discontinuity in the actor
composition of business networks.
We are convinced that our findings with respect to the VW case are not isolated or unique.
We argue that the factors that produced the many supplier substitutions in that particular
case can not be considered case-specific. I.e. due to the generic character ofthe forces that
stimulated the changes in the actor composition of the supplier network around this VW
case. The change provoking forces and phenomena that played a role in the VW case, like
organizationallearning, competition among rival firms, fear of lock-in, geopolitical changes,
etc., are also relevant to other cases and should, therefore, also lead to similar changes there.
Also the lessons in the present paragraph that can be derived from the way several recent
supplier parks have been conceived support the argument that supplier substitutions are,
or will be, more than a marginal phenomenon.
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Consequently, we want to emphasize the need for additional empirical research On this
topic, ideally cross-seaoral. The fact that our findings indicate that such substituting
processes also bear on the location dynamics of business networks, further underlines the

importance ofthis research line.

7.2.3· Closing word on predictive validity
We are aware that our research has focused on satellite business networks in peripheral
regions. Consequently, we have attempted to reason to what extent our findings -with
respect to geographical articulations and evolutions with regard to actor composition- can
be applied to international business networks in general. It seems that especially as regards
the geographical articulation and co-location degrees of business networks, it is
recommendable to assess to what extent our conclusions are valid for international business
networks in general, and for those networks whose point ofgravity is situated in the home
base of a hub firm in particular. This should therefore be a concern for further research.
In general, as was also argued in paragraph I.2, we are aware that in certain cases and
certainly in regions or countries that form the "home base" of the network's hub firm,
certain local heritage, particular business cultures, regional or national economic and
industrial policies and path dependence factors can play a strong flanking role in the
geographical and actor composition evolutions ofbusiness networks. Although we have
consciously abstained from explicitly focusing On these environmental factors, they have
been highlighted on several occasions in the case study descriptions. Especially the
trajectory of the FASA-Renault Valladolid plant was to a considerable extent influenced
by such factors. Consequently, we dedicated ample attention to them and they formed no
obstacle to come to integrated reasonings, based on our own-developed conceptual
framework, for our ultimate findings.

Although there is always the need to put one's own findings into perspective, we believe
that our findings are highly valid and that they are based on solid theoretical foundations.
First ofall, through extensive cross-referencing with relevant publications ofother scholars,
the construct validity ofour conceptual framework, its key variables and the underlying
relationships was safeguarded. Consequently, we avoided the construction ofa subjective
and "blinkered" conceptual framework. Secondly, as we employed a longitudinal research
approach, it can be argued that those determinants that matter most in the long run should
become evident. As our conceptual framework proved to be able to analyze and foresee
the trajectories of the research cases to a fairly large extent, its validity and the ultimate
findings to which it led can be considered relatively robust.
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7.3.

Further contributions to the theoretical reference frameworks

Both the N&I approach, the network view on IPM and the FISP model wrestle with the
(a)symmetry and (in)dependence question. Whereas the first two assume bub relationships
(and internationalization moves) to depend on multiple b2b relationships governed by
symmetrical and mutual resource dependencies, the third assumes that internationalization
moves by suppliers are conditioned by asymmetrical dependencies on flagship firms, to
which they are supposedly exclusively (and indefinitely Rugmanand D'Cruz, 2000, p.
-

86) dedicated.

7·3·I. Dependence and (a)symmetry aspects ofinternational b21) relationships
Especially the FISP

model's claim that key suppliers are expected to give near or total

exclusivity to the flagship firm i.e. regarding internationalization issues, raises some
questions. Our research reveals that this may be true on certain occasions from a supply
plant-basis view (when a supplier decomposes its assets and resources in such a way that
each ofthem turn into "dedicated assets" vis-i-vis certain networks or clients), but certainly
it rarely seems to be the case at a corporate level. Whereas it is already hard to conceive
how suppliers would render themselves completely at the mercy ofone client (cfr. lock-in
dangers and dependence on one client), our research shows that OEMs insist that their
suppliers work for multiple OEMs so that these suppliers can also bring in experiences from
elsewhere. In addition, we also found several examples ofwhat seem to be industry-wide
suppliers (see also Lieberman and Montgomery, I988), like TRW, Peguform Expert,
Faurecil Bosch, and Siemens. These suppliers act as key suppliers to various OEM clients,
providing the latter with strategic inputs for their respective networks. As a consequence,
the validity ofthe exclusivity thesis is hard to hold. At best, it is valid for certain business
networks around U.S. or Canadian hub companies, as it coincides with the way NorthAmerican buyer-supplier relationships and production systems, notably in the automobile
industry, have been characterized in the past, see e.g. Lamming (I993)· However, in line
with Boyer (IggI), Lamming (I993), Boyer and Freyssenet (1995,2000) and Chanaron and
Lung (Iggg),our research shows that buyer-supplier relationships are more multiform in
terms ofinter-firm dependence and distribution ofcompetences Furthermore, we believe
that the archetypical way the North-American production model has often been
characterized will also experience (or may already have experienced) disruptions of
dedicated bzb relationships, a rise of industry-wide suppliers and cases of supplier
substitutions in subsequent rounds ofproduct generations.
As far as the F/SP model acknowledges suppliers' possibilities to influence OEM strategies,
one encounters the following pitfall. From Rugman (I999) and Rugman and D'Cruz (2000)

it can be understood that the difference between key and non-key suppliers in an
automotive industry setting, is the difference between first tier and lower tier suppliers (see
e.g. Rugman and D'Cruz. 2000, pp. 36-37,86, p. 94 and notably pp. I66-170). They argue
that first tier suppliers deliver key inputs to the network in terms of products but also in
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terms ofexerting influence on the strategies ofautomotive OEMs. Curiously, in this respect

all first tier suppliers are treated in the same way. As a result, also a paint manufacturer is
considered a key supplier to an automobile OEM (Rugman and D'Cruz, 2000, p. 94) or
a supplier of parts, seals and devices (p. I69). As regards possibilities to influence OEM
strategies on the part of suppliers, one can argue that among what Rugman and D'Cruz
(zooo) term as key suppliers, there must exist different leagues as well. One may even
wonder whether some of the examples they cite as first tier suppliers are indeed tier one
suppliers or will continue to be so, as they are not system integrators andAr their inputs
can be delivered through intermediate logistics centres or forwarders, as they do not need
to be supplied in sequence. As regards suppliers' influence on OEM strategies, one can
indeed expect that high-technology component suppliers like Bosch and Siemens exert
significant influence on the strategies ofautomotive OEMs. However, one should expect
first tier suppliers responsible for the delivery of, for instance, rear mirrors and window
panes to do so to a far lesser degree.
As regards the statement ofthe F P model that key suppliers are more asymmetrically and
exclusively dependent on flagship firms for their internationalisation patterns than non-key
suppliers, one is confronted with the following pitfall. Many ofthe firms that are conceived
as key suppliers by the FISP model are in fact multidivisional and multisectoral actors.
Consequently, they do not depend as much on automobile flagship firms (see e.g. Hodges

and Van Tulder, I994; Devinney, 200I), as will be the case for first or lower tier suppliers
totally dedicated to the automotive industry. The internationalization patterns of key
suppliers to OEMs that are multidivisional and multisectoral will therefore probably not
coincide with that ofa single (important) client. Likewise, the group of pure automotive
industry firms -in the PISP model these can both be key and non-key suppliers- must in
fact be more dependent on the flagships firms in the automotive industry and should,
consequently, show a stronger coherence with the internationalization patterns of OEM's
(as is also illustrated on p. 182 ofRugman and D'Cruz. 2000).
Based on our research, an overall conclusion would be that the distinction between key and

non-key suppliers in the FISP model is not in accordance with the generic categorization
of tier I, 2 etc. suppliers, as commonly used with respect to, for instance, the automotive
sector. This is all the more remarkable, as the design ofthe F/SP model appears to be partly
grounded in analyses of this specific sector. On a whole, it appears that the supplier
categorization as used in the FISP model, leads to misleading and difficult to arrive at
conclusions regarding (a)symmetry, (in)dependence, exclusivity etc.
Our research also revealed that -with the exception ofcertain component-specific logistical
requirements- the most vital supply parts to satellite OEM assembly plants come in from
furthest away, like ignition devices, electronics, propulsion parts, indicating the lack of
geographical coherency between OEM subsidiaries and real key suppliers.
Instead, as the suppliers that are active in more than one sector have commitments to more
sectors and actors, they are more likely to pursue strategies that are embedded in multiple
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relationships that are, thus, less likely to be conditioned by one relationship. This backs
up the argument that single b 2b relationships should be understood amidst the conjoint
ofb2b relationships a firm maintains (Johanson and Mattsson. I987; Forsgren, I989; LaageHellman, 1997). As stated previously, our research results found additional proof for this

proposition.
At the same time, due to their advanced and broad (technological) expertise that may be
vital to the core of a buyer's final product, and as a function ofthe lack of possibilities of
such a buyer to master the capabilities involved in a competitive way, these multidivisional
and multisectoral suppliers to automotive OEMs are likely to have an influence on the

flagship's strategies (presumably more with respect to product strategy than to IB
strategies).

Thus, those that ought to be viewed as the real key suppliers will have an influence on the

flagship firm's strategies. This is a general assumption in the N&I approach and network
view on IPM with respect to allbzb relationships. At the same time, the non-key suppliers
-those that probably show the largest coherence with the flagship's internationalization
patterns and whose relationship with the flagship is most characterized by asymmetry and
dependence- will have the least influence on a flagship firm's strategies.

Through Rugman and D'Cruz' (zooo) acknowledgement that many members of F/SP
networks are multidivisional and multisectoral, and by emphasizing their inter- rather than
intra-industry relations, it becomes all the more risky to sustain that asymmetry can govern
bzb relationships within the FISP model. Our research results confirm this.

In fact, the OEMs that we analyzed, admitted in a very straight-forward way that
technologically they are coming to depend more and more on certain suppliers, that deliver
and supply them with inputs they themselves are not capable of providing (anymore). What
is more, being aware of this, they design and deploy outsourcing strategies aimed at
containing this dependence.
Based on our findings, we claim that hub firms that form the gatekeeping firm of a business
network to the final market, maintain different kinds ofrelationships with their suppliers

in terms of power equality and resource dependence. One-way dependence ofthe latter
on the hub OEM is certainly not in line with reality. Instead, more plurality can be observed,
including relationships in which a clear dependence of the hub firm on certain input
providers exists. The latter situation occurs especially when multidivisional and
multisectoral suppliers bring in vital knowledge from what is considered to be outside the
core business of automotive industry and which is not under control (anymore) ofan OEM.
Such a situation is also likely to be the case when industry-wide suppliers and suppliers that
hold a near-monopoly position in their product niche are involved. With regard to suppliers
that are either only active in the automotive business andlor only work for one OEM or
only a few ofthem, a much more pronounced power asymmetry can be observed. As such,
our findings confirm the views ofthe N&I approach and the network view on IPM, who
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recognize that beb relationships, next to dominance or leadership by one firm (be it the
hub firm or not), can be characterized by a symmetrical distribution of resources and
capabilities.
Consequently, on the basis of our research findings, we propose to work according to an
action-reaction sequence in which the suppliers' (internationalization and assignment)
actions are analyzed in the light ofthe OEMs' (the flagship) moves, that is, independently
of the power symmetry involved in b2b relationships. It turned out that, in the case of
analyzing internationalization patterns, the hub OEMs serve best as the actor of departure.
We refer explicitly to OEMs in plural, as the context in which this sequence is embedded
is one of multiple suppliers-multiple buyers. Whereas the PISP model stresses the
asymmetric relationships between one flagship firm and its suppliers and dedicates
relatively little attention to other, for example, (inter-firm) relationships and environmental
parameters that may co-determine the internationalization pattern and sequence of
suppliers, our research results are in line with the N&I approach and the network view on
IPM. They emphasize that the overarching structures and the environment in which
networks and bzb relationships are embedded, also determine firms' bib and
internationalization decisions and actions.

7.4.

Conceptual positioning ofresearch findings

To position the concept of business networks we developed through the present research
amidst existing views on business networks as organization sets, we present the following
table. It compares our own concept of business networks -placed in the right column- with
the others on a variety of parameters with respect to the structuring of bib relationships
and networks.
For further details and a discussion of the "standing" views on business networks as
organization sets, and ofthe grounding of our own view in them, see chapter I and 2, and
chapter 3 and 4 respectively.
Our own view is termed "kaleidoscopic organization sets", accentuating the changes that
business networks can go through.

Apart from positioning it amidst standing views in Table 16 on a number of parameters,
it is visually portrayed in Figure Io. It indicates that changes can be set in motion from the
centre of the conceptual framework and can affect all members (see also chapter 3). For
instance through a sequence whereby "hub firm subsidiary assignment and location
strategy" influences "suppliers' subsidiaries' assignment and location strategies". Or
alternatively, through a sequence in which "centralization ofdecisions within the hierarchy
ofthe hub firm" affects "supplier choice at subsidiary level". They can also take place as
a consequence ofmoves undertaken by actors and changes produced by elements in the
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less central part of the conceptual framework: like the incumbent and rival suppliers,
reacting to or anticipating possible changes in their business environment, be it sectoral
or macro-economic contextual events, postures ofbuyer firms or the behaviour ofrival
firms. By all means, the principal actors making up the business networks or organization
sets under consideration can anticipate on and react to all kinds ofchanging circumstances,
which they in turn also create and set in motion themselves. For a further exposition on
our views on the causal structures between key forces and events, on the one hand, and the
behaviour of the key actors of our organization sets, on the other hand, see chapter 3 and
4 as well as the first paragraphs ofthe present chapter.

Our view on the interactions and dynamics between actors and events in a business
network setting strongly resembles the one presented by Shackle (I969, I974) on the
way firms can cope with (potential) surprise and (expected) events in their
environments and how this leads to a changing and swirling reality. He used the
metaphor ofthe "kaleidoscope" for his theories on economic interaction and decisionmaking. This also explains why we baptized our view as "kaleidoscopic organization
sets".
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Figure Io: Business networks as Kaleidoscopic organization sets
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7·5·

Suggestions for further research

As regards recommendations for further research, what should stand out is the need for
additional empirical research into the evolution of actor compositions ofbusiness networks
over time, as that iS the only way our observations regarding substantial supplier

substitutions in one ofour two case studies can be validated.

Moreover, especially as regards the geographical articulation and co-location degrees of
business networks, it is recommendable to assess to what extent our conclusions are valid
for international business networks in general, and for those networks whose locational
point ofgravity is situated in the home base of a hub firm in particular.

Also, exploration in a profound way of the fundamental factors and mechanisms that
intervene in actor substitutions and that drive such processes is highly recommended. In
this respect, the case in which we detected a substantial number of substitutions would
provide a good starting point. Consequently, this should lead to a conceptual framework,
whose underlying elements and relationships can then be tested more systematically
through, for instance, a large-scale survey ofbusiness networks. Eventually, the modelling
of these elements and relationships and their large-scale and detailed testing can be done
computationally, based on models ofcomplex dynamic systems (see e.g. Kaufmann, I992,
1995)·

In line with the former, our research results can be interpreted as support for the claim that
when firms are confident in their own bzb relationship management qualities, and in the
resource potential and the agility of new partners in order to equal or surpass, for example,
current partners' technological and logistic performances, trUSt built up with current
partners will not prevent firms to change partners. Certainly not, if competing firms of
current partners promise to do better when conquering the network positions currently
not under their control. This is a related hypothesis that should play a role in future
research.

In addition to the former recommendations, we want

to

formulate the following

suggestions.

To set up research that allows tO teSt whether patterns with respect to geographical
articulation and actor composition are either country-specific (for instance, whether the
Renault case is representative for the French car makers and the VW case is representative
for the German ones, etc.), in line with findings of e.g. Maurice, Sellier and Sylvestre (1986)

and Lane (1989). Or whether they can be categorized in terms of certain business
philosophies that cross national borders. In the same way as certain classifications of OEMsupplier relationships and OEM management philosophies ofproductive models (such
as: Toyotism, Hondaism, Sloanism and Fordism) have been distinguished by Boyer (I991),
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Boyer and Freyssenet (I995,2000) and various of their GeisterBleichen e.g. Chanaron and
Lung (I999).

Furthermore, whether the (varieties of) patterns that can be established with respect to
automotive OEM-supplier networks are car-industry specific or whether they are more
universal, through similar research in other sectors.

Appendix A
History ofthe Landaben plant before the VW
ownership period
I.I.

The outset

Tile automotive industry in Navarra has its origins in a mechanical complex created by Felix
Huarte in the 195Os. Huarte was an entrepreneur from the region who helped set up various
enterprises in a highly diversified array of industrial activities. The most emblematic one
was called Industrias Metalicas de Navarra S.A. (Imenasa).
From the Huarte industrial group, five product lines emerged which would ultimately form
the pillars of Navarra's future automotive development. These were: a cranes division
(which was eventually bought by Liebherr), a steering and motor devices division (Imenasa
and Torfinasa), a brakes division (which eventually operated under the name of Girling),
a shock absorbers division (AP) and an exhaust pipes division (FADASA).

Independent of the former Huarte legacy, other automotive auxiliary companies of local
origin also emerged in the I9605 (De la Torre, 200I), with or without help from foreign
capital providers. Examples are: Bendibtrica S.A. and Trac SA According to Ardaiz Loyola
(I98I, p. 429), apart from the local and foreign capital invested in automotive activities, in
those days Navarra also attracted industrial investors from Catalonia and Euskadi (the
Basque Country), as is shown in Table I.
Based on an analysis ofthe Trade Register of Navarra between I955-I966, De la Torre
(200I) reveals that in this period a series of private capital initiatives in automotive activities

were set up, most of them with modest dimensions. Among others, plants for the
production of accessories, electric equipment, repair workshops and authorized outlets
for national and foreign automotive parts were opened. Table I shows the 1950s-I960s
situation with respect to the production ofautomotive parts and pieces in Navarra.
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Table

I:

Large companies in Navarra at the outset of its auxiliary automotive

industry
Company

Locality

Type of
firm

Origin of

creation

Imena S.A.

Pamplona

241121I953

Family

Navarra

Steering devices

Pamplona

I955

Family

Navarra

automotive components

Date of

Urra Espahola
S.A.

Trac S.A.

Activity

Bolts and screws,

Torfinerilla Fina
Navarra S.A.

capital

based on cold stamping

Pamplona

05/03/1957

Family

Navarra

Pamplona

/96/

Family

Navarra

Brakes

Drive a,des, a,de housing
and gear sets

Inmetu S.A.

Tudela

Family

Navarra I
Euskadi

Metal and mechanical

19 Osf1965

Norton S.A.

Pamplona

13 08JI965

MNE

USA

Abrasives

Pamplona

22104 1966

Family

Navarra

S.A.

Mechanical workshop

Navarra 1

Bendiberica S.A.

11»611966

MNE

Brakes and friction

Pamplona

Catalonia 1

Talleres Inina

USA

workshop

materials

Sunsundegui e
Hiios S.A.

Alsasua

3011111966

Family

Navarra

Coachworks

MagoteauxLuzuriaga S.A.

Urdiain

13106Ji967

MNE

Belgium

Dies and parts for

Navarra de
Abrasivos S.A.

Carcastillo

05105/1969

Unlimited

Euskadi

machinery

Navarra 1

Abrasives

Catalonia

Source: Author's elaboration based on De la Torre, 2001, Navarra Empresarial, 1994, TRW, 1996; Diario de
Navarra, various editions; Diario de Noticias, various editions.

Supplementary to the former companies, by the mid-19605 an additional 40 companies
carried out manufacturing activities destined for the automobile industry in Navarra (De
la Torre, 2001). Until the mid-I960s, Navarra's ancillary automotive production activities
were destined for vehicle assembly outside the proper region or for utility vehicles
manufacturing in small production batches. However, the presence of all these activities
in a limited space generated a significant potential of agglomeration economies for final
assembly activities ofcars in large industrial series.
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Apart from its own early automotive fabric, nearby Gipuzkoa also offered early, and highly
specialized, SME ancillary activities to the automobile industry. Villages such as Eibar,
Placencia, Elgoibar, Mondrag6n, Hernani and Pasajes housed thousands of metal
workshops, some ofthem highly dedicated to vehicle and engine devices. Some ofthese
companies at that time were already suppliers of, for instance, FASA Valladolid (Manero
Miguel, I997). Also Michelin tires already counted with a production plant in this area by
this time. Other firms related to the automotive sector of that period in Gipuzkoa, were:
Aparicio Hermanos, Anma, Ayra, Durex Co., Madaya, Alfa, and Uni6n Cerrajera.
Felix Huarte also contributed to the various new automotive ventures outside his group's
ownership in Navarra through the fact that he became a member of the Foral Deputy of
Navarra for several years in the 19605 (Sanz-Magallon Rezusta, 1999). Under his regime
the first Programme of Industrial Promotion (PPI) for Navarra was launched (1964).' He
put a strong personal effort into modernizing and developing the industry in the region.
Various historians (e.g. Erro and Caspistegui, zooi) qualify the PPI aS the catalyst that
accelerated the industrialization process in Navarra, which had taken offin the previous
decade and proceeded at a slow pace since then.

The targeted industrial policies and the fact that Navarra's relative autonomy in
administrative matters provided this region with fluid and agile relationships between the
public and private sectors (Erro and Caspistegui, 2001), alSO contributed to the
establishment o f an automotive infrastructure in the region. The indicated policies and
autonomy facilitated both the emergence of endogenous private initiatives in the
automotive sector and the attraction of (partly) foreign-owned enterprises in Navarra. In
practical terms, in Navarra, for the first group it was easier than elsewhere to apply for help
from the PPI, whereas the second group of enterprises did not need to go through the
bureaucratic paperwork facing them in the other Spanish regions.

From Table i it can in fact be concluded that there was a certain time lag between the
development of local initiatives and those that were (partly) set-up with foreign capital.
Whereas initially the companies ofthe automotive ancillary sector were based on local
family capital, in a second stage, foreign capital-based companies also emerged among
them. This indicates that the coming into force ofthe PPI as of 1964 effectively marks the

'

Navarra's own-designed complement to thecentralstate's Planes de Desarrollo Nacionales. Navarra

had not been included in the first set of industrial growth p61es of Spain's First National
Development Plan. Therefore, in theory it was not allowed to concede any kind of (financial) aid
and assistance to companies wanting to locate in the region. Through effective lobbying, notably
by Felix Huarte, Navarra obtained approval from the central state for its plan. Meanwhile, it
maintained its rights to makeuse o fitsprivileges relatedtoits Foral Regime(Gortari, 2001). These
superseded the advantages offered in the polos de desarrollo pointed out in the First National
Development Plan, and were thus to favour private initiatives in Navarra more effecitvely than
elsewhere. These rights were renovated, reaffirmed in some way and re-acknowledged by the
Spanish state on several occasions in the 20'h century i.e. in 194I, 1953, 1964,1979,1982 (SanzMagallon Rezusta, 1999, p. 188).
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start of the arrival of foreign capital with regard to the automotive industry in Navarra, as
can also be derived from the subsequent ventures mentioned in Table I.

I.2.

The AUTHI era

The PPI and the ancillary automotive manufacturing activities present in the region by the
mid-I960s can be considered the primary determinants for the subsequent establishment
of a final assembly factory in Navarra in 1965· In this year the licensed production of British
Motor Corporation cars was set up in Landaben (Pamplona) through the AUTHI project
(Autom6viles Hispano Ingleses). In Ig66, AUTHI was made ready for serial production.

It appears that the arrival of the AUTHI project formed a further strong stimulant for the
entry of foreign capital and companies in Navarra (see also Table I). As can be seen, the
companies that had at their disposal capital from outside of Navarra were created from

I965 onwar(is.
The main national partner and also the most important initiator behind the AUTHI venture
was Nueva Montafla Quijano of Santander, backed by Banco de Santander. In fact, Nueva
Montana Quijano started out as the exclusive shareholder. From their side, British
carmakers were interested in production in Spain, to avoid restrictions on sales by the
Franco regime regarding foreign cars.

Until the launching ofthe AUTHI project, Nueva Montafla Quijano (hereafter: NMQ) had
been one o f the most important suppliers of FASA-Renault in Valladolid, for which it
manufactured engines. In I965, FASA-Renault told NMQ that it would stop buying engines
from them. Tthis caused serious problems for NMQ as its engine production was entirely
destined for FASA. Consequently, it had to look elsewhere for customers. When it was
unable to find new clients, NMQ decided to start its own final assembly activities. The
choice to Set Up these activities in Landaben was due to the presence in Navarra of
manufacturers ofbrakes and other automotive components complementary to NMQ's
own products. Its geographical positioning was apparently also to the liking of NMQ. This
choice was also facilitated by the aids and subsidies offered by the Foral Deputy of Navarra
at that time (Etayo Pdrez, 2004. Moreover, NMQ already maintained commercial
relationships with companies from Navarra. Since the beginning ofthe Ig6os, it purchased
for example motor devices from imenasa. It seems that also personal, business and public

relationships between Felix Huarte and the president o f NMQ (the Mark o f Huidobro)
further benefited the negotiations between NMQ and the Foral Government of Navarra
and that these relationships contributed to the eventual decision to set up AUTHI in
Navarra (De la Torre, 2001).

During the first years of production, apart from the engines produced by NMQ for AUTHI,
the most important components bought externally were: brakes made by Urra S.A., steering
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gears made by Imenasa (De La Torre, 2001) and linkages provided by Torfinasa (TRW,
I996). In I971, the supply of steering gears was taken over by Torfinasa, as by then Imenasa

had merged with Torfinasa (TRW, 1996).

Between September I966 and May 1975, AUTHI manufactured a total of 131 ,744 Austin
and Morris models, divided as follows.

Table 2: Production ofAUTHI in car units per model
Model

Morris and

Mini

Austin

Victoria

Production
in car units

17'978

83,596

9,385

20,786

Source: Author's elaboration based on VW Navarra, Apunto No. 2, Mayo 1996, p. II

In 1969, British Leyland Motor Corporation (hereafter: BLMC) substituted British Motor
Corporation and it acquired 50% of the shares in AUTHI, taking over half of the shares
held by NMQ until then. A weak financial situation on the part of NMQ was presumably
the main reason behind this operation (Sanchez Jauregui and Royo Vicente, I997). Four
years later, BLMC acquired another 48.3% ofthe shares, augmenting its stake in AUTHI
to 98% (Sanchez jauregui and Royo Vicente, 1997)· This expansion of BLMC's share in
AUTHI testifies to the plans it had at the time to expand its activities in Landaben. However,
these plans were never brought to a good end. First of all, due to a severe crisis in the
English car sector which even endangered the survival of BLMC itself. Secondly, due to
the fact that losses of the AUTHI project had piled up highly until I974 (De la Torre, 2001).

Other drawbacks the AUTHI project encountered in the first halfof the '970s, were the
following. In I969 a strike broke out at two "emblematic" companies of Navarra, Super
Ser and Eaton Ibtrica (previously Trac S.A.), and there was a period of labour conflicts all
over Navarra. As a consequence, the AUTHI plant suffered from various strikes between
1970 and I974· On top of that, in 1974 a fire broke out in the parts and pieces warehouse
of the AUTHI complex, which was completely destroyed as a consequence. A complete
halt of all production activities was the outcome as well as the destruction of capital goods
and stocks worth around 500 MPTAS. At that moment, BLMC announced its intention
to end its participation in the project and to cease all its activities in Spain (Longas, I998,
p. 217), which it did soon after.
Although the fire may have been the occasion for BLMC to make clear its intention to end
its participation in the AUTHI project, the real reasons for its withdrawal should be sought
elsewhere. Gimeno Valledor (1993) argues that problems with the final product's quality
ofthe AUTHI factory in the Iglos caused its demise. These problems called for a greater
systematic involvement on the part of BLMC than it was able to provide. On the one hand.
due to a lack of geographical proximity between Great Britain and Northern Spain and,
on the other hand, due to the fact that by this time the whole British automobile industry
was in a severe crisis and was subject to national reorganizations. The inability of the British
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partner to face up to the quality management and financial necessities of AUTHI, made
BLMC withdraw from the AUTHI project and leave the Landaben plant to its own devices.
Lagendijk (I993) and De la Torre (200I) also mention the general difficulties experienced

in the I970s by BLMC at home as an explanation for BLMC's withdrawal. Finally, De la
Torre's observation (200I) ofthe high losses ofthe AUTHI project itself until 1974 should
also be seen as a major reason for BLMC to withdraw.
To avoid the closure ofthe Landaben plant and to maintain social stability, the Spanish
state decided that state-owned SEAT should incorporate the plant into its production
apparatus. In 1976, the Landaben plant came under the ownership of SEAT.
Previously, GM had also attempted to take over AUTHI. To enable this move, GM first
persuaded BMC into becoming the full owner of AUTHI, which it achieved in I973 with
permission from the Spanish state. Subsequently, GM started negotiations with the Spanish
state regarding the acquisition of AUTHI. However, the Spanish state did not collaborate
any further in this dossier, as GM indicated that it was not willing to fulfil the local content
and export demands that were introduced in these negotiations by the Spanish authorities,
and at the same time the latter were unwilling to improve the investment terms (Mufioz,
Roldan, Serrano and Garcia Delgado, 1975) After this failure to reach an agreement, the
AUTHI factory in Landaben, although also sought after by FASA (Lagendijk, 1993), finally
came in the hands ofSEAT.

One of the key factors for SEAT to go along with this plan were the financial and fiscal
advantages the Foral Government of Navarra was able to offer. The terms ofthe agreement
between the new owner and the deputation ofNavarra also reflected the will to respond
to the adverse context in which this deal was made. A context characterized by social and

political conflicts, rising unemployment and rising costs of production and living due to
the oil crises of the previous years. The authorities of Navarra offered SEAT preferential
fiscal treatment and a conjoint of public aids in exchange for an employment project, in
which the workers and companies of Navarra that were previously involved in the AUTHI
project and its external part supplies would receive preferential treatment.
I.2.I. COnClUSiOn

The demands introduced by the Foral Government o f Navarra indicate that, until then,
the suppliers complex around the AUTHI plant was located in a rather reduced and nearby
geographical area. Apart from the materials coming from Santander (NMQ) and the inhouse production at the Landaben plant, most other supplies came almost exclusively from
Navarra and Euskadi (the Basque Country). Ranging from the supply of production
equipment and a small selection of relatively strategic elements like brake and steering
devices, to the production of more low-end and standardized parts and pieces from a wide
array of (metal) workshops.
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The rather high degree ofvertical integratedness that characterized the plant's production
was quite usual for that moment and suppliers to automobile manufacturers were usually
generic metal workshops in those days. As Navarra had seen the creation of a large body
of such companies, with a notable inclination towards activities aimed at the automotive
sector, there was no need to rely on companies from further away. Therefore, while under
NMQ-BLMC ownership, the AUTHI plant functioned on a highly integrated basis, both
production-wise and geographically speaking. The manufacturing of most of the car
happened in-house, relying on nearby located manufacturers and jobbers (mainly from
Navarra, the area around Santander and the Basque Country) for certain specific
automotive components and parts.
Capital-wise, there was a diversification of funding sources among the suppliers complex
when comparing the start and the end ofthe NMQ-BLMC period. At the start it was mainly
local capital. Towards the end of the AUTHI era, there was increasing foreign capital
participation in the supplier complex. AUTHI itself also started out as a locally funded
project, with NMQ and Banco de Santander as financial partners, but it also came to depend
almost entirely on foreign (= British) capital towards the end of its existence.

From a conceptual network perspective, it can be argued that the Landaben plant occupied
a comparatively weak intra-firm network position vis-A-vis its capital and teChnology
providers BLMC and NMQ during the AUTHI era. Technologically speaking it was not
self-sufficient. Most technological inputs and design and R&D efforts for the conception
of the models assembled in Landaben had already been carried out in Great Britain
beforehand. Capital-wise it was not self-sufficient either, as either the first or the second
shareholder provided the necessary capital for investments. Engine development was taken
care of by NMQ and Landaben simply functioned on the basis ofa production license.
Moreover, it generated insufficient cash flow in order to claim or develop more selfsufficiency.

The relationships with suppliers ofthe Landaben plant seem to have been rather stable
during the AUTHI era. However, only in the case of a few suppliers this continuity was due
to superior technological capacities, i.e. those who delivered relatively integrated systems.
In general, longevity of supplier relationships appears to have been the result of
geographical proximity of suppliers vis-i-vis the Landaben plant, "sheltered by" the infant
state of the sector which reduced the availability of alternative suppliers for a specific input
located nearby, the limited loan possibilities for entrepreneurs to set up rival supply
activities and the import barriers imposed by the Spanish state until this period (see also

Appendix C).
Arguably, this basis for privileged bib relationships would be prone to erosion over time
ifeventually production carried out in the Landaben plant were to be transferred elsewhere
or internalized. Similarly, if competitors would settle down in situ or if equally good
material could be brought in from elsewhere after transportation and foreign trade

possibilities improved.
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The role of the suppliers, whose b2b relationships with Landaben was

not based on

technological advantages, was rather limited in the conception and production ofthe parts
to be used for the final produas. They tended to operate as jobbers, working on the basis
of specified part details.

Ultimately, the failure ofthe privately owned AUTHI project urged the Spanish state to
take care of its remains and to try and revive the positive external effects this large
enterprise ought to be able to produce in terms of spill-overs to the larger economy,
employment, standard of living and state revenue through taxes.

From the attitude adopted by the Foral Government of Navarra and the demands it
introduced related to the take-over of the Landaben plant by SEAT, it can be concluded
that it aimed for the continuation of a local embeddedness in terms of parts supply ofthe
Landaben plant.

I.3.

The SEAT era

Evidently, the integration of the Landaben plant into a nationally-led company structure
(SEAT) with another foreign partner (FIAT) with consolidated production and purchasing
practices, could not leave this local embeddedness totally unaffected. The Landaben plant
was now integrated into new organization structures and different institutional and
technological dependencies. This meant altered circumstances for the allocation of activities
and responsibilities between the Landaben plant, the other branch plants ofthe company
to which it now belonged, the corporate level of this company and the foreign partner to
which it was linked. It also meant modified circumstances for the articulation of the supply
relationships of the Landaben plant.
During the SEAT era, the Landaben plant did not play a role in the conception and design
part of the respective models it produced. The same can be said about the corporate level
o f SEAT. Instead, FIAT Torino and the designer studios it contracted did this. Prototypes
of new models were always developed under the exclusive supervision ofFIAT's highest
authorities. As regards the product and production final engineering and operationalization
of serial production the Landaben plant did not take any lead or responsibilities either.
During its alliance with FIAT, SEAT always produced models that had already been

produced in large numbers by FIAT. Pioneer work with respect to final production
engineering to take a model into serial production, had therefore always taken place already
once SEAT took a model into production, be it at the Landaben plant or at any other of
the plants SEAT possessed in Spain.
The same can be said about the development of automotive parts and pieces, which
eventually were outsourced. The involvement of suppliers in the design, production and
delivery of new car parts had already been carried out in Italy by the time a model came
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into production in Spain. Similarly, the content of a specific car model had already been
finalized by the time SEAT took it into production.
Thus, the supplier task descriptions of parts and pieces for a new model and the fine-tuning
of final engineering was mastered in Italy and only had to be copied to the selected
production site(s) in Spain. This meant no more than transposing the supplier specifications
from the Italian context to the Spanish b2b relationships. Only a mis-i-point at the SEAT
production sites of FIAT's experiences with respect to supplier inputs was implemented
then. Evidently, the consolidated (intra- and inter-firm) supply flows of the FIAT
production schemes were altered and licensed production activities were initiated by SEAT,
or suppliers in Spain were selected in order to comply with the local content rules.

Consequently, proprietary part development hardly took place. Similarly, pioneer work
by SEAT in various fields, be it internally in its own factories or externally with local
suppliers with respect to the intrinsic development of the car product and its different
components, was not an issue. Thus, at the level of SEAT, either at corporate or at plant
level, no vanguard and strategic activities in terms ofconceptualization and outsourcing
were developed.

The Landaben plant found itself in this respect in an even more marginal situation as it
started out producing models that previously had already been produced by other factories
ofthe SEAT stable. In addition, the models the Landaben plant produced during its first
years under SEAT were no state-of-the-art models. For these models the final product
engineering phases ofthe model and its constituting parts had already been carried out.
The same was true for final production engineering. Together, this meant that the
Landaben's plant assembly activities did not spur innovative activities among its suppliers.
As had been the case in the AUTHI time, during the SEAT reign the Landaben plant was
also a mono-product factory.

Certainly in the first years, the Landaben plant was dedicated to residual manufacturing
ofvarious models that had already peaked, commercially speaking. Between I976 and I983,
SEAT 124, Lancia and SEAT Panda's respectively were produced at the Landaben plant.
The first of these models should be considered passt at that time, already in the final stage
of its life-cycle. During the production of the SEAT I24, the Landaben plant also produced
exterior body parts, both for itselfand for the I24 production at SEAT-Barcelona. The
second model offered no real commercial perspectives and should be seen as a temporary

(bridging) solution.
Thus, at the outset, the Landaben plant's role was clearly to free up production space at
the main production sites of SEAT in order to augment productivity rates of these main
sites. In fact, it functioned as a sort of production sink. lIn 1978 for example, the SEAT Ritmo
was put into production in Catalonia. In that same year, the Landaben plant was assigned
the production of certain Lancia models with meagre future prospects on the Spanish
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market. Although the Landaben plant did not have to share the production ofthese Lancia
models with other SEAT plants and other SEAT plants had not produced these models
previously, the fact that Landaben only produced these models during a very short time
and the fact that the production organization of the high-end models was under strong
control of FIAT, meant there was only very limited space for plant-level responsibilities.

Only when the largest part of the production of the SEAT Panda was assigned to the
Landaben plant, making it the principal production centre for this model, one could argue
the Landaben plant had obtained an equal place in the SEAT stable. As the official reason
for terminating the production ofthe Lancia models, SEAT claimed that this was coherent
with its new rationalization schemes in terms of product offer and its aim for bigger
production series to achieve economies of scale (SEAT, 198I, p. 2I). The Panda was also
assembled in Martorell and later in Barcelona's Zona Franca site.
Table 3 provides an overview of the yearly production as well as investment features at the
Landaben plant during the SEAT era.

Table 3: Production and investment figures Landaben I976-I983
Year

Production in
Landaben in car
units

Landaben

models

Model(s)

produced

produced

elsewhere?

yes, in Zona

I976

20.987

100% SEAT 124

1977

58,325

too% SEAT 124

1978

32,456

100% SEAT

30,043

90% SEAT 114 SEAT 124: yes
in Zona
& to% Lancia
Lancia:
and
Franca;
Beta Coupt
HPE
no

% Share in Investments % Share in
total SEAT in Landaben total SEAT
production in MPTAS investments
6.0

1,529

27.5

16.5

202

6.3

II.3

621

5.7

10.1

3,579

28.7

12.7

4,816

37.7

24.1

1,856

259

23·5

229

3.0

7.6

8,000

59.5

Franca

ves, in Zona

'

1979

124

to% Lancia &
1980

37.795

Franca

yes, in Zona
Franca

Lancia: no;
SEAT 124: yes

in Zona
60% SEAT 124
& 30% SEAT Franca; SEAT
Panda

Panda: yes, in

Martorell
1981

SO,202

1982

56,4I6

1983

18,966

too% SEAT

yes, in

Panda

Martorell

100% SEAT
Panda

yes, in Zona

too% SEAT

yes, in Zona

Panda

Franca

Franca

Source: Author's elaborationbased on SEAT, Memoriay Balance ejercicio 1976-1983, Madrid, 1977-1984;
Sanchez laureeiand Royo Vicente, 1997; VW Navarra, 1995; VW Navarra, Apunto No. 2, Mayo 1996, p. 11
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The fact that investments in the Landaben plant were constant and substantial (see Table
3) shows that SEAT indeed meant for this plant to play an important role. For instance,
after the acquisition of the Landaben plant in 1976, SEAT immediately initiated major
investments. Apart from preparing the production lines in Landaben for other car models,
new warehouses were also constructed (SEAT, I977, P· 32). The assignment ofpart ofthe
Panda production to the Landaben plant and the accompanying investments further
emphasized the plans SEAT had with the Landaben plant.

With respect to the relationships the Landaben plant maintained with suppliers and with
its SEAT sister plants, the annual reports of SEAT reveal that -in spite ofthe concessions
.
introduced by the Foral Government ofNavarra in the Landaben plant "transfer treaty
in terms of local embeddedness, the Landaben plant comes to depend on supplies from
Catalonia after its incorporation into the SEAT group (SEAT, I 977- 198 I).
From the SEAT annual reports with respect to the period I976-I983, one can conclude the
following as regards the Landaben plant's incoming product flows:

• The engine supply from Santander was replaced by engine supply from SEAT
Martorell.

• Brakes and steering devices were now supplied from SEAT branch locations in
Catalonia.
•

Gear boxes now came from SEAT's branch location in El Prat de Llobregat.

•

Foundry and stamping of small metal devices was done at SEAT Zona Franca.

•

Fuel deposits, suspensions and all kind of mechanical and electronic elements now came

from SEAT Martorell.
•

•

Metal sheet for the stamping o f sub frames, cross members and large exterior metal
body parts now came from different Catalan-based metal sheet suppliers.
The stamping of these elements was now taken on inside the Landaben factory. The
necessary equipment was therefore transferred from SEAT-Barcelona to Landaben.

•

Interior elements came from various suppliers. Landaben carried out the final assembly
and upholstery ofthe car models (doors, dashboard and rest of interior parts).

•

Transmissions were but one ofthe items imported through FIAT channels until I982.
In Ig87 a start was made with SEAT-own production of transmissions in Spain (SEAT,
1983, P. 28).
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The fact that Landaben's production was centered around models for which production
structures had already been set up and the fact that the Landaben plant was consolidated
into an already established company structure, makes it understandable that the previously
designed production methods and bzb relationships for these models were simply
transposed to the Landaben plant. Establishing relationships with new suppliers, going
through previous selection phases with them and making sure their quality is up to par,
is obviously not an evident exercise when these inputs are destined to low volumes of car
models that either are already over the hill or offer no substantial growth perspectives. If
these volumes become even more reduced towards the expiration of the production cycle
-which was the case with the SEAT I24 and the Lancia's, the setting up ofwholly new
supply relationships makes even less sense. Arguably, the sharing of the SEAT I 24 and
SEAT Panda production with SEAT factories in Catalonia further obstructed the
conception ofa Landaben-centered structure ofsupply relationships.
Thus, the possibilities to create or maintain Landaben plant-specific networks of (locally
concentrated) supplier relationships around the Landaben plant were scarce. As a result,
relationships between the Landaben plant and Navarra-based suppliers decreased in
number and value.

Although the former suppliers of AUTHI from Navarra did not disappear as a consequence

of this "separation", they evidently lost important stimuli to develop further into more
advanced suppliers. This translated into worsening turnover and profit figures and several
of the suppliers reported hard times in this period (El Pais, 199711). As a consequence, many

ofthem were taken over or redirected their business towards other automotive segments
and clients. Girling, for example, was taken over by Lucas in I976. Torfinasa (including
Imenasa) was taken over by TRW in I975 for 50% and its take-over was completed in 1984.
Trac S.A. was completely taken over by Eaton in I978, after the latter company already had

acquired a majority share in Trac S.A. in I966.

For these companies the integration into a foreign company opened more possibilities to
attend various clients and thus spread risks. In addition, Girling, Torfinasa and Imenasa
intensified their activities aimed at the utility vehicle market. The latter strategy can also
be seen as a means to compensate for the loss of AUTHI as a captive client for these
companies and the fact that it was more difficult for them to a establish supply relationships
with the Landaben plant in the SEAT-FIAT situation due to the consolidated production
and supply structures behind the contemporary Landaben plant's activities.
The process ofautomotive companies from Navarra merging into foreign MNEs continued
in the 1980s (Sanchez Jauregui, 200I). Some examples are: the acquisition ofBendiberica
by Allied Signal in I983, Industrias Esteban by Bertrand Faure in I985, FADASA by Arvin
Exhaust in I988 and AP Amortiguadores by Arvin Exhaust in I989.

From the annual reports of SEAT regarding the years 1976-I983, it appears furthermore
that until the I9806 the strategic implication of external suppliers was rather limited.
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Although certain scholars (Gimeno Valledor, 1993; Lagendijk, I995) consider SEAT as the
company in Spain, that historically speaking contributed most to the creation of a national
supplier base, still it was a highly vertically integrated company as regards the more strategic
parts of the car. Only for more standard parts and pieces, it relied on exterior workshops.
These delivered parts and pieces for the components SEAT finalized in-house. As far as
the production of parts and pieces was outsourced, the annual reports testify that SEAT
itself did the product development and gave highly detailed product specifications to
suppliers (see SEAT, Memoria y Balance, various years, paragraph "Investigacion y
proyectos"). Similarly, it appears that the Landaben plant indeed received more external
inputs after its incorporation into the SEAT structure due to intra-firm product flows
coming from sister SEAT plants in Catalonia.
Over the years, the number and value of inputs coming from outside the SEAT concern
was quite high and showed clear signs of increase. This is illustrated in Table 4. The rather
high percentages of external purchasing were largely due to the fact that FIAT was an
important provider of inputs with high added value until 1982. As FIAT always stayed a
third party throughout this time, its supplies were always booked as external purchasing.
FIAT supplied, for instance, all kinds ofengine and gear box parts, transmissions and other
chassis parts that only required final assembly and parts attachments by SEAT (SEAT, I982,
P. 24).

Table 4: Implication ofexternal suppliers in SEAT turnover
Year

Turnover SEAT in

MPTAS

Value ofexternal purchasing External purchasing in
in

MFTAS

%ofturnover

I976

75·892

37.209

49.0

I978

97·374

47·728

49.0

I980

117·856

66.931

56.8

1982

118.0I 6

71.612

60.7

1983'

146.796

97.I18

66.2

Source: Author's elaboration based on SEAT, Memoriay Balance fiercicio 1976-1983, Madrid, 1977-1984

Regarding the interchanges and interweaving with FIAT, it appears that especially towards
the end of the 19705 a policy of progressive integration was pursued. A lot of energy was
put into a rigorous unification ofthe contents and exterior parts ofthe FIAT models that
were also produced under the SEAT label. Various indications of this can be found in
SEAT's annual reports (see e.g. SEAT, 1979, P. 20 and I980, p. 19,21-22). This unification

'

The rather high percentage for 1983, after FIAT's withdrawal, must have been due to the fact that
by then certain components were already procured from VW (cfr.the Motor system Porsche for
the SEAT Ibizaand Malaga which were launched thatsame year) Alsothese inputs-although not
genuine inputs from the auxiliary industry- appear under external procurements in the annual

reports.
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not only illustrates the (voluntarily) retroceding of Spanish interests (by INI and SEAT)
in the SEAT concern, but also the pan-Mediterranean or pan-European expansion
intentions of FIAT in this period. This was enabled by the relaxing legislation regarding
imports of automotive parts and a smoothening of the local content rule, for example
through the adoption of the Decreto Sahagun in I979 (see Appendix C). The growing
figures in terms of external purchasing should therefore also be interpreted as increased
purchasing from or through FIAT.
This integration process within FIAT, fortified the dependence of Landaben on SEAT
Catalonia for its incoming product flows, which in turn came to depend more strongly on
FIAT for the technological engineering and design of final products and contents. The fact
that product development was strongly centralized at FIAT in Torino, also with respect
to those parts that were co-developed with external suppliers, prevented local Spanish
suppliers from receiving incentives to develop into vanguard suppliers ofcar constructors.
Consequently, by the time the models were put into production in Spain, all product
engineering tasks had already been carried out. This lack o f opportunities for Spanish
suppliers existed irrespective of the financial and technological means at their disposal (see
Appendix C) to respond to possible opportunities in this respect.

I.3.I. Conclusion
conceptual network perspective, it can be understood that the Landaben plant
occupied a weak intra-firm network position in its early years after its incorporation into
the SEAT group as it became embedded in a consolidated organization structure. This led
to the assignment of residual activities.

From

a

Within SEAT, the point of gravity of decision power was located in Madrid (where the
Domicilio Social of SEAT and the INI administration were located) and foremostly in
Catalonia where SEAT's production and development centres were located. Regarding
technological and R&D matters, the point of gravity was situated in Catalonia and more
so, in Torino (at the FIAT headquarters). Landaben only played a role within SEAT in
production terms. Nonetheless, even in this respect, the Landaben plant occupied a weak
position within the SEAT hierarchy, especially during the first years of its affiliation. Rather
than a high performance serial production centre of car models with a future, in the first
years it was used as a production sink.

Indeed, the (relatively) high amount of resources invested in the Landaben plant during
I976-1981 allowed the plant to develop into such a centre eventually. In fact, the assignment
of the Panda model should be seen as an upgrading of the Landaben's intra-firm network
position within the SEAT hierarchy as it meant the production o f a model with serious
potential. This was the first time this happened since Landaben had been acquired by SEAT.

Subsequently, its over-all weak intra-firm network position resulted in weak inter-firm
network positions for former AUTHI suppliers vis-J-vis the SEAT group. As a
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consequence, those (intra-SEAT or external) suppliers that held strong positions vis-i-vis
the SEAT group were now also imposed as suppliers to the Landaben plant.

In general, over time the former AUTHI suppliers' contributions were substituted by inputs
provided by internal SEAT and FIAT production and suppliers from Catalonia or Italy.
The weak intra-firm network position of the Landaben plant, the reduced annual
production volumes and outdated models it manufactured in the beginning of its SEAT
time, and the sharing of the SEAT I24 and SEAT Panda production with SEAT factories
in Catalonia led to a stagnation in the automotive industry dynamics in Navarra (outside

the walls of the Landaben plant itself, that is). Consequently, no new dedicated or sitespecific suppliers' plants are set up around Landaben in this period. Neither by those who
cherished a good inter-firm network position as a supplier vis-i-vis the SEAT-FIAT
concern, nor by those who exclusively occupied a good inter-firm network position vis-i-vis
the Landaben plant itself. Instead, several cases oftake-overs ofautomotive suppliers in
Navarra aimed at diversification o f their clientele can be cited. All in all, the Landaben
plant's production activities became largely fed by supply relationships from outside
Navarra.

Appendix B

History ofthe FASA-Renault Valladolid plant,
before its fullintegration into the Renault hierarchy
I.I.

The founding and early years ofFASA

The establishment of"Sociedad Anonima Fabricacion de Automoviles de Valladolid"
(FASA) took place in 1951 in Valladolid. Its creation was notified in the Boletin Oficial del
Estado ofthe 19'h of October of I95I (FASA, I 953, P. 9)· The FASA project was borne by
local entrepreneurs who obtained a Renault production license and it was entirely founded
with private Spanish capital (Pedrosa Sanz, I983, P. 71). The most important driving force
behind the project was Mr. Manuel Jimdnez-Alfaro y de Alaminos. He acted as CEO from
1951 Until I958 and also represented the highest capital stake in the company.

It seems, though, that state interference to found an automobile production p6le in
Valladolid played a certain role as well, as the first president of FASA was Nicolas Franco,
a brother of Spain's leading statesman at the time: Francisco Franco y Bahamontes.
Other events and decisions also indicate that the state showed a special interest in founding
automotive activities in or near Valladolid. For example the fact that the state appeared to
be willing to make concessions to the FASA project in terms of local content rules by means
of special terms within the framework of the Spanish-French commercial treaties.
Moreover, the state had presumably also tried to establish the SEAT project in Valladolid
(Generalitat, I993, P. I3). With respect to the presumed state's emphasis on developing
automobile activities in Valladolid, we forward two explanations. According to PallaresBarbera (I998, p. 348) the desire to locate automobile production in Valladolid was guided
by the government's wish to promote the Madrid region. A different explanation is
provided by Manero Miguel (1997)· He emphasizes the entrepreneurial, geographical and
logistical merits of the area as a rational explanation for the emergence o f automobile
production in Valladolid. He points at the fact that the area was located halfway between
the large consumer market in the Madrid area, on the one hand, and Cantabria and Euskadi
(the Basque Country), on the other hand, as supply regions of raw and finished material
for the automotive industry at that time. He also points at the fact that Valladolid enjoyed
excellent North-South railway connections and that the city already had seen the maturing
ofa broad array of metal workshops related to railway and vehicle activities, which provided
the area with a qualified labour force and engineering experience. In fact, the first FASA
factories were established next to the main railway station of Valladolid. The railway
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jonction embodied by the Campo Grande FF.CC. station of Valladolid, was already
founded in I860 and made Valladolid an important traft d'union in Spain's railway system.
The licensing statutes gave FASA the right to import a substantial number of pieces from
France in the start-up period, with which the licensee would assemble the vehicles in situ.
It also regulated the increasing Spanish share ofthe content ofFASA's end products.
The government gave authorization to Renault to set up a company to produce a 4 HP car.
The type ofcar selected, the Renault 4 CV., was considered by the authorities a suitable
one because it did compete directly with the FIAT I400 that the newly formed car that
SEAT was about to produce. The establishment ofthe production programme meant that
Renault had to fulfill the following conditions.3 First, on initiating the assembly ofvehicles
in series it had to be guaranteed that the value of all materials and parts of Spanish origin
or manufacture would represent at least 25% of the total cost price ofvehicles (see also
FASA, I953, P· I7, P· 20).Once manufacturing was started, assembly operation in series

would not begin until an output of at least 200 cars per month could be assured (see also
FASA, I954, P. 7). Sales ofcars to the public would not be started until proofwas given that
50% of the sales prices corresponded to disbursements in Spain (see also FASA, 1953, P·
I7' P I9). Secondly, one year after the start of assembly, this 50% threshold was to be raised
t070%. Thirdly, three years after the assembly process had begun, and at the most, five
years after the date of publication of this authorization, such a percentage was to be raised
to 90% and engine, clutch and gearbox were to be comprised therein. Fourth, six years after
the publication of the authorization, production was to be made entirely in Spanish
workshops. Finally, the supply of raw materials was subject to the local production
programmes of parts previously approved by the administration, taking into account the
results reached in the local production of various parts, as well as the availability of raw
materials in the country.

The first cars -Renault 4CV.- rolled offthe assembly line in I953 (FASA. I954, P. 5)·
Whether FASA had to live up fully to these conditions is doubtful.
Remarkable in the FASA venture was the fact that this project was temporarily at odds with
the demand ofthe Spanish government in vigour at that time to respect the minimum of
90% of local content for all the cars built in Spain.

At first, Renault cars were assembled in Valladolid made up of almost 100% parts imported
from France.4

1

Direction GeneralofIndustry, MinisterofIndustry, 19 October 1951, Madrid, State Gazette num.

4

292, p. 4723: own adaptation from Carreras and Estapt-Triay, 1998, p. 17
"...sepresentoenel Ministeriode Comercio un permiso de importacion... relativoalos elementos

y conjuntos de los 400 primeros "Renauk 4-CV." que teniamos proyeaado montar dentro del
Tratado Comercial Hispano-francts I95I-1952." (FASA, 1953, P· xI)
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Certain sources indicate that, instead, FASA was allowed to only reach a Io% national value
on its end products during its start-up years. Thanks to a different initial compromise with
the Spanish Ministry of Industry.5 From the company's annual reports of the I950s, a clear
preoccupation -year after year- with getting sufficient foreign currency (FASA, I958, p.
3-4; FASA, 1959, P· 3) to be able to import all kinds ofcomponents from Renault France
and foreign production machinery, and ofbeing reconsidered within the annual commercial
treaties between Spain and France (e.g. FASA, I954, P· Io), gives the impression that the
company indeed adapted somewhat more Slowly to the local content rules as dictated in
the State Gazette num. 292 from I95I. The company indicates that between I953 and 1956
it would work on a "mixed" basis in which the imported share ofapplied components would
decrease progressively (FASA, I954, P· 8; FASA, 955, P· 5)· Similarly, from the outset,
FASA screened and selected suppliers that would be able to produce parts and pieces
according to the production plans of the Regie Nationale des Usines Renault (hereafter:
"Rtgie" or "RNUR") and substitute the import of parts and pieces (FASA, I953, P· II, p.
14' p I8; FASA, I954, P· Io; FASA, I955, P· 6; FASA, I956, p. 4; FASA, 1957, P· 3)· It is
underlined on each occasion that the preparation ofthe supply industry is done in strict
cooperation with FASA itself(see e.g. FASA, I956, p. 5)· In the annual report with respect
to 1954, FASA declares that by the end of that year its cars had reached a local content of
60% (FASA, i955, P· 7)· Similarly, it announces it will further increase the share ofSpanish
components (FASA, I955, P. 8; FASA, I957, P· 3), notably in the field of propulsion parts.
The latter referred especially to the coming procurement of gear boxes and engines from
Industrias Subsidiarias de Aviacion (ISA) and Nueva Montafla Quijano (NMQ).

From the autarchic outlook of the national government at that time, it was important that
FASA would contribute to the founding ofa national car industry. It was also important
that it would contribute to employment and import substitution objectives. In this respect
-and in order to accentuate the objective to reach the local content objectives, the annual
reports ofFASA emphasize how much the state would save in imports through FASA's
own assembly activities and through the gradual replacement of purchasing from Renault
France by local component production (e.g. FASA, I953, P. I3-I4)·

With respect to the suppliers' situation in Spain at the beginning of the I95os, PallaresBarbera (I996, p. IS) argues that "local content of car components was almost nonexistent .
and that only at the end ofthe 195os the "import substitution strategies... began to replace
final assembly imported components with the local manufacture of components and
vehicles". This observation would further explain the low national content in case ofthe
first FASA automobiles.

At the beginning ofthe 19506, therefore, the national government's automobile advisory
board promoted the creation of the ancillary sector, as stated in SEAT's statement of

5

Duque, L.M., Asi nacio FASA hace 25 allos, "El Norte de Castilla, Valladolid, 17 de febrerode 1978;
In: Pedrosa Sanz, 1983, P. 7[.
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principles (Pallares-Barbera, 1998, p. 348). Apart from guidance ofthe parts and pieces
manufacturers provided by the assembly firms SEAT and FASA, the rise ofthe automotive
component industry in Spain was in large part due to the expansion of the army and its need
for vehicles and spare parts (FASA, I953, P. I4-IS)· Consequently, by the end ofthe I9505
the car assembly plants were able to substitute imports largely with locally produced

components.

From the annual reports of FASA, various indications can be found that the Spanish
auxiliary industry in this era indeed had difficulties in complying with the qualitative and
quantitative levels demanded on the part of the Spanish car assembly sector (FASA, 1953,
p. I4) and by FASA itself (FASA, 1956, p. 5). Lagging supply activities on behalfof Spanish
providers, combined with the state's firm determination to substitute imports, manifestly
slowed down production output at FASA during the I950s (FASA, I956, p. 5)·
As in the end also FASA became subject to the 90% local content rule, its Spanish content
grew steadily. Among other things, from I 955 the factory itself diversified from assembly
of imported inputs to assembly and in-house manufacturing ofvarious coachwork and
chassis parts and o f other components. Similarly, from I957 onwards FASA started to
purchase its gear boxes and engines in part from Spanish-based manufacturers (FASA,

'958, p. 4)· Thus, FASA was able to comply with the national value rules. In the first
semester of I959 it procured exclusively Spanish made gear boxes (FASA, I959, P. 3)· The
100% substitution of imported engines by Spanish-made engines was a fact in I96I. The
result was a gradual strengthening of links with Spanish based suppliers.
Especially inputs from Nueva Montafla Quijano (Santander) and Euskadi (the Basque
Country) substituted the French imports. In the Basque Country, especially Vitoria (Araba)
and Gipuzkoan villages such as Eibar, Errnua and Elgoibar housed multiple suppliers of
metal devices to FASA in the early days. This region had the earliest and strongest applied
metal sector in Spain. Moreover, before 1959 (that is: before the general apertura of Spain),
privileged custom tariffs and finance constructions for import -of material, toolS and
equipment- and export transactions existed only for certain sectores mott'ices (like
metallurgy). The ones that most benefited from this were Basque businesses (especially
the ones from Gipuzkoa) due to their location near the (French) border and their advanced
state of development.

In addition, Manero Miguel ( I997) emphasizes that the vast amount of metal workshops
already present in Valladolid around the I950s, become increasingly important for FASA's
operations. These formed a fertile soil for automobile activities with skilled and qualified
human resources. Also Ortiz-VillajOS (2OOI) argues that Valladolid and its surroundings
saw a development in auxiliary industry after the installment of FASA. Furthermore, one
understands from the INI archives that at the beginning of the I950$, the assembly of

automobiles in Spanish factories, like FASA, was carried out on the basis of parts supplied
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by a multitude of smalllocal workshops: This indicates that the railway workshops etc.
mentioned by Manero Miguel (1997), had developed into suppliers for FASA and, thus,
formed a local backbone for FASA independent of its reliance on Renault France for inputs.
To accentuate the local fundament FASA tried to forge for its operations, it appears that
once FASA started to stamp and forge coachwork and propulsion elements, steel was

brought in from siderurgic installations in Avila (FASA, I953, P. 17).
Nevertheless, the more complex and higher added value inputs FASA used came from
NMQ and the Basque suppliers.

In addition

sourcing, it has been observed that FASA internalized the
manufacturing of many components into its own hierarchy from 1955 onwards, and that
to external

it did so to a larger extent than SEAT (see e.g. Lagendijk, 1993, PP· 147-I48; Lagendijk, I994,
P 324; Pallards-Barbera, I998; Aliez et al., 200I). During the I95osand first half ofthe 19605
this was foremostly done through developing and setting up in-house component

manufacturing activities.

I.2.

FASA's integration into the Renault hierarchy

In the early years, FASA had operated on a relatively autonomous basis in which Renault
did not have a large financial stake or managing role. FASA only depended on Renault
product-wise through the assembly licenses it obtained. Renault acted aS the contributor
of products and technology to the FASA project (Gonzalez, I979). As such, FASA
functioned as a production centre without any product development facilities or vocation,
not even during the time when it did not depend so strongly on Renault. Technical
assistance for production engineering of the Renault 4CV. (produced between I953 and
I959) and the Dauphine (produced between 1958 and I964) was provided by Renault. The
conceiving ofthese products was also an exclusive matter of Renault, and FASA played
no role in this. It only served as a licensed production centre that would supply the Spanish
market.
As stated previously, during the I95os, FASA was in the hands of Spanish capital (Pedrosa
Sanz, Is)83, P· 7I), and its major founder, Mr. Jimdnez-Alfaro represented the highest stake.
After his retirement in 1958, Banco Ibtrico became the major shareholder in the company
until 1965. Another important shareholder was Banco the Santander, through its

representative the Mark of Huidobro (Pedrosa Sanz, I983, P· 72).

f,

Communication ofCETA tothemanagementofINI.Topic: Fabricaci6nde Autom6viles, S.A. de
Valladolid (FASA). Expediente Manuel Gimenez Alfaro, 1951. INI Archives, Madrid.
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Towards the middle ofthe recession period in which the Spanish economy emerged, in
I958 a new state strategy more open to foreign capital was adopted and the peseta
underwent a devaluation. Under international pressure -and in exchange for monetary help,
the government abandoned its autarchic policy stance and, with guidance of the
International Monetary Fund, a Plan de Estabilizacion was designed. The share of foreign
capital companies were allowed to shelter increased to 50%. A foreign stake higher than
50% required special government approval.

In the mid-1960s it was decided that FASA should produce its own engines instead of
sourcing these from Nueva Montaha Quijano. This company had been connected strongly
to FASA, also governance-wise. For instance its president, the Mark of Huidobro -acting
also as representative of Banco de Santander- signed the annual report o f FASA with
respect to I956 as vice-president of FASA (FASA, I957, P. II) and as "consejero gerente
inthe annual report of I958 (FASA, I959, P. II).
.,

The former decision could be seen as a follow-up of FASA's earlier strategy of internalizing
the manufacturing of many components into its own hierarchy from 1955 onwards. To
foster this process, FASA also prepared acquisitions ofthird parties.
As a consequence of all these planned expenses, the initial group of shareholders in FASA
had to be extended and consequently Renault, among others, entered. Until then Renault

had only been a technological partner in the FASA project. Thus, In order to raise sufficient
capital for these internalization plans and as a way of expressing Renault's interest in
developing the FASA venture, the relationship between Renault and FASA was
strengthened. It shifted from a purely commercial and teChnological relationship to a
financial one in I965, when Renault obtained a 49.9% stake in FASA (Pedrosa Sanz, 1983,
P 72)

After I959, Renault started to invest systematically in FASA and to develop a stronger
commitment to FASA as a clear example of"long term private capital investment in order
to create or amplify a new or existing mercantile company" (Puig Rojas, E.,I979, In: Pedrosa

Sanz, 1983, PP· 24)· Renault's actions were obviously enabled by the national "stabilization"

plan and by subsequent Spanish development plans and liberalization measures with
respect to foreign trade and foreign investment.
The result of Renault's larger financial implication was that the venture changed its name
into FASA-Renault (Ortiz-Villajos, 2001, p. 22).

The crown jewel of the acquisitions that would follow was the take-over o f Industrias
Subsidiarias de Aviacion from Sevilla in 1965 (FASA-Renault, 1967, P· IS). This plant would
especially be used for the production of gear boxes.
In addition, FASA-Renault went on with its internalization strategy through the
construction oftwo new factories nearby Valladolid, FACSA for bodywork and FAMESA
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for the construction and assembly ofengines, power trains and steering directions, phasing
out all purchasing from Nueva Montana Quijano between 1965 and December I968 (FASARenault, i969, p. 8). These steps formed part of FASA-Renault's strategy of"industrial
integration", which saw the most radical results during the years 1965 and I966 (FASARenault, I967, P· Io). Also in 1967 FASA-Renault continued its policy of internalization
of part production (FASA-Renault, I968, p. 7). This internalization policy was further
extended in I968 (FASA-Renault, I969, p. 8).
Consequently, from 1965 onwards FASA-Renault starts to produce engine blocks and other
mechanical and propulsion components in Valladolid by means of its newly created
FAMESA subsidiary, and coachwork, bumper and seating elements by means of its other
new creation: the FACSA subsidiary (FASA-Renault, 1967, P· IO, pp. 8-14, P· 3I).

In addition to the increased in-house production, FASA-Renault still did business with
some 1500 Spanish suppliers during the period i967-I97O. Although these were in their
majority providers of smaller parts and pieces, they still represented a considerable part
of FASA-Renault's needs for final assembly. To illustrate the former, in 1967 FASARenault's quality department carried out quality checks on 70,000 incoming shipments
ofcomponents (FASA-Renault, I968, p. IS)· Also in 197I's and I972's annual reports, the
importance of suppliers' inputs was again underlined (FASA-Renault, I972, p. 13; FASARenault, 1973, P. Io).

In terms of local content value, FASA-Renault's industrial integration strategy in 1966 led
to the following nationalization percentages for its end products. Renault Gordini: 91.8%;
Renault-4 Super: gI.7%; Renault-8: 88.6%; Renault-Io: 87·4% and Renault Alpine: Ioo%
(FASA-Renault, I967, P. I6). With these percentages, FASA-Renault amply complied with
the local content rules. Take note of the fact that the Renault 8 and IO were launched at the
end of I965 and I966 respectively. Since the First Development Plan of 1964, newly
launched cars were allowed to have a minimum local content of70% during the first two
years of their production. In the annual report with respect to I967, it is acknowledged that
new progress is booked with respect to the nationalization degree in general (FASA-

Renault, I968, p. 28) and ofthe Renault-8 and IO in particular (FASA-Renault, 1968, p. 7)·

Not only FASA-Renault itselfwas preoccupied and had to comply with local content rules.
Also its subsidiaries FAMESA-Renault and FACSA-Renault had to live up to the standards
in vigour imposed by the state. Thus, repeatedly the annual reports also report on their
progress in increasing the national degree oftheir products (see e.g. FASA-Renault, I968,
p. z8).

Due to the strengthened relationships with Renault, FASA-Renault's production is also
used increasingly to serve Renault international sales activities. Thus, from 1965 onwards
FASA-Renault starts to export part ofits car production (FASA-Renault, 1967, P. 5, P. 8,
p. 26). First ofall to befriended nations of Spain with which France did not have the same
excellent relationships, like Colombia (FASA-Renault, i967, P· 26; FASA-Renault, 1968,
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p. 23). And later also to European countries where Renault was already active, like France,
Belgium and Germany (FASA-Renault, I969, p. 22; FASA-Renault, 1970, P· 24)· Similarly,
steps were initiated to export part of FASA-Renault's in-house component production.
For example, front bumpers for the R-IO or plastic coachworks for the Alpine were

exported from the mid-sixties onwards (FASA-Renault, 1967, P. 8, p. I3, P· 26; FASARenault, 1968, p. Io, p. 23; FASA-Renault, 1969, p. 22; FASA-Renault, 1970, P· 24). This of
course also fitted in the plans ofthe Spanish state reduce foreign trade deficits and to obtain

foreign currency.
FASA's integration into the Renault structures also coincided with a diversification of the
products it would produce. From 19 63 onwards, the Valladolid installations produced
-smaller or larger numbers of- 5 or more models (FASA-Renault, 1967, P. 23; FASARenault, I968, p. 9) as is illustrated in Table 5 and Table 6.

Table 5: Annual production ofFASA between I953 and I965
Year

4CV

1953

707

I954

I643

I955

4050

Dauphine

I956

5533

I957

7540

I958

6824

1000

1959

1

8238

I960

84o7

I96I

14537

1962
I963

4846
4608

Ondine

Gordini

tO876

6361

II206

9663

Alpine

R-4

R-8

621

8208

15

306

14757
91
10049
1964
236
20 IT
26478
9942
85
8889
I965
Source: Author's elaboration based on mpplements qfFASA-Renault, Mentoriay Balance 2000-2001, Madrid,
2001-2002
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In the meantime, the Spanish market -which was FASA-Renault's most important outlet,
see Table 7- continued to offer growing sales possibilities during the I9605. While
productivity rates and production totalS of FASA-Renault grew year after year, its total
production capacity did not allow for an optimal seizing of all the sales possibilities that
emerged in this decade and the one that would follow.

Table 7: Evolution ofFASA-Renault's market share in Spain and its export share
vis-a-vis turn-over
Export value
(in MPTAS)

Percentage over
turn-over

Market share in
car sales in Spain

5

< O.5

24.I

20

<0·5

22.5

1969

67

0.83

20.9

I971

550

4.6

24.1

I973

3,OSI

I4.2

25.5

1975

6,497

20.3

28.2

I977

12,146

20.9

28.4

I979

23'842

244

31.z

I981

45,746

34.0

35.7

I983

75,638

36.7

34.0

1985

74,458

3I.6

31.3

Year

I967

Source: Author'selaborationbased on FASA-Renault, Memoriay Balance 1965-1985, Madrid, 1966-1986.

Therefore, within the framework of the Development Plans for Industrial P61es (Polos de
Desarrollo Industrial) -applicable to Valladolid from 1-2-I964 until 31-IZ-I970 (Richardson,
1976, p. 140), FASA-Renault, FAMESA-Renault and FACSA-Renault presented investment
plans to enlarge their production capacity. These were approved in March 1968 (FASARenault, I968, p. I4). Consequently, FASA-Renault c.s. became better able to cope with
the growing sales possibilities its markets offered. Most importantly, they led to the opening
ofthe Montaje No. 2 assembly line, which was inaugurated on the I6'h of November 1972
(FASA-Renault, I973, P. 6). The main reason to select Valladolid as one of the growth p61es,
was the intention to fortify it once more as a linking pin between Madrid as a consumption
centre and the industrial areas in the north, like Cantabria (Sanz-Magallon Rezusta, I999,
P. 191).

Until I973 the Spanish market kept growing steadily and not even the realized extensions
to the Valladolid facilities at the end of the 19605 appear to provide sufficient means to keep
growing along with the increasing market potential. In addition, the progressive opening
up of Spain to the Common Market of Europe also enlarged sales possibilities ofFASA.
These were further enlarged by the Decreto Ford of the 308 November of I972, which
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opened possibilities to lower the minimum local content values thereby enhancing Spanishassembled cars in the international arena.

Consequently, in I974 FASA started to build a second assembly faaory in Palencia, which
was production-ready in I978. This plan was pushed through in spite of the negative impact
the oil crises of the 19/os had on (Spanish) purchasing power and the short term growth
prospects ofcar sales (see e.g. FASA-Renault, I974, P· 13; FASA-Renault, 1975, P· B; FASARenault, I976, p. II, p. I3)· Other financial drawbacks FASA-Renault had to face during this
period were caused by a growing number of labour conflicts (see e.g. FASA-Renault, I974,

p. Ii; FASA-Renault, 1976, p. II) and a fire in the newly created Montaje

2

factory in

Valladolid (FASA-Renault, I974, P. II-I2).
These negative growth factors could partially be compensated by intensified export sales
(see e.g. FASA-Renault, I973, P. IS; FASA-Renault, 1974, P. IS; FASA-Renault, I976, p. I3;
FASA-Renault, I977, P. 13; FASA-Renault, 1979, P. Io; FASA-Renault, I980, p. Io and the
figures in Table 7), although these also suffered from the above-mentioned strikes and fire

(FASA-Renault, I974, P· II-I2).
The year 1974 saw a unique event in the history of FASA-Renault. In that year it launched
a model which k produced in exclusivity and which had been conceived and developed by

its own staff (FASA-Renault, I974, P. II, p. IS; Renault, 1997, P. 42): the "Renault Siete":
a sedan version ofthe Renault 5. This was a clear indication that FASA-Renault enjoyed
a certain degree of autonomy regarding product development during this period (Gilodi,
2OOI). For this purpose in I970 a test centre was built at the FASA-Valladolid complex,
dedicated to study, quality, engineering and testing activities for prototypes (FASA-Renault,
197I, p. 20).

In 1976 Renault was allowed to become the major shareholder in FASA-Renault, raising
its share to 65,4% (Bueno Lastra and Ramos Barrado, 1981, p. I4). This process is illustrated
in Table 8.

Table 8: Renault's share in FASA
Year

195I-1964

t965

1976

1978

1979

I985

Share

0.00%

49.90%

65·40%

70·30%

71.68%

88.06%

Source.·

Author's etaboration

With respect to the geographical dimension of the supplier relationships of FASA-Renault
during the I9706, it appears that complementary to the in-house production, the most
imported supply relationships continue to be situated outside Castilla y Leon. Pedrosa Sanz
(I983, P. 89) observes that there are hardly companies to be found in the surroundings of
FASA-Valladolid and FASA-Palencia, to whom sales to these two FASA plants represent
an important share of their annual turn-over figures.
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I.3.

International interaction between FASA-Renault and RNUR

Due to a new oil crisis in 1979 (FASA-Renault, I980, p. 9; FASA-Renault, I98I, p. IO), the
first halfof the I980s was -from an economical and commercial viewpoint- a difficult period
(see e.g. FASA-Renault, I980, p. 9; FASA-Renault, 198I, p. Io; FASA-Renault, 1982, p. 9-10).

This was arguably a factor of importance in Renault's attempts in the early Ig8os to
rationalize its internationally spread business apparatus. Presumably this rationalization
was also enhanced by the interest to prepare for the increasing integration of markets in
Europe -including Spain's adhesion to the European Union (see e.g. FASA-Renault, 1986,
p. 9; FASA-Renault, 1987, P· 9)·

of consecutive devaluations of the

peseta took place (FASARenault, I984, P· 9; Peran Gonzalez, I997; Pedrosa Sanz, 1997). Although these were aimed

Simultaneously, a series

at safeguarding the competitiveness of Spanish products on international markets, they
also made it cheaper to purchase assets or company shares in Spain i.e. ofFASA-Renault
by Renault or oflocal suppliers by foreign companies. In concrete terms, devaluations took
place in I976 under Minister Villar Mir (11%), I977 under Minister Fuentes Quintana (zo%)
and in I982 under Minister Boyer (7.6%). Notably the devaluation in 1982 is seen as a
decisive one in terms of spurring participations in and acquisitions of FASA-Renault
suppliers by French investors in subsequent years (Peran Gonzalez, I997)·
Thus, at the end of the 1970s, FASA-Renault changed from an organization structure based
on vertical and national integration to an organization structure based on international
interaction as regards business strategies and the industrial apparatus of the mother
company. Therefore, in 1979-1980 the Rdgie designed an international policy based on the
progressive constitution of regional "industrial" p61es (for production and development)
and not just ofcommercial ones (producing and selling of models). This meant that between
FASA-Renault and the French and Portuguese factories of Renault, an active interchange
of components started to take place as well as the first forms of specialization per plant.
As a consequence, Seville specialized in JB gearboxes, whereas production of the front train
ofthe R-I8 became concentrated in Valladolid. The impacts ofthis new industrial scheme
are most clearly illustrated in the annual report with respect to the year I984. In that edition
(FASA-Renault, I985, P. IS), one understands how vehicle production at FASA-Renault
dropped 23·7% in comparison to 1983 (see Table 9), whereas this reduction was partially
compensated for by the manufacturing of mechanical components and diverse parts and
pieces.

At the same time certain internalized component production activities continued to be
organized on a plant-by-plant basis, like the assembly of seating and other interior trim
elements and cabling (see e.g. FASA-Renault, I982, p. I7; FASA-Renault, 1984, P· IS; FASARenault, 1986, p. 17).
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Through this strategy of international interaction, FASA-Renault's share ofexport over
total production output would grow more and more (see e.g. FASA-Renault, I98I, p. lo;
FASA-Renault, I982, p. IO and the figures in Table 7). This was further enhanced by the
adoption ofthe royal decrees 8I61I979, I.0961I979,1.097/I979, I.679/I979 and 2.0981I979,
which allowed for an increased liberalization ofthe industry vis-i-vis exports to foreign
markets.
Its intensified exports allowed FASA-Renault to keep growing, as its market share in Spain
had reached its limits by I98I -see Table 7, as a consequence of the establishment of new
companies in Spain (Ford, General Motors, ...) and the increasing imports of foreign-

manufactured cars.

I.4. Conclusion
From this historical review we see how two tracks marked the evolution of FASA. First
of all, there was the ongoing internalization of production tasks within the FASA hierarchy.
Secondly, there was the gradual integration of FASA into the Renault hierarchy, leading
to the conversion of FASA into FASA-Renault in 1965. Subsequently, at the end of the
197os, Renault left the path of vertical national integration of its affiliates outside France
to come to a situation of increased international interactions between the French Renault
apparatus and the foreign affiliates. This meant a further strengthening ofits grip on these

foreign organizations.
Schematically, one can distinguish the era I950-I985 into three periods: a "nationalization
stage", an "industrial integration stage" and an "international interaction stage".

As regards FASA(-Renault)'s relationships with suppliers, this had the following

implications.
FASA(-Renault)'s extensive internalization through the development and setting up of
in-house component manufacturing activities or through acquisitions of third parties, at
an early stage led to a highly integrated production apparatus. This meant that only
selectively parts and components were sourced in from third party suppliers. It relied
heavily on providers from Euskadi (the Basque Country) and Cantabria until further
internalization and intra-Renault exchange of components was pursued. Consequently,
for a long time FASA(-Renault) would not produce many auxiliary spin-offs in its vicinity.
At the same time, the high degree of internalization made it comply with the local content
rule and many vital components were produced under one roo f in Valladolid. This also
implied that, as regards the nearby creation of an independent texture of high-end
component manufacturers that could also supply to car assembly plants of other brands,
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FASA(-Renault) provided few incentives on a whole. The regional stimuli it sent out led
to the creation of companies that were dedicated to less high-tech parts and pieces.

All this meant that once FASA-Renault, under instructions of RNUR and as a consequence

of international competitive forces, was obliged to OptimiZe the economies of scale of its
own assets and to outsource increasingly, the chances of relying on a local suppliers texture
were "mortgaged". First ofall, as it would favour an exchange of parts and components
among Renault factories with superior economies of scale, which meant that it was likely
that FASA-Renault Valladolid would start receiving components from abroad, notably
France. Secondly, the fact that in the meantime, FASA-Renault had come to be managed
more directly by the Regie, implied that the latter had an important voice in the choice of

independent suppliers that could offer competitive products. In case of a prolonging of the
initiated international interaction strategy, it would not be strange to see a significant
implication of French, that is: a priori distant, suppliers. In any case, FASA-Renault could
not fall back upon a supplier texture in Castilla y Leon able to provide it with economies
o f scale and high added value components.

This would be somewhat mitigated by a series ofconsecutive devaluations ofthe peseta.
These devaluations led a number of foreign, notably French, companies to purchase assets
or company shares of Spanish-based companies. Consequently, these Spanish-based
companies could transform into suppliers that would be able to provide FASA-Renault
with high added value components instead ofmerely with smaller parts and pieces.

Appendix C
Evolution ofthe Spanish automotive industry from
a national perspective
I.I. Introduction
Ifwe wish to understand the emergence and functioning of automotive networks in Spain
and its different regions from a longitudinal perspective, we will primarily have to take into
account two important (f)actors (Alziez, Bilbao, Camino and Longas, 200I). These are,

first

of all, the sector-specific regulations and interventions on behalf of the Spanish public
sector (both the national authorities and the regional "comunidades autonomas), and
secondly, the strategies of the private companies ofthe automotive industry, with special
attention to the strategies ofthe foreign assembly MNEs.
In what follows, the major decisions, changes and events that were taken and invoked by
the above-mentioned (f)actors during the period 1950-I980 will be discussed. To clarify
several events and evolutions, a distinction is drawn between, on the one hand,
developments with respect to or affecting the car assembly plants, and on the other hand,
the ancillary part of the industry; the parts and component suppliers ofthe automotive

industry. Afterwards, a synthesis ofcausal interrelations is provided.

I.2.

The start-up ofa national mass car assembly industry

After World War II and the Spanish civil war (I936-I939),the Spanish state developed plans
to industrialize and modernize its economy. Among other things, the central governrnent
started with ambitious plans to create new mass production industries. To guide these plans,
in I941 the Instituto Nacional de Industria (INI) was created. One of its tasks was to create
a national car industry. Initially, INI prevented the establishment in Spain of any major
company it did not control (Knoblaugh, I949, P. 25)· Nevertheless, at that time, Spain
(Maxcy, I981, pp. 126) "... lacked the time and financial and technical resources to develop
such an industry on its own." Therefore, in the end INI had to allow foreign MNCs to invest
directly into Spain or share their ideas with indigenous companies.

After the establishment ofthe industriallegislation framework between I939 and I94I, two
decisions were taken to develop a national motor vehicle industry. The first one was to
create the "Empresa Nacional de Autocamiones, S.A." (ENASA), a manufacturer oflorries,
in 946. This company was created from the remaining assets and the human and
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technological capital of Hispano Suiza. The second one was to create the "Sociedad
Espaflola de Autom6viles de Turismo" (SEAT); a manufacturer of passenger cars, in I949.
For the second initiative, INI was the main provider of capital In addition, six Spanish banks
and FIAT of Italy provided capital (Seidler, 199I; San Roman, I995; Pallares-Barbera, 1998).
FIAT also provided the technological assistance and a manufacturing license.

The establishment of SEAT was immediately followed by the creation of "Sociedad
Anonima Fabricacion de Automoviles de Valladolid Sociedad Anonima" or FASA (I951)
in Valladolid, with technological support and a product license by Renault of France.
At the time ofthe rise ofthe first large scale passenger car manufacturers, state intervention
in the automobile sector concentrated on three issues. One, selection ofthe location where
the car manufacturing activities should be established. Two, establishment oflocal content
rules with respect to the final product. Three, regulation ofthe participation of foreign
capital in the various automobile ventures in Spain. In later periods, especially the latter
two issues formed the axes on which the Spanish automobile industry policies were
elaborated and modified.

With respect to the first issue it appears that the state attempted to locate the assembly
plants in areas that were in need of an economic boost, where these new enterprises could
function as seeds for growth p61es. With respect to the second one, the end products' value
was obliged to be based for a minimum of go% on Spanish produced components. With
respect to the third issue, foreign capital providers in automobile enterprises in Spain could
only have a minority share in these enterprises.

To further protect the infant Spanish automobile industry, several additional measures
were adopted. Firstly, customs tariffs were imposed on finished products from abroad. mis
made it highly impossible for any foreign-made car to enter Spain on a competitive basis.
Secondly, a contingent was imposed on the import of finished cars. Thirdly, customs tariffs
were imposed on parts and components, which until I978 meant price increases per
component unit of48% (Bueno Lastra and Ramos Barrado, 1981).

Both the installation of SEAT and of FASA show clear signs
behaviour.

of state guided location

Regarding the subsequent steps in determining the finallocation for SEAT, tWO different
versions exist. The first one argues that the Spanish government initially offered Valladolid
to SEAT-partner FIAT. After FIATs refusal to participate in an automobile project located
in inland Valladolid and its insisting on having nearby waterways for distribution and
provision, the state proposed Cartagena in the Murcia region. FIAT also turned this offer
down and accentuated its wish to start in the Barcelona area for logistical reasons and the
relevant industrial texture there (Generalitat, 1993, P. 13)· A second version is provided by
Pallares-Barbera (i998), who claims that the Spanish government initially wanted to locate
the SEAT factory in Madrid. This proposal apparently had no success either.
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The FASA factory was established in Valladolid Remarkable in the FASA venture was the
fact that this project was allowed to be temporarily in breach of the demand for a minimum
of 90% of local content for all the cars built in Spain. Instead, SEAT was immediately
supposed to respect this criterion. Perhaps, this temporary "giving in" to FASA was
precisely due to the fact that the imported goods were delivered to a production centre in
a place in which the central government had wanted a car assembly plant all along.

The FASA project was sustained by local private entrepreneurs who obtained a Renault
production license. However, it seems that state interest in creating an automobile
production p6le in Valladolid did exist, as the first president of FASA-Renault was Nicolas
Franco, a brother of Spain's leading statesman between I939 and 1975: General Franco.

With respect to the presumed state's emphasis on developing automobile activities in
Valladolid, again there are two diverging explanations. According to Pallares-Barbera (1998,
P. 348) the choice in favour of locating automobile production in Valladolid was guided
by the government's wish to promote the Madrid region. A different explanation is given
by Manero Miguel (1997)· He emphasizes the entrepreneurial, geographical and logistical
merits of the area as a rational explanation for the emergence ofautomobile production
in Valladolid early in the 1950s. Moreover, he points out that the area was located half way
between -on the one hand- the large consumer market in the Madrid area and -on the other
hand- Cantabria and the Basque Country as supply regions of raw and finished material
for the automotive industry. Finally, Valladolid disposed of excellent North-South railway
connections and the city already had seen the maturing ofa broad array of metal workshops

related to railway and vehicle activities, which provided the area with a qualified labour
force and engineering experience. In fact, the first FASA factories were established next
to the main railway station of Valladolid. From this second lecture it can be derived that
supporting the creation of automobile industry in Valladolid on behalf of the Spanish state,
was in itselfa rational policy.

The former interpretation would be in line with the official stance ofthe state's industrial
development company INI with respect to the geographical spread of industrial activity.
Officially, the geographical dispersion of INI's interventions was not the result of conscious
and deliberate regional policies. On the contrary, the regional development or the
diminishing economic differences between regions was not among the objectives ofthe
INI, either when it was founded, or in the decades that followed: "... for us there exists no
geographical preference at all in the regional or provincial distribution (ofour support to
industrial activities [Ed.]). However, in the case that extraordinary benefits occur in a highly
localized manner, it is because this coincides with the general and superior interest ofthe
whole country" (Suanzes, I963, P. 4)· Consequently, INI's job was merely to start up
different typeS of industry that could substitute the imports o f various products from
abroad and reduce the dependence of Spain On the rest of the world. Nota Bene: Leyra
(I973; cited in Richardson, 1976) and Martin Acelia and Comin (1990) suggest that the
Spanish state never intended to let its industrial interventions and the concerted setting
up of private initiatives contribute to promote backward areas and level regional incomes.
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SEATs production activities started when its Zona Franca plant was opened in i954. Soon
afterwards (and in contrast with the FASA practices), SEATs cars were already made with
93% of Spanish material (Seidler, IggI, pp. I/). The Spanish government hoped this
percentage would even rise to Ioo%, when it would be no longer necessary to import
specific components and materials -notably from Sweden and England- that could not yet
be obtained in Spain.
A market as protected as the Spanish around the middle of the 206 century, was likely to
attract more foreign manufacturers in the decades to come (Carreras and Estapt-Triay,
1998). The first additional foreign corporation that would commence production activities
on Spanish soil was Citroen Hispania (in I957)· This company was established in Vigo,
Galicia, after the government of Navarra unsuccessfully tried to persuade the French
investors to locate their plant in Navarrg adjacent to the French border (De la Torre, 2001).
The economic and foreign policies pursued by the Franco regime led to growing shortages
on the foreign trade balance in the I9505.Asa consequence, Spain entered in a severe
economic recession. Towards the middle of this recession period, in I959, a new state
strategy more open to foreign capital was adopted and the peseta underwent a devaluation.-

-

The economic policy ofthe Franco-regime at that time was based onthree basic elements: firstly,
a substantial lowering of real salaries; secondly, the cutting off of foreign economic tieS and
diminishing the dependence on foreign countries via import substitution and thirdly, general
interventions inand regulationofthe whole Spanish economy. The government succeeded quite
well in achieving these objectives, considering for example the fact that Spain's real income did
notreach thelevelofx936 before 1955 (Parellada, 1990, pp. 35)·This immediately caused alowering
of and change in product demand. Also the volume of foreign demand for Spanish products fell
after Francocame to power. The latter was alsodueto Franco'ssupportto the Germans and Italians
in the Second World War. The United Nations responded to this through an economic boycott
of Spain between I946 and I953 and Spain was also excluded from the European Recovery
Programme (Marshall Aid, 1948). This made it impossible to take profit of (I) the commercial
opportunities in the Allied Nations during wartime and (2) of the cross-border economic
opportunities once the war hadended. Because ofthe lower salaries and the type offoreign policy
pursued by the Franco regime, Spain's reserves of foreign currencies gradually dropped to a
minimum. At the end of the 19504 Spain was in a state of emergency. Its foreign trade balance
showed a serious shortage and this made a radical turn-around in monetary and foreign policies
necessary. Spain urgently needed to devaluate the peseta, apply other monetary policies, liberalize
foreign trade, lower entrance barriers for foreign investors and make wages more flexible. The need
tochange itseconomicpolicies evenincreased afterthe majority ofthe European countries decided
in I958 to starta system with convertible currencies. IfSpainchose notto participate in this system,
its trade shortage would undoubtedly increase. Therefore the cabinet changes in 1957 which brought
toprominence anew groupoftechnocrats (associated with Opus Dei)lesscommitted toautarchic
policies thantheirpredecessors (Salmon, 1991, pp.3)· resulted in anew approach to Spanish politics
and the way the economy would be run. In the beginning ofi959, Spain started negotiations both
with the InternationalMonetary Fund and with the Organization for Economic Cooperationand
Development to design a stabilization programme. Within a few months a framework for this
programme wasconstructed: 'el Plan Nacionalde Estabilizaci6n Econ6mica'. which wasapproved
on the loth of June 1959· This marked the start of the apertura (opening up) of Spain's economy
and it formed the foundation with which Spain as a whole would be able to benefit from the
expansion that characterized the economies of the western world in the I960s.
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Under international pressure -and in exchange for monetary help, the government
abandoned its autarchic policy stance. And with guidance from the International Monetary
Fund, a "Plan de Estabilizacion" was designed. This facilitated the creation ofthe modern
Spanish automobile industry, as the country partially liberalized goods and capital flows.
The share of foreign capital in Spanish companies that was now allowed, increased to 50%.
A higher foreign stake was also possible, but required special government approval.
As a consequence, several changes in the capital structures of Spanish-based car makers
followed. To name some examples:

• Renault took

a

stake in FASA of 49,9% in I965 (Pedrosa Sanz, 1983, P. 72) and
consequently the name changed into FASA-Renault. In I976 Renault was allowed to
become the major shareholder.

•

FIAT raised its initial share of 6% in SEAT to 36% by 1967 (Lieberman, 1982) while INI's

share was simultaneously reduced from 52% to 36%.

•

Meanwhile (see the coming pages), British Leyland Motor Corporation acquired 50%
ofthe shares in AUTHI in I969 (Sanchez Jauregui and Royo Vicente, I997)· Four years
later, BLMC acquired another 48.3% of the shares, augmenting its stake in AUTHI to
98% (Sanchez Jauregui and Royo Vicente, 1997)·

Table IO: Participation offoreign capitalin the companies from the automotive
industry in %
Company

1973

I976

SEAT

36,0

36.z

4I.1

49.9

65·4

70·3(1978)

45.0

62.3

77·8 (I978)

97.5

97.5
100.0

I00.0

FASA-Renault
Citroen
Talbot
Ford

-

I979

99.2

AUTHI
41.1
98.0
36.2
Source: Author's elaboration based on Bueno Lastra and Ramos Barrado, I981, pp. 14; Sanchez Jauregui ami
Royo Vicente, 1997·

In the 1960s, the period ofthe socalled apertura, the First Development Plan (Primer Plan
de Desarr0110) was launched (in 1964). This was a new decree that established a regime of
free installation, enlargement and transfer of some specific industries in Spain to certain
selected p61es, i.e. Valladolid, Zaragozg Burgos, Huelva, La Corufla, Sevilla and Vigo, which
were designated to undergo industrialization. For the first time, this law also established

economic, technical and size conditions for the settlement of industries in different sectors.
In the case of motor vehicles, the production plants had to be able to produce 75,000
passenger cars a year (later increased to 125,000); 8,000 trucks and buses a year (later
increased to I2,000); to,000 tractors a year or 25,000 motor cycles a year.
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The local content rule was also somewhat relaxed through this plan, more to the liking of
foreign providers ofcapital and (assembly) knowledge. All the vehicles produced within
the first two years of manufacturing had to contain a minimum of 70% of national
components vis-A-vis the manufactured value of the vehicle. After the two first years, this
should increase to 90%:
As a result ofthese adaptations, Spain would welcome several more newcomers and the
Spanish automobile industry was to be dominated by large foreign multinational

enterprises. Chrysler (later Talbot and in the end Peugeot) took a large stake in the vehicle
manufacturer Barreiros near Madrid in I964. The company AUTHI -with eventually a large
participation and a production license from the British Motor Corporation and later of
British Leyland Motor Corporation- was created in I967 in Landaben, Navarra. The main
national parmer in this company was Nueva Montafia Quijano of Santander. British Motor
Corporation and Nueva Montaful Quijano acquired 20 hectare near Pamplona for the
production ofup to 80,000 Minis andior Iloos, a year. Ford Motor Company established
itself in I972 in Almussafes, Valencia. General Motors established itself in I979 in
Figuerelas, Aragon.

The turn of the decade from the 1960s to the I97O; witnessed a transition in the applied
foreign direct investment forms. Until the end of the I96os, ioint ventures between foreign
companies with a local partner producing foreign models under license had been the modus
operandi, after which the foreign MNE would increase its share (as had happened with
SEAT, FASA-Renault, AUTHI, and Barreiros). Afterwards, there were automobile

companies in Spain that were fully owned by foreign companies. (cfr. Ford and GM).
The establishment of Ford also marked a definitive rupture with the "90% local content"
rule. Similarly, it coincided with additional ways to open up and liberalize the Spanish car
sector. Thus, the period of severe regulations concerning foreign capital participation in
Spanish companies and local content rules came to an end in 1972. In this respect, the
signing ofthe'Spanish preferential treatment' between Spain and the EEC (1970) also was
an important event.

Similarly, the policies pursued by the Spanish government to combat the inflation and trade
balance effects of the oil crises of I973, I974 and 1979 facilitated a further strengthening
of foreign capital in the Spanish automotive industry. The different depreciations and
devaluations of the peseta and the tight control on loans during the 1970s made investing

in Spain more attractive and cheaper for foreign entities.

s

The official text was as follows: "El porcentaie de nacionalizacion sobre el valor en fabrica, qua
habrade sercomominimode170 por ioo paratodoslos vehiculos fabricadosdurante losprimeros
ahos, se graduara en la forma siguiente: Primera unidad producida,70 por 100. unidades producidas
durante el primer aflo. 80 por loo de media. Unidades producidas durante el segundo alio. 85 por
too. Desde laprimeraunidad producidael tercer afto, gopor 100 (Ordendel Ministeriode Industria,
8 de julio de i964)
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Thus, in the 1970s, a relaxing of foreign capital flows and foreign ownership rules created
better possibilities to up-date the production apparatus of and to import more competitive
material for the automotive sector in Spain. As a consequence, several ofthe car assembly
firms already present embarked on substantial investments and modernization activities.
For instance, FASA-Renault built a second assembly factory in Palencia, which was
production-ready in I978.

A shift in the ownership of one assembly factory took place in the 19705 as well. In I976,
the AUTHI plant in Landaben was taken over by SEAT.
In the year 1979 the Spanish administration smoothened its regulations vis-i-vis the
automobile sector further, in response to the immediate entry of General Motors. A
number ofnew decrees were adopted to this end (FASA-Renault, 1980, p. Io; Aliez et al.,
200I). They allowed for an increased liberalization ofthe industry towards foreign markets
in order to enhance export growth. It also imposed fewer restrictions on capital flows
managed by foreign investors. The policy changes, relevant to the car assembly companies,
were centred around the following aspects:9'°
I)

2)

An end to the imposed contingents on the number of imported luxury cars
and industrial vehicles. Only for certain countries, like japan, the contingents
remained in tact."
An accelerated reduction ofthe minimum degree of "nationalization" in
order to stimulate exports.

SEAT (1982, p.IS) reported that the gradual liberalization of imports indeed increased the
level of competition in the Spanish market and that this led to an acceleration of car
imports. According to SEAT (I982, p. 15) foreign produced cars reached a market share
of 8.5% in I98 I versus practically 0% prior to the year 1979·

9

I 979 R Decreto 816, sobre ordenaci6n del seaor (promocidn de IDE; liberalizacidn parcial de
importaciones de vehiculos; grados minimos de nacionalizaci6n y exportaci6n) & RR. Decretos

I.096, 1.097 y 2.098. sobre exenci6n arancelaria para determinados vehiculos y componentes, y
reduccidn para otros & R. Decreto 1.679· sobre declaraci6n de interds preferente a laindustria de
'°

"

automoci6n (actualizaci6n). From: Aliez et al., 2001.
Itappears thatthe Spanish authoritiesweremore consistent in theirgradualsmootheningof foreign
investment regulations than regarding the denationalization ofthe car's content (the local content
rule). With respect to the latter, a more inconsistent sequence of policies was followed between
1950 and 1980. With a timid liberalization (in 1959) being followed by a return to protectionism
(1964-1972) and then a final turn to liberalization (from 1972 onwards) (Garcia Delgado. 19893,
1989b, 1997)· In fact, liberalization of foreign investment was gradually expanded from 1959
onwards, whereas liberalization of foreign trade with respect to the car sector did not really
commence before 1972 and barriers were most actively torn down between 1973 and 1986.
Notwithstanding the former, high custom tari ffs on imported luxury cars continued to exist shortly
until before Spain's entry into the EC.
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The I9805 saw new changes on the automobile assembly scene in Spain, with SEAT
becoming detached of FIAT and ending up in the hands of VW. By then, almost a dozen
MNEs had invested in the Spanish motor industry. The latest to arrive had been the
japanese: Nissan (near Barcelona) and Suzuki (in Andalucia).

The take-over of SEAT by VW and the arrival ofthe Japanese can notably be explained
in view of new commercial opportunities in a Europe, which would become more unified
through the completion of the internal market at the beginning ofthe 199os:* Layan (2000)
also claims that the expansion in automobile production volume in Spain since the I97os,
the opening of new factories in the 1970$-I98os and the takeover of SEAT by VW in the
1980s, should be seen as preparatory moves of the assembly MNEs, who knew they would
be able to integrate their Spanish assets into their European1global business plans shortly
thereafter.

The enabling of the continental unification ofcar assembler's production apparatuses and
their integrated management, from the I9806 onwards in combination with the need for
higher efficiencies, also led to a more strict division of activities between plants under the
same ownership (Aliez et al. I999, Layan, zooo). Contrary to the previous all-round factory
concepts that were practiced with respect to the plants in Spain, Spanish plants were now
generally prepared for the production of fewer, and in general small, models. The
consolidation of plants under one management structure in general also resulted in a
centralization of strategic business functions, such as purchasing, design and R&D away
from the Spanish plants. Consequently, the Spanish plants were deprived of making the
highest added value products and of (autonomy with respect to) carrying out the highest
added value business functions (Rey del Castillo, 1994, Aliez et al. 1999, Layan, 2000).
In general, it has been observed that the entry of a new player into an amplified economic
space presupposes a complementary point o f attractiveness for the foreign investor in
question (Dunning and Cantwell, I987). This argument is evidently confirmed in the case
of Spain from the 197Os onwards (Buesa, Molero and Casado, 1995)· Especially due to the

change in the possibilities the host country offers with respect to processes

of vertical

integration (Buesa et al., 1995, P. 134)·
These enhanced vertical integration possibilities in an amplified economic space also
enlarge the possibilities for individual assembly and component supply sites to construct
and maintain multiple multi-national bzb relations. That is, external and cross-border bib

relationships next to internal vertical integration and co-ordination.

"

The fact that, at that time, Spain was one of the cheapest labour countries in the Western world,
probably also facilitated such decisions. Nevertheless, with respectto the SEAT take-over by VW,
it has been mentioned that had the cold war ended earlier (i.c. before 1986), then the purchase of
SEAT by VW might not have taken place. Or perhaps after VW would first have expanded in
Eastern Europe: which is closer to Germany and even cheaper in production costs (Fontrodana,
1994)
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The relationships as they have been forged and maintained between individual and the
ensemble of car assembly plants in Spain, on the one hand, and the suppliers of car
components, on the other, throughout the second halfofthe zod' century, will be the subject

ofthe following paragraph.

Id.

Providing the national car industry with local components.
Policies towards and actions ofthe auxiliary sector

[n order to have car makers on Spanish soil produce a highly national product (in view of
the initial go% local content rule or its smoothened variants in later stages), it was not
sufficient just to oblige the assemblers to buy as much as possible from the local auxiliary
industry. It was also necessary to provide them with an auxiliary industry able to offer
quality products. To help this process, the car assembly organizations were induced to
invest in (already existing) parts and component manufacturers and purchase nationally
instead of importing parts and pieces.

Ortiz-Villajos (2001) points at the fact that Spain had been without a car building industry
between 1936, when Ford closed its doors, and I954, when SEAT and FASA had started
to function. Therefore, he argues, the Spanish auxiliary industry had had to survive without
any stimuli to progress and modernize in the mean time. Consequently, it was no wonder
it was subdesarrollado.

By promoting the edification of auxiliary activities, the state aimed to prevent the leaking
away of learning effects for Spain's industry and to avoid the purchasing ofcomponents
abroad. At the beginning ofthe I95os, therefore, the national government's automobile
advisory board promoted the creation of an ancillary sector (Pallares-Barbera. I998, p. 348).
Until then, the Spanish supplier base to car assembly firms had consisted of generic and
artisan metal workshops and the few production activities they developed for the
automotive industry were aimed at supplying spare parts for the few imported cars that
drove around in Spain at the middle ofthe 206 century.
The decision that Spanish made cars should achieve a high pre-established local content
level made it necessary to create and back up a series of auxiliary activities, as well as educate
hundreds of operators and skilled employees. Taking all this into consideration, it was clear
that at that time in Spain, only a state enterprise was able to deal with such an expensive
and difficult assignment, especially as tuition required even more dedication and expenses
than the proper making ofthe components (Gimeno Valledor, 1993)·

Various sources (Gimeno Valledor, 1993; Pallards-Barbera, 1996. I998) testify that the
pursued strategies regarding the auxiliary industry indeed had the intended effects, at least
in quantitative terms. Pallares-Barbera (I996, p. IS) argues that, whereas "local content of
car components was almost nonexistent" at the beginning of the 19505, at the end ofthe
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"import substitution strategies... [final assemblers -Ed.] began to replace...
imported components with the local manufacture ofcomponents and vehicles".
195os the

However, it seems that the sourcing degree oflocal components by the various car assembly
companies in Spain showed multiformity even after the local ancillary sector was in gear.
The internalization-externalization patterns followed by companies such as FASA and
SEAT varied considerably and they exemplified the two different options car assembly

firms had with respect to complying with the local content rules, i.e. internalization and
external procurement.

SEAT, for example, initially also depended heavily on the import of pieces, mechanisms
and metal sheet from FIAT in Torino (Gonzalez de la Fe, 200I), but later sourced
substantially from Spanish-based firms. This is confirmed by Seidler's (1991) statistics on
SEAT's early local content percentage (see above). Lagendijk (I994) views SEAT, due to
its rather pronounced external purchasing practices, as the most important generator of
the Spanish auxiliary industry. In this respect, Gimeno Valledor (I993) narrates how SEAT
between I960 and I96I managed to double its production capacity and simultaneously
secure a sufficient flow of nationally made components for integration into the final output
and, thus, complied with the local content rule.'3
With respect to FASA, instead, it has been observed (Pallards-Barbera, 1998; Lagendijk,
I994; Aliez et al., 200I) that it internalized the manufacturing ofmany components into
its own hierarchy. It pursued this strategy instead ofrelying on external supply, after it had
temporarily imported more pieces from France than was allowed. It did so either by
developing and setting up its own component manufacturing activities or through
acquisitions of third parties, culminating in the take-over of Industrias Subsidiarias de
Aviacion from Sevilla in I965·
Whether this was a wise strategy, is questioned by Castallo Collado (1985). He argues that
the assembly firms that internalized component production to a large extent in the early
days -as their answer to deficient supplies from the auxiliary sector, paid a high price for

this due to the disorderly and inefficient way in which component manufacturing was
integrated into their organizational structures.
A sector-wide teething problem that arose from either the internalizations or the assembly
firm-led nurturing of component manufacturers, was that most component manufacturers

'3

"Hasta los italianos, maestros en estas lides de la rapidezy la improvisaci6n cuando
firmas de accesorios en proveer no solo a
las fibricas sino a los talleres, fue muy loable. Asi, se pasa de una era en la que habia que pedir los
recambios a fibrica constantemente por parte de los talleres oficiales, a otra tpoca en la que hay
piezas de SEAT "hasta en las farmacias", segun se decia iocosamente en esos atios" (Gimeno
Valledor, 1993)
He continues:

es preciso, dudaban de lo que veian. El esfuerzo de las
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operated in an assembly-firm specific way. This led to a very fragmented and small scale
ensemble of auxiliary firms that offered few possibilities to achieve economies of scale.

With respect to the geographical location of the auxiliary industry around the end of the
I95os, Pallares-Barbera (1998) situates the highest concentrations of supplier firms around
Barcelona and Madrid. Manero Miguel (I997) and Lagendijk (1993) indicate that also
Euskadi (the Basque Country) and to a lesser extent Asturias and Cantabria were important
input-providing regions to the automobile industry from the start. Ortiz-Villajos (ZOOI)
agrees with the former observations. He points to Barcelona and Madrid as early cradles
of the auxiliary industry due to the early presence of (artisan) car builders (GM and Ford
had activities in Barcelona during the I92O5 and I93os), as well as to Euskadi (the Basque
Country) due to its longstanding tradition in metal and machinery industries that now
started to adapt themselves to the necessities ofa root-taking and stabilizing automobile
sector. Fernandez Clemente (2001) stresses that also Aragon, due to its tradition in the
manufacturing of railway components and mechanical products, housed an early auxiliary
industry to car builders:4 A parallel between railway and automotive activities was drawn
as well by Manero Miguel (I997) when explaining the rise of the automobile industry in

Valladolid (see above).
By the end of the I95osthe Spanish based auxiliary industry had caught up in quantitative
terms with the demands of the car assembly plants in Spain.'5 However, the local content
rules imposed on the automobile manufacturers installed in Spain gradually created a
growing paradox. A number of interrelated reasons can be forwarded for this.

First ofall, the fact that all vehicle manufacturers formed part of foreign MNCs created
a constant and natural pressure to buy from suppliers or sister corporations abroad (Seidler,
199I). Secondly, the fact that the production of parts in situ was only cheaper than
importing them from the mother country ofthe assembly companies due to import barriers.
This was an additional motive to push for exterior purchasing. It has been observed for
example that, purely from a production and transport perspective, it would have been more
economic to ship parts in from France for Renault and Citroen (De la Torre, 2001). Thirdly,
the fact that the indigenous Spanish auxiliary industry lagged behind technologically and
showed a high degree of dependence on foreign technology, implied the risk oflower input

"
I5

Forexample, thebattery producerTudorisoneofthesurvivorsoftheembryonicstageof Aragon's
auxiliary industry (Ortiz-Villajos, 2001)
The following example serves to illustrate that in qualitative terms, the efforts to educate and
transform generic workshops into specialized suppliers to automobile assemblers was not easy
and in many cases had not been a success. In the beginning ofthe 195os, ENASA had managed to
increasethequality ofits automobile electric equipment that had since then been produced in-house
in low quality versions and on a small scale production basis. Subsequently, it had attempted to
foster the consolidation of some specialised mass production industries in both the former
equipmentandindutchesand shockabsorbers. Moreover, both CETA and ENASA had attempted
to develop ancillary industry and produce gear boxes and brake systems locally, but without any
success whatsoever (Carreras and Estapt-Triay, 1998, p. 18)
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quality, less advanced material and ditto technological inputs (Bueno Lastra and Ramos
Barrado, 1981; Carreras and Estapt-Triay, I998; Ortiz-Villajos, 2001). Fourthly, the fact
that the auxiliary companies in Spain could only target the interior market as clients and
the fact that investments were made or attracted to substitute imports (and not to set up
production for export), meant that economies of scale were difficult to obtain. Moreover,
as the Spanish final assembly plants manufactured a broad amount of(outdated) models,
which demanded model-specific parts and pieces, the suppliers had to work with small

production series and frequent exchanges of dies and production equipment (Bueno Lastra
and Ramos Barrado, I981). Fifthly, the barriers to foreign purchasing also implied that the
latest production technology was mostly not at the disposal for the Spanish automotive
parts manufacturers. This resulted in inefficient parts production and higher costs (Carreras
and Estapt-Triay, 1998; Ortiz-Villajos, 2001). The fragmented and assembly plant-specific
operating ofsuppliers formed a sixth barrier. This resulted in the absence ofcompetition
between them, frustrating further incentives to invest, innovate and develop. Also the
protection o f the national industry through import barriers added to distorted market
circumstances and a lack of competition, diluting suppliers' impetus to innovate (OrtizVillajos, 2001). Seventhly, the legal difficulties that existed in Spain to substitute labour for
capital, on the one hand, and the allowance to freely transfer profits, on the other, resulted
in a continuous export of the benefits that MNEs reaped in Spain. Consequently, these
profits were not reinvested in Spain andlor its car industry. As a result, there was a very
low investment levelin the industry for a long time and Spanish plants had to work for a
long time with machinery not as up-to-date as the machinery installed in plants abroad.
Sometimes these were also of inferior dimensions and they were made for more labourintensive production methods. Finally, the lack of institutional stimuli and the absence of
competitive advantages among the indigenous component manufacturers complicated the
export of Spanish made components. This brought little enthusiasm for foreign investment
in or guidance of the Spanish auxiliary sector on the part of specialized suppliers from third
countries, which could have functioned as a remedy against some of the previously
mentioned weaknesses ofthe local auxiliary sector. Therefore, for a long time, the presence
of foreign capital in this segment ofthe automotive industry in Spain was more reduced
than among the assembly companies in Spain (Bueno and Ramos, 1986).

All these circumstances made the (90%) local content rules unsustainable in the long run.
As a consequence, Ortiz-Villajos (2001) mentions a polarization of the attitudes of the car
assembly sector and the auxiliary sector in Spain. The car builders in Spain argued that the

national suppliers did not allow them to reach a decent quality level in their final products
and that, consequently, it would be best to liberalize imports.
The changes in the sector invoked from 1959 onwards (Plan de Estabilizacion (i959), Planes
de Desarr0110 (1964), epoch de la apertura ...), brought some relief. Nonetheless, Spain's
government still adopted a somewhat ambiguous attitude towards the automotive sector

in this period. It dithered between really opening up the industry and sticking to its
protectionist policies, as the reformed local content rule of 1964 illustrates. The new version
of this rule demanded during the first two years of manufacturing a minimum of70% of
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national components of the manufactured value of the vehicle and an increase to 90% after
tWO years. Although this meant a slight liberalization of imports, it underlined the state's
ambition to create an automotive industry with a high degree of national integration that
had to go beyond the simple assembly industry.
By timidly meeting the input demands ofthe assembly firms, the measures adopted in the
First Development Plan in 1964 severely affected the industrial structure ofthe auxiliary

part of the Spanish automotive sector. The auxiliary industry grew and professionalized
with the help of foreign technology and capital. The entry of foreign technology and capital
was facilitated as well through the Development Plan of 1964. It also meant an impulse for
diversification and maturation of the auxiliary sector. According to Aliez et at. (200 I, p.
II) the local content rule had led assembly firms in Spain to maintain a high level of vertical
integration of production. The relaxing of this rule, therefore, meant an impulse for
externalization in the case of Spanish-based assembly plants.

Furthermore, the actor composition ofthe auxiliary industry also changed. The enlarged
possibilities for foreign companies to service the Spanish based assembly firms, especially
meant that the bigger local Spanish companies (often with overcapacity andkr inefficient
production lay-outs) disappeared. For they operated in markets in which they now had to
face more competition and in which they now needed more financial resources to stay
ahead. The latter was hard for them to achieve. Firstly, the new, more competitive, business
circumstances themselves made profit potentials shrink. This lowered the possibilities to
earn sufficient money to auto-finance investments. Secondly, due to the attitude that the
government adopted with respect to the granting ofloans, i.e. the strict monetary policy
of the Spanish government imposed during the 1960s by the IMF after signing the Plan
de Estabilizacion (I959) and later in the seventies in order to control inflation, made it very
unattractive for private companies to borrow money. The government assumed this would
save money and attract technology-intensive foreign industries. The result was that instead
of making the Spanish economy able to make its own investments, many local companies
went out of business or were driven into the hands of foreign entities and the industry on
a whole was made dependent on foreign investors. Consequently, the gaps that originated
from the bankruptcies of local companies were filled up by mixed capital (local-foreign)
enterprises and foreign companies increasingly started to occupy key positions in the highends ofthe auxiliary sector.

Faced with a situation o f increasing competition from foreign actors, the local Spanish
auxiliary companies offered resistance to a further widening of foreign actors' possibilities
to operate in their domain. At the end of the I96os, a group of foreign (Italian) car
component manufacturers were negotiating with the national government concerning the
setting up of factories in Spain (near Zaragoza). During these discussions, the potential
investors launched the topiC of strengthening the liberalization of import and o f local
content rules once more as a prerequisite for going ahead with the investment plans. The
outcome ofthese negotiations was that the Spanish government gave in to the pressures
o f the local Spanish auxiliary sector and did not allow the mentioned group o f foreign
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component manufacturers to settle in Spain (Auto Revista, I967, P· 7)· Nonetheless, this
was the turning point in both the government's and the Spanish auxiliary sector's attitude
vis-a-vis foreign capital, import and local content rules. In a manner of speaking, the local
resistance -which led to the component manufacturers Gremium "Sernauto"- won the
battle, but lost the war. From then on, not only the government's permissiveness towards
foreign trade practices with respect to the automotive sector was relaxed further, but the
government also started to encourage local firms to set up alliances with foreign firms. In
addition, it also made the Spanish auxiliary industry itself aware that it would have to
modernize and be more open to foreign technology and capital (Ortiz-Villajos, 2001, p.
25). Similarly, a general lack of finances among automotive suppliers to make necessary
investments in the (97Os, contributed to local auxiliary companies' acceptance offoreign
(business) interference in their sector.
Consequently, the process of replacement ofentirely local companies by companies with
foreign capital in key positions in the auxiliary industry, which was already set in motion
in the I9605, intensified. In fact, one is able to observe in the '970s how the Spanish part
ofthe industry becomes specialized in the low-tech components ofthe industry, whereas
components of superior technological content were supplied by firms with foreign capital,
especially through imports (Economia Industrial, 1972, p. 233)·
In I972, Ford explicitly demanded a further relaxation of the import restrictions and local
content rules as a condition for its establishment in Spain. In response to this, various
barriers were lowered further both for Ford and for the final assemblers already present,
although in a dual way. That is, when Ford arrived in Spain, it was allowed to buy abroad
more than others. The "Decreto Ford" of the joth November of 1972 supposed a further
reduction in the effective degree of nationalization ofthe vehicles produced in Spain. As

it produced a distinction between the local content rule between new and existing
companies. New assembly firms were permitted to assemble cars with a local content of
50%. On the other hand, they had to export more than two thirds oftheir total production.
That way, the Spanish government hoped they would contribute decisively to an
improvement of Spain's trade balance and foreign currency shortage. The Decreto Ford
now also allowed existing firms to assemble cars with less than go%local content, provided
-in addition to a host of other conditions- that part of their production would also be
stated,

exported.

During the 19705, and more precisely from I973 onwards, both the world economy in
general and the Spanish economy in particular went through hard times due to the oil crises
of I973, I974 and 1979· As a consequence, the import ofall kinds ofenergy and raw material
became more expensive. This resulted once more in growing shortages on Spain's trade
balance, which led to several depreciations and devaluations of the peseta during the Iglos.

All this made investing in Spain cheaper for foreign entities. At the same time, the Spanish
government applied a strict monetary policy (to reduce inflation and shortages on the trade
balance), making the borrowing of money in Spain prohibitively expensive. Towards the
I98os, once more the outcome was that very few local companies were able to finance their
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survival and1or growth. Therefore, also this period saw a broad transfer ofownership of
local firms, and of key positions in the sector held by them, into the hands of foreign entities

(SEAT, 1977-I98I).
This process was facilitated by a further relaxing ofthe Spanish regulations vis-J-vis foreign
participations in the automobile sector in 1979· These new decrees -see for details on their
contents Footnote 9 - allowed for an increased liberalization of the industry towards foreign
markets (in order to enhance export growth) and towards foreign competitors and investors
(by means of fewer restrictions on flows of capital). The policy changes, relevant to the

component sector, were centred around the following aspects:
Contingents free from custom tariffs were introduced, for instance for engines,
gear boxes and coachwork. As an illustration: the average custom tariff for the
import ofequipment and components was 48% in I978. In I979 this was reduced
to 26% and in 1983 it was further reduced to 22% (Bueno and Ramos, I986, pp.

I)

z)

80).
An accelerated lowering of the minimum degree of "nationalization" in order
to make exports grow, in response to the immediate entry o f General Motors.

The following figures illustrate the effects ofthe changed policies in terms ofan increased
"denationalization" of the cars produced by many manufacturers located in Spain i.e.
through the purchase of components for a higher value abroad.

Table II: Degree of"nationalization" on composition of cars
Period

Minimum required

...-1972

90%
90%

I 972-1979

50%

Down to 60% in 1984
1979

-

50%

Applicable to whom

Real degree Spanish
content 1978

All
For those established
before 1972

For those established
after 1972 (Ford and
later GM)
For those established
before 1972

For those established
after 1972 ( Ford and

SEAT 93·2%
FASA-Renault 92.5%
Citroen 72.0%
Talbot 75·0%
Ford 67%

later GM)

1

Source: Author's elaboration based on Bueno Lastra and Ramos Barrado. 198I. pp. 54·

While not showing similar sharp increases and absolute figures as the car manufacturing
industry did, foreign participation in the component industry ofthe Spanish automotive
sector rose from 37% in 1973 to 56% in I983 (Bueno and Ramos, I986, pp. 57)·

A further catalyst in the process of the penetration o f foreign actors into the Spanish
automotive component industry, was formed by the maturation of automotive component
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supply segment itself from the beginning of the 198os onwards (Bueno and Ramos, I986).
Not only in terms ofthe scale ofoperations and the sophistication ofthe components in
question. but also in terms ofthe unprecedented internationalization ofthe auxiliary sector.

Coinciding in time with the former mal:uration trends, the strategic importance of
outsourcing to independent suppliers also increased, both due to intensified competitive
pressures and to advances in technological sophistication in -and increased diversity ofthe various parts and technologies involved in the making ofthe final product.
The increased competition and sophistication of inputs allowed the suppliers to play a more
important role in the industry, as product innovations now had to come increasingly from
them (Bueno and Ramos, I986). Some of them, for example those delivering electronics
and cabling, were able to sell to many customers. It was here then, above all, that Spain's
localindustry most firmly lost ground, as it was difficult to finance such growth operations.
Therefore, especially in this segment companies had to look for partnerships with foreign
groups in order to survive and be able to readjust to the new situation (for instance FEMSA

was driven into the arms of Bosch). Consequently, presence of foreign capital in the
electronics subsector increased from 47% (minority) in I979 to 62% in I982 (Bueno and
Ramos, 1986, 109).

The previously mentioned internationalization trends that were emerging in the auxiliary
sector led to the rise of large component manufacturing groups, who started to compete
globally among each other. The effect of this process was pervasive for the positions
traditionally occupied by local incumbents in previously protected national markets, like
the Spanish. As a consequence, the Spanish auxiliary sector (or what was left of it
(Lagendijk, I995)) also had to face a further intensification ofcompetition with foreign
firms on its interior market (Ortiz-Villajos, 2001).
Related to this, the contents and international character of assembly-supplier relationships
in the automotive sector took on new forms and were generally widened (Aliez et al., 2001).
The rise of the Japanese car industry on the world scene in the 1980s, and the buyer-supplier

relationships practiced by the Japanese automobile assemblers, formed a further important
catalyst in this respect. From now on, location decisions with respect to Spain on the part
of suppliers started to become influenced by demands of just-in-time delivery of
components (Lagendijk, 1993; Pallards-Barbera, I996, I998; Aliez et al., 1996; Longas,
1998).

The centralization to the headquarters of car assembly MNEs of, for example, purchasing
responsibilities away from formerly more or less autonomous Spanish final assembly
plants, furthermore worked in favour of foreign automotive supply companies (BBV, 1994;
Aliez et al. 1999), who tended to be better prepared technologically, financially and in terms
of disposal of production scale and loci.
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The evolutions mentioned above demanded of the (Spanish) auxiliary companies more
than ever to develop or dispose of sufficient critical mass and finances to live up to the
contemporary production and development standards. Consequently, studies into the
development of the Spanish components industry have shown that a considerable
ownership restructuring took place, particularly in the I9804 resulting in locally-owned
companies losing further ground (Aliez et al., I996; Lagendijk, 1994,1995). What we see
in this period in Spain is a blending of previously independent local firms with foreign
capital and the establishment of all new foreign greenfield plants.
Based on Layan (2000) we can understand that the creation of new component factories

in the 19705 and 1980s and the takeovers of and mergers with local component producers,
can be seen as preparatory moves of automotive component MNEs before Spain's full
integration into the EU and before the abolition of all trade barriers, knowing they would
be able to fully integrate their Spanish assets into their European1global business plans and
the direct management consolidation of their Spanish assets.
16

Only a few Spanish manufacturers of automotive components followed a path of internal
growth themselves in order to secure an independent position as systems or first tier
supplier to assembly firms. Notably, Ficosa International, Grupo Mondragon and Grupo
Antolin Irausa are examples of this. These Spanish firms -like their foreign homologousalso had to increase their size, mainly to take on development costs and follow (potential)
customers in their process of internationalization.

In addition, many studies indicate that the locally owned automotive supply companies
ofthe I98os and 19905 in Spain are mostly active in the least innovation-intensive and the
most low-tech segments ofthis industry, like coachwork, rubber, tyres, foundry; and that
the more technology-intensive inputs like electronic devices and motor parts come from
abroad (Obregon Crespo, I99I; Lagendijk, I995; CC.00., I997, PP· 37-38 & 54)· This
situation can be seen in some way as a continuation of foreign technological dependency
of the Spanish car industry which goes way back to its origins (say, the I95os) and which
produced constant situations o f technological deficits in the automotive sector (see e.g.
Economia Industrial, 1972; Escudero, I973; BBV, I994)·
Thus, the global processes of enterprise concentration of the latest decades of the zo
century, in the case ofSpain meant the disappearance of many national companies in the
assembly segment and the highest tiers of supply ofthe automotive industry. Either through
their integration into foreign MNEs or through their withdrawal to lower tier supply
positions in the sector. Ocatia (I997) observes that the period I9861994 indeed shows an
increased internationalization ofthe component supply to final assembly plants in Spain.
Moreover, Rey del Castillo (I994, P. 12) reports that 50% ofthe automotive component
th

I6

I986: Entrada en vigor del periodo transitorio para el comercio de turismos con la C.E.E. I989
Eliminaci6nde restricciones a las importaciones comunitariasde vehiculosy componentes. 1993
Liberalizaci6n plena del comercio de turismos con la Uni6n Europea. From: Aliez et al. (2001)
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manufacturing plants located in Spain are in the hands of foreign MNEs and that these are
responsible for 80% of the value of the automotive component industry in Spain.
To conclude, the above-mentioned sophistication ofthe auxiliary sector also made assembly
firms, which had previously practiced an active policy of backward internalization,

externalize more actively parts of their component manufacturing.
In the case ofSpain, in the period I979-1983, the degree ofexternalization ofcomponent
manufacturing among the conjoint of final assembly plants in Spain increased with 10%
(Santacana and Soli, I986, p. 95)· In I973 the exterior purchased value of pieces compared
to the value of the final product was 3z% for the conjoint of final assembly plants in Spain;
in I979 this was 37% and in I983 this was 47% (Bueno and Ramos, I986, p. 9I). More
purchasing from third parties inside Spain, on the one hand, and from organizations outside
Spain (whether independent suppliers or sister branch locations of the Spanish assembly
affiliates in question), on the other hand, were held responsible for one third and two thirds
respectively of this increase between I979 and I983· Growth in exterior purchasing between
I973 and I979 was, nevertheless, almost exclusively accounted for by an increase in imports

(Bueno and Ramos, 1986, P. 92)
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2. Conclusions
By the 1980s, due to the culmination of the deregulation of the Spanish market, both
Spanish-made vehicles' content and the production park ownership (final assembly and
component manufacturing) had become more and more denationalized. This allowed, or
occurred parallel with, a full managerial consolidation of the Spanish plants into the
organizational plans and group strategies ofthe MNE structures to which they belonged.
Sirrlil:irly, there was an increasing disintegration of the production and R&D tasks formerly
carried out by the final assembly company. Instead, a stronger implication of independent
suppliers into the development and manufacturing of the final product took place. As
foreign MNEs were in general the best prepared for the new and widened content of
assembly firm-component supplier relationships, they replaced many indigenous suppliers
from Spain, merged with them, incorporated them or simply occupied the new supplier
roles that now emerged. New demands for logistical efficiencies (cfr. JIT) contributed
furthermore to the setting up ofvarious new foreign-owned plants in Spain.

In more conceptual terms, we can summarize the evolutions ofthe Spanish automotive
industry until the I98osas follows:

I) At the intra-firm level of final assembly plants (and in certain

cases

of component

companies); the network positions of private providers ofcapital gradually strengthened
at the cost of the Spanish state. The strengthening of the private partners sometimes
coincided with the substitution ofone private partner by another. For example the Barreiros
enterprise changed from having Chrysler as its business partner, to Talbot, and later to
Peugeot. The same happened to the AUTHI enterprise, which started out with BMC as
its business partner, later followed by BLMC, SEAT, and finally VW. Similarly, SEAT at
first had FIAT as its business partner, and later VW.

2) Also at the intra-firm level of multinational car

constructors and component

manufacturers, and largely coinciding in time with the first evolution, the network position
of the respective headquarters strengthened within these organizations at the cost of
(previously autonomous) local plant management.

3) At the inter-firm level between car constructors and component manufacturers; and
largely due to the previous two evolutions, an almost collective deterioration of the interfirm network position ofthe local, Spanish, suppliers compared to foreign supplier groups
took place as regard their relationships with the hub firms in the industry: the car
constructors.

4) Finally, and also related to inter-firm network positioning on the part of component
manufacturers vis-i-vis car constructors, a general strengthening of the network positions
of the higher tier suppliers took place, due to an ongoing sophistication and need for
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efficiencies in parts development, production and delivery. This was both at the expense
of car constructors themselves and of lower tier suppliers.

Appendix D
Checklist for interviews
The semi-structured interviews were guided by a set of questions that would be presented
to the interviewee. It concerned a limited set o f questions on key topics relevant to our
research. The interviews were meant to provide "thick" and taCit knowledge as well as
illustrations of company-specific experiences and attitudes with respect to these topiCS,
on which the researcher would also be tracing codified information.
As an example, we present the introduction and the list of questions that was sent out to
guide the interviews at Renault headquarters. Similar interview guidance sets were set up
in German and Spanish.

Evolution de la gestion des filiales espagnoles de Renault (centralisationd6centralisation de comp6tences et autonomie et distribution g6ographique des
fournisseurs des filiales espagnoles)
Prdambule:
Etant donnt (I) «1'inttgration de l'Espagne dans l'UE», il se produisait une situation pour
les entreprises comme Renault, de (2) «pouvoir consolider et integrer la gestion des filiales
espagnoles dans la gestion centrale et mondiale des activitts de production, R&D etc. du

groupe».

(I) est un phtnomdne de l'inttgration des marchds internationaux et de la crdation des
grands blocs dconomiques et politiques (par consequent une lib6ralisation du commerce)
qui donnent des opportunitds aux entreprises privtes de suivre ou d'approfondir (z) des
stratdgies de mondialisation et de concevoir des nouveaux «modeles productif» A 1'6chelle
mondiale. Les dernieres strategies peuvent aussi etre affecttes par des evdnements qui
changent la localisation et la concentration du contr6le et du pouvoir «sur» une entreprise,
ou par la tendance croissante vers l'externalisation, vers la sous-traitance et vers la
concentration «on core activities».
Le but de l'interview est d'analyser si l'intdgration de l'Espagne dans l'UE, etIou si d'autres
processus ou faits avec un impact sur la gestion des filiales espagnoles, qui se produisaient
plus ou moins simultantment dans la ptriode I980-2000, ont effectivement provoqut un
changement (et de quelle forme?) dans la gestion des filiales espagnoles (FASA), de la part
du «headquarters» de Renault.
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Les questions ont Bt* con ues pour obtenir un apergi de 1'6volution de la gestion ou du
modde productif des filiales espagnoles de Renault selon certaines caracttristiques de ces
moddles, et pour dtterminer quels facteurs (6vdnements externes ou decisions internes)
ont contribue a ou ont dttermint cette tvolution.

Questions:
I l y a 8 questions principales. La pdriode relevante

I.

2.

3.

4.

pour l'analyse est de 1980 i 2000.

Peut-on dttecter une tvolution dans la centralisation-ddcentralisation de
l'extcution, des pouvoirs et de l'autonomie de certaines «business functions»
(comme „manufacturing», «purchasing», «R&D», «design», „supplier selection»,
...) entre, d'une part, le headquarters de Renault et, d'autre part, les filiales
espagnoles?
Peut-on ddtecter une dvolution dans l'implication des fournisseurs externes par
rapport A la fabrication des composants des automobiles e ou les compttences
en matiere de R&D entre, d'une part, les filiales de Renault en Espagne, et des
fournisseurs externes, d'autre partp
Peut-on ddtecter une tvolution dans la configuration gtographique des rtseaux
„assembly plant-suppliers» autour des filiales FASA en Espagne,
Peut-on dttecter une tvolution dans les nationalitts des entreprises impliqu6es
dans les rdseaux «assembly plant-suppliers» autour des filiales FASA en Espagne?

s.

6.

Peut-on dttecter une evolution dans la centralisation-ddcentralisation de
l'execution, des pouvoirs et de l'autonomie de certaines „business functions»
(comme «manufacturing», «purchasing», «R&D», „design», «supplier selection»,
. . . ) entre les filiales des fournisseurs qui font de la livraison aux filiales FASA
en EspagneP
Quant aux investissements de Renault dans les filiales FASA en Espagne; peut-on

dttecter une tvolution dans les facteurs principaux qui jouent un rdle dans ces
decisionsP

7.

8.

Quant aux investissements de Renault dans les filiales FASA en Espagne; peut-on
dttecter une tvolution dans 1'6valuation de la ndcessitt de ces investissements
d base d'une „plant-by-plant analyse» vers une analyse globale pour Renault
comme groupe, incluant une analyse pour dtterminer quelle filiale et la meilleure
pour rtaliser l'investissement en questionP
Peut-on ddrecter une dvolution de 1'«external embeddedness» de Renault
(imbrication externe i.e. les groups externes comme syndicats, gouvernement,
banques ..., qui ont une influence ou un pouvoir,•sur» les decisions de Renault),
et des intdrtts (p.ex. gdographiques, financiers, sociaux) dominants qu'ils
reprdsentent? La privatisation de Renault; a-t-elle jout un rdle dans ce processusP

Chacune de ces questions principales est suivie de deux ou trois questions subsidiaires pour

prdciser certains aspects. En gtneral, les questions subsidiaires sont identiques, avec la
structure suivante:
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Peut-on diviser les dernidres 20 anndes dans des ttapes homogenes ou peut-on
indiquer quelques moments .charniere» ou moments de changement dans les
20 dernitres anndesP
-

Peut-on mettre en relation ces Btapes ou moments avec certaines decisions
concretes de l'entreprise Renault ou avec des facteurs externes bien definis?En
cas affirmatif, veuillez sptcifier ces dkisions ou facteurs.

Appendix E
Assessment oflongevity, kinds ofchanges and
nationalities involved in the research cases
In chapter 5 and 6 we assessed the longevity and the kinds of changes in the supplier
networks surrounding the VW Navarra plant at Landaben and the FASA-Renault plant
at Valladolid.
In what follows, we present the Way the calculations and the assessments took place.

Whether a change is valued as a whole change, halfa change or, for instance, a quarter of
a change, depends on the fact whether -on average- over the time period considered, the
OEM practiced single sourcing, double or multiple sourcing for the component in question
or whether it sourced in separate parts that make up the component.

Extracted from Chapter 5: Quantity of changes in
Navarra's supplier network by kind of change

actor

(A) oligopoly-related
substitutions

(B) competitivenessoriented substitutions

externalization

(D) reinternalization

7

8%

*

0

Source: Author's elaboration.

(C) first-time

composition of VW
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Table Ia: (A) oligopoly-related substitutions around VW Navarra at Landaben
Past

Nr.

experiences

Substitution

with new
OHner

1
2

3

4
5

6
7

Entry of Expert components, front-end supplier, into VEAS (joint
venture between Expert and Peguform) in 200I
Take-over of Dynoplast, fuel tank supplier, by Walbro in 1995
Take-over of Industrias Esteban, suppliers of seats, by Archter und
Ebels + RHW (Bertrand Faure) late 1980s
Take-over of Unicables. supplier of cabling and cockpits, by Delphi in

Yes

No

No

No

1995

Take-over of Lignotock, supplier ofcockpits, by Sommer Allibert
Siemens in 1999

Partial

Take-over of Heidemann Novel Iberica, supplier of gear sticks, by
Adwest Plc in 1997
Take-over ofAdwest Plc, supplier ofgear sticks, by Dura in 1999

No
No

Table Ib: (B) competitiveness-related substitutions
Nr.
1

Valued as

Substitutions
Switch from 100% exhaust delivery by Arvin to 50-50 between Arvin
and Faurecia in 2001

Switch from Dynamit Nobel Ibdrica to Mecaplast for rear end
2

3
4
5

6
7

bumpers in 2001

Switch from Walbro to Kautex for fuel tanks in 2001

Switch from partial supply of cabling by Bordnetze to partial supply
ofcabling by Unicables in the late 1980s
Switch from exclusive supply of cabling by Unicables to exclusive
supply by Bordnetze in 2001
Switch from Delphi to Lignotock for cockpits in 1997

Switch from Dynamit Nobel Ibdrica to Mecaplast for interior trims
and consoles in 2001
from Kuster as lead to supplier and Irausa as second supplier

8

Switch
for door and roof panels to the inverse situation in 2001

9

Switch from MAESA-Hella to Yorka for lights in 2001

IO

Switch from Lunke to

ATESO for pedals

in 2001

>6 a substitution

I (whole)
substitution
i (whole)
substitution
% a substitution

I (whole)

substitution
I (whole)

substitution
I

(whole)

substitution
y a substitution
I (whole)

substitution
1 (whole)

substitution
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Table IC: (C) first-time externalizations
Nr.

2

Substitutions

Valued as

Switch from shared supply ofsteering systems by VW and TRW to
too% supply by TRW in 2001
Outsourcing ofVW Navarra's share of power train assembly to
Expert in 1998

K an

externalization
A of an

I

externalization

Extracted from Chapter 6: Quantity ofchanges in actor composition ofFASARenault Valladolid's supplier network by kind of change
(A) oligopoly-related
substitutions

(B) competitivenessoriented substitutions

15

3·57

(C) first-time
externalizations

(D) reinternalizations

2.08

I

Source: Author's elaboration.

Table 2a: (A) oligopoly-related substitutions around FASA-Renault Valladolid
Past
experiences

Nr.

Substitution

I

Take-over of Ekin and PCG, exhaust suppliers, by ECIA in i996
Entry of ECIA, exhaust supplier, into Faurecia (merger between
Bertrand Faure and ECIA) in iggg
Entry of Solvay fueling systems, fuel tank supplier, into Inergy (joint
venture between Solvay and Plastic Omnium) in 2000
Take-over of Inerga, front and rear end supplier, by Peguform in I996
Adhesion of Sommer Allibert, supplier of front and rear ends; floor
coverings and door and roof panels, to Faurecia in 2001
of Peguform, front and rear end supplier, into VEAS (ioint
Entrance
venture between Expert and Peguform) in 2001
Creation of a joint venture between Plastic Omnium and Inoplast
around 2000, to take care of the front and rear end supplies that were
previously delivered by Plastic Omnium
Take-over ofTrety, seat supplier, by 1ohnson Controls in the mid-

with new
Owner

2

3

4
5

6

7

8

Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes

Partial

Partial

No

1990s

9
IO

11

12

13
14
15

Take-over of CETASA, cabling supplier, by Delphi in the mid-1990s
Take-over of MAISA, cabling supplier, by UTA in the 199Os
Sale of MAISA, cabling supplier, by UTA to Lear in the 1990s
Take-over of Reydel, cockpit supplier, by Plastic Omnium in 1995
Take-over of cockpit division of Plastic Omnium by Visteon in 1999
Take-over of Gunasa, supplier of floor coverings. by Sommer Allibert

No
No
NO
Yes

No
Yes

in the mid-1990s
Take-over ofValeo's motor and electricity activities by
(engine propulsion parts)

Siemens in 1995 1

No

I
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Table 21): (B) competitiveness-related substitutions
Substitutions
Nr.
Switch from shared supply of exhausts by Norma and Ekin (ECIA)
I

Switch from
2
3

4
5

6

7
8
9

to 100% supply by ECIA in I996
Draft. Airex + Carbureibar to Bundy l IT Group

3

a substitution

for fuel

alimentation in I996
Substitution of Fagor-MCC's share in front and rear end supply, by
Sommer Allibert in 1996
Switch from shared supply of cabling by MAISA and
CETASAlDelphi to exclusive supply by Delphi in Zool
Substitution of Simoldes' share in door and roof panels supply, by
Plastic Omnium in 1996
Including Delphi-Lucas Varity for supplies of engine propulsion
parts in zoot
Switch from Yorka's part of lighting supply to Hella-Maesa in 1996
from shares of Mikalor, Alumalsa, Inyectametal and Acenor
Switch
in small metal device supplies to Estampaciones Bizkaia in 1996
Substitution of Bendiberica's share in brakes supply, by Fagor
Ederlan and Bundy 111 Group in 1996

Table 2C: (C) first-time externalizations
Nr.
Substitutions
Outsourcing of FASA-Renault Valladolid's share ofsteering system
2

Valued as

14 a substitution

'/3 ofa
substitution
a substitution

1/6 of

substitution
ofa

substitution
16 a substitution
1/3 ofa

substitution
1/3 ofa

substitution

Valued as
14 an

assembly to TRW in I996
Outsourcing of SMI's (Renault) share of steering system assembly to

externalization
% an

Koyoin 1996

externalization

Outsourcing of (FASA-)Renault's share of transmission assembly to

M an

NTN

externalization

Outsourcing of (FASA-)Renault's share of motor propulsion part

of an

4

assembly to NTN

externalization

5

Outsourcing of shares of Funfrap (Renault) in small metal device
supplies to Sofedit Iburica in I996

externalization

Table 2d: (D) Re-internalizations
Nr.
Substitutions

z

3

1/3 of an

Valued as

Parts of front and rear end bumper components at FASA-Renault

1 of a re-

Valladolid as of zool
Substitution of Ayra Durex and Ascometal shares in transmission
supplies, by in-house FASA-Renault1Renault France (ind. ACI)
production in 1996
Substitution ofFagor's share in motor propulsion part supplies. by
in-house FASA-Renault Renault France (ind. ACI) production in

internalization

1996

% a re-

internalization
K of a re-

internalization
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Similarly, in chapter 5 and 6 we assessed the evolution o f the nationality of the capital
behind the supplier involved in the supplier networks surrounding the VW Navarra plant
at Landaben and the FASA-Renault plant at Valladolid.

In what follows, we present the way the counting and the assessments took place.

Whether a nationality is valued as a whole, half or, for instance, a quarter of a change,
depends on the capital structure behind the supplier in question (it may be a joint venture
between companies from different countries), or on the number of component-specific
suppliers: single sourcing or multiple sourcing. It may also depend on the question whether
during a certain time period, for instance I984-I994 for VW Navarra or I990-c996 for
FASA-Renault, there was a switch from one supplier to another.

Extracted from Chapter 5: Origin ofcapital ofsuppliers' sample for the Landaben
plant
2OOx

and beyond

Nationality
D

19844994

I994-200I

16.75

B.I25

IO.0

F

0.25

0.625

3.5

USA

0.5

3.0

3·25

E

2.5

2.5

1·75

NO
I

0
0

0.5
0

0
0.5

UK

o

0.25

0

CZ

O

Total
Source: Author's etaboration.

20

0

.0

20

20
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Table 3: Break-down ofnationalities behind suppliers to VW Navarra
Component
Exhaust pipe

Rear end bumper

Front-end bumper
Fuel tank

Seats

I984-I994

1994-200I

D

USA

D

WD, E
D

KE, VID, V

F

200I

and beyond

% USA, % F

D

F

D

K D, MUSA

16 No,% USA

D

16D,KF

% D, 14 F

Steering system

% USA, % D

K USA, MD

USA

Cabling

KE, K D

16 E, USA

D

% E, % USA, KE, i/8
D, 1 8 F

K D KF

Cockpit

Isolating floor

D

D

D

D

coverings

Interior trims and
consoles

D

Door and roof
16 E, 16

D

D

D

14 E

panels
Lights

Stamping ofsmall
metal devices
Gear box

D

16 E,14

D

D

D

Engine

F

'.i E, >6 D

D

KE,% 1

KE KD

%E %D

D

D

D

D

Brake devices

D

D

D

Transmission

D

D

D

Engine propulsion
group (power

D

D

W D,% USA

train)

Gear stick

Pedals

D

D

VID, VE,YUK. V

i

D

CZ
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Extracted from Chapter 6: Origin ofcapital ofsuppliers' sample for the
Valladolid plant
2OOIand beyond

Nationality
D

1990-1996
0.58

1996-2001
I.23

I.02

F

6.23

7.25

6.25

USA

O. I7

z.67

5.16

E

7.63

3.68

I.79

P
B

UK
Total
Source: Author's elaboration.

0.5

I.20

0.74

0.33

0.33

0.33

0.33

0.25

16

16

0.32

I6
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Table 4: Break-down ofnationalities behind suppliers to FASA-Renault
Valladolid
Component

I990-1996

I996-2001

2001 and beyond

Exhaust pipe

t E, K F

1/ E, 1/3 F

F

Front end and rear
end bumper

1/S F. 1/3 E. 1/3

D

1

'/3 E, 1/3 F. 1/3 F

F, i18 E, 1/8 F, V F,

118 D, 118 USA

Fuel tank

I16 E, 1/3 8, V F, VIE

I/6 E, 1/3 8, USA

VIB,%F, 16USA

Seats

KE, W F

USA

USA

Steering system

E VIF F

MI, M USA

141, 14 USA

Cabling

1/3 E, 1/3 E 1/3 E

KE, % USA, % E, K

USA

USA

118 E. 118 F, y F, % F. %

Cockpit

F

E

Isolating floor

It E, y F, % E. IIB E,

coverings

118 F

Interior trims,
consoles, door and

USA

F

F

1/3 E, 1/3 P, 1/3 F

1/S F.'/3 F, 1/S E

1/3 F, '/3 F. 1/3 E

Lights

KE,% F, % E

MDIVE,% F

1 D, %F

Stamping ofsmall
metal devices

'/7 E, 1/7 E, 1/7 E. I/7

1/S F. 1/3 E. 1/S E

1/3 F, 1/6 E 1/3 E

Gear box

1/6 E, , 6 F, 1/6 P, 1/6

,/6 E, 1 6 F, 1/6 P, 1/6
F, 1/3 F

,/6 E, Il6 F, I/6 P, 1/6

I/6

116 E, 116 F. 116 P, I/6
F, 1/6 F

1/7 E, 1/I4 P, It,4 F,

E, 1/7 UK
F, 1/3 F

F, 1/6 F

Engine

I16 E, i16 F, 116 P, 1/6
F, 1/3 F

116 E, 116 F, I/6 P,
F, YS F

Brake devices

I/6 E, 116 F, 116 USA,
K/6 E, 1/3 E

116 E, 116 F, I16 USA,

116 E, I16 UK, 116 E,

K F, K F

MF,%1

I IO E, I IO F, 1/5 F,
'/5 F, t/5 D. 1/5 D

1/5 F, 1/51, 1/5 D, 1/5

Transmission

1/3 F. 1/3 E. 1/3 USA

116 E, 1/3 E

(16 F, 1/3 F

Engine propulsion
group (power
train)

118 E, I/8 F. 14 E, IIS F.

I 8 D, 1/8 E, I 8 D
1

USA, I/5 D
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In chapter 5 and 6 we also assessed the geographical developments of the supplier network
surrounding the VW Navarra plant at Landaben and the FASA-Renault plant at Valladolid.

In what follows, we present the way the counting and the assessments took place.

Whether a settlement in Castilla y Leon or Valladolid is valued as a whole, half or, for
instance, a quarter of a change, depends on the number of component-specific suppliers:
single sourcing or multiple sourcing. It may also depend on the question whether during
a certain time period, for instance I984-I994 for VW Navarra or 1990-I996 for FASARenault, there was a switch from one supplier to another.
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Table 5: Geographical developments ofthe supplier network surrounding the VW
Navarra plant
Component
Exhaust pipe

Rear end bumper

Front end bumper

Supply site 1984-

SUpply Site 200I

I994

and beyond

Germany

,,
Landaben area (I)

+

Navarra

Germany
(16)
Gerrnany +

Madrid

Approximation,
status quo or
removal
Approximation (incl.
i on-site investment)
"Intermediate"

approximation

Landaben area (W) +

Landaben area (I)

Catalunya

Approximation (incl.
I on-site investment)

Approximation (incl.
Fueltank

Seats

Steering system

Cabling

Cockpit
Isolating floor

Landaben area

Germany
Landaben area

(i)

Landaben area (%) +

Germany
Germany +
Landaben area (14)

Germany

Landaben area (I)

(%)

investments)
Status quo (incl. i onsite investment)

Landaben area (i)

Landaben area (I)

+

Landaben area

2 on-site

(i)

Landaben area (I)

Approximation
Approximation (incl.
I on-site investment)

Approximation (incl.
I on-site investment)

Landaben area (I)

Landaben area (I)

Status quo (incl. i onsite investment)

Interior trims and

Landaben area (M) +

consoles

Madrid

Removal

Navarra (%)

panels

Landabenarea (M) +
Germany

Approximation (incl.

Leon

Lights

Germany

Catalunya

coverings

Door and roof

Stamping ofsmall
metal devices

Germany

+

Castilla y

I

on-site investment)

"Intermediate"
Landaben area (%) +

approximation
Approximation (ind.

Germany + rest of
Spain

Landaben area (%) +

Gear box

Germany

Catalunya

Engine
Brake devices
Transmission

Germany
Germany
Germany

Germany
Germany

Status quo
Status quo

Landaben area (i)

Approximation

Engine propulsion
group (power

Germany

Germany +
Landaben area (t/4)

Approximation

Gear stick

Germany

Landabenarea(t)

Approximation (incl.
i on-site investment)

Pedals

Catalunya +
Landaben area (k)

Czech Republic

Madrid

4 on-site

investments)
"Intermediate"

approximation

train)

Removal (incl. I on-

site investment)
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Table 6: Geographical developments of the supplier network surrounding the
FASA-Renault Valladolid plant
Component

Exhaust pipe

Approximation,

Supply Site 1990-

Supply Site 2001

I996

and beyond

status quo or
removal

Madrid

Approximation

Euskadi

France

+

Valladolid (V) +
Castilla y Leon (39

Front end and rear
end bumper

Castillay Leon (213)
+ Bizkaia

Fueltank

Valladolid (%) +
France + Bizkaia

Valladolid (%) +
Palencia ( )

Approximation

Valladolid (i)

Valladolid (i)

Status quo

Valladolid (10 +

France + Navarra

Removal

Aragon

Status quo

Seats

Steering system
Cabling

France
Aragon + Portugal

+

Catalunya

+

Approximation

Madrid

Virtual

Cockpit

Isolating floor
coverings

Interior trims,
consoles, door and

roofpanels
Lights
Stamping of small
metal devices
Gearbox

Engine

Brake devices
Transmission
Engine propulsion
group (power
train)

Valladolid (34) +

Catalunya

Madrid

+

Valladolid (1)

status quo
Virtual

France +

Catalunya +
Valladolid (%)

Valladolid (I)

Castillay Leon (1 6)
+ Valladolid (I/6) +
Portugal + France +
Madrid
Andalucia +

Castilla y Leon (1/3) +

Catalunya

Andalucia
Valladolid (lk) +
Castilla y Leon ('/3) +
Madrid
Andalucia + Portugal

Valladolid (V) + rest
of Spain + Portugal

Andalucia
+

+

Portugal

France

Portugal + France
Valladolid (2 /3) +
Cantabria

Gipuzkoa +
Valladolid (1/3) +
France

Valladolid
of Spain

(%)
+

+ rest

France

approximation
through tiering
status quo

Valladolid (I/6) +
Madrid + Valladolid

Approximation

(1/3)
Valladolid (%) +

+ France

Valladolid (1/3) +

approximation
through tiering:

Valladolid (1/3) +
Portugal + France
France + Gipuzkoa +
Castilla y Leon ('/ )
France + Castilla y

Approximation

Approximation

Status quo

Status quo

Removal

Removal

Leon (I16)
Castillay Leon (I 10)
+ rest of Spain +
France

1
Removal
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Summary in Dutch:
Vorming en evolutie van internationale bedrijfsnetwerken
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Onderhavige dissertatie met betrekking tot de vorming en evolutie van internationale
bedrijfsnetwerken houdt zich bezig met 2 vraagstukken. Enerzijds de vraag waarom en
wanneer geografische clustering van toeleveranciers rond een gezamenlijke klant al dan
niet optreedt. Anderzijds, in welke mate er evolutie en veranderingen optreden in de
samenstelling qua actoren van industriele netwerken. Gangbare aannames in de wetenschap
op dit gebied stellen het volgende. Aan de ene kant: just-in- time praktijken en modularisering van productie leiden tot geografische toenadering van toeleveranciers tot afnemers.
Aan de andere kant: relaties tussen industriele afnemers en toeleveranciers hebben een
langdurig karakter.

Dit onderzoek stelt deze aannames in vraag. Met betrekking tot het eerste deel, stelt het
dat clustering in plaats van logistiek ofklassiek vestigingsproblematiek, eerder een businessto-business of bedrijfsnetwerkvraagstuk is. Ingeval het om grensoverschrijdende
netwerkverbanden gaat: dat het dan eveneens om een internationaliseringsvraagstuk gaat.
Er wordt geargumenteerd dat dit met name voor netwerken geldt die buiten de thuisbasis
van de "bindende" firma (degene die de verschillende toeleveranciers als gezamentijke klant
hebben) liggen. Dit soort netwerken worden gevat onder de typering "satellietnetwerken
in perifere regio's". Waarbij perifeer staat voor: gelegen buiten de directe thuisbasis van
de bindende firma. Het gaat dus niet om netwerken in bijvoorbeeld de Je wereld.

Met betrekking tot het tweede deel, stelt het dat met name economische integratie in de
wereld, rivaliserend gedrag tussen toeleveranciers en winstbejag van de kant van afnemers
het onlogisch maken dat substitutie van toeleveranciers een zeldzaam verschijnsel is.
Vervolgens worden een drietal conceptuele referentiekaders, welke voor een analyse vanuit
een langer tijdsperspectief op de geselecteerde vraagstukken als het meest relevant en
geschikt worden beschouwd, kritisch bekeken en bediscussieerd. Het gaat in concreto om:
de Network and Interaction approach to business-to-business relationships, de Network
view on the Internationalization Process Model en het Flagship / 5 Parmers model. Op basis
van aanvullingen op en mutaties aan diverse elementen uit deze kaders wordt een eigen
conceptueel kader geconstrueerd. Vervolgens wordt een onderzoeksdesign ontvouwd
teneinde het conceptueel kader te toetsen en antwoorden te verkrijgen op de 2 centrale
vraagstukken van de dissertatie. De sleutelvariabelen van het zelfgeconstrueerde
conceptuele kader worden geoperationaliseerd en onderliggende causaliteiten worden
geexpliciteerd zodat het geheel als een theorie opgevat kan worden.

Dit alles wordt vervolgens toegepast op een tweetal gevalstudies die elk bestaan uit een
assemblagefabriek voor automobielen in Spanje en hun respectievelijke toeleveranciers.
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Op basis van diepgravend onderzoek worden de vestigingsdynamieken van de kant van
toeleveranciers over een periode van +1- IS jaar uitgespit. Hetzelfde wordt gedaan voor wat
betreft de identiteit van component-specifieke toeleveranciers om zo na te gaan of er qua
samenstelling van bedrijfsnetwerken betekenisvolle veranderingen optreden.

De gevalstudies leveren het nodige bewijsmateriaal op om aannemelijk te maken dat
vestigingsdynamieken van toeleveranciers in hoge mate vanuit een business-to-business
perspectief verklaard kunnen worden. De ene bindende firma bleek op het vlak van
schaaleconomieen en leermogelijkheden beduidend meer te bieden aan zijn toeleveranciers
dan de andere. Bijgevolg oefende de eerste bindende firma een sterke aantrekkingskracht
qua vestigingsbeslissingen op haar toeleveranciers uit, met een sterke geografisch
geconcentreerde clustervorming als gevolg. Bij de tweede bindende firma zag men over
de termijn van IS jaar geen noemenswaardige "co-locatie" patronen optreden.

Met betrekking tot het vraagstuk van de continuiteit van actoren in bedrijfsnetwerken komt
de studie tot de slotsom dat discontinuiteiten en substituties een meer dan marginaal
verschijnsel zijn en dat dit type veranderingen dan ook veel tneer aandacht verdient van
de kant van (bedrijfs)netwerktheoretici en -onderzoekers. Het type veranderingen dat
wordt waargenomen kan grofweg ingedeeld worden in radicale veranderingen die
duidelijke breuklijnen in de samenstelling van bedrijfsnetwerken tussen opvolgende
periodes markeren en incrementele veranderingen die meer evolutionaire ontwikkelingen
van bedrijfsnetwerksamenstellingen tot gevolg hebben. De ene gevalstudie bracht met name
"harde" substituties aan het licht, terwijl de andere meer geconcerteerde substituties te zien
gaf.

De studie kwam ook tot de volgende opmerkelijke inzichten. Enerzijds, dat harde
substituties een extra stimulans geven aan co-locatie tendensen. Anderzijds, dat wanneer
een bindende firma harde substituties doorvoert onder haar toeleveranciers, dit de
plaatsvervangende toeleveranciers er niet van weerhoudt om ten behoeve van die bindende

firma klantspecifieke vestigingen op te zetten.
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The frequency with which buyer organizations switch their suppliers should not

lilli Ill

be underestimated.

If companies prefer to be "a mouse's head instead of a lion's tail"' the outcome is
from a network perspective.
seldom a vanguard position
Empowerment of peripherally located subsidiaries of buyer organizations is an
important factor for suppliers in the decision whether to pursue a follow-theclient settlement policy.
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Economic geography exercises require a much stronger analysis of buyer-supplier
relationsllips dian usually is the case.

'''
Opportunities for locd industrial growth througli interiiational
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business

networks are strongly conditional on their embeddedness in overarching MNEs'
decision structures.

Kennis van hortzontale en verticale degustatietechnieken uit de oenologie leiden tot
verbeterde verslaggeving rond longitudinaal sociaal-wetenschappelijk
onderzoek.
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Protectionism and excessive local content requirements have "entropical"
effects on industries and form a mistaken road to long-term prosperity.

Het wedstriidinzicht dat men ontwikkelt door het lopen van middellange
afstandswedstrilden komt goed van pas bij het schrijven van een proefschrift.
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Renault Vilvoor(le is niet voor niets gesloten.

l'he term "the Dark Ages"
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Homogenization of economic space makes location-specific Rdvantages

De creatie van supplier parks ter opwekking van clustereffecten is als het paard
achter de liar spannen.
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increasingly fleeting.
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expresses a strong

Cultures.

Als het nan de kat lag, kocht ze geen whiskas.

I

Spanish proverb expressing tlie desire to remain independent, although small, instead

sovereign part of a larger conjoint.
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